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ABSTRACT 
The most important section of railway in the South 
Island of New Zealand, the Main North Line, offers a con-
tinuous rail link serving the northern half of the South 
Island's east coast. The Main North Line, operated by 
i 
the New Zealand Railways Department, extends J48 kilometres 
between Christchurch (in the south) and Picton (at the 
northern tip of the South Island). At some 25 to JO 
sections of the line, speed restrictions imposed on rail 
traffic have reduced Christchurch-Pictou travel times by 
approximately one hour. Many restrictions occur at 
sections of the line where instability in natural slopes, 
cuts and fills gives eoncern to track safety~ This study 
summarises investigations and recommends correction measures 
for three areas of slope instability through which the 
railway passes. 
The Ethelton Slip, an earth movement in a natural 
slope, is sited 101 kilometres north of Christchurch. The 
Main North Line passes for 450m across the toe of the land-
slide. The site covers an are.a of JO hectares, with 
relief between the upper and lower boundaries approaching 
200m. Slope angles over the surface range to 45°. At 
the turn of this century, movement on the railway reached 
0.5-1.0m per week. This study has shown that movement is 
not occurring generally over the site, but is restricted to 
a small (one hectare) zone above and including the railway. 
Displacement of this zone reached 1).1cm over a 9.7 month 
survey period; numerous shear and tension cracks over much 
of the zone infer movement is deep seated. Material forming 
the slide mass is a colluvium, derived by deep weathering 
and erosion of a basic volcanic bedrock intrusive into 
sandstones and mudstones of Triassic age. Slope failure 
ii 
is believed to have resulted from a process of overstressing 
within the weathered slope mantle as a result of over-
steepening and undercutting at the toe of the slope through 
river action. Surface drainage and slope regrading is 
recommended to eliminate water infiltration into the slide 
mass. If movements persist at the site following these 
measures, horizontal or counterfort drains could be consid-
ered as additional controls. 
The second area considered in this study, a one kilo-
metre-long railway cutting, causes perennial track clearance 
and maintenance problems from the numerous mudflow and 
earthfall-type landslides originating from the batters above 
both sides of the track. The Hawkswood Cut, located t40 
kilometres north of Christchurch, has batters originally 
rising at 45° and approaching 20m in height. Near the 
centre of the Hawkswood, instability of the cutting sides 
has advanced to the stage where slopes are approaching the 
vertical and remedial attention is a necessity. During 
high intensity or prolonged rainfall, small earthflows 
become mobilized from the batters as a result of surface 
runoff leading to a reduction in the effective normal stress 
of surficial slope material. Earthfalls, or soil blocks 
breaking away from the slope faces, are also associated with 
periods of heavy rainfall. Earthfalls result from seepage 
pore water pressures exerting on unfavourably orientated, 
stress-relief-induced fissures. Earthworks to reduce _the 
present slope angles are shortly to be undertaRen. A 
iii 
continuous (without benching), near-30° batter is recom-
mended for the n~w cutting, and surface d~ainage and slope 
regrading above the cutting to permit surface runoff is 
strongly advised. 
The ~likonui earthflow forms an extensive area of 
natural slope movement over a distance of t.J kilometres 
from the Kaikoura coast (east coast, South Island), inland 
to a point 215m above sea level. The Main North Line 
crosses the toe of the landslide at th~ coast. The active 
width of the earthflow tapers from 200m measured parallel 
to the coast, to 25-JOm at the upper boundary of the site. 
The lateral boundaries of the earthflow are marked by 
discreet shear zones. The basal sliding surface is coin-
cident with the upper surface of an insitu, late Cretaceous-
age, Ca-rich bentonite immediately underlying the slide 
mass. The slide mass attains a thickness of over )Om near 
the lower boundary of the site. Surface survey stations 
were displaced a maximum 91.1cm over a 10 month survey 
period during this study. Slope regrading to eliminate 
ponds, swampy areas, and hummocky topography, and an exten-
sion of surface drains already constructed at the site, are 
recommended to encourage surface runoff. Gravitational 
driving forces causing movements in the earthflow may be 
reduced by the excavation of an area of secondary land-
sliding above the site. The installation of subsurface 
drainage should further increase slope stability. Elimin-
ation of the earthflow by bridging the railway across the 
toe of the landslide is likely to be the only.long-term, 
permanent control. 
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SECTION 1: GENERAL 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The elevation to A-grade status in 1971 of New 
Zealand Railway's Hain North Line, running bet"'lveen Christ-
church and Picton in the South Island of New Zealand, 
demonstrates the increasing importance placed on this 
section of railway as a means of .transportation. The 
rise in status of the line, justified on a freight density 
(gross tonne-kilometre) basis, is related principally to 
the occurrence of significant historical events in the 
national transport industry. 
Introduction of the Blenheim-Nelson notional railway 
(subsidised road transport) system in 1957, coupled with the 
commencement of Wellington-Picton inter-island rail ferries 
in 1962, 1967, 1972 and 1974, has allowed a recent growth 
rate in freight of some 5-11% per annum on the Main North 
Line. With rail freight transportation costs currently 
one third that of road, per tonne-kilometre, and the recent 
cancellation of Wellington-Lyttelton inter-island shipping 
services in 1976, the importance of the Main North Line 
should further increase. 
Currently 120 plus locomotives per week transport 
approximately J million gross tonnes per year of freight 
between Christchurch and Picton. A single daily passenger 
service connecting with the Picton inter-island rail ferry 
service provides a cheap Wellington-Christchurch link. 
The Main North Line has a somewhat tarnished 
reputation, perhaps erroneously, as a railway.plagued by 
1-2 
blockages. Reliability figures for 1971-74 reveal the 
line to have been available for the continuous running of 
traffic 98.29% of the time. The number of' hours lost 
through blockages for 1971-74 averaged t49 per annum: 67~ 
through derailments, and )j~ due to phenomena such as land-
slips• winds, floods, washouts and ballast failures. 
Reliability figures f'or the Main North Line during 
1975, for which the number of hours lost through blockages 
exceeded 580, demonstrate the vulnerability of communication 
routes to disruption from natural catastrophes such as 
floods, landslides and storms. 
The passage of a cyclone, Cyclone Alison, over New 
Zealand on 11-12 March, 1975 caused widespread damage to 
exposed eastern and northern districts of the country from 
the strong, wet, east to northeast airflow which accompanied 
the storm. A narrow, tOO kilometre long strip adjacent to 
the coastal Kaikoura district (east coast South Island) 
experienced more than 500mm of' rain, and six-hour rainfall 
intensities exceeded )Omm per hour. Damage to the state 
highway and Main North Line, which run side-by-side over 
much of this coastal strip, amounted to NZ$1.75M from land-
slides, washoute and flood debris. Rail traf'fic were 
operational again after 12 days. Slope movements during 
Cyclone Alison in the steep Kaikoura region were principally 
restricted to shallow-seated regolith-type slides involving 
rapid transportation of' weathered surficial elope debris. 
Both Dj and Dg locomotives operate individually, or 
in tandem, over the 348 ~in North Line kilometres. The 
1062mm gauge track is approved for speeds up to 50 kph for 
freight trains and 80 kph for passenger services. 
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At some 25 to 30 sections of line, speed restrictions 
of 10 or 25 kph are enforced on rail traffic. Many 
restrictions occur in areas where instability of natural 
slopes and cuts is giving concern for track safety. A 
programme of track-improvement, in which widening of cuts 
and fills and improvement of drainage and track access is 
presently being undertaken, should reduce the number of 
restrictions. In addition, increasing the weight of rail 
to 50kg/m and a comprehensive sleeper relayer programme are 
also being undertaken. 
Improvements to Christchurch-Picton passenger service 
times up to one hour will probably occur following a reduc-
tion in the number of speed restrictions. The beneficial 
effects of track-improvement are possibly already being 
experienced; during 1976 only 60 hours were lost through 
blockages, a considerable reduction on the 1971-74 figures. 
1.2 SCOPE OF REPORT 
This thesis summarises investigations into three 
areas of slope instability through which the Picton-
Christchurch Main North Line passes. At two of the local-
ities the railway crosses landslides formed in natural 
slopes, while at the third, batter instability along an 
excavated cutting results in perennial track clearance and 
maintenance problems. 
A brief history of the problem is outlined for each 
locality. Landslide descriptions, postulated failure 
mechanisms, and field investigations undertaken at each 
site are discussed. A general review of earth movement 
correction measures is given, and those controls applicable 
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or not applicable to any o~ the study areas discussed. 
Finally, the preferred remedies ~or the three landslides 
are given as a list of recommendations for each of the 
study areas. Emphasis is placed on those remedies likely 
to be most economically acceptable to the New Zealand 
Railways, even though such measures are likely to effect 
only a partial control of the slope movements. 
Fifteen months were spent on the compilation of the 
report, of which more than four were spent in the field. 
1.3 PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE STUDY AREAS 
1. J 1 Names and Locations 
The study areas in general lie between 80 and 130 
kilometres north of Christchurch within the north eastern 
districts of North Canterbury and the coastal Kaikoura 
region of southern Marlborough, South Island, New Zealand 
(Fig. t). 
The three areas to be discussed• with their detailed 
locations, are named as follows (Figs. 1 & 2): 
(a) The Ethelton Slip, the southern-mo8t landslide, 
is situated 101 kilometres north of Christchurch on the 
Main North Line• and approximately one kilometre north of 
the Ethelton Railway Station. 
(b) The Hawkswood Cut, located at 140 kilometres, 
is approximately midway between Parnaeeue and Ferniehurst 
Railway Stations. 
• 
(c) The Mikonui earth.flow, sited at t6.5 kilometres 
Main North Line dietancee from Chrietchurch are taken 
from a survey control at Addington Station· (Fig. 2). 
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at a point three kilometres south of Oaro and five kilo-
metres north of Claverly Railway Stations. 
1.32 Geomorphology 
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The largest area of flat land in the South Islandt 
the Canterbury Plains, stretches some 240 kilometres along 
the eastern coastal strip from approximately the mouth of 
the Hurunui River (in the north), to approximately Oamaru 
in the south. The Canterbury Plains comprise an area of 
gentle, undulating topography of low relief. The plains 
are an accummulation of substantial thicknesses (10-12,000m) 
of glacial outwash gravels, deposited as coalescing piedmont 
fans during glacial periods in New Zealand's recent geo-
logical history. 
To the northwest and northeast the Canterbury Plains 
rise into a series of foothills before ascending steeply to 
the Southern Alps, the largest mountain ranges of New 
Zealand. These axial ranges traverse the central South 
Island as an alpine "backbone". 
The study are~s are located within foothills of the 
Southern Alps in the north eastern extremity of the Canter-
bury Plains. Here steep-sided slopes, with moderate relief 
up to 1000m, formed by rapid downcutting during approxi-
mately the last two million years, surround intermontane 
lowland depressions of lower relief. 
Many of the lmY"land basins are structurally-
controlled, often formed between uplifted fault blocks. 
The Hawkswood Cut is constructed through one such low-
relief depression, while the Ethelton Slip and. the Mikonui 
earthflow both occur in foothill slopes flanking north 
eastern continuations of the Southern Alps. 
Relief is extreme along the Southern Alps, and there 
are many peaks o£ 2,500-J,OQOm perpetually snow-covered. 
Mt. Cook, the highest peak in New Zealand, rises to J,764m. 
Major drainage courses £low towards their respective coast 
lines o££ both flanks o£ the main divide. Within the study 
areas, the Hurunui, Waiau, and Conway Rivers transit the 
region in a south easterly direction and along often deeply 
incised antecedant drainage channels. 
1.JJ Climate 
New Zealand has a maritime, temperate climate. 
Climate is influenced by location (the country lies between 
latitudes J4°S and 47°S), oceanic situation, and by the 
topography o£ its axial mountain system. 
The southern Alps form a formidable barrier in the 
path o£ prevailing westerly winds which cross the southern 
Tasman Sea to reach New Zealand. Their e££ect is to 
produce contrasting climatic conditions west o£ the main 
divide, where precipitation as high as s,ooomm is exper-
ienced, £rom drier areas to the east. 
The study areas, in general, usually experience warm 
summers with day temperatures often above J0°C, accompanied 
by dry, warm, often strong Foehn northwest winds. During 
winter, day temperatures are cool and winds £rom an easterly 
and southerly quarter prevail; frosts are common to low 
levels and most peaks over 2 1000m are snow-covered. Rain-
£all over the year ranges between 700-2,000mm, and there is 
generally an increase in precipitation in the winter months 
(Fig. 3). 
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t.J4 Vegetation 
The native vegetative cover, mixed hardwood-podocarp-
broadleaf forest, has been reduced to small isolated pockets 
throughout the areas. A modified flora, consisting of 
exotic grassland species (white clover-rye grass sward) 
intermingled with scrublands of gorse, bracken, manuka and 
broom, results from the introduction of European agricul-
tural practices. 
t.4 PREVIOUS WORK 
In 1964 Gregg geologically mapped the study areas at 
a scale of 1:250,000 (Gregg, D. R., 1964, Sheet 18, 
HUrunui, tst Edition). TheQuaternary and late Tertiary 
geology has been detailed in a more recent D.S.I.R. mapping 
publication (Quaternary Geology- South Island, t:t,OOO,OOO, 
1st Edition, N.Z. Geological Survey Miscellaneous Series 
Map 6). 
Warren and Speden (1977 in press) include the Mikonui 
earthflow and environs in an account of the ~per Cretaceous 
geology of the Haumuri Bluff district, southern Marlborough. 
Bell (1977) provides the firit engineering geological 
account of the Mikonui earthflow. 
Warren (in prep.) includes the Hawkswood Cut in a 
detailed study of the geology of the Leader Basin tectonic 
depression, North Canterbury. 
An unpublished dissertation by Maxwell (1964) 
describes the stratigraphy and structure of the Kaiwara 
~ver district, the southeast boundary of which occurs two 
kilometres northwest of the Ethelton Slip. The two areas 
have many geological similarities. 
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Bell (in press) provides the only published account 
of the engineering and geological impact of Cyclone Alison 
on the coastal Kaikoura region. 
Unpublished files prepared by the Public Works 
Department (now the Ministry of Works and Development) 
dating back to the beginning of this century, give details 
of the construction of the Main North Line. Unpublished 
Railways Department files furnished valuable accounts of 
the historical development of slope stability problems of 
the study areas, especially for the Ethelton Slip and 
Hawkswood Cut. 
1. 5 HISTORICAL 
1.51 Development of the Main North Line 
Construction of the Main North Line commenced from 
the southern (Addington) end of the line in 1872. Three 
years later development started from the northern terminal 
at Picton (Fig. 2 ). 
Construction was undertaken by the Public Works 
Department as a staged development. By 1912 the southern 
section had reached Parnassus, while by 1915 progress in 
the north had reached as far south as Wharanui. These two 
sections were known at that time as the Parnassus and Picton 
Branch Lines, respectively. An inland North Canterbury 
line, known as the Waiau Branch, opened in 1882, met the 
Parnassus Branch at the Waipara Junction. 
Further development did not proceed until the 1930's. 
The last section separating the Parnassus .and Picton Branch 
Lines was completed in 1945. 1be railway has since been 
referred to as the South Island Main North Line. 
The original 52 kilometre-long section of railway 
between Addington and Amberley (Fig. 2) ~as built to a 
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1 ,600mm (5 '3 11 ) gauge and operated by the Provincial Govern-
ment until November, 1876. Following that date the line 
came under the control of the then Public Works Department. 
In December, 1877 the gauge was reduced to the present 
1 ,062mm (3 16 11 ). 
The following table summarises the development of 
the Main North Line. 
Addington-Parnassus: 1872-1912 
(Ethel ton Slip. Ethelton-Tormore section: 1906} 
Picton-Wharanui: 1875-1915 
Parnassus-Wharanui: 1939-1945 
(Hawkswood Cut. Parnassus-Hundalee section: 1937; 
Mikonui Earthflow. Hundalee-Kaikoura section: 1945}. 
1.52 History of Movement on the Ethelton Slip 
During construction of the Ethelton-Tormore section 
of the Main North Line prior to 1906, it became apparent to 
the Public Works Department that the track would cross a 
landslide of considerable magnitude in a slope one kilo-
metre east of the Ethelton Station. Plates 1-5 illustrate 
the nature of the slip in 1923. 
Subsequent moveme~ts of the track and the slip at 
this section of the line have been recorded in unpublished 
Railways Department files dating back to 1907. The follow-
ing are typical extracts from these records: 
115.9.1907: Recent heavy rain has caused several 
heavy slips. At three places the slide is a con-
tinuous movement. Gang has been three weeks 
removing muck. 
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11 12.8.1910: After remaining practically without 
movement for the last two or three years the slip at 
2)~ miles (101km) is again showing signs of creeping 
towards the river. Movement started by heavy rains 
of last month, movement being about five inches in 
three weeks. About 4,000 cu. yds. should be removed 
from the slope to lighten the area. Work carried 
out. 
"18.8.1910: The hill at 2).60m is still settling 
down and pushing the curve further out of line. 
"26.7.1912: Hill and track creeping towards river 
faster than usual now that everything is so saturated 
with water. Track was pulled back 12 inches. Prior 
to this, track was pulled back nine inches in two 
weeks. Bad looking cracks in the face of the side 
cut above the railway. Track is curved at this 
place. 
112t.8.t912: Track pulled back three feet ten inches 
and lifted one foot three inches. Total pull since 
middle of last month five feet seven inches. 
112). 7. 1916: Slip coming down over track. It con-
sisted of a huge body of muck moving towards the 
line. 
11 29.9.1920: Since heavy rains started on 21.9.1920 
the slip is on the move again. The track required 
the gang 1 s attention every day in surfacing and 
aligning. 
ttt4.8.192J: Movement noted over some 100 yards. 
Engineer attributes movement to the combined effects 
of the 25.12.1922 earthquake, in which innumerable 
cracks on the slip surface were opened up, and the 
heavy rains in May 192J. 
"Sept.-Nov. 1923: A total of JJ5 feet of six inch 
earthenware pipes were layed in eight drives driven 
into the face beneath the track. The pipes were 
layed with a fall towards the river, and surrounded 
with loose rock. 
tt28.t.t924: A distance of 60 feet has been driven 
into this mass at river level, and no solid matter, 
except occasional boulders, can be found. The 
track is now as much as 12 feet from its original 
position. 
"Sept. 1924: 18,700 cu. yds. removed from slip to 
lighten the area. 
11 10. 11. 1924: The slip is showing increased movement. 
"26.1.1926: Fresh cracks of considerable magnitude 
were formed during the November, 1925 earthquake. 
There has been little rain since then to cause concern. 
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11 12.6.1928: Slip appears to have moved two feet in 
recent weeks. 
"Mid July, 1938: County road above track subsided 
three inches after heavy rain. A pronounced crack 
50 feet long has developed in the centre of the 
road. Several large cracks have appeared on the 
face of the embankment, the toe of which is moving 
out towards the line. 
11 14.8.1945: Ethelton started moving again after heavy 
rain. County road above track has subsided six 
inches. Large portion of embankment has slipped 
into river 21 :feet :from track centre." 
11 1975: Following the passage o:f heavy rainfall over 
inland North Canterbury and coastal Kaikoura during 
Cyclone Alison in March, the slip appears to have 
started moving again :following several years of 
inactivity. The track necessitated realignment 
once during the winter." (Railways observations.) 
From these historical observations, the :following 
conclusions concerning past movements on the Ethelton Slip 
have been drawn: 
(a) The landslide is a natural phenomenon. Whether 
earth movements increased over the whole landslide gener-
ally following construction o:f the road and rail is not 
known. Localised activity in the lower (foot) region of 
the landslide adjacent to the road and rail in the years 
subsequent to 1906 is a result of the construction o:f the 
two routes. 
(b) Movement was generally progressive, involving 
downward and outward movement o:f several large soil blocks, 
rather than the mass as a whole. 
(c) The association of heavy rainfall with increased 
movement is well shown. 
(d) Surface fracturing from slumping and earth-
quake~, enabling water infiltration into the slip to 
increase activity, has been a feature of the movement. 
(e) Earthworks designed to lighten the slope have 
Plate 1. "A is the rock face with small s-.;vampy lagoon at its 
foot (the rock face and swampy ground is still visible - writer). 
B is limit of cracks found in the Spring of 1923. C is the top 
of the main 1923 movement. C-D- E is the area of main movement 
in 1923", (1923 Railway's files). 

Plate 2. 11 F is channel cut out of face of slope and 
under ends of sleepers 11 , ( 1923 Railway's files). 
Plate 3. 11 C-D-E as before in Plate 1. G-E, face below· 
track is slipping away into river. Track is 190 feet 
above bed of river. Flood level in May, 1923 was JO feet 
above normal water level", (1923 Railway's files). 
PLATE 2 
PLATE 3 
Plate 4. "From C do,mwards may be seen the various 
principal slip faces. These are of varying ages but all 
comparatively recent", (1923 Railway's files). 
Plate 5· Looking up the Hurunui River in 192J. 
PLATE 4 
PLA'rE 5 
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generally increased movement. 
(f) Remedial drainage in the form of ceramic tile 
drains driven into the slope on a slightly inclined level 
were not successful. Dislocation of the drains by dis-
placements within the slide material may account for this. 
(g) Rates of movement during early parts of this 
century were often of the order of 0.5-1m per week. 
(h) Both the Main North Line and the county road 
have been involved in the movement. 
1.53 ~tory of the Hawkswood Cut 
The original cutting design, proposed prior to 1930, 
allowed for the excavation of two 520-metre approach cuts 
and a 520-metre tunnel. However, the original design was 
abandoned when test borings revealed that the excavation of 
a large-scale cut could be achieved faster and more econom-
ically • In 1930 a plan was initiated to excavate the Cut 
. in three successive lifts working from both north and south 
approaches. By the time construction of the Main North 
Line ceased at the end of 1931, 40,500 cu. m had been 
removed from the southern approach. 
After several years delay, authorization for the 
continuation of the Main North Line was given in 1936. By 
Octobe~ of that year a 1.2 cubic metre Ruston steam drag-
line commenced operation digging a gullett 10 metres deep 
and 20 metres wide along the length of the cutting. Two 
0.6 cubic metre Diesel shovels commenced excavating on 
successive levels below the steam drag-line soon aftere 
By early 19J7, the Ruston, along with 'a second steam 
drag-line, commenced widening the ~pper level, while a third 
0.6 cubic m'etre Diesel lift-shovel commenced excavating at 
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the intermediate level from the northern approach. 
Excavated spoil from the bottom lifts was hauled away by 
truck and train to form embankments, while material placed 
on top of the Cut was spread away from the final batter 
lines by a 6 and 9 cubic metre carry-all and an angle-dozer. 
When the cutting was completed in October, 1937 a 
total of 289,031 cu. m of spoil had been removed, with a 
best total four-weekly output of 33,447 cu. m. During the 
latter part of the construction a total of 162 men worked 
three daily eight-hour shifts. Lighting during night 
shifts was supplied by a Diesel generating plant and 
carbide flares. 
The problem at the Hawks1<rood, since its completion 
in 1937, has been the disruption to rail traffic from 
numerous earthfall and mudflow-type £landslides occurring 
along the length of the cutting. These slips, originating 
from the flanks of the batters, and generally small in 
nature, have occurred with such consistent frequency that 
corrective treatment has been under consideration for some 
25 years. 
Since the mid 1960's, disruption to rail traffic has 
been minimal, due mainly to improved machinery, more appro-
priate to deal with slips when they arise. Prior to the 
mid 1960's, blockages at this section of the line were con-
siderable, and N.Z. Railway's files provide ample evidence 
of the exceptionally long delays experiencedo 
The earliest recorded slip occurred several weeks 
after completion of the excavation in 1937, delaying track 
laying for several days. During heavy rain in March and 
August, 1941 slips totalling 760 and 600 cu. m, respectively, 
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caused delays to rail traffic, for eight days in the first 
instance, and covered the line to a depth of 1 metre in the 
second. Two slips in September and October, 194) totall-
ing 1100 cu. m caused a combined d.elay to traffic of four 
'·i} 
1 
days. Heavy rain in February, 1945 caused several JOO cu. 
rn slips of the order of 12m long by 2m deep, and 37m long 
by 0.75m deep, while in August of the same year the line 
was blocked by slips for three days. In August, 1961 a 
large slip of approximately 6000 cu. m filled the cutting 
after torrential rain. MOre recently 1100 cu. m of spoil 
were removed during 1975. 
1.54 History of Movement on the Mikonui Earthflow 
Unlike the Ethelton Slip and Hawkswood Cut, a record 
of significant movements has not been well documented. 
However, as with the landslide at Ethelton, historical 
observations indicate the Public Works Department were 
aware that the Main North Line would cross a large land-
slide between Claverly and Oaro, north of the No .. J tunnel 
at Haumuri Bluff (Fig. 1 ). This is be·lieved ~~~o be what is 
now known as the Mikonui earthflow. 
Some of the more noteworthy extracts from Railway's 
files are recorded below: 
"7.8.1951: Slip moving inland from railway one mile, 
the width varies from one to eight chain. Original 
drains put in by Public Works Department appear to 
be still draining water off the top of the slip. 
Movement at railway eight inches per week. 
11 1.8.1962: COnsiderable movement of recent weeks. 
Track was uplifted five inches and pulled back 14 
inches which returns it to somewhere near its original 
alignment. 
1128.8.62: Track lifted four inches after having 
moved downhill five inches over a distance of 132 
feet. 
'I"" 
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11 24.7.6): A slip sliced from seaward side of track 
about one chain long and within seven feet of centre 
line. Track pulled back approximately 18 inches. 
Boo cu. yds. of fill placed as ballast." 
Incidental to the subject of this thesis, but of 
considerable interest, are several areas in the vicinity 
of the earhflow in which some of New Zealand's early 
history is recorded. The remains of a recent Maori 
settlement is visible on the north western flank of the 
landslide, sited near the toe and overlooking the Mikonui 
Stream. There is also a Maori burial ground located 
between the railway and the south eastern boundary, 100m 
south of the tpe. The old postal pony route (original 
state highway) traverses a ridge flanking the seaward 
boundary of the earthflow, approximately along the path of 
the track shown on the Site Plan (section 4). In addition, 
the grave of an early New Zealand whaler may be seen 
immediately below the seaward side of the railway several 
hundred metres south of the toe. 
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SECTION 2: THE ETHELTON SLIP- A LANDSLIDE IN COLLUVIUM 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
A large proportion of the mountainous, alpine areas 
of the South Island's Southern Alps are underlain by hard, 
indurated greywacke-type sandstones and mudstones (argill-
ites) and their metamorphic (schist) equivalents. The 
A\ 
sandstones and argillites, and related volcanic intrusives, 
are known collectively as Torlesse Supergroup sediments. 
In many districts Torlesse rocks extend east and 
westwards from the main divide towards the New Zealand coast-
line, appearing as inliers in the form of small mountain 
ranges between relatively low relief landforms of soft-rock, 
consolidated Tertiary marine sediments and younger alluvial 
outwash surfaces. 
Slopes formed in Torlesse Supergroup sediments are 
typically steep, commonly ranging 25° to the near-vertical. 
Sediments exhibit extremes of mechanical and chemical 
weathering, from rocks in which slight discolouration and 
loss of strength occur, to residual soils. In many areas 
of extreme relief, peaks of hard, fresh rock, stripped bare 
of soil and vegetation, form above large scree and talus 
deposits. 
Mass wasting of slopes formed in areas underlain by 
greywacke sandstones and argillites is principally one of 
two types: 
(a) Failure of completely weathered orresidual soil 
where stability is controlled by the shear strength of the 
material. A conventional soil mechanics appr~ach is usually 
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adopted for analysis. 
Failure in weathered rock slopes is usually governed 
by the development of at least several metres of soil 
!lb. 
0 
mantle, generally on slopes less than 35 • 
A subdivision of failures in completely weathered 
and residual graywacke soils is commonly made: 
(i) Rotational or circular arc failures usually 
associated with cuts excavated for engineering 
structures, where slow continuous or intermit-
tent movement is involved. 
(ii) Rapid debris slides and avalanches fail along 
shear surfaces within the soil mantle, or at 
the colluvium-bedrock interface. A reduction 
in the effective normal stress in the slope 
material above a bedrock hydraulic discontin-
uity during high intensity or prolonged rain-
fall is the usual triggering mechanism. The 
ambient conditions leading to failure may be a 
combination of vegetational changes, the loca-
tion of roads and railways, or oversteepened 
slopes. 
(b) Failure of slightly weathered or fresh rock 
slopes where stability is controlled by the orientation and 
strength of discontinuities. Failure of the rock mass 
occurs by sliding along a single facture (plane failure), 
or, more commonly, along two or more intersecting discon-
tinuities (wedge failure). In steep alpine areas lacking 
vegetation, frost and ice wedging along closely spaced 
fractures may be the cause of large scree and talus deposits. 
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In natural slopes, structure-controlled failures 
occur principally in areas of high relief or on slopes over 
J5° where shallow regolith depths are common. 
For moderately or highly weathered rock slopes, 
intermediate between fresh rock and true residual soil 9 
stability is controlled by both material strength and geo-
metry and strength of discontinuities. Rotational slips 
and struc~-controlled slides may both occur. 
This section describes the Ethelton Slip, a landslide 
in a natural slope formed in weathered Torlesse Supergroup 
rocks. The landslide involves a laterally extensive land-
mass in a slow, intermittent, downhill movement in which 
deep weathering of a basic volcanic bedrock instrusive into 
Torlesse sandstones and argillites appears to have played a 
fundamental role in the failure. 
The Ethelton Slip lies JJ kilometres north, and 18 
kilometres south, of the North Canterbury townships of 
Cheviot and Waipara (Fig. 4). The townships function as 
service centres to the surrounding farming districts. One 
kilometre to the northwest is located the slip's namesake, 
Ethelton, an infrequently used railway station and almost 
abandoned settlement with a current population of one. 
The toe of the landslide borders the true left bank 
of the HUrunui River, midway between the river's confluences 
with the Kaiwara and Greta Rivers. This section of the 
HUrunui has typically steep-sided slopes above the river, 
and is known locally as the Ethelton Gorge. 
The Hurunui River, one of several west-to-east flowing 
North Canterbury rivers draining the eastern flanks of the 
South Island's Southern Alps, continues a further 16 kilo-
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metres from the site before reaching the South Island's 
east coast. 
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Running parallel with, but higher and back from the 
Hurunui, the Main North Line and a Cheviot County COuncil 
road both cross the toe of the landslide. One kilometre 
southeast of the site, the Main North Line leaves its 
companion Christchurch-Picton State Highway No. 1 to travel 
inland across the toe of the slip before rejoining the 
highway some thirteen kilometres further south. 
Land use at the site, other than that taken up by 
the location of the two transportation routes, is restricted 
to livestock grazing. 
The limited time available for this thesis precluded 
detailed site investigations being undertaken at all three 
of the study areas. As a result, the Ethelton Slip has 
received less attention than would normally be required for 
a landslide site investigation such that stability correc-
tion measures could be confidently undertaken. Therefore, 
section 2 only examines- the postulated failure mechanisms, 
summarises field investigations so far undertaken at the 
site, and recommends further studies necessary to permit a 
slope stability analysis to be computed. Section 5.31 
proposes remedial measures based on the investigation 
programme so far carried out. 
In conjunction with this section, the following plan 
should also be examined: 
11 Si te Investigation Plan of the Ethel ton Slip"· 
2. 2 METHODS 
A preliminary review of the documentation was under-
PLATE 8. The Ethelton Slip. The landslide occupies the basin- like feature in the centre of ~hotograph. 
Line and. the Che·viot County Council road are clearly seen at the foot of the la.ndsl~de. 
The Main North 
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taken. This consisted of a study of Railways Department 
' 
files dating back to 1907. Several 1923 photographs of the 
landslide were also located (Plates 1-5). Results of this 
documentation review show the slide has a history of con-
tinuing downward and outward, intermittent movement. 
Displacement of the railway towards the Hurunui River 
accompanied this movement. 
The initial studies also included a reconnaisance of 
the site using sterographic projection of vertical air 
. photographs. One series of photographs was viewed: 
run numbers date 
12.8.1950 
In addition, a series of oblique aerial photographs 
was taken by the writer during September, 1976 (Plates 8-9). 
A base map of the site was executed at a scale of 
1!1000 using a Wild T16 theodolite and staff. Mr. Mervin 
Harvey, assistant engineer, N.Z. Railways, assisted in the 
field. 
Topographical spot heights obtained from the theodo-
lite survey were reduced by means of a FOCAL (formula cal-
culator) computer programme written for use on the School 
of Engineering, University of Canterbury's PDP-8 computer. 
The programme allowed all spot heights to be assigned north 
and east coordinates and reduced levels. The method 
enabled simple plotting of heights on to a grid-coordinate 
base plan. 
Topographical contours at 5m intervals were traced 
on the base map. All relevant geomorphic data, including 
slope angles, road, rail, streams, pending and seepage, 
were noted during the initial survey or added subsequent to 
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completion of the base map. 
The site was geologically mapped at the same scale 
as the base map. Exposures were generally poor, restricted 
to a single stream channel, the county road, railway, and a 
few outcrops at the head, toe and margins of the slide. 
Geological information collected included noting bedrock 
and soil types, a study of weathering sequences, delineating 
zones of active slope movements, and observing the pro-
gressive development of tensional cracks in active slope 
zones. 
Eight surface marker stations were installed, five 
inside and three outside the potential area of movement, and 
precise surveying of markers carried out to determine rates 
of movement. A rainfall gauge was monitored to correlate 
precipitation with movement. 
Two seismic refraction traverses using a dual-
channel seismograph were undertaken to calculate depths of 
colluvium. An incomplete laboratory testing programme on 
disturbed soil samples obtained from exposures completed the 
field investigation. 
2.3 SITE DESCRIPTION 
The site is located above that portion of the 
Hurunui River which is referred to locally as the Ethelton 
Gorge. The Hurunui River, within the Ethelton Gorge, 
extends from the river's confluences with the Kaiwara and 
Greta Rivers (Fig. 4). Throughout the gorge, the Hurunui 
River is narrow (50-70m wide), and swift flowing. Above 
the gorge, slopes rise steeply (up to 45°), with total relief 
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between valley floor and slope crest of some 350m (Plates 
8 & 9 ). At the site, the valley floor is located at an 
elevation of approximately 60m. 
The toe of the Ethelton Slip forms a 450m long 
portion of the tr~e left bank of the HUrunui River, approx-
imately midway through the Ethelton Gorge. The site has an 
aspect towards the sou·thwest, covering an area of JO hec-
tares. Relief between valley floor and the upper boundary 
of the site ·is 200m, though the crown*, immediately above 
the head of the landslide, lies some 150m below the slope 
crest. The horizontal distance between the valley floor 
and the upper boundary of the site approaches 650m, while 
that between the two lateral boundaries approaches 450m. 
The width to length ratio is therefore 0.69. 
Oblique aerial photographs (Plates 8 & 9) illustrate 
the semi-circular, basin-like physiography of the landslide; 
prominent ridges define both the northwest and southeast 
boundaries of the site. The physiography of the site is 
such that the slopes surrounding the upper and lateral 
boundaries of the landslide naturally facilitate surface 
water runoff towards the centre of the site. At the same 
slope location, relief of 40m exists between the centre and 
margins of the landslide. 
Slopes forming the margins of the landslide, and 
above the upper and lateral boundaries, are steep (ranging 
similar slopes prevail at the extreme head and 
toe of the site. In the central regions of the site slopes 
are gentle (typically 10-20°), and in one area are margin-
ally reversed, causing ponding during the wet. 
• Crown refers to insitu material, immediately above the 
head of a landslide. 
PLATE 9. The Ethelton Slip. 
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An unnamed stream bisects the site, incised up to 10m 
at a point above,~where the stream passes beneath the county 
road. The stream originates at the crest of the slope 
150m above the upper boundary of the site. 
A large knoll, or topographic high, above the county 
road, is prominent inoblique aerial photographs (Plates 8 & 
9) southeast (on the true left side) of the stream bisecting 
the site. Within the stream, indurated volcanic bedrock 
is seen underlying the knoll. For a distance of 200~J00m 
southeast of the unnamed stream, instability within the 
slopes forming the knoll have caused considerable road main-
tenance problems in recent winters. Above the road, sur-
ficial debris slides and flows terminate on the road during 
heavy rainfall. Below the county road, undermining and 
slumping have brought the actual road foundations into 
jeopardy on occasions. Attempts by the Cheviot County 
Council to prevent undermining and slumping of the road 
margins by the installation of crude tied-back retaining 
walls have been largely unsuccessful. Instability within 
the slopes forming the knoll have not affected the railway 
in recent years. 
A second area of slope instability, believed to be 
of a deeper seated nature, has been mapped in a region above 
and below the county road, 100-250m northwest of the unnamed 
stream. During the period of this study, the first evidence 
of slope instability at this locality was observed over the 
1975-76 summer, when a series of dry, open tensional cracks 
were mapped in the region of the No. 7 survey station. 
Subsequently, the progressive development of several large 
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surface fractures and cracks took place over the winter of 
1 9 7 6 (Plate 10 ) • 
In the field, these cracks are commonly continuous 
over many metres, and up to O.J-Oo4m deep. Throughout the 
1976 winter the cracks were water-filled. At one location, 
downhill movement of a small soil block produced a semi-
circular inclined scarp at its head, up to 0.5m wide as the 
crack progressively opened. Further downhill the scarp 
tightens and grades into a zone of shear. Slickensides in 
both the scarp and the shear zone indicate movement. 
A visit to the site during August, 1976 resulted in 
the discovery of two tensional features in the metalled 
surface of the county road. The cracks were tight but 
well defined, separated by some JOm, and were curved in 
form. It is inferred the cracks are a continuation of 
each other, meeting at a point higher in the slope. The 
up and downslope continuation of the features could not be 
traced. A small, though noticeable, depression of approx-
imately 2-3cm could be observed in the road separating the 
two. Subsequent visits to the site revealed no further 
development of the features. 
The No. 4 survey station, which is located 1m above 
and back from the railway, occurs immediately below that 
section of the county road in which the tensional cracks 
aforementioned occur. The railway in the vicinity of the 
No. 4 station, involving about 100m of line, necessitated 
realignment once during the 1976 winter. No other section 
of track at the site required this treatment during 1976. 
n1e distribution of tensional cracks and shear zones 
mapped at the site indicates a zone of deeper seated slope 
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movements extending from the railway, at the No. 4 survey 
station, upslope to a point slightly higher than the No. 7 
marker .. The active zone extends both left and right of the 
line between the two stations for several tens of metres 
(see Site Plan). Both road and rail pass through the 
active zone. 
With the exceptions of the two relatively small areas 
of slope instability previously described (that is, the zone 
of slope activity in which shear and tension cracks were 
recorded, and the area of surficial slumping and sliding 
associated with the county road), no other evidence of land-
sliding, either of a shallow or deeper seated nature, were 
recorded during the time of this study. The results of 
engineering geological mapping to date, therefore indicate 
that movements at the site are localised, and are not 
occurring generally over the landslide as a whole. 
Observations on the unfavourable fom1dations upon 
which the railway is constructed cannot be ommitted. Under-
lying the ballast over a considerable distance is a layer of 
slag, the products of boiler waste from now-disused steam 
locomotives. This material does not consolidate and is 
noted for its loose packing. An attempt to provide suit-
able track foundations should be made. 
At the commencement of this study, unsatisfactory 
railway foundations were initially considered by some 
Railway personnel as a possible cause of recent track move-
ments in the vicinity of the No. 4 survey station. However, 
in light of the fact this section of line occurs within the 
zone of active slope movements described previously, founda-
tion settlements are not believed to be a reason for 
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continuing track displacements at this location. 
2.4 GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
2.41 Regional Geology of the Site 
2.41.1 Pre Cretaceous Rocks. The oldest rocks 
exposed in the Ethelton Gorge and Kaiwara River districts 
are geosynclinally-derived marine and non-marine sediments, 
principally undifferentiated greywacke sandstones and 
argillites. Minor volcanics, and their associated cherts 
and jaspillites, and conglomerates and limestones also crop 
out. The name Torlesse Supergroup is applied generally to 
these rocks (Fig. 4). On the basis of sparse fossil 
evidence, Torlesse rocks in the Ethelton Gorge district 
have been assigned a Triassic age (Balfour to Kawhia Series). 
Immediately to the west of the Kaiwara River, the Torlesse 
assembmge have a Jurassic age (Herangi to Oteke Series), 
(Gregg, 1964.) 
Greywackes and argillites are typically well bedded 
in the Ethelton Gorge, Kaiwara River districts, both graded 
and alternating discreet bedding recognised. Sandstone 
beds are hard, indurated, generally massive, and more resist-
ant to weathering than argillites; these properties produce 
a c~enellated profile between well bedded, alternating 
sequences. Argillites are only partially indurated, 
commonly to the extent of other younger New Zealand marine 
mudstones of Teriary age. 
Volcanic rocks in contemporaneous association with 
greywackes and argillites are common throughout the district. 
These rocks occur as lavas, resulting from extrusion onto 
the sea floor, and as dikes injected into unconsolidated 
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sediments. Included in the volcanic assemblage are 
basaltic lavas, spillites, tuffs, jaspillites and cherts. 
Red, occasionally green, haematite-rich spillites are dis-
tinguishable from dark, greenish-black basaltic lavas. 
Minor bioclastic limestones, breccias and conglomer-
ates, complete the Torlesse assemblage. A prominent 
conglomerate, the Ethelton Conglomerate, is exposed in 
outcrops in the Hurunui River at the site of the old 
suspension bridge several kilometres upstream from the site. 
The conglomerate consists of poorly sorted to well sorted 
pebbles of granite, rhyolite, greywacke and argillite in a 
sand matrix (Maxwell, 1964). The deposit, bedded in 
places, is lensoid in shape and continuous over several 
hundred metres only. 
The abundance of calcereous cannon-ball concretions 
within Torlesse sedimentary sequences is a feature of the 
Kaiwara district. These may reach 1m in diameter, though 
0.2-0.Jm is more common. 
Greywacke sandstones and argillites, and their 
related extruded and intrusive volcanics, form the rocks 
at the site of the Ethelton Slip. 
2.41.2 Late Cretaceous to Tertiary Rocks 
Where rocks of the Torlesse assemblage are overlain 
by younger sediments, a marked angular unconformity defines 
the contact. This hiatus is recognised generally through-
out New Zealand as a period of erosion and peneplanation of 
the Torlesse surface prior to a number of marine trans-
gressions and deposition through Late Cretaceous and 
Tertiary times. 
Late Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks are not preserved 
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at the site. These sediments occupy fault-angle depressions 
and are exposed one to two kilometres immediately to the 
east and west. A vast range of lithologies, including 
basal carbonaceous sands, glaucontic sandstones, calcereous 
siltstones with concretionary bands and conglomerates, 
reflect changing depositional environments from fresh water, 
to lagoonal, through to deep marine. 
Generally the rocks are consolidated, though not to 
the extent of being indurated. 
Dune sands of Hawera age (Pleistocene) are exposed 
above both banks of the Hurunui River, one kilometre south-
east of the site. 
2.41.3 Regional Structure. The major structural 
feature of the district, the Kaiwara Fault, is northeast-
trending, running parallel with but slightly to the east of 
the Kaiwara River. Traceable for many kilometres to both 
the northeast and southwest, the fault is one of the prin-
cipal tectonic features of North Canterbury. 
The Kaiwara Fault is predominantly reverse, with the 
south easterly dipping hanging wall vertically displaced 
some 500m since the Late Cretaceous (Maxwell, 1964). 
Dplift on the Kaiwara Fault has caused the formation 
of two tilted fault blocks: to the west of the fault, the 
Lawry Peaks block; to the east, the Greta Peaks block. 
These fault blocks consist chiefly of sediments of the 
Torlesse Supergroup. Late Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks 
are preserved in the fault-angle depression separating the 
two. 
The Kaiwara Fault is still regarded as active. An 
earthquake on 25 December, 1922 is thought to have 
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originated at depth on the fault. As a result of the 
earthquake a large landslide blocked the Waikari River, a 
tributary of the Hurunui River, upstream from their con-
fluence. A large body of loose debris, JOm wide by 10m 
high, dammed the river, bringing the safety of the railway 
in t.he Ethel ton Gorge and the Hurunui railway bridge into 
jeopardy. A drain cut in the right bank of the dam 
allowed the gradual erosion of material without catas-
trophic failure (N.Z. Railways Department files). 
Maxwell (1964) reports the occurrence of a surface 
fracture following the Cheviot earthquake of 11 January, 
1951. 
Several smaller manch and splinter faults cross the 
district. These strike northeast, consistent with the 
regional strike, and both normal and reverse faults occur. 
Structure of Torlesse rocks in the Ethelton Gorge; 
Kaiwara River districts appears simple, involving near-
vertical tilting along a consistent northeast-trending 
strike, and is certainly less complex than the highly 
folded and faulted Torlesse structure usually encountered 
elsewhere in New Zealand. As a structural comparison, 
Petrie (1974) describes an area of chaotic melange in 
Torlesse rocks in the Studleigh Range, 80 kilometres west 
of the site. Three structural zones, bedded rocks, 
disrupted strata, and chaotic breccia, are recognised. 
Torlesse Supergroup sediments are inferred to reach 
a thickness of at least 10-12,000m in the North Canterbury 
region generally. 
Folding, possibly related to Tectonic drag effects, 
is common in late Cretaceous and Tertiary beds adjacent to 
the main f'aults·. 
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2.42 Geology of the Site and Environs 
2.42.1 Stratigraphy. Torlesse Supergroup sediments 
of Triassic age form the rocks underlying the site. Of the 
various Torlesse lithologies only undifferentiated greywackes 
and argillites and their related volcanics are exposed. 
Poor exposures limit descriptions o£ sandstones and 
argillites to two areas around the margins of the landslide, 
an outcrop in the Hurunui River 700m downstream, and in the 
slope adjacent to the site on the opposite side of the river. 
At the toe of the slip, massive, insitu sandstone 
occurs as water-smoothed knolls. These rocks can be traced 
at river level for 200m. Similar massive sandstone is 
located halfway up the slides south eastern margin. 
the rock has a slightly weathered appearance. 
Here 
The most detailed exposure in the vicinity of the 
site is located 700m downstream on the left bank of the 
Hurunui. A water-level-measuring station is founded on 
these rocks. Well bedded, light gray sandstones are seen 
alternating with dark gray to black argillites. Sandstones 
are typically hard and massive. Bedding thicknesses range 
from O.J-1.0m. A crenellated profile due to differential 
weathering of the two lithologies is also weakly developed. 
A farm track adjacent to the site on the opposite 
side of the Hurunui River has revealed sections several 
hundred metres long comprising well bedded, alternating 
greywackes and argillites. At this locality, beds are 
typically 0.1-0.)m thick. Both lithologies are highly 
fractured. 
Sedimentary features within sandstones and argill-
ites such as flute and load casts and cross bedding were 
not studied, as these have no engineering significance. 
Calcareous cannon-ball concretions were not observed. 
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Outcrops of basic volcanic bedrock at the site occur 
more frequently than those comprising sandstones and 
argillites. These rocks are spillites, red in colour, 
though occasionally green. At two locations at the site, 
in the unnamed stream bisecting the landslide (at the level 
of the county road), and at the head of the landslide, 
spillites extend over some J0-40m. At the former locality, 
unweathered volcanic bedrock appears hard and non-vesicular, 
though the rock mass is fractured; at the latter, the 
rocks are veined, moderately weathered, and appear 
brecciated. 
A third exposure of volcanic bedrock occurs on the 
opposite bank of the Hurunui River, adjacent to the south 
eastern margin of the landslide toe. All three exposures 
of spillitic bedrock aforementioned appear to lie on a 
straight line; whether the sediments form a continuous 
body of volcanic bedrock at depth beneath the soil cover of 
the landslide is not known. The three localities possibly 
represent areas of lava extrusion onto the sea floor. 
Dikes of spillitic lava, intrusive into sandstones 
and argillites, occur frequently within exposures adjacent 
to the site on the opposite side of the Hurunui River. 
Injection of dikes took place contemporaneously with sedi-
ment deposition, producing long lense-like bodies, parallel 
to beds, up to O.Jm thick. TI1e contact between intrusion 
and sediment is sharp; invaded beds commonly have a baked 
appearance. 
b1 handspecimen, spillites have a typical dark 
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reddish brown, iron-stained appearance. 
Recent alluvium forms 7-Bm high banks along the 
unnamed stream bisecting the landslide in the mid to upper 
regions of the site. Considerable proportions of slope 
wash debris are mixed with the alluvium. 
A mantle of weathered, redeposited soil and rock 
particles overlies those portions of the site not exposed 
as bedrock or alluvium. A slope mantle therefore covers 
the largest portion of the landslide surface. This re-
deposited mantle has been derived from weathered Torlesse 
Supergroup bedrock assemblages (both sedimentary and 
volcanic) underlying and surrounding the landslide. The 
regolith has been transported to the site from its place 
of origin by gravity; colluvium would therefore be the 
correct terminology for the slope mantle covering the site. 
Colluvium comprises both undifferentiated sandstone 
and argillite and volcanic detritus, covering all grain 
size grades from large boulders to fine silts and clays. 
Generally the colluvium is non plastic. 
As with many other slopes underlain by a true 
colluvium, the soil mantle covering the site is a result 
of the weathering of the underlying, oversteepened bed-
rock. Downcutting and undercutting of the bedrock by 
river action caused the slope to become oversteepened, 
while downslope mass movements of the products of weather-
ing formed the colluvium. Colluvium therefore comprises 
the material involved in the movement at the site; a 
more detailed account of the weathering and landsliding 
processes is given in sections 2.4) and 2.5. 
The age of the colluvium at the site is uncertain. 
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Much o£ the regolith is thought to have £ormed within the 
last 10-14,000 years 1 during which the Hurunui River 
(along with many other New Zealand rivers) underwent rapid 
downcutting. 
2.42.2 Geological Structure. Bedding in Torlesse 
sandstones and argillites is preserved only in areas 
beyond the landslide •. Downstream of the site, beds are 
typically near-vertical to slightly overturned, striking 
northeast-southwest. The strike is consistent with the 
regional trend in the Ethelton Gorge, Kaiwara River 
districts. 
However, the attitude o£ bedding is unimportant in 
relation to the stability o£ bedrock underlying the site. 
The presence o£ discontinuities in general (£ractures, 
joints, bedding) throughout the rock mass is regarded as 
more important, allowing more of the rock surface to become 
exposed to the weathering and slope £orming processes. 
The extent of £racturing o£ both Torless lithologies 
(sedimentary and volcanic) beneath the site is unknown, 
though the Torlesse assemblage adjacent to the site on the 
opposite side of the Hurunui River are moderately to highly 
£ractured. 
No faults were mapped in the environs of the site. 
However, seismic activity (for example in 1922) produced 
ground fracturing on the landslide surface. This was due 
to soil shaking rather than to fault displacements in the 
vicinity of the site. The result o£ surface cracking, in 
the years following 1922, was to allow infiltration o£ 
water to penetrate the slide mass causing rates o£ movement 
to increase. 
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2.4J Weathering 
Soils formed as a result of weathering of a natural 
bedrock slope are classed as either residual or transported. 
Where the bedrock slope is gentle (typically less than 20°), 
chemical and mechanical weathering of the bedrock surface 
may proceed insitu such that a gradational sequence of 
layers with differing physical and chemical properties 
result. The weathering profile will be bounded by resid-
ual soil at the surface and by unweathered or fresh bedrock 
at depth. A gradual decrease in soil shear strength with 
increasing degree of weathering, may be the most significant 
physical propertyto accompany insitu weathering of bedrock; 
as a result, an almost imperceptible downslope creep of the 
residual soil at the surface is the usual mechanism of mass 
waste removal of insitu weathered bedrock. 
Where the bedrock slope is oversteepened, either 
through downcutting or undercutting of the slope by river 
or wave action, instability of the residual soils result. 
The decrease of the slope angle to an equilibrium value 
takes place by intermittent landsliding. As a result, 
the products of weathering become involved in gravitational 
mass movements. Unlike slopes formed through insitu 
weathering, the interface between weathered, transported 
soils, and the unweathered bedrock, is sharp. Furthermore, 
the properties of weathered, transported soils will change 
considerably over short distances due to erratic varia-
tions in the degree of weathering (Terzaghi and Peck, 
1967). 
Weathering of oversteepened, natural bedrock slopes 
results from a number of different, though interacting, 
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processes. Initially, the bedrock may become oversteepened 
due to the downcutting or undercutting action of' rivers or 
waves at the toe of' tpe slope. As a result of' a rock 
stresrunloading process accompanying the downcutting, sets 
of stress relief' fractures and joints develop in the near-
surface bedrock profile. With increasing depth below the 
surface, these stress-relief-induced discontinuities become 
tighter and less persistent. 
Weathering of an oversteepened bedrock surface will 
proceed by mass movements within the incompetent near-
surface fractured rock. The rate of disintegration will 
depend on the degree of fracturing of the rock mass. 
However, the rate of weathering will be aided by pore 
pressure and temperature variation within the fractures, 
as well as by a general loss of rock shear strength as a 
result of chemical alteration and mineral replacement of 
the near-surface rock. Chemical alteration may be an 
important addition to the general weathering process if the 
rock mass contains soluble constituents (for example, 
calcerous sediments), or if the mineralogy of the rock 
mass is susceptible to replacement (for example, iron or 
magnesium-rich sediments). 
The Ethelton Gorge comprises .that section of the 
Hurunui River between the river 1s confluences with the 
Kaiwara and Greta Rivers (Fig. 4). The Ethelton Slip is 
sited approximately midway through the gorge. Outside of 
the study area, the slopes rising steeply above both sides 
of the Ethelton Gorge exhibit longitudinal convexo-concave 
slope profiles. Such profiles are characteristic of 
areas comprising sandstones and argillites of the Torlesse 
Supergroup, in which landsliding has resulted in a rela-
tively thin (2-Jm tbi~k) cover of weathered, transported 
slope mantle. These slopes have now attained equili-
brium, and are believed to have formed from numerous 
surficial debris slides and flows. 
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However, at the site of the Ethelton Slip, the slope 
profile is quite out of character with those profiles 
typical of slopes above the rest of the gorge; in fact, 
the slope profile at the site (the head of the landslide 
has a sunken appearance while the toe of the slope is 
heaved) reflects a slope in which deeper seated, possibly 
rotational movements are occurring. As well, the basin-
like physiography (Plates 8 & 9) of the site (producing 
relief up to 40m between the centre and margins of the 
landslide), indicates that the depth of bedrock removed 
through weathering is considerably greater than in other 
areas of the Ethelton Gorge outside of the study area. 
Furthermore, recent surface fracturing, and monitoring of 
movement on surface markers (section 2.7), indicate the 
landslide has not yet attained equilibrium. 
To account for these differences of slope profile 
and depth of weathering (that is, between the Ethelton 
Slip and those slopes outside the study area above the 
rest of the gorge), it is the opinion of the writer that 
a process of differential weathering has been, and still 
is, in operation within bedrock slopes above the Ethelton 
Gorge. 
Slopes outside the study area are underlain princi-
pally by undifferentiated sedimentary lithologies (sand-
stone and argillite). As a result, the weathering 
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processes forming the relatively thin veneer of transported 
slope mantle are principally due to the mechanical disinte-
gration of the underlying fractured bedrock surface. 
At the study area, the material underlying the site 
is believed to comprise a spillitic bedrock, the rock being 
one of several volcanic associations of the Torlesse assem-
blage (section 2.42.1). Although no mineralogical analyses 
were undertaken by the writer, spillites are known from 
other Canterbury localities to contain ilmenite, pyroxene 
(commonly titaniferous augite), sodic feldspar and calcite. 
Through chemical weathering, pyroxenes may be replaced by 
epidote, chlorite or actinolite, and sodic feldspars may 
weather to sericite or be replaced by chlorite. The 
weathering products, haematite or goethite, occur as an 
opaque mineral throughout the rock. Spillites are there-
fore particularly susceptible to chemical weathering and 
alteration; a general loss of rock shear strength accom-
panies chemical alteration of the rock mass. 
X-ray diffraction analyses performed by the writer 
on two weathered spillitic soil samples revealed the 
presence of a swelling chlorite, epidote, calcite and 
feldspar, possibly albite (section 2.8). 
Weathering of the volcanic bedrock surface under-
lying the landslide, to a depth considerably exceeding 
bedrock weathering outside of the site, therefore resulted 
from a combination of the mechanical disintegration of the 
fractured rock mass, and from a general loss of rock shear 
strength through chemical alteration and replacement. The 
lateral extent of this deeper weathered slope mantle is 
determined by the distribution of the spillitic bedr6ck 
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underlying the site. As well, the deeper seated nature of 
the slope movement at the study area is believed to be 
attributable to the greater depth of weathering. The 
postulated failure mechanisms are discussed in section 2.6. 
2.44 Hydrogeology 
A number of site investigations of landslides in 
colluvial slopes (for example, D'Appolonia et al, 1967), 
have shown that ground water within the colluvium is 
perched. This is due to the sliding surface and the 
underlying bedrock acting as a suitable hydraulic discon-
tinuity to downward ground water flow. As a result of 
the ground water being perched, landslide material in 
colluvial slopes are particularly susceptible to increases 
in piezometric pressure (and hence slope movements), 
following rainfall. 
At the study area, site conditions similar to those de-
scribed by D'Appolonia et al are believed to exist (a non 
plastic, relatively permeable colluvium overlying a 
relatively impermeable bedrock). Therefore, there is a 
possibility that ground water within the Ethelton Slip is 
perched, and piezometers should be installed to determine 
this. Ground water in a sliding mass, perched above the 
failure surface, is unquestionably one of the principal 
mechanisms triggering landslide movements. 
At one locality within the study area, water seep-
age issuing from spillitic bedrock occurs. At this 
locality, towards the northwest margin of the upper land-
slide boundary, swampy ground covering some JOn~ occurs 
at the base of a steep, unvegetated cliff of bedrock. A 
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ditch, unsuccessfully draining the area, falls away towards 
the unnamed stream bisecting the landslide. 
Following rainfall, the residual surface top soil 
covering the site has a characteristic soggy nature. 
Trace amounts of the swelling clay mineral chlorite, as 
well as a moderately high plasticity index of the clay 
size particles, probably accounts for this water retention. 
An unnamed stream flowing from the head of the 
site to the toe, bisects the study area. The stream 
originates at the crest of the slope above the site, and 
has a flow capacity of approximately 0.1 cubic meters per 
second. At a point in the stream, midway between the 
county road and the railway, the flow capacity has been 
seen on occasions to drop to almost half that of normal. 
Infiltration of water into the landslide through high 
permeability zones at this locality is presumed to be 
taking place. 
2.5 LANDSLIDE CLASSIFICATION 
Classification of the Ethelton Slip is likely to 
prove complex. Skempton and Hutchinson (1969) describe 
slides in colluvium 11in areas where severe melt-water 
erosion during the retrea.t of the Pleistocene ice sheets 
have been followed by some 10,000 years of virtually free 
degradation of over-steepened clayey or shaley slopes. 
A prerequisite of such landslides is a period of strong 
erosion, to produce the oversteepened slope, followed by 
a long period of little or no erosion during which 
colluvium can accumulate at the foot of the slope in step 
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with weathering and degradation." The term colluvium is 
used in the restricted sense of the word, in that the 
material has been derived from its site of origin by 
gravity, and that the material involved in movement is 
weathered to the extent that relic structural features of 
the insitu bedrock are no longer present. Movements of 
the partly translational, partly rotational, types may be 
the mode of mass movement (Fig. 5). Perched ground water 
within the colluvium may regulate the slope movements. 
Compound slides typically develop in slopes where a 
weathered soil mantle overlies unweathered bedrock. The 
discontinuity between regolith and rock prevents the devel-
opment of a simple rotational slide. At some stage in the 
development of the slip, movement passes from an initial 
rotational element into a translational component. In 
general, the smaller the depth to the discontinuity, the 
greater the translational component will be. Material 
within the landslide is distorted and broken following· 
severe shearing during movements. Rotational components 
in the movement may occur along several curved slide sur-
faces which daylight at the surface as tensional cracks. 
A number of slide surfaces may develop progressively at 
successively higher levels in the slope. The slide sur-
faces often coalesce at depth in the slide to produce a 
continuous, planar slide surface along which translational 
movement occurs (Fig. 5). 
Skempton and Hutchinson describe a third type of 
movement, slump earthflows. These occupy a position 
transitional between rotational slides and earthflows. 
Rotational movement is usually dominant. Typically, the 
SLUMP- EARTHFLOW 
--· -· -· 
-· 
---· 
SLIDES IN COLLUVIUM 
COMPOUND SLIDES 
graben 
I 
FIG. 5. LANDSLIDE CLASSIFICATION (after Skempton and 
Hutchinson, 1969) 
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foot of the failed slope is heaved; material within the 
toe, considerably broken by over-riding, is progressively 
softened until such time that a slow forming earthflow may 
develope (Fig. 5). 
The Ethelton Slip is believed to show evidence of 
a combination of a slide in colluvium, a compound slide, 
and a slump-earthflow. In common with slides in collu-
vium, the slide mass involved in the movement comprises a 
true colluvium in the restricted sense of the meaning. 
The processes of weathering of the insitu bedrock to form 
the slide material were discussed in section 2.4). As 
with compound slides, a bedrock discontinuity is known to 
underlie the slide mass. However, the shape of the slide 
surface, and whether both rotational and translational 
movements have occurred, are unknown. Whether the shear 
surface is actually at the bedrock-colluvium interfa~e, or 
slightly above (as happens occasionally), is also unknown. 
In common with slump-earthflows, the toe of the failed 
slope is heaved, or bulged, while the head is sunken. 
These are characteristics of a landslide in which princi-
pally rotational movements have occurred. 
2.6 POSTULATED FAILURE MECHANISM 
As landslide remedial measures must alleviate the 
mechanisms controlling earth movements, the likely failure 
mechanism of a landslide must be postulated before remedial 
measures are attempted. 
Although insufficient site investigations have been 
executed, the following description is an attempt to 
postulate the failure mechanism of the Ethelton Slip: 
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(a) Rapid downcutting and undercutting by the Hurunui 
River through the Ethelton Gorge during, principally, the 
last 10-14,000 years produced relief up to JOO-J50m and 
oversteepened slopes with angles typically J0-45°. 'Ibis 
period of downcutting followed the release of considerable 
melt-water flows at the termination of New Zealand's last 
stadial period. 
(b) Following downcutting and oversteepening, sets of 
stress-relief-induced fractures and joints developed ~n the 
near-surface Torlesse bedrock. Much of the rock was 
probably fractured initially, as a result of ongoing 
tectonism throughout the Canterbury region generally. 
(c) Oversteepened slopes outside of the study area 
experienced disintegration of the near-surface fractured, 
sedimentary bedrock, producing a 2-Jm thick veneer of 
weathered slope mantle approximately paralleling the ground 
surface. Landsliding within the slope mantle is believed 
to have resulted from overstressing within weathered 
material immediately above the valley floor due to the 
undercutting action of the Hurunui Rover. As overstress-
ing of the material continued, the peak shear strength of 
the weathered mantle is believed to have been exceeded 
causing the failure of the slope toe. As failure of the 
toe of the slope commenced, overstressing of the weathered 
mantle was propagated to material higher in the slope. 
Failure of the remaining sections of the slope therefore 
resulted as the peak shear strength of the weathered mantle 
became exceeded at progressively higher levels in the slope. 
Longitudinal convexo-concave slope profiles indicate 
periods of instability within slopes outside the study 
area, though these slopes have now attained equilibrium. 
Landsliding is thought to have taken place by numerous 
surficial, translational-type debris flows and slides. 
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(d) At the site of the Ethelton Slip, bedrock consists 
principally of a basic volcanic lithology. Mass wasting 
of the slope results from the disintegration of the rock 
mass due to sets of stress-relief-induced fractures in the 
near-surface bedrock, and from a general loss of rock 
shear strength as a result of chemical alteration and 
weathering. Differential weathering between Torlesse 
sedimentary and volcanic lithologies has therefore resulted 
in weathering at the site up to possibly ten times the 
depth of weathering in bedrock slopes above the rest of the 
Et he 1 ton Gorge. 
(e) At the study area, the mechanism of mass movement was 
similar to that occurring in slopes above the rest of the 
gorge, involving a progressive overstressing of the weath-
ered mantle at successively higher levels in the slope. 
At the onset of mass movement, translational-type debris 
slides and flows, similar to landsliding outside of the 
site, is believed to have occurred. However, as the depth 
of weathering, and thickness of colluvium, increased, a 
number of the small slide surfaces are believed to have 
coalesced at depth forming a single shear surface coinci-
dent with the colluvium-bedrock interface. It is likely 
that as the shear displacements increased, the shear sur-
face became continuous from the valley floor, to the upper 
boundary of the site. The physiography of the landslide 
surface (sunken head, heaved toe) suggests that as the. 
depth of colluvium increased, movement at the site became 
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more rotational in nature. 
(f) With increasing shear displacements, the shear sur-
face is likely to have become highly slickensided and clay-
gauge filled; as shear strains continued, clay particle-
reorientation at the slide surface would occur. Thus, 
the shear strength mobilized at the sliding surface would 
approach, or be at, the residual value. As well, the 
failure surface shear strength will be considerably below 
that of the overlying intact colluvium. 
(g) Ground water within the colluvium is believed to be 
perched above a relatively impermeable slide surface and 
underlying bedrock. Fluctuations in the hydrostatic 
level above the failure zone are therefore likely to 
control displacements in the colluvial slope. 
2.7 FIELD INVESTIGATIONS 
2.71 Rainfall MOnitoring 
A Marguis 600 Series rainfall gauge was installed 
at track level 500m southeast of the site. The gauge was 
installed in August, 1976 and is read daily by the district 
Railways Inspecting Ganger. A New Zealand Meteorological 
Service recording station number, H2J913 (Ethelton) has 
been assigned to the gauge. 
In addition, Mr. R. E. Me Fadden, 11 The Ache ron 11 1 has 
kindly been recording rainfall since June, 1976 from a 
recording station located one kilometre south southeast of 
the site. 
A Meteorological Service recording station, H2)81t 
(Lowry Hills Station) has been recording rainfall from an 
area 10 kilometres to the north since 1947 (see Fig. J). 
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Table I summarises rainfall data for all recording 
stations. During the period of this study, rainfall 
recorded at the site was approximately equivalent to the 
district mean for the months of August, October and 
November, 1976. The months of December, 1976 and January, 
1977 experienced rainfall heavier than the district mean, 
while February, 1977 was slightly drier than normal. No 
months experienced exceptionally heavy rainfall. 
2.72 Landslide Performance 
Eight surface survey markers were installed during 
March, 1976. Their locations are shown on the Site Plan. 
Survey markers 1, 6 and 8 were installed outside the slip. 
All other markers are in potential zones of movement. 
Survey markers were constructed by welding a flat, 
square iron plate to a 2-2.5m length of railway line. At 
their respective locations, holes were dug and survey 
markers placed to a depth approximately half their length. 
The welded plate at the top of each marker was levelled, 
and a grout composed of cement, sand and gravel was packed 
in the hole. A circular anodised alluminium instrument 
plate was finally screwed into position above the iron 
plate. A circular hole through both iron and aluminium 
plates allow survey instruments to be bolted securely onto 
each survey station (Fig. 6). 
An initial survey of all stations was performed by 
the 1976 Jrd Professional survey class, School of Engineer-
ing, University of Canterbury, during 10 and 11 April, 
1976 under the instruction of Mr. D. R. Gordon, Senior 
Lecturer, School of Engineering. 
TABLE I 
MONTin..Y RAINFALL FOR RECORDING STAT.ION LOWRY HILLS (1947-76), A:ND WEEKLY RAINFALL 
FOR STATIONS ETHELTON (AUGUST 1976-FEBRUARY 1977) AND "THE ACHERON 11 (JUNE 1976-JANUARY 1977) 
Figures in millimetres of rainfall. 
I 
LOWRY HILLS ETHEL TON "THE ACHERON 11 
I 
1 2 3 4 WKt WK2 WK3 WK4 Tot WKt WK2 WK3 WK4 Tot 
January 69 204 9 57 12 20 79 17 128 5 21 85 0 106 I 
February 59 t46 16 142 7 16 7 1 31 
March 69 207 7 29 ' 
April 87 268 21 76 
' 
May 89 311 11 38 
June 67 233 14 47 11 0 22 20 53 
July 83 346 9 97 9 26 75 3 113 
August 82 249 10 56 18 35 13 14 880 21 34 13 34 102 
September 53 271 9 85 60 54 6 tO 130 61 57 7 12 137 
October 70 175 12 70 5 36 27 15 83 4 38 32 17 91 
November 61 209 5 57 9 12 1 23 45 13 15 0 48 76 
December 68 213 \ 10 103 21 15 44 14 94 19 17 38 20 94 
Total 857 1227 405 857 
1 =mean (1947-75), 2 =high (1947-75), 3 =low (1947-75), 4 = 1976 figures~ 
~ 
I 
~ 
V1 
This initial survey allowed a ground control co-
ordinate system to be constructed to enable.f'utur~ slip 
movements to be observed. A Wild TJ theodolite (~ 0.2 
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sees) was employed to observe bearings and vertical angles, 
while a Wild Distomat DIJ and a Kern Geodimeter recorded 
slope distances. 
Slope distances and bearings were recorded in the 
following manner: 
from Station No. to Station No. 
1 all other stations 
2 1 t J ' 4, 5 
J 1 t 2, 4 ' 5 
4 1' 2, J ' 5 
5 1 ' 2 ' J, 4 
6 1 
7 1 
8 1 
Those stations located in more than one way by both 
bearing and distance'constitute a redundant system in which 
there is a check on the accuracy of' measurements. It is 
anticipated that at least one actditional survey marker"will 
be installed so that all stations located in the slip will 
constitute a redundant system in the future. 
A co~puter programme, written by the School of' 
Engineering; ~llowed all raw data from the initial survey 
to be reduced by a least squares process. The method 
enables random errors and measurement inconsistencies to 
be accounted f'or in the calculations. 
The results. of calculations by the School of Engin-
eering enabled all eight surface survey markers to be 
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assigned redu6ed levels and coordinates; coordinates were 
tied in to the New Zealand Coordinate System. In addi tiop. , 
the bearings and horizontal distances from Station No. 1 to 
all other stations were calculated. 
Re-surveys of surface markers have been executed by 
the writer since their installation at approximately two 
monthly intervals. A Zeiss 010 theodolite measured bear-
ings and a Wild Distomat· DIJ recorded slope distances. All 
observations were taken from control survey Station No. 1. 
The following survey method was used: 
from Station No. to Station No. 
1 2, J, 4, 5, 7 
bearing, vertical angle, 
~ 
slope distance. 
1 6' 7 
bearing, vertical angle. 
Four theodolite measurements w~re observed for each 
station, two on both right and left face·, with 90°. differ-
ence between observations on the same face. Up to ten 
slope distance measurements were recorded~ 
Slope distance measurements to survey stations 6-and 
8 were not undertaken as these lie outside the slip in 
pre.sumably stable ground (station 8 is also outside the 
Distomat range). ' 
The writer is aware that the method used during the 
re-surveys, in which all observations were recorded from a 
single control station, does not constitute a redundant 
system. However, the method used does not mean a reduc-
tion in the accuracy of the results; rather, measurement 
inconsistencies and random errors will not be so easily 
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detected as in a redundant system. 
The accuracy of the survey method as a whole has been 
. I 
calculated on the following basis: 
(a) At the 67% (one sigma) confidence level the Distomat 
DIJ has a 5mm RMS (root mean ~quare). Over the range 
worked at Ethelton, that of the Zeiss (010) theodolite is 
. . ' 
given as 1.5-2mm RMS. Therefore, at the 67% confidence 
level, the accuracy of the method'is given as: 
SQRT (5·2 + 22 ) = 5.4mm 
(b) Similarly, at the 95% (two sigma) and 99~9% (three 
sigma) confidence level, the accuracy of the method is: 
95% : SQRT ( 102 x 42 ) = 10. 8mm 
99.9% SQRT (152 + 62 ) = 16.2mm 
(c) Accepting the 99.9% confiden~e level as most suit-
able, as well as allowing for operator inexperience, a 
20mm margin of error has been applied. The~efore, any 
movement recorded on surface markers within the quoted 
accuracy is automatica~ly disregarded. 
In addition, the method used during the re-surveys 
contains no absolute check on the stability of the three 
stations, 1, 6 and 8, outside the slip area; such a check 
will only be undertaken during each subsequent annual 
survey by the School of Engineering. However, as the 
bearing difference between fixed stations 6 and 8 from 
control station 1 remained constant throughout the re-
surveys, the stability of the three fixed markers has not 
been questioned. 
A Fortran computer programme, compiled by Mr. T.C. 
Clisby, assistant engineer, N.Z. Railways, was written for 
use on the University of Canterbury's Burroughs B67t8 
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computer. The programme has the ability to reduce all raw 
data collected during the re-surveys. 
The programme calculates the average bearing, 
vertical angle and horizontal distance from station No. 1 
to all other stations. New coordinates and reduced levels 
for all stations, e~cept control marker No. 1, are calcu-
lated, and differences with those of the initial survey ar~ 
noted. Finally, rates of movement, magnitude of movement 
and direction of movement are analysed. 
Results of the four re-surveys are given in Appendix 
I. 
The following conclusions concerning precise survey-
ing of surface markers have been drawn:, 
(a) With the exception of survey marker No. 4, all 
stations located in the landslide have shown no significant 
movement since the initial survey of 11.4.76 to the final 
survey of 3.2.77. However, it should not be ruled out 
that movements are .not occurring on all stations except 
marker No. 4. If signific'ant displacements are occurring 
on these markers, it is obvious a longer survey period will 
be needed to establish trends. 
(b) Station No. 4 has experienced a total decrease in 
horizontal distance with respect to fixed station No. 1 of 
11.9cm and a lowering of reduced level by 5.0cm (Fig. 7). 
Resolved into a three-dimensional magnitude of movement, 
this results in a total displacement of 1).1cm during the 
9·7 month survey period of this study, or an inferred 16.2cm 
annual displacement. 
(c) The direction of movement of station No. 4 is con-
sistent with a downward and outward displacement towards 
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the Hurunui River at the toe of the slope (Fig. 8). 
~ . ·. - . . .. 
(d) Figure 9 summarises. an attempted correlation of 
rainfall with rates of movement for marker No. 4. 
Fortuitiously or otherwise, the highest and lowest rates 
of movement correlate, respectively, with the highest ·and 
lowest rates of precipitation received at the site. How-
ever, it is the writer's opinion that the length of time 
of this study is too short for a correlation of rainfall 
with movement to be definitely established; a longer 
period of surveying will be needed to effect a correlation, 
if one exists. 
(e) Movement on survey marker No. 4 is in agreement with 
field studies which suggest that displacements at the site 
are presently confined to a relativ·ely small area in the 
lower (foot) region of the landslide. 
(f) Insufficient time yet exists to establish a minimum 
rate of precipitation above which rates of movement within 
the activ.e zone can· be expected to accelerate. However, 
Figure 9 does tentatively infer a value of t00mm per month 
of rainfall received at the site above which rates of 
movement can be expected to increase. 
2.73 Seismic Refraction Traverse 
Two seismic r·efraction traverses were undertaken. 
The traverse locations, shown on the Site Plan, were sited 
to record a cross-section and a longitudinal section 
through the site. 
A dual-channel seismograph (Bison 1501) utilizing a 
single geophone without a filter gate was used.· A 20kg 
hand hammer impacted on the ground surface provided the 
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energy source • 
. Traverses were surveyed by theodolite and staff and 
their locations and reduced levels on the landslide surface 
tied in with the earlier topographical survey undertaken for 
the preparation of the base map (section 2.2). 
The seismic refraction survey undertaken at the site 
is based on the reciprocal method of Hawkins (t96t). The 
technique is particularly suited to recording absolute 
depths to shallow single or two-layered refractors. Large 
velocity contrasts between overbuden and bedrock allow the 
method to be used widely as a site investigation on engin-
eering constructions. 
The reciprocal method of determining deptns to 
refractors is based on the calculation of the 11depth-time". 
The depth-time to a refractor is equal to the time taken 
by the critical ray path to travel from the refractor to 
the ground surface, minus the time required to travel the 
projection of the ray on the plane of the refractor at the 
velocity of the refractor (Fig. 10). 
Results of the two seismic refraction traverses are 
shown in Tables 2a and 2b and Figures 11a, 11b and 12. 
Along traverse No. 1 a single layer with a seismic velocity 
of v1 = 620m/sec. overlying a basal refractor of seismic 
velocity V2 = t780m/sec. was calculated. The single layer 
model has been interpreted as a colluvium of weathered 
slope mantle overlying a basal bedrock refractor. Thick-
nesses of interpreted colluvium along traverse No. 1 are 
fairly consistent, varying between 4-5m. 
A single layer model has also been calculated along 
traverse No. 2. The layer has a seismic velocity of 
SURFACE G' 
DEFINITION.OF DEPTH-TIME (Td): 
Td = SX - XP 
vo vl 
or, Td = SY - YP 
vo vl 
. CALCULATION OF DEPTH-TIME: . 
. . ' Forward time . ( Ft) : SX + AX + AG 
vo v1 vo 
tt 
Reverse time (Rt): SY + BY + BG · 
vo vl vo 
. .. 
Ft + Rt = SX +--sy + AX. + BY + AG + BG 
.. vo vl vo 
where: AX + BY = AB - XP - YP 
vl, vl ·.~ v1 
. ~ 
••• Ft + Rt = SX.- XP + SY- YP + AB + AG 
·Vo vl vo vl vl 
. i tt 
Ft + Rt = 2Td + AB + AG + BG 
vl vo . 
t . tt 
where: AB + AG + BG =Reciprocal t~me (Tr) 
·vl vo 
.•. Td = Ft + Rt- Tr 
2 
FIG. 10. · RECIPROCAL SEISMIC REFRACTION 
TECHNIQUE (based on Hawkins, 1961) 
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v 1 = 280m/sec. and overlies a basal refractor with seismic 
velocity of' v 2 = 1210m/sec. Colluvium overlying bedrock 
is again interpreted f'or traverse No. 2. The colluvial 
thickness along this run ranges between 1.5-2.5m. 
The range in seismic velocity within the colluvium 
between v1 = 620m/sec. and v1 = 280m/sec. along the two 
traverses is difficult to explain. A seismic velocity of' 
620m/sec. appears to.be somewhat high f'or a material having 
soil-like properties. However, as t~e line of' traverse 
No. 1 is located along the county road, recompacted f'ill. 
underlying the road may possibly explain the discrepancy. 
As occasionally arises in seismic refraction studies, 
seismic boundaries may not be coincident with actual geo-
logical boundaries. A correct interpretation of' the seismic 
studies undertaken at the site will therefore only be 
obtained after subsurface investigations have been executed. 
2.8 LABORATORY TESTING 
~An elementary and f'ar f'rom complete laboratory test-
ing programme was undertaken on two residual soil samples 
derived f'rom volcanic (spillitic) bedrock lithologies. 
The tests include insitu moisture content, and Index 
tests .on the finer than .04mm fraction. These tests were 
performed according to New Zealand Standard Specifications 
(1976 ). · As well, X-ray diffraction analyses on the clay 
fraction were also performed. X-ray diffraction tech-
niques allow the crystal structure of' clay mineral par~icles 
amorphous to X-rays to be determined. As each clay mineral 
will have a characteristic crystal structure, the type of' 
Reduced 
Level 
(m) 
t08.1 
t08.1 
108.0 
108.0 
108.0 
107-9 
107.8 
107.6 . 
107.6 
·107.5 
107.4 
107.2 
107.1 
107.0 
106.9 
TABLE 2a 
RESULTS OF SEISMIC TRAVERSE No. 1 
Traverse 
Distance 
(m) 
0 
2.5 
5.0 
7-5 
10 
12.5 
15 
17-5 
20 
22.5 
25 
27.5 
30 
J2.5 
35 
Forward 
Time 
(m.sec) 
3-9 
6.4 
8.5 
14.9 
18.2 
20.6 . 
20.7 
23 
24.J 
25.-6 
27.5 
29.8 
29.9 
31·5 
Reverse 
Time 
(m. sec) 
JO.J 
28.8 
27.7 
27.3 
26.5 
25.7 
25-3 
23.1 
21.6 
20.2 
19.1 
13-3 
8.9 
).6 
Reciprocal time = 30.9 
Corrected Corrected 
Depth 
Time 
. (m. sec) 
0.9 
1.6 
2.5 
5-3 
6.5 
7-5 
6.5 
6.9 
6.8 
6.9 
5.0 
3-9 
t.J 
Forward 
Time 
(m. sec) 
11-7 
13.1 
14.1 
16.1 
' 17·5 
18.7 
V1 Forward = 690 m/s 
V1 Reverse = 550 m/s 
Reverse 
. Time 
(m. sec) 
19.2 
17.8 
16.6 
14.7 
1).4 
12.2 
F 
Value 
0.664 
0.6654 
0.6664 
0.6676 
0.6687 
0.670 
( 
v2 = 1780 m/s 
Radial 
Depth 
F. dt (m) 
4.J2 
4.99 
4.JJ 
4.61 
'*·55 
4.62 
I 
(\) 
I 
~ 
CX'I 
Reduced Traverse Forward 
Level Distance Time 
(m) (m) (m.sec) 
193·3 0 
19.3-4 1 1.6 
19.3-5 2 ,3.2 
19,3.8 4 10.2 
193-7 5 12.5 
193.6 6 13.6 
193-5 8 15-5 
193·3 10 17-7 
193.2 12 21.0 
193.0 15 23.1 
192.8 17 26.8 
192.8 18 26.8 
192.4 20 28.5 
192.3 22 27.6 
192.1 24 30.0 
192.0 25 30-5 
192.0 26 31.4 
191.9 28 32.2 
191.9 29 32-7 
191.8 30 33-7 
Reciprocal time = 
TABLE 2b 
RESULTS OF SEISMIC TRAVERSE No. 2 
Reverse 
Time 
(m. sec) 
35·0 
,34.0 
. .J.J.4 
.32.4 
31.6 
.31·3 
30.3 
28.8 
28.1 
. 26.4 
24.2 
23.8 
21.2 
19-3 
18.0 
17-0 
16.2 
12.0 
6.6 
34.4 
Corrected 
Depth Forward 
Time Time 
(m. sec) (m. sec} 
0.6 
1.1 
4.1 
4.9 7-6 
5-3 8.3 
5-7 9.8 
6.1 11.6 
7-4 1,3.6 
7-6 - 15-5 
8.3 18.5 
8.1 18.7 
7-7 20.8 
6.3 21.3 
6.8 23.2 
6.6 23.9 
6.6 24.8 
4.9 
2.5 
v1 Forward 
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clay mineral can there£ore be identi£ied. The technique is 
performed by allowing a monochromatic pencil o£ X-rays to 
pass through a powdered specimen o£ the clay mineral in 
various orientations. Where the X-rays hit the di££erent 
atomic planes within the clay mineral, diffraction occurs. 
The characteristic spacing which each clay mineral has 
between atomic planes can then be measured. The spacings 
between the atomic planes are measured in·terms of Angstroms 
(~), one Angstrom being equivalent· to 10-7 mm. 
Table 3 summarises results of laboratory testing. 
It should be emphasised that, as the soil properties of the 
material comprising the shear sUrface are likely to be 
different to those of the overlying colluvial slide mass, 
the values of insitu moisture and Index tests presented in 
Table 3 are unlikely to be representative of conditions at 
the shear surface. Index tests indicate the colluvium is 
predomin~ntly non plastic. X-rays diffraction analyses 
reveal the presence of a swelling chlorite clay mineral. 
This has been suggested in Section 2.44 as a reason for the 
high water retention within residual top soil material 
following rainfall. 
Material 
Red 
Coloured 
Green 
Coloured 
TABLE 3 
RESULTS OF LABORATORY TESTING'ON WEATHERED 
ETHELTON SLIP SAMPLES 
In situ Index Tests' X-ray 
Moisture PL LL PI Diffraction 
17.4 24.0 38.8 14.8 chlorite 
epidote 
calcite 
t6.J 25.8 J6.8 11.0 feldspar 
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2.9 RECOMMENDED SITE INVESTIGATIONS 
At present; five surface precise surveying markers 
are st~tioned in _areas of potential movement. Of these, 
four are positioned on or adjacent to the railway, while 
only one, located above the county road, is sited to record 
movements higher in the slope. 
Additional survey markers should be installed at 
levels in the slip higher than the railway. These will 
-
locate further areas of instability, if ahy, outside the 
zones of activity located during field studies. As- well, 
should stability control measures be undertaken at the site, 
the performance of the landslide following such action will 
need to be carefully monitored to determine the success or 
otherwise of the measures. 
Recommended locations for additional survey stations 
are shown on the Site Plan. The more important of these 
include further stations in the vicinity of markers 4 and 7 
in order that the extent of the present active zone may be 
determined. All future stations should be installed so 
that they may be observed from station No. 1 and at least 
one other marker. 
Detailed site investigations in areas of slope 
instability usually include subsurface exploration tech-
niques. Coring of small diameter (4'-8cm) diamond drill 
·, 
holes is the usual method employed to obtain irtformation 
on the depth of slide material, shape of the failure sur·-
face, and undisturbed soil samples for laboratory testing. 
On unstable slopes where relic sctructural features 
of the slide material may be completely destroyed by mass 
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movements, interpretation of diamond drill cores is often 
. 
difficult .. In these circumstances visual examination of 
large diameter (1m or greater) shafts through the slide 
mass usually provides answers to problems often unattain-
able by diamond drilling. 
At the site of the Poro-o-Tarao Tunnel, North Island 
Main Trunk Railway, subsurface investigations included a 
series of drill holes and exploratory shafts. The inter-
pretation o£·d~amond drill holes, many of which experienced 
poor core recovery, was greatly aided by examination of 
large diameter shafts (Parton, 1974). As well, costs of 
excavating shafts were found to be compatible with rotary 
diamond drill holes of comparable depth. 
A number of large diameter exploratory shafts would 
greatly aid understanding o£ landslide mechanisms operating 
at the Ethelton Slip. Calweld bucket-auger shafts of 
diameter 1m or more have been successfully used by the 
Ministry of Works and Development in New Zealand. -
Excavation of exploratory shafts would furnish the 
following information: 
(a) A visual examination of both weathered slide material 
and underlying insitu bedrock could be made. 
(b) Depths of slide material determined. 
(c) The location of shear surface(s) down each shaft 
would be noted and the extrapolation of such failure planes 
between adjacent shafts made. 
(d) Shafts would greatly aid interpretationof seismic 
traverses already u~dertaken. Additional runs could then 
be attempted. 
(e) Water inflows into shafts would be noted so that a 
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crude measure of the slide mass permeability can be calcu-
lated. The permeability of the colluvium should be known 
if relief drainage is to be installed at the site. 
(f) Piezometers installed following excavation of shafts 
would reveal whether ground water within the slide mass is 
perched. A number of piezometers should be installed in 
each shaft at varying levels within the slide, at least 
one of which should be located below the shear zone• It 
is recommended that simple :;tandpipe piezometers (small 
diameter PVC tubing) be used, as these may then be monitored 
by means of a probe, run do'Wn·the hole, to determine levels 
at which shearing displacements occur. 
(g) Soil samples within the shear surface (s} should be 
removed for laboratory classification and strength testing. 
The most likely locations for shafts would be in the 
vicinity of survey markers 4 and 7 described in Section 2.4 
as a zone of deeper seated slope activity. " Sites adjacent 
to the railway and county road would provide ready access 
to equipment. 
As material in the slide' is unlikely to stand ver-
tically for any length of time exploratory shafts will have 
to be cased. 
Following excavation of exploratory shafts it is 
recommended additional seismic refraction traverses be 
undertaken. Sufficient velocity contrast between refractor 
and overburden would appear to make a more detailed investi-
'· 
gation by seismic refraction methods warranted. Such 
investigations may be performed at li t'tle cost over terrain 
in which other subsurface techniques would require expensive 
access routes to be constructed. Seismic refraction 
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surveys correlated with exploratory shafts should provide 
sufficient depths of overburden to enable detailed cross 
and long-sections of the slip to be drafted. 
Studies to determine the extent of water infiltration 
into the slide mass from the unnamed stream bisecting the 
site are recommended. The studies could possibly be carried 
out with the assistance of the Water and Soil Division, 
Ministry of Works and Development~ 
Finally, a slope stability analysis based on the 
shape of the failure surface and utilizing the soil shear 
strength mobilized at the shear surface should be performed. 
The effect of differing remedial.treatment on the safety 
factor may be calculated. 
2. 10 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Natural geologic and geomorphic slope forming pro-
cesses h~ve caused the formation of a large landslide at 
the site of the Ethelton Slip. 
Rapid downcutting through rocks -of the Torlesse 
Supergroup during the last 10-12,000 years producing over-
steepened slopes, coupled with extensive mechanical and 
chemical weathering of the predominqntry volcanic bedrock, 
were the immediate causes of failure. 
The construction of the road ,and rail over the toe, 
ground fracturing due to seismic aocti vi ty allowing water 
infiltration, and fluctuating hydrostatic pore pressures, 
are believed to trigger intermittent, downward and outward 
movement of part of the landslide towards the HUrunui River 
at the toe of the sl~pe. 
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The landslide is believed to be a complex combination 
o£ a slip·in colluvium, a compound slide, and a slump earth-
flow. Rotational movement is inferred by the appearance 
o£ a sunken upper re$ion and a heaved £oot. 
A mantle o£ weathered colluvium underlies the ground 
surface over most o£ the slide. Having undergone consider-
able disintegration through mass movements within the slip, 
the colluvium is likely.to·be everywhere highly variable in 
both physical properties and thickness. 
Two relatively small and isolated zones o£ movement 
were noted during geological mapping. An area of surficial 
slumping in slopes immediately above and below the county 
road is located some t00-200m southeast of the unnamed 
stream. The locality is worriesome to the extent that 
debris flows and slides have been known to block the road 
during heavy rainfall. 
Larger in a.rea and potentially more troublesome, 
the second region of movement occurs in a zone between the 
Nos. 4 and 7 surv;ey marker stations. At this locality, 
waterfilled tensional cracks and s.carps, and slickensided 
shear zones, infer deeper seated, possibly rotational move-
ment of a large soil block. Both transportation routes 
occur within the zone. MOvement can be expected to con-
tinue at this area. 
I 
Precise surveying of surface markers confirms the 
findings of field observations that movement of a soil 
J 
block in the vicinity of th~ N~~ ~ survey station is taking 
place. In_the 9·7 month period from 11.4.76 to 3.2.77, 
station No. 4 moved a .total of tJ.tcm in a downslope 
direction tow~rds the Hurunui River at the toe of the slide. 
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A correlation of rate of precipitation with rate of movement 
on stat~on No~ 4: has not yet been established. 
Though none was recorded, movement on the No. 7 
survey marker was expected due to the considerable surface 
activity in the form of tensional cracks and shear zones in 
the vicinity of the station. A longer period of time may 
be required to delineate movement in this region. 
Long term monitoring of stations over several years 
wi+l be necessary to determine accurately the amount of 
rainfall received at the site above which activity in the 
slip becomes greatly accelerated. 
As appears likely that rates <;>fprecipitation will 
be shown to control activity in the slide, a relief drain-
age scheme will possibly be shown to be the most effective 
remedial treatment (see Section 5). 
The N.Z. Railways are advised to continue consult-
ations with the Department of Geology and the School of 
Engineering, University of Canterbury, and the Ministry of 
Works and Development and the N.Z. Geological Survey, so 
that further site investigations and remedial measures may 
be properly undertaken. 
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SECTION J: THE HAWKSWOOD CUT- BATTER INSTABILITY ALONG AN 
EXCAVATED RAILWAY CUTTING 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In mid 1975 the writer approached N.Z. Railways with 
a view to undertaking an appraisal of the batter stability 
problems at the Hawkswood Cut. An investigation involving 
engineering geological mapping, and laboratory testing was 
undertaken during the latter part of 1975· The results of 
this wo·rk were presented to both N.Z. Railways, in the form 
of a report (Grocott, 1975), and the University of Canter-
bury, as part of the writer's first year M.Sc. study. A 
summary of_the 1975 studies are presented in parts J.J and 
3·5 of this section. A concurrent theodolite survey was 
also undertaken, by G. Hunter, assistant engineer, N.z. 
Railways. His surveys provided cross-sections and long-
sections of the a.tt, from which excavation volumes have 
been calculated. 
Field investigations and theoretical slope stability 
studies, completed subsequent to this earlier 1975 work, 
are presented in parts J.4 and J.6 of this se~tion. 
The Hawkswood Cut, situated_seven kilometres north 
; . 
of the North Canterbury township of Parnassus, is the 
largest excavated railway cutting on the Main North Line. 
Approaching one kilometre in length, the'cutting has an 
original base width of 7m and,attains a compensated grad-
ient of 1:70. Both east and ·west batters, rising to 
respective heights of 18.0m and 19.4~·, hav~ similar slope 
angles oJ 45°; major slope instability in a central 200m 
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long section has increased the batter here to a near-vertical 
angle. The Cut runs in a general north northwest direction 
(Fig. 13, Plate 11). 
Since landslide corrective action was first consid-
ered in 1952, several remedial measures have been proposed. 
These proposals, including one to elevate the track up to 
2m above present base level on a se·ries of piles, and a 
second, projecting enclosure of the cutting within a tunnel 
of semi-circular iron sheeting, have all been rejected. 
Engineering geological site investigations have therefore 
been undertaken to enable the current proposal, allowing 
for a reduction in slope angles along the Cut, and relief 
drainage, to be properly executed. Earthworks are expected 
to be undertaken in the 1977-78 construction season, or 
shortly after. 
Much of the cutting, principally along the central 
section and northern approach, has been constructed through 
relatively flat land of subdued relief. However , relief 
above the southern approach is more pronounced, with 
natural slopes steepening to 35° away from the cutting 
crests. A hummocky topography paral'leling the western 
crest, resulting from the dumping of spoil during construc-
tion, leads to severe ponding through much of the year. A 
1-4m high ridge of spoil back from and running parallel to 
the eastern edge tends to facilitate runoff into the east 
side of the Cut. 
Two flumes, one runnl:rtg parallel with, the other 
down the eastern slope, and a 1m deep cutoff' trench above 
the western crest, provide the only attempt at surface 
drainage. The cutof'f trench was installed without levelling 
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however, and because of inadequate maintenance remains 
pon_ded along inuch of its course. 
The ·following plan should be read in conjunction 
with section 3: 
:Engineering Geological Longsection of the Hawkswood 
Cutting, North Canterbury. 
3. 2 REGIONAL GEOLOGY OF THE SITE 
3.21 Stratigraphy 
The Leader Basin, a depositional trough extending 
from the HUndalee Hills and the Hawkswood Range in the 
north and east respectively, to near the Lowry Peaks Range 
in the west and beyond the Waiau River in the south, com-
prises a mid Mi9cene - late Pleistocene (1-20M. yrs) 
succession of predominantly marine sediments (Fig. 13). 
The basin, like many New Zealand Tertiary depositional 
environments, is flanked by indurated,. highly fractured and 
'y~ 
complexly folded greywacke sandstone and argillite (mud-
stone) of the Torlesse Supergroup. Torlesse Supergroup 
I 
sediments in this area are of probab~~ Jurassic age (125-
180 M. yrs) and form the basement rocks over much of 
central New Zealand. 
The oldest rocks in the Leader sequence comprise 
non-indurated, blue-gray, marine silts of Southland to 
Taranaki age (mid-late Miocene). Overlying these silts 
is a highly variable succession of predomfnantly marine 
clays, silts, sands and conglomerates, of Wanganui age 
(early Plioc·ene - mid Pleistocene). These f.orms the 
rocks in the vicinity of the Hawkswood Cut. 
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J. 22 Structure 
The Leader Basin is a north to northeast trending 
late Tertiary tectonic depression in which several distinct 
structural regions have been recognised. 
A large structural feature, the Hundalee Fault, 
trending north to north eastwards through the Leader Basin, 
separates a gently northwest dipping Wanganui sequence in 
the vicinity- of the Hawks-wood and to the· east of the fault, 
from steeply dippirig Southland-Taranaki rocks to the west. 
Wanganui beds overlying these Southland-Taranaki sediments 
to the west of the Hundalee Fault-dip steeply_inwards from 
all directions. Further south of the Hawkswood, the rocks 
form a relatively simple synclinal structure. 
In the west and northeast of the Lead~r Basin, the 
Kaiwara and Hundalee Faults, respectively~ bring rocks of 
the Leader succession into faulted contact with Torlesse 
Supergroup sediments. Elsewhere, rocks of the two groups 
are in angular unconformity. 
Uplift along the Hundalee Fault since the mid 
Pleistocene has been estimated at several hundred metres; 
recent movement along the fault is possibly illustrated by 
an inferred landslide immediately to the west of the 
Hawkswood Cut (Plate 1J). 
J.J SITE GEOLOGY 
J.J1 Geological mapping. A succession of early-mid 
Pleistocene age sediments were identified along the Cut by 
geological mapping. The oldest beds in the sequence are 
non-indurated, slightly fossiliferous, blue-gray marine· 
silts having an apparent dip of t4° to the northwest. 
An inferred landslide to the west of the Hawkswood Cut. 
PLATE 12. Batter instability in the Hawkswood Cut. 
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These silts are exposed at the southern approach only. 
Overlying the blue-gray marine sequence, and through 
which most o£ the Cut is constructed, i·s a conformable 
sedimentary succession displaying- variations in depositional 
environment £rom marine through to estuarine. 
sequence would include: 
A typical 
Dark brown, laminated, carbonaceous clays; very 
·thinly-medi\].m interbedded, cyclic, blue-gray clayey 
silts and rusty brown· sands; thickly bedded and 
occasionally cross-bedded creamy brown silty sands; 
rusty brown, blue-gray, thinly to thickly bedded, 
cemented,. well-poorly graded gravels. 
Warren (pers. com.) attributes many o£ these gravels to 
represent submarine debris-flow deposits, thus· explaining 
their erratic lateral and vertical distribution throughout 
the cutting. Many gravels have scoured contacts with 
underlying sediments. 
The attitude o£ this highly variable sequence is a 
gentle dip towards the northwest, though minor slumping 
a£ter deposition has caused the dip to steepen in a £ew 
places. A 1m thick carbonaceous clay bed within the 
sequence dips at 3° in the direction o£ the northern 
approach. The succession has a minimum thickness o£ 18m. 
Capping the esturaine-marine succession is a 3-4m 
thick sequence of gray alluvium and light brown loess-like 
silt. 
3.32 Description of soil types. Engineering geo-
logical mapping has shown the cutting to be constructed in 
a wide range of "engineering" soil types. It was found 
convenient to classify these soils into £ive main units. 
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Each unit contains up to five beds consisting of soils with 
similar enginee:ring properties. The description starts 
with the uppermost (youngest) soil unit. 
Unit 1: 
Bed A: Light gray, loosely compact, rounded GRAVELS* (2-60mm) 
and COBBLES (60-200mm) which are slightly layered and 
poorly graded. 
but few fines. 
Contains some boulders (over 200mm) 
Permeable. These gravels and 
cobbles are overlain by 1-2m or more of light brown, 
firm, silty LOESS. 
Unit 2: 
Bed B: Cream, soft, clayey SILT of moderate plasticity. 
Bed C: Blue-gray, soft, clayey SILT of moderate plasticity. 
Slightly p~rmeable. 
Bed D: Rusty brown, friable, SAND (0.06-2mm). Discontin-
uous in extent. 
Unit J: 
Bed E: Blue, gray and 'rusty brown, compact, moderately well 
graded, GRAVELS and COBBLES. MOderately permeable. 
At the.northern end of the cutting this soil grades 
into SANDS and GRAVELS of .Bed F and sandy silts o:f 
Bed G. 
Bed F: Light brown, compact SAND. 
this unit. 
Not significant within 
Bed G: Light brown, compact SAND and GRAVELSt grading 
laterally in~o Bed H. 
Bed H: Light brown, compact, fissured, mottled sandy SILT, 
slakes on exposure after wetting • 
• Definitions given are from the Geological Society Engin-
eerin~ Group Workin~ Partv Renort (tq72). 
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Unit 4:: 
Bed 1: Dark brown, soft, fissured, fibrous organic CLAY of 
high plasticity. Impermeable. 
Bed J: Blue-gray, very soft, fissured, clayey SILT of 
moderate plasticity. Impermeable. 
Bed K: Rusty brown and blue-gray, soft, fissured, thinly 
layered horizons of SAND and clayey SILT. Slightly 
permeable. Towards the southern approach this soil 
grades into gravels and cobbles of Bed L. 
Bed L: Two rusty brown, weakly cemented, permeable, GRAVEL 
and COBBLE horizons. 
Bed M: Light yellowy gray, compact, poorly graded GRAVELS 
and COBBLES. Permeable. Lenses of weakly compact, 
light browri, SAND and SILT also. 
Unit 5: 
Bed N: Blue-gray, firm to soft, fissured, impermeable SILT 
which slakes on exposure. Moderately plastic. 
J.JJ Landslide Types 
Three landsliO.e types have been recognised: 
(a) Slumps: N.Z. Railways engineers have informed the 
writer that the rotational movement of a slump-like feature 
was causing concern to the batter stability as far back as 
194:3. A slump, located 860m along the western,slope, is 
inferred to represent this earlier instability. The 
feature extends laterally for JOm at base level, while 
disturbed ground within the slump extends to a 1m high 
scarp immediately below the batter crest. No sliding 
surfaces along which shear failure may have occurred were 
recognised. 
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Disturbed ground of a similar nature within the 
western slope, interred to be a slump, occurs 920m along 
the Cut. A visit on 9 September, 1975 indicated ground 
surface fracturing with minor slumping in a 15m wide zone 
of slope debris in the eastern face, at the t500m point. 
This area has continued to show minor movement throughout 
the 1976 winter. 
No evidence of disruptions to rail traffic from 
rotational slumping of the cutting sides has· been found. 
If left undisturbed, it is probable that slumps will remain 
in their equilibrium state and not cause concern to track 
safety in the future. 
(b) Earthfalls: Many ·landslides are in the form of blocks 
of soil breaking away from the slope faces. These soil 
blocks are controlled by sets of steeply dipping fissures 
orientated parallel to the line. The blocks are irregu-
larly shaped, ranging in size up to 4-6m diameter, occa-
sionally much larger, and weigh up to several tonnes. When 
failure occurs, there is usually an immediate and rapid 
downward movement of the block away from the soil, with the 
resulting debris often coming to rest across the track 
(Plate 14). 
Earthfalls are prevalent in a 200m long central 
section of the Cutt occurring in plastic, organic clays, 
blue clayey silts and rusty brown sands of Beds I, J and K, 
Unit 4. At this locality the soils outcrop above base 
level to a height of tOm. When failure occurs within them, 
undermi~ing and progressive oversteepening of the overlying 
soils and slopes result. 
To the north of this central area of instability, 
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Beds I, J and K dip below track invert, while to the south 
they grade abruptly into more competent gravels and cobbles 
of Bed L, Unit 4• 
(c) Earthflows: During high intensity or prolonged 
rainfall, oversaturated debris-gorged earthflows become 
mobilized to flow off the flanks of both batters (Plate 
Such slips originate in the surficial 0.5-1m of 
slope material carrying debris rapidly onto the line, 
occasionally burying the track to a depth exceedin~ 1m. 
Earthflows, by reason of their noncohesive slurry-
like nature, are the most disruptive landslide type, often 
leaving surface clearance gangs no alternative but to allow 
locomotives to forge their own passage through the muck. 
Small, slow~creeping earthflows also originate in a 
surficial 2-Jcm of slope material during thawing after 
frosts. 
J.J4 Factors Inducing Batter Instability 
(a) Rainfall: The association of high intensity or 
prolonged periods of rainfall with an increase in landsliding 
in general has been well demonstrated throughout the history 
of the Hawkswood. 
During 1976, the worst general period of landsliding 
took place over 8 and 9 September, in which J5mm of rain-
fall fell producing a large number of small to large earth-
flows and earthfalls. However, delay to Main North Line 
rail traffic was only three hours. 
Section J.42 compares 1976 rainfall results with 
those of previous years. 
(b) Runoff: Lack of surface drainage above, and a 
general slope direction towards the cutting, facilitates 
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runoff down slopes towards the track. Under these condi-
tions, surficial slope material becomes rapidly saturated, 
pore water pressures rise, and the effective shear and 
normal stresses acting on potential failure planes increase 
and decrease respectively. When failure is imminent, 
earthflows become mobilized and f,low downhill to cover the 
track. 
(c) Relaxation fissures and se~page pore pressures. 
Running parallel to, and dipping steeply into and away from 
the track, are sets of fissures in many fine grained soils. 
These unfavourably orientated discontinuities, interpretated 
as relaxation joints formed through stress relief following 
construction, are a main cause of earthfall landslides. 
For several:weeks leading u,p to failure of a large 
soil block, a progressive development of' its fissure from a 
well-defined tight crack to a 1-2cm wide gap running along 
the boundary of the block is noted. For small soil blocks, 
the mode of failure tends to be an instantaneous spalling of 
the block away from the slope face without a progressive 
development of its fissure. 
Failures involving earthfalls occur predominantly 
following periods of intensified rainfall. Ponding on the 
ground surface above the cutting, and increased water seep-
age from slope faces, indicate a buildup of seepage pore 
pressures within finer grained soils. Excess pore press-
urea exerted on relaxation fissures are thought to be the 
principal triggering mechanism of earthfalls. 
Long-term measurement of standpipe piezometers 
(Section ).44) above the cutting will quantify this 
inflation of pore pressures following rainfall. 
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(d) Train-induced vibration frequencies: An earthfall 
involving more than 100 cu.m of spoil occurred on 2 August, 
1976. At the time of failure heavy rainfall had not been 
recorded at the site for several weeks, and slope faces 
were noted as dry. Failure of the soil block was observed 
to take place several minutes after the passage of a Dj 
locomotive through the Hawkswood. 
Train-induced vibrations may possibly be inferred as 
a triggering mechanism of earthfall landslides. 
J.4 FIELD INVESTIGATIONS 
J.4t Experimental Horizontal Drains 
Three experi_mental horizontal drains were' installed 
in December, 1976. The drains were installed by drilling 
a slighting-inclined borehole 4-5m above track level into 
the slope face for a distance of some t0-12m. After 
reaming each hole a 5.1cm I.D. (2 in) slotted P.V.C. tube 
was inserted into position. 
0.2 litres/minute was recorded as the maximum water 
discharge from one drain after installation. Since then 
discharge has rapidly decreased, with only occasional 
trickles presently issuing from each drain. Silting of 
the tubing perforations may account for this drop, though 
it was felt during installation of the drains that the 
contractor lacked sufficient experience in this type of 
work. 
).42 Rainfall Measurements 
A Marguis 600 Series rainfall gauge was installed 
in June 1976. The gauge has been assigned a N.Z. 
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Meteorological Service recording station number, H23633 
(Hawkswood Bridge). Daily readings are taken by the 
district Railways Inspecting ·Ganger. 
Meteorological Service recording stations H23632 
(Hawkswood) and H23631 (Ferniehurst), located one kilometre 
northeast and five kilometres north of the site, have 
recorded rainfall since 1931 and 1941, respectively. 
Table 4 summarises rainfall data from stations H23631, 
H23632 and H23633 •· During the period of this study, pre-
cipitation received within the catchment of the site was 
approximately equivalent to the district mean during the 
months of August, October, and November, 1976 and February, 
1977. The months of September and December, 1976 and 
January, 1977 were:wetter than the district mean, while 
Jul~ 1976 was drier. No month recorded exceptionally heavy 
rainfall, though the worst period of landsliding at the site 
occurred during the wettest month, September. 
3-43 Diamond Drilling 
The Christchurch based Investigations Section, 
Ministry of Works and Development, were contracted to drill 
eight cored boreholes. The contract specified payment of 
a fixed sum, though if the sum was exceeded provisions for 
additional payments were allowed. Drilling was undertaken 
between July 28th and September 24th, 1976. 
A truck-mounted Pioneer rotary drilling rig equipped 
with NQ size, split inner triple tube core barrels was used. 
Wire-line core recovery techniques were employed. 
Drilling was undertaken for the following reasons: 
(a) The continuation of certain gravel horizons along, 
1-:l'onth 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Total 
TABLE 4 
MONTHLY RAINFALL FOR RECORDING STATIONS HAWKSWOOD (1931-76) AND 
FERNIEHURST (1941-76), AND WEEKLY RAINFALL FOR STATION HAWKSWOOD BRIDGE 
. (JULY 1976-FEBRUARY 1977) 
Figures in millimetres. of rainfall 
HAWKS WOOD FERNIEHURST HAWKSWOOD BRIDGE 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 Wl\.1 WK2 WK3 WK4 Total 
80 281 7 55 92 296 13 62 57 17 56 0 130 
92 483 17 202 67 177 24 134 4 24 35 0 63 
98 443 10 45 92 268 10 55 
102 324 18 83 103 297 13 76 
138 490 20 75 121 416 29 69 
95 325 20 87 89 289 14 72 11 
122 568 8 104 120 546 16 119 40 11 18 1 70 
114 503 4 171 124 484 6 231 18 54 1 49 122 
81 429 12 177 65 400 12 149 51 77 6 16 150 
89 255 3 127 91 270 11 108 6 50 36 0 92 
8o ·320 0 96 I 8o 298 6 107 18 12 0 56 86 
84 268 9 84 233 20 211 25 22 77 18 142 
1175 1828 537 1128 1691 534·~· 1393 
------
1 =mean (to 1975), 2 =high (to 1975), 3 =low (to 1975), 4 = 1976 figures. 
~,..:) 
I 
'""" --J 
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and back from the present cutting, may allow a complex 
design involving cut and benching along the proposed con-
struction. 
(b) Subsurface drainage utilizing free-draining properties 
of gravel beds may be attempted if gravels persist laterally 
over a wide distribution. 
(c) The installation of standpipe piezometers in bore-
holes will allow ''before and after" construction monitoring 
of piezometric pressures at different locations and levels. 
As well, short term fluctuations following heavy rainfall 
and seasonal variations will also be monitored. 
(d) Core samples to be used for soil testing. 
Drill holes were sited at the following locations: 
DH1 east side 
DH2 east side 
DHJ east side 
DH4 east side 
DH5 west side 
DH6 west side 
DH7 west side 
DH8 west side 
Distance from 
Surveyed Centre 
Line 
35m 
65m 
120m 
70m 
-45m 
-65m 
-110m 
-65m 
Distance from 
Southern 
Approach 
750m 
975m 
1025m 
1250m 
860m 
1050m 
1150m 
1)00m 
R.L.* 
(metres ) 
top bot. 
29.)1 8.61 
)6.48 9.08 
J9.02 15.62 
J9.01 17.8 
)4.51 12.)1 
)8.42 9.62 
J9.J8 17-98 
)8.64 18.24 
Core logging was undertaken at the Soils Testing 
Laboratory, M.W.D., Christchurch. Cores were removed from 
the split inner tube, wrapped in plastic and placed in wooden 
boxes for transport back to Christchurch. Logging was based 
• All reduced levels are relative to culvert invert of R.L. 
16.19m ·at 140.7074 Main North Line Kilometres. 
on the report of the Working Party, Geological Society 
Engineering. Group ( 1972), and McLean ( 1976). 
Core recovery in fine grained soils was generally 
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good, averaging 80-100%. Drilling through gravels usually 
produced only cuttings. The first 3m (tO feet) of each 
hole, drilled using continuous flight augers, also produced 
only cuttings. 
Driller's records show small overnight water inflows 
into drill holes), 4 and 5· 
other holes. 
No records were kept for the 
Results from the drilling programme include: 
(a) Soils encountered in all drill holes have similar 
physical properties to soils mapped in the cutting, con-
sisting generally bf consolidated cohesiv~ cl~ys, silts and 
sands, and weakly cemented gravels and cobbles. 
(b) Although soils encountered in drill holes have 
similar physical properties to soils mapped in the cutting, 
lensing out of gravel units separating the finer grained 
sediments prevented positive correlation of soils in the 
cutting with drill hole cores being made. For example, 
within the cutting, gravels of Unit), Bed G, commonly 
separated the soils, Uriit 2, Bed c, and Unit 4, Bed J, two 
fine grained sediments of similar physical properties. 
Lensing out of the gravels away from the cutting resulted 
in their absence in cores of many of the drill holes. To 
distinguish between the two finer grained soils in drill 
cores was therefore found impractical; where a blue-gray, 
soft, clayey SILT occurs in cores, the soil has commonly 
been correlated with both Bed C and Bed J. 
(c) Borehole to borehole correlation of soils logged in 
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holes located on the eastern side was generally good. 
Correlation between drillholes on the western side was found 
more difficult. 
(d) The highly discontinuous distribution of gravel and 
cobble horizons, both laterally and vertically, would make 
their use in any subsurface drainage impractical. 
(e) The erratic distribution of gravels would also appear 
to rule out their use as near-vertical standing faces in a 
design based on cut and benching. 
Logs of drills holes are given in Appendix 2. A 
tentative correlation between soils logged in each drill 
hole with soils mapped in the cutting is also given. 
).44 Installation and Measurement of Standpipe 
Piezometers 
Simple standpipe piezometers were installed in all 
drill holes. ~ bo~eholes located on the western side 
(5, ~' 7, 8) a single, 5.1cm ID (2in) piezometer consisting 
of PVC tubing was inserted down each hole. Piezometers in 
boreholes 5, 7 and 8 consisted entirely of slotted PVC 
piping, while the piezometer in hole 6 utilized a small 
length of slotted tubing at the bottom of the piezometer 
coupled to unslotted PVC above. The piezometers were 
surrounded by a coarse sand/fine.gravel ( 1 ~ea-gravel'') 
filter. As the PVC tubes were not sealed at preselected 
levels, they therefore record only an average water table 
level within each hole. 
Installation of piezometers in drill holes located 
on the eastern side (t, 2, J, 4) proved more difficult, as 
two or three piezometers were installed in each hole at 
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various levels. Piezometers consisted of t.Jcm ID (0.5in) 
PVC tubing, the lower most 0.5m of pipe being slotted. A 
length of "terra firma" filter cloth wrapped round the 
slotted section of tubing acted as an inner filter. In 
each drill hole the piezometer preselected to record the 
lowest level was installed first, the slotted section of 
which was embedded in a medium sand filter. In drill hole 
2, a grout composed of cement, bentonite powder and medium 
sand was used to seal the lbwer most filter from the next 
predetermined level. In holes 1, J and 4 bentonite pellets 
placed above the filter were used as a seal (Fig. 14). 
Piezometers installed in drill holes 1, 2, J and 4 
have been constructed to record piezometric pressures at 
preselected levels _,down each hole. 
Water table levels were recorded using a simple 
battery-operated electrical probe coupled to a voltmeter 
on the end of a length of wire coil. 
Piezometers were installed at the following depths 
below ground surface: 
DH1 J.4-5.Jm clayey silt 
8.2-10.5m clayey silt 
18.5-20.4m clayey silt with sand 
DH2 4.6-6.4m clayey silt and sand 
25.2-27.4m clayey sandy silt 
DHJ 9.5-11.Jm clayey silt with sand 
22.2-24.4m clayey silt 
DH4 4.6-6.6m clayey silt with gravels 
10.6-12.6m clayey sandy silt 
18.9-21.Jm sandy clay and silt with gravels 
DH5 slotted 0-22.2m 
DH6 unslotted 0-27.4m 
slotted 27.4-28.6m 
DH7 slotted 0-2t.4m 
DH8 slotted 0-20.4m 
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FIG. 14: STANDPIPE PIEZOMETER INSTALLATIONS 
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Resu1ts of piezometer measurements are given in 
Tap1e 5. 
TABLE 5 
RESULTS OF PIEZOMETER MEASUREMENTS 
Level 28.12.76 4.2.zz 
DH1 shallow 4.64m 4.59m 
· intermediate 9.54m 9-47m 
deep blocked blocked 
DH2 shallow 1-29m t.Stm 
deep 5-59m 5·79m 
DHJ sha11ow t.82m 2.t8m 
deep 8.54m 8.68m 
DH4 shal1ow 5-77m 5·77m 
intermediate t0.49m t0.86m 
deep t5.40m 15.62m 
DH5 t8.55m 19.00m 
DH6 z.49m 8.05m 
DH7 10.97m 11.2Jm 
DH8 10.51m t2.57m 
No conclusions can yet be drawn concerning a corre-
1ation of fluctuating pore water pressures with precipitation 
recorded at the sit~. A longer period of monitoring will 
be needed to effect a correlation, if any exists. 
However, results of piezometer measurements taken from 
the east side do infer a complex pore water pressure regime 
in which several phreatic surfaces exist at various depths 
below the ground surface. As the soils in the vicinity of 
the cutting are extremely heterogeneous in composition, such 
a complex regime could possibly be expected. 
The highest recorded water table on the western side, 
in drill hole 6, is directly attributable to ponding in the 
vicinity of the hole. 
3·5 LABORATORY TESTING 
3.51 Methods and Results 
Disturbed and undisturbed fine grained soil samples 
from exposures in slope faces and drill hole cores were 
tested. 
{a) Classification tests. Classification tests used in 
the study include: 
moisture content; 
plast1c limit, liquid limit, plasticity index; 
dry density, natural density, saturated density; 
grain ,.size; 
uniaxial swelling; 
slake durability. 
Mass and dry density were determined by weighing a 
known volume of soil. Saturated density was calculated 
from the following eq~ation: 
where: 
ps = 1 + pd ( 1 + s~) 
= 
= 
= 
saturated density 
dry density 
specific gravity 
Uniaxial, or one-directional, swelling was measured 
by recording strain along a single axis of an unconfined 
circular cylindrical soil specimen after its complete 
immersion in water. 
Slake durability is an index test designed to 
measure the relative accelerated weathering resistance of 
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a soil or rock to weakening and disintegration resulting 
from a standard cycle of wetting and drying (Franklin and 
Chandra, 1972 ). The procedure involves rotating oven dried 
samples for 10 minutes in a circular test drum of standard 
mesh size, with the drum half immersed in a water bath at 
The erodable products of slaking and disintegration 
pass through the mesh into the water bath. Two cycles of 
wetting and drying are usually performed. The slake dura-
bility index, Id, is given by: 
Id = final dry weight initial dry weight X 100% 
Other classification tests were performed according 
to New Zealand Standard Specifications (1976). Grain size 
analyses were determined by the Soils Laboratory, M.W.D., 
Christchurch. 
(b) Permeability. The falling head permeameter method, 
a measurement of the rate of movement of a column of water 
suspended above a circular cylindrical soil sample through 
the soil, was used to determine thecoefficient of permea-
bility, k, of several fine grained soils. 
where: 
The coefficient of permeability is given by: 
k = 
al H1 
At log10 H2 x 2.3 em/sec. 
a = area of water column above sample in 
square millimetres 
l = thickness of sample in millimetres 
A = area of sample in square millimetres 
H1 = initial height of water column above 
base of sample in millimetres 
H2 = final height of water column above base 
of sample in millimetres 
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t = time interval in seconds. 
Typical permeability values given by Terzaghi and Peck 
(1967) are: 
degree of permeability 
high 
medium 
low-very low 
impermeable 
(c) X-ray diffraction analyses. 
gravels 
clean sands 
fine sands, 
silts, clay 
homogeneous 
clay 
k (em/sec) 
103-10 
10-10- 2 
Scanning was carried 
out over a field between ) 0 and )6°. Tables 6 & 7 present 
results of tests (a) to (c). 
(d) Shear strength testing. The force required to 
mobilize sliding bf saturated soil on a potential failure 
surface is given by its shear stress, S. The force acting 
across a failure surface, the total normal force 6, tends 
to resist sliding (Fig. 15 ). The two stresses are related 
by the following equation, usually termed the Mohr-Coulomb 
stress equation: 
where: 
S = C + 6 tan ~ 
u u 
s = shear stress 
6 = total normal stress 
Cu' ~u = cohesion and angle of internal 
friction, both in terms of total 
stress. 
If the normal stress resisting sliding is reduced to 
zero, an initial driving stress is needed to initiate 
sliding. This initial stress is the cohesion. It can be 
seen that as the normal stress increases, the shear stress 
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TABLE 6 
SOIL PROPERTIES, HAWKSWOOD CUT 
Test Bed c Bed G Bed I Bed J Bed K Bed M BedN 
Natural 
moisture 15.0 17-J J2.2 22.6 19.9 14.9 21.) (%) 
Dry 
dens~ty 1.78 1.74 1-39 1-67 1.69 1.76 1.80 (T/m } 
Mass·· 
dens~ty 2.09 2.04 1.74 2.05 2.00 2.02 2.11 
(T/m ) 
Saturated 
dens~ty 2.11 2.08 1.87 2.05 2.05 2.10 2.12 
(T/m ) 
Uniaxial 
swelling tO.J, .8 .• J.. 11.6 7.8 1.2 1·2 J.J 
(strain %) 
Liquid 
limit Jlt-.6 28.1 94-.6 29.1 25-7 27.4- J2.8 (%) 
Plastic 
limit 20.2. t8.J 62.8 22;.J 25.1 20.5 19·7 (%} ·. 
Plasticity 
index 14.4 9.8 Jt.8 6.8 0.6 6.9 1.3-1 (%) 
Permea-
Jx10- 6 
-6 -4 
bility 1x10-J 2xto_ 6 JxtO 6 
(em/sec) 5x10 4xt0-
Slake 
durability 
1st cycle 1.2. J 0 6).0 0 0 17-1 91-J 
2nd cycle 0 52-5 8.6 49.0 
X-ray mt+v, (v), mt, k k, 
diffraction me, c t q, :r me, q, ( v) t 
f :r q, f 
mt: montmorillonite me: mica 
v :. vermiculite c: calcite 
k: kaolin :r: feldspar 
q: . quartz· 
Bore 
Hole 
1 
3 
5 
7 
TABLE 7 
SOIL PROPERTIES HAWKSWOOD CUT'· DETERMINED BY 
CHRISTCHURCH·SOILS LABORATORY, M.W.D. 
Grain Size 
Depth clay silt 
10m 38 56 
10m 31 64 
17m 31 64 
24m 34 62 
6m 23 67 
17m 25 67 
3m 21 51 
LL=26, PL= 17,. PI=9 
needed to promote failure also increases• >:,;· . • . 
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sand 
6 
5 
5 
4 
10 
8 
28 
If a water pressure U acts on a failure surface, the 
total resisting force 6 is reduced by an amount (6 - U) to 
the effective normal stress 6 '. The shear stress causing 
failure is now expressed as: 
S = C 1 + 6 1 tan {I' 
where: 
6 ' = 6-u 
C' and {I' = cohesion and angle of internal 
friction, both in terms of 
effective stress. 
When shear displacement occurs along a potential 
failure surface of a soil under a constant total or effect-
ive normal stress (6 or 6•), the shear stress causing 
sliding will rise rapidly until the shear strength of the 
failure plane is exceeded. This maximum shear stress is 
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called the peak shear strength. With increasing shear dis-
placement along the sliding plane, the cohesion of the soil 
decreases and the shear stress drops to a level where it 
remains constant. This reduced shear stress is defined as 
the residual or ultimate shear strength of the slide plane 
(Fig. 15). 
A soil tested under several normal stresses will 
produce a range of peak and residual shear strengths. This 
range may be graphed on a plot of shear versus normal stress 
(Fig. 15). A line drawn through each range will have a 
slope~' termed the angle of internal friction of the soil. 
A given soil will therefore have both a peak ~f and a resid-
ual ~ angle of internal friction. 
r 
A series of:dr~ined triaxial shear tests was under-
taken to obtain strength parameters for use in slope stabil-
ity analyses. 
(i) Four drained triaxial shear tests, without pore 
pressure measurements, were undertaken and the resulting 
peak effective stress parameters (C' and~') calculated. 
Circular cylindrical soil samples of size J.6cm diameter x 
7.2cm were triaxially consolidated under normal stresses of 
300, 450 and 560 k Pa, these stresses being in the range of 
the existing overburden pressures, until a plot of log-time 
versus volume-change remained effectively constant. An 
axial loading rate of 6.1 x 10-4 em/min. was then applied, 
this being sufficiently slow to allow dissipation of pore 
pressures under the given soil permeability conditions. 
Filter paper strips placed down each specimen facilitated 
drainage. Two to three days was the average time to peak 
failure during testing. At any time during loading, the 
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(6 '-6') deviator stress 1 3 is shown to equal: 
( 6 ' _ 6 ' ) = .::::s...::t:.;:;r~e;:.:s::.;s=-~(.;;:d:;;:i:.:a:.:l:;_~r.;;:e~a:.:;d:;i::;n:.::Jg~).:.::x:.....&:p::..::r:..;o::;.v~i.:.;n~$~r:..;l.:;.;. n:.:&;~g_;::f;.;a;;;.:;c;;..t;;.o;;.;;...r 1 3 specimen area (A) 
where: 
6 ' = major stress 1 
6 t 
3 = minor (cell pressure) stress 
A Vo - volume change = Lo length change 
-
such that, Vo and Lo represent the original specimen volume 
and length, respectively. 
The deviator stress o:f each specimen tested will 
peak at :failure, the peak value depending on the confining 
pressure used. Results o:f each test are presented in terms 
o:f Mohrs Failure Envelopes in which a plot o:f shear stress 
versus e:f:fective normal stress is graphed (Appendix 3). 
Table 8 summarises the results o:f shear strength testing. 
(ii) Skempron (1964) presented a broad correlation o:f the 
residual shear strength o:f a given soil with the percentage 
o:f clay-sized particles in the same soil. Voight ( 1973) 
presented a similar correlation of residual shear strength 
with the Atterberg plasticity index of a given soil (Fig. 
16 ) .. Table 9 presents residual shear strengths o:f fine 
grained Hawkswood Cut soils based on clay percentage and 
p.lastic limit. 
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Fig. 16. Relationship of residual shear 
strength with clay percentage and plasticity 
index for a given soil. 
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TABLE 8 
PEAK EFFECTIVE SHEAR STRENGTHS, HAWKS WOOD CUT SOILS 
Cell Deviator Delta vol. 
Unit Bed Pressure Stress Consolida- Strain Strength 
(k Pa) (Gj_-6)) tion (%) (%) 
2 c 300 735 2.67 22.7 C'=10k Pa 
450 955 2.65 21.8 ~·= 330 
560 1320 4.00 11.7 
3 G 300 960 2.05 13-3 C'=O k Pa 
450 1240 2.38 20.5 ~·= 36° 
560 1530 5·39 11.2 
I 300 1100 4.50 16.5 C '=40k Pa 
450 1625 4.73 24.8 fJ I: 39° 
560 164o 5.80· 27.7 
J 300 870 2.92 10.6 C'=10k Pa 
450 1340 1.65 11.4 fl'= 36° 
560 1615 5-99 10. 1 
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TABLE 9 
RESIDUAL SHEAR STRENGTHS, HAWKSWOOD,CUT SOILS, 
BASED ON CLAY PERCENTAGE AND PLASTICITY INDEX 
Material Voight Skempton Average Unit Bed 
2 B 24°' 27° 26° 
2 c 26° 27° 27° 
3 G -29° 29° 
4 I 18° 18° 
4 J 31° 24°,25°,27° 27° 
4 K 33° 33° 
4 M 31° 31° 
5 N ,27° 27° 
3.52 Discussion and Conclusions to Laboratory Testing 
(a) Insitu moisture contents of fine grained soils are at, 
or slightly below, corresponding plastic limits under average 
winter conditions. Field examination has shown that during 
heavy rainfall~ny of these soils exceed their plastic limits 
with a resulting drop in field strength from firm-stiff to 
very soft-firm. 
(b) Plasticity indices are generally low to moderate. 
However, field "determinations" suggest higher plasticity 
indices than laboratory values, possibly due to soil moisture 
contents approaching their plastic limits under field condi-
tions. 
(c) Density and slake durability values are simil~r to 
other New Zealand non-indurated, consolidated, fine grained 
marine sediments. On the slake durability classification 
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·system of Franklin and Chandra t most soils would be classi-
fied as low-very low; that is they slake to a large extent. 
Mass density values are only fractionally below each soil's 
saturated density under average winter conditions. 
(d) Uniaxial swelling coefficients are low-moderate, 
though trace concentrations of the swelling clay mineral 
montmorillonite are reflected in those soils having the 
highest swelling coefficients. Many soils tested for 
swelling and slake durability were found to disintegrate 
rapidly on immersion in water, suggesting slaking rather 
than swelling to be the more ~mportant property. 
(e) Fine grained soils tested for grain size are clayey 
silts with small proportions of sand. 
(f) Permeability values range from low- effectively 
impermeable, generally reflecting soil grain size. Soils 
with low permeability values al•o exhibit high earthfall-
type instability, the inference being their inability to 
f, 
dissipate excess seepage pore water pressures. 
(g) Effective residual strength parameters as determined 
by the methods of Voight and Skempton are, with one excep-
tion, only marginally lower than respective peak parameters. 
Residual shear strengths are consistent with similar nor-
mally consolidated clayey sandy silts of low-moderate 
plasticity. 
(h) The four soils tested under drained effective stress 
conditions were all normally consolidated. The effect of 
shear, as in an earthquake, on normally or lightly over-
consolidated soils is to cause the material to contract and 
reduce its voids (Hawley et al, 1975). If the material is 
saturated, this reduction in voids will produce excess 
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positive pore water pressures, a condition responsible for 
the failure of many natural slopes, cuts and embankments. 
Development of positive pore pressures is greatest in silts 
and fine sands having low permeability; clays resist shear 
by virtue of their cohesion, while coarse sands and gravels 
( 
allow dissipation of pore pressures. Heavily overconsol-
idated soils in shear undergo an increase in voids and the 
development of negative pore pressures, a condition inducive 
to slope stability. 
Changes in stress conditions in cohesive soil are 
also experienced following excavation of slopes in cuttings. 
The short and long term stress conditions of such slopes 
have been discussed by many workers (Schuster, 1968- Skempton, 
1970- Vaughan and Walbanke, 197.3 - Chandler, 1974-
Chandler and Skempton, 1974 - Eigenbrod; 1975). 
A slope unloaded during excavation undergoes a 
process of stress relief resulting in an immediate decrease 
in pore pressures in the vicinity of the construction. 
Slope failures in such cuttings may occur both in the short 
term (end-of-construction-case), where shear stresses caused 
through excavation may induce failure, or in the long term, 
steady seepage case. Short term slope failures are 
referred to as the S = C , ~ = 0 condition. 
u u 
In the long 
term, slope failures are attributed to a progressive lower-
ing of the effective normal stress in the soil. This is 
due to a gradual build up of pore water pressures from their 
initial, low, end-of-construction value to a condition of 
steady seepage in which pore pressures are in equilibrium 
with stresses acting in the slope. In addition, the 
effects of weathering and discontinuities may hasten this 
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progressive weakening. 
Slopes cut in heavily overconsolidated material may 
induce initial large negative pore pressures in the soil 
following excavation. Dissipation of these negative press-
ures may take many years, thus explaining the phenomena of 
del~eg failure of slopes cut in London· and Upper Lias clays • 
.... -··~--- ~--· 
Slopes cut in normally or lightly overconsolidated 
cohesive soils (.H.awkswood Cut) however, reach their steady 
seepage state and a condition inducive to failure in a much 
shorter period of time. Thus, for excavations through 
normally or lightly overconsdlidated soils, drainage is 
essential for the long term stability of the slope. 
The short term slope failure where rupture of the 
soil is due to excavation-induced shear stresses is analpgous 
to the undrained total stress laboratory test. The drained 
effective stress test in which rro build up of seepage pore· 
pressures occur is analogous to the long term slope condi-
tion. The inability of soils to dissipate excess seepage 
pore pressures during high intensity rainfall is the usual 
triggering mechanism of long term slope failures. 
Most natural slopes are in the long term steady seep-
age state. 
J.6 SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSES 
J.61 Introduction 
Slope stability analyses are undertaken in practical 
engineering studies to »serve as a basis either for the re-
design of slopes after failure or for choosing slope angles 
in accordance with specified safety requirements in advance 
of construction" (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967 ). All engineering 
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structures are designed to include at least some margin of 
safety throughout their performance. In soil mechanics, 
this margin of safety is termed the safety factor, and is 
used to guard against the ultimate failure of soils beneath 
both natural and cut slopes. 
The safety factor against ultimate failure of a 
slope is determined by a slope stability analysis in which 
the ratio of the forces resisting failure ~hearing resist-
anca)to those forc~s causing failure ~hearing stres~ are 
measured. When a value of unity is reached failure is 
imminent. The resistance of a soil to rupture is usually 
expressed in terms of the MOhr-Coulomb shear strength 
equation (section 3·51): S = C + 6 tan~. 
Advances in stability analyses have reached the 
stage where planar and rotational slides in soils, and 
plan~r and wedge failures in rocks, may rtow be analysed 
(Bishop, 1955 ~ Morgernstern and Price, 1965 - Janbu, 1973 -
Hoek and Bray, 1974). Falls, many types of flows and 
certain complex landslides involving multiple failure mech-
anisms have not yet received the study enabling empirical 
analyses to be computed. 
In this slope stability study the limiting equili-
brium method of analysis is used. All methods of limit 
equilibrium analysis are based on the premise that "the 
forces tending to induce sliding are exactly balanced by 
those resisting sliding" (Hoek and Bray, 1974 ). A con-
dition of incipient failure along a continuous slip surface 
of known or assumed shape is postulated. The safety 
factor of the slope is based on the shear strength proper-
ties of the material forming the sliding surface. 
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A second method of stability analysis, a more theor-
etical approach, is that based on the techniques of stress 
analysis and finite element analysis. These techniques 
are founded on the continuum approach to rock and soil 
mechanics in which the effects of stress on the rock mass 
as a whole are considered (Mahtab et al, 1970). However, 
recent advances in finite element analysis now allow the 
effects of rock discontinuities on slope stability to be 
considered. 
The choice of correct shear strength parameters in 
limit equilibrium analyses is frequently considered. If 
pre-existing slip surfaces exist, in which reactivation of 
the landslide by earthworks is to be designed against, the 
; 
residual effective stress (C', ~')must be used (Skempton, 
r r 
1970). 
Fdr design against first-time slope failures in the 
short term, the S = Cu, ~u = 0 condition should be used. 
Back analyses of a large number of first-time fail-
ures in the long term have shown that actual field shear 
strength parameters have values ranging near the laboratory-
obtained peak effective stress (C', ~')to approximately 
the residual effective stress (C' ~'). 
r' r 
Actual strength values calculated by back analysis 
of long term first-time failures in normally consolidated 
and non-fissured overconsolidated soils are only slightly 
less than the theoretical peak. First time slides in 
fissured over-consolidated clays correspond to strengths 
.approaching the residual (Skempton, 1970). 
Slope stability analyses were undertaken at the 
Hawkswood Cut to·identify those ground conditions most 
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affecting overall slope stability. Ground conditions 
affecting stability considered in the analyses include 
changes in, pore water pressure, slope and sliding angle, 
and soil shear strength parameters. 
Two methods of limit equilibrium stability analysis 
were employed: 
(a) Slip surfaces pertaining to arcs of circles were 
analysed according to the Bishop Simplified Method (Bishop, 
1954) and the Fellenius (Conventional, U.S.B.-R., Ordinary) 
Method of slices (I~ey, 1926). 
(b) A method based on Hoe~ and Bray (1974) analysing 
planar slides,in rock slo~es was adapted for use. 
J. 62 Slip Circle Analysis 
Slip circle stability analyses were performed on 
the Ministry of Works and Development, Vogel Computing 
Centre (V.C.C.) IBM J70/t68 computer using the ICES-LEASE I 
programme. 
terminal. 
The analyses were run from the Christchurch 
LEASE I (Limiting Equilibrium Analysis in Soil 
Engineering), a subsystem of ICES (Integrated Civil Engin-
eering System), is a computer programme designed to perform 
stability analyses according to the Bishop Simplified and 
Fellenius Methods of slices (Fig. 17 ). The programme is 
designed to handle any given soil and ground surface profile 
and pore water pressure condition. 
LEASE I has several basic limitations: 
(a) Only slip surfaces that are arcs of circles can be 
analysed·. 
(b) The simplified methods used do not satisfy equilibrium 
'? 
Wr ~ 
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F.5 • 
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Fig. 17. THE .5LIC£5 METHOD (from Bailey 
and Christian, 1961). 
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conditions. 
(c) As in all other methods of limit equilibrium analysis 
only two dimensional problems can be solved. 
The programme will locate the minimum safety factor 
in the following ways: 
(a) Each of a specified set of trial centres on a grid 
system will be analysed for the circle with radius having 
minimum safety factor. 
(b) A search routine may be initiated to locate the 
minimum radius and its centre. 
(c) In addition, explicitry defined circles may be 
analysed. 
The procedures used in analysis of the Hawkswood 
include the following~ 
(a) A cross-section, with a slope angle of 45° from the 
horizontal, through a point t200m along the western slope 
was used for the analysis (Line ABD, Fig. t8). 
(b) A single, simple phreatic surface based on an average 
water table was introduced. 
(c) Initially a coarse grid with a specified set of trial 
centres was instigated to locate a relative minima. From 
this first analysis three types of circular failures were 
observed: 
(i): Small slip circles involving less than 0.5m 
of slope material beneath the slope face. 
(ii): Intermediate size failures involving approx-
imately half the slope face. 
(iii): Large failures of the whole slope in which 
slip circles passed through or near the 
batter toe. 
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(d) A control was initiated so that only slip circles 
passing close to or through the batter toe were analysed. 
The phreatic surface was reduced in level (line AQD on 
Fig. t8) until a safety factor approaching 1.00 was 
attained. 
(e) The effects of a 6m deep backfilled trench (line 
AOQD) and a 6m long horizontal drain (line APQD) on the 
ph~eatic surface w~re considered ~nd the aafety factors 
calculated. 
(f) 0 The slope angle was reduced to JO at the same cross-
section (line ACD, Fig~ 18 ). 1 Analyses of the same phreatic 
surfaces, adjusted for slope reduction, were performed (lines 
ARD, AORD, APRD). 
(g) Peak effective shear stress parameters were used in 
the calculations. Insufficient time prevented analyses 
using residual values and additional cross-sections based 
on drill hole data. 
Soil 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
Soil strength 
Density 
(T/mJ) 
2.54 
2.11 
2.11 
2.54 
t.87 
2.04 
parameters used were: 
c ' L: 
(T/m2 ) (De g. ) 
1. 0 45 
1.02 JJ 
1.02 JJ 
1· 0 45 
4.08 39 
1.02 J6 
Gravels, being weakly c.ement-bound were given a 
small but finite cohesion. 
As the analyses were performed to identify parameters 
most affecting overall stability, relative differences, not 
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absolute values of safety factor, should be read from the 
results in Table 10. 
TABLE 10 
FACTORS OF SAFETY AGAINST SLIP CIRCLE FAILURE 
% % % 
F.S increase F.S increase increase 
45° with JOO with with 
slope drainage slope drainage slope 
reduction 
No 
drainage 1.08 1.21 12 
Backfilled 
trench 1.2J 14 1.44 19 17 
Horizontal 
drain 1.2J 14 1-45 20 18 
J.6J Discontinuity Controlled Planar Slides 
.Hoek and Bray (1974) describe an analysis of planar 
slides in rock slopes (Fig. 19). Failure, controlled by a 
single discontinuity intersecting the rock mass, is gener-
ally considered a specific case of the mor~ usual wedge-
type failure. 
While the plane failure analysis does not usually 
describe the actual field conditions existing in a slope, 
it does have advantages in that the sensitivity or vulner-
ability of a particular slope to changes in pore pressures, 
shear strength, and slope angle and height can be demon-
strated. 
The conditions for plane failure to occur are: 
(a) Failure is by sliding only. 
(b) }dF greater }11> greater fl. 
(c) Release surfaces must define the lateral boundaries 
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~f the slide though these will provide no resistance to 
sliding. 
(d) -A tension crack, with or without water, must be 
considered in either the ground above the slope crest or in 
the slope face. 
Assumptions which make the plane failure analysis 
possible are: 
(a) Both sliding surface and tension crack strike 
parallel to the slope face. 
(b) Water to a depth Z fills a vertical tension crack z. 
w 
(c) The sliding surface ha$ a shear strength defined by 
the Mohr- Coulo.mb equation: 
S = C + 6 tan fj 
(d) Water enters the sliding surface at the base of the 
tension crack and seeps along the slide plane to drain 
freely at the toe of the slope. 
by:. 
where: 
The factor of safety against plane failure is given 
F = CA + ( W cos }:1P - U - V sin }i1P ) tan rJ 
W sinW + cos jjP 
C and fj = effective shear strengths 
A = base area of the sliding block 
W = weight of sliding block 
U = uplift force on slide surface due to water 
pressure 
V = force due to water pressure in the tension 
crack 
~p = angle of sliding. 
Hoek and Bray's method of plane failure analysis has 
'"' 
---+ o --+ """------o -----l!ll>\11>1 
l -v --· ""'~ -tension crack 
z 
H l 
W = weight of the sliding block 
U = uplift pressure due to water pressure on sliding surface 
V = force due to water pressure in tension cracks 
\f! F = slope angle 
IJ!P = slide angle 
H = slope height 
Z = tension crack height 
Zw = water height in tension crack 
D · = distance of tension crock from slope crest 
FIG. 19: PLANE FAILURE ANALYSIS, HAWKSWOOD 
CUT (AFTER HOEK AND BRt\Y, 1974) 
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·been adapted by the writer Cor use in analysing the sensi-
tivity of earthfall slides (section J.JJb) to changed ground 
cqnditions. The validity for use of such an analysis in 
obtaining absolute values of safety factor for slope fail-
ures in heterogeneous soils may be questioned. However, 
bearing in mind soils are fissured, and that sliding of 
soil blocks along fissures probably does occur, the analysis 
was performed merely to reinforce as critical those factors 
affecting slope sensitivity obtained by the slip circle 
analysis. 
In addition, the plan~ failure analysis includes the 
effects of a tension crack on stability, a factor which 
clearly should be considered in most stability analyses. 
A simple Fortran computer programme was written for 
use on the University of Canterbury's Burroughs B67t8 
computer to analyse the sensitivity of earthfalls to changed 
ground conditions. For a slope of given height, the pro-
gramme has the ability to: 
(a) Change the effective normal stresses on the slide 
plane from peak to residual. 
(b) Increment in value the angles of sliding and slope. 
(c) Progressively change in location a tension crack 
from a position above the slope crest into the slope face. 
(d) Increment the height of water in the tension crack 
from dry to completely full. 
The residual and peak effective stress parameters 
used represent an average value for all soils. 
meters used were: 
The para-
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Peak Residual 
cohesion (k Pa) 
angle of internal friction 
sediment density (T/m3 ) 
water density (T/mJ) 
10 
35 
2.1 
1.0 
Figures 20a, 20b, 20c, 21, and 22 illustrate the 
results of many hundreds of computer-calculated plane 
failure stability analyses. 
J.64 Assessment of Slope Stability Results 
Conclusions from the slip circle analysis are: 
(a) Reduction of slope angles from 45° to 30° without 
additional relief drainage will result in a smali though 
measureable increase in the margin of safety. 
0 
28.5 
(b) A reduction of hydrostatic pressures in a 45° slope 
will give a higher (albeit only slightly) safety factor 
than a 30° slope without drainage. 
(c) Satisfactory drainage installed in a 30° slope will 
result in a larger percentage increase in safety factor 
than for a similar hydrostatic reduction in a 45° slope. 
(d) A J4% increase in safety factor could theoretically 
be attained by the reduction of a 45° slope without drain-
age to one of 30° with adequately functioning drainage. 
Such an increase in safety margin is considerable. 
(e) Only small reductions in hydrostatic head are needed 
to effect the increase in safety factor presented in Table 
10. 
Conclusions to be drawn from the plane failure 
analyses are: 
(a} The effect of an increasing head of water in a tension 
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crack at the head of a slide is to lower the factor of 
safety (Fig. 20). Drainage must therefore be considered in 
any remedial action. 
(b). Using peak shear strength values in the plane failure 
analysis, the safety factor of the slope will increase with 
a reduction of the batter angle (for the same water ratio). 
This result generally holds true when residual shear para-
.meters are used in the analysis, except when the tension 
crack contains water and is located below the slope crest; 
here a slight decrease in safety factor is effected with a 
reduction in batter angle (Fi'g. 20 ). 
(c) The results of (b), above, indicate that the reduc-
tion in the weight forces (W) causing sliding (as a result 
of decreasing the batter angle) will generally exceed the 
corresponding reduction in the normal shresses (6 ') resist-
ing sliding (as a result of lowering the overburden press-
ure); however, should the tension crack contain water and 
be located below the slope crest (and the residual shear 
strength be mobilized at the slide surface), the reduction 
in the resisting stresses (6 ') as a result of lowering the 
batter angle will exceed the corresponding reduction in the 
driving forces (W). Thus, the importance of keeping the 
slope dry through drainage is again illustrated. 
(d) For a given slope angle, factors of safety decrease 
with increasing angle of sliding (Fig. 21). 
(e) For a given slope angle, a tensional crack located 
at the slope crest will produce a minimum safety factor; 
safety factor rises with increasing distance down the slop~ 
face and back from the slope crest (Fig. 22). 
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3.7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Slope instability at the Hawkswood Cut results in 
perennial track clearance and maintenance problems. The 
one kilometre long cutting was constructed in 1937 with 
batter angles of 45° and slopes rising to near 20m. Slides 
from both east and west slopes were recorded immediately 
.following excavation and continue to the present. 
The ground surfaces above the batter crests encourage 
ponding and runoff into the Cut. Two flumes and a cutoff 
trench provide inadequate surface drainage. 
\ 
Soils through which the cutting is constructed 
include consolidated clayey silts and sandy silts, and 
weakly cemented gravels and cobbles. Fine grained soils 
most susceptible to instability under present slope angles 
are Beds C, I, J and K. Gravels and cobbles appear to 
t d t tl d 1 1 Of 1.50· s an compe en y un er s ope ang es ~ 
Instability is most prevalent in a 200m long central 
portion of the cutting. At this locality slopes are 
approaching the vertical. Outside this central section 
slopes attain a near vertical angle for 2-Jm above slope 
toe, above which they generally rise at 45°. 
The influence of water, either as runoff or in the 
creation af excess pore pressures, as a failure or trigger-
ing mechanism in slope instability cannot be over-emphasised. 
The association of increased landsliding with high intensity 
or prolonged rainfall has continued through 1976. 
The favourable attitude of sedimentary bedding prob-
ably precludes large-scale structurally controlled earth 
movements in the future. 
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Laboratory tests reflect fine grained soils as clayey 
sandy silts approaching saturation under normal winter con-
ditions, having low permeability and occasionally slaking 
heavily after exposure. 
Soils tested under triaxial shear had angles of' 
repose under steady seepage conditions slightly higher than 
All soils were normally consolidated. Saturated 
normally consolidated soils under shear, as in an earthquake, 
especially silts and fine sands, are known to decrease voids 
inducing high positive pore water pressures. 
Drill holes have confirmed the highly erratic dis-
tribution of gravels in the vicinity of' the cutting. The 
use of gravels in a complex excavation design involving cut 
and benching, or their use as a natural medium in a sub-
surface drainage scheme, would therefor~ appear impractical. 
Measurements of standpipe piezometers have revealed 
a complex hydrostatic regime involving a number of' perched 
water tables. No conclusions relating an increase of 
piezometric pressure with short term high intensity rainfall 
or longer term seasonal variations have been drawn. 
Railways are urged to make very effort to continue 
monitoring piezometers at regular intervals, preferably 
intervals of one week duration. 
Theoretical slip circle slope stability analyses 
have shown stability to be dependent on both slope angle 
and pore water pressure. A small but measurable increase 
in safety factor will be achieved by reduction of a 45° 
0 
slope to one near JO ; a similar margin of safety will be 
obtained if the initial 45° &ope is adequately drained. 
Substantial increases in safety factor will result if 
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drainage is installed in conjunction with. a slope reduction 
4 0 . 0 from 5 to 30 • · 
Plane failure stability analyses have reinforced pore 
pressure and slope angle as conditions affecting stability; 
other conditions affecting plane failure include changes in 
sh~ar strength parameters, the location of tensional cracks 
in the slope and changes in angle of sliding. 
Earthworks will be needed to re.duee near-vertical 
slopes midway through the cutting to a more acceptable 
angle. If soils are adequately drained, a continuous, 
0 • 
near-30 slope, without benching, would appear to be accept-
able. Widening of the present base level to a width which 
would allow the passage of earthmoving·machinery alongside 
the rail~ay should al~o be considered in the design of the 
new batters. 
If earthworks outside this central locality are 
planned, the possibility of reactivation of rotational slumps 
described in section 3 should be considered. The complete 
removal of these features would alleviate any possibility 
of re-initiating movement. 
It is recommended that the excavation be undertaken 
during the summer months to minimise wet weather construe-
tion problems. On completion of the construc·tion, hydro-
seeding of the new batters should be undertaken as soon as 
possible. Soil and Water Division, M.W.D., are available 
for consultation on the most suitable grass type for the 
soil conditions at the site. In addition, on completion 
of the construction, consideration should be given to 
installing a slope-failure warning system. The system, 
consisting· of a warning light sited at each approach to 
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the cutting, would become activated should landsliding recur. 
Trains entering the cutting would therefore be forewarned of 
possible blockages and proceed with caution. 
Surface drainage and ground surface treatment above 
the cutting must be considered in conjunction with any 
remedial earthwork scheme. Subsurface drainage may be 
considered as a last resort nbrute force" measure. Drainage 
- - . ' 
schemes are considered in section 5· 
SECTION 4: THE MIKONUI EARTHFLOW- A TRANSLATIONAL, 
. EARTHFLOW-TYPE LANDSLIDE 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Two kilometres south of Oaro Railway Station, the 
Main North Line traverses the toe of an extensive earth 
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movement at a point known locally as Mikonui Point.* The 
landslide is referred to as the Mikonui earthflow. The 
principal southern Marlborough township, Kaikoura, lies 20 
kilometres northeast of Mikonui Point (Fig. 2)}. 
. \ 
Following an existing topographic depression, the 
Mikonui earthflow extends inland from the coast at Mikonui 
Point 1)00m, to a point 215m above sea level. The maximum 
active width, 200m measured parallel to the coast, tapers 
to 25-JOm at the head of the landslide. Some 11 hectares 
are involved in slope movements. Two ridges, trending 
northeast, run parallel with but slightly back from the 
northwest and southeast boundaries of the earthflow. The 
lower (toe) boundary is defined by the coast, while at the 
head of the landslide a scarp separates earthflow debris 
from insitu (crown) material (Fig. 26). Width to length 
ratios vary from 0.15 at the toe to 0.02 at the head. 
The south eastern boundary of the landslide is 
marked by a discreei;l zone of shear, the line of which can 
I/' 
be traced almost continuously from the coast to the crown. 
A similar shear zone, from the head of the earthflow down-
slope to the confluence of Mikonui Stream with its 
* Mikonui Point is not a recognised New Zealand Geographic 
Board locality. 
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tributary, is observed or inferred as the north western 
boundary. Downslope of the confluence, the north western 
boundary follows the course of the Mikonui Stream to the 
coast. 
The shear zone forming the lateral boundaries of the 
earthflow is a discre~ crack 1 several centimetres wide at 
the ground surface, along which principally horizontal 
movement of the displaced soil occurs (Plate t8). However, 
in the upper (head) region of the landslide, horizontal and 
vertical displacements along the shear zone occur, the 
moving mass downthrown up to ~1m; in this area the shear 
zone is clay-gouge-filled and highly slickensided. Commonly 
0 the shear zone dips steeply inwards, up to 70 from the 
horizontal, towards the centre of the,earthflow. 
At one locality in the southeast 'boundary, midway 
between the coast and the crown, reversed vertical displace-
ment of the shear zone occurs. Here, the margin of the 
earthflow is upthrown 2m, producing a classical pressure 
ridge. The shear zone dips 60° away from the earthflow 
centre. 
At several localities on the earthflow, or its 
environs, secondary landsliding occurs. The most signif-
icant locality is in the ridge adjacent to the southeast 
margin of the earthflow, at a height in the ridge equal 
with the .crown (Fig. 26). Here, translational sliding of 
a large soil block towards the head of the earthflow occurs. 
This area is discussed in more detail in section 4.4J. A 
further area of secondary slope activity occurs on the 
northwest edge of the earthflow between two points adjacent 
to the Mikonui Stream, J0-2J0m downstream from the con-
fluence of the stream with its tributary. At this locality, 
slumping of a large soil block towards the stream is taking 
place. As a result of slope-lightening during excavation 
of surface drains in July, 1976 rotational-type slumping 
wa~ initiated in slopes adjacent to the inland side of the 
railway. Following the excavation, a progressive develop-
ment of tension cracks, and heaving n~ar the track founda-
tions, was observed. 
The earthflow ground surface has typically gentle 
0 0 
slopes, ranging 5 -15 • HO~ever, towards the centre of the 
0 landslide, slopes steepen to 25 • Both ridges adjacent 
to the northwest and southeast boundaries of the earthflow 
are steep, w:i. th slopes· typically 35°-40°. Near-vertical 
cliffs along part of the ridge adjacent 'to the northwest 
edge range to 100m in height. 
The landslide ground surface has typically hummocky, 
crevassed topography, relief of 2-Jm over short distances 
being common. In mid to upper regions of the earthflow, 
ponding in surface depressions, behind pressure ridges and 
at the rear of back-tilted scarps occurs. 
The general appearance of the earthflow, a long, 
narrow tail diverging downslope to a wide tongue, flanked 
by high, steep sided ridges on both margins, has similari-
ties to a glacial ice flow (Plate 16). As well, movement 
in earthflows of the type at Mikonui by a slow, creeping, 
plastic flowage of soil particles forming the slide mass is 
generally thought to take place; such displacements also 
have analogies to glacial movements. The mechanics of 
PL.AT£ 1 6. The Mikonui ea.r tb..f'low, occupying the long, narrow depression in the centre of photograph. 
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movement have not been a part of ~his study. 
Creeping earthflows are notunique to the coastal 
Kaikoura region. Their occurrence are also reported from 
the East Coast, North Island (Olsen, 1974), where land-
slide characteristics similar to those at Mikonui, includ-
ing a glacier-like shape, discreet lateral boundaries, 
hummocky topography, ponding and pressure ridges, are 
·reported. 
Continual maintenance of the railway at Mikonui Point 
results from a slow, continual, seaward-creeping motion of 
the earthflow. Such maintenance usually involves only 
·track lifting and realignment every three to four months, 
though recurring movement during some years has necessitated 
realignment more frequ·ently. Large displacements resulting 
in total disruption of the track do not bccur. A 25kph 
speed restriction is currently enforced on rail traffic. 
In 1974 a series of surface drains was constructed 
by N.Z. Railways in an attempt to drain'the lower (foot) 
region of the earthflow. These were deepened and extended 
further up the slope during 1976. Most of the drains are 
aligned in the direction of movement and hence readily 
remove surface water during rainfall. Several of the 
drains are aligned across the slope and have an insufficient 
gradient to allow rapid runoff of water. 
drains is clearly shown in Plate 18. 
The location of 
The following plan should be read in conjunction with 
section 4: 
"The Mikonui earthflow - a site investigation plan". 
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PLATE 19. Recent movement on the Mikonui earthflow 
illustrated by displaced fence post in centre 
of photograph .. 
PLATE 18. Shear crack forrr~ng discreet boundary of the 
landslide. TheodoJ.i te as scale. 
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4.2 METHODS 
An initial reconnaissance of the landslide by stero-
graphic viewing of vertical air photographs was undertaken. 
run numbers date 
1797/65, 66, 67, 68 
3947/24' 25' 26 
25.8.50 
20.4.66 
Enlargements of both air photo runs of the area 
covered by the Mikonui earthflow were produced by N.Z. 
Aerial Mapping Limited, Hastings, at scales of 1:2000 and 
1:5000. 
Oblique aerial photographs of the site were also 
taken by the writer during September, 1976. A topograph-
ical base map of the landslide was executed at a scale of 
1:1000 employing similar survey methods to those described 
in section 2.2. All spot heights were computer reduced 
which enabled simple plotting of 5m contour intervals on 
to a grid-coordinate base map.. Mr. Wayne Lewis 2 assistant 
engineer, N.z. Railways, assisted in the field. In addi-
tion; an unclosed pace and compass traverse of the Mikonui 
Stream and its tributary was performed. 
Geological mapping of the site was carried out; this 
involved noting geological boundaries and descriptions of 
exposures. Geomorphic data, including slope angles, 
ponding, shear zones and tensional cracks, were also noted 
and added to the base plan. 
Three boreholes in the foot region of the landslide 
were drilled for Railways to determine subsurface properties 
of the earthflow. An inclinometer access (slope deforma-
tion) tube was installed in one of the drill holes. 
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Ten survey marker stations were installed to measure 
rates of movement. Seven markers were installed in poten-
tial zones of activity, the other three outside the land-
slide. Rainfall monitoring, and water table measurements 
were performed to attempt a correlation with rates of 
movement .. 
Strength testing of soil samples by Central Labora-
tories, Ministry of Works and Development, permitted a 
slope stability analysis of the Mikonui earthflow to be 
undertaken. 
4.J SITE GEOLOGY 
4.J1 Introduction 
The Piripauan and Haumurian Stages of the New Zealand 
Mata Series (late Cretaceous) have their type locality at 
Haumuri Bluff, two kilometres southeast of Mikonui Point. 
Warren and Speden (1977 in prep.) provide the ~ost recent 
accounts of the geology of-the Haumuri Bluff area. 
The following account of the geology of the Mikonui 
earthflow and its environs is based partly on the descrip-
tions in Warren and Speden for the Haumuri Bluff district, 
and partly on geological mapping by the writer. Rocks 
outside, but adjacent to the landslide are described first, 
followed by an account of the material comprising the 
earthflow. 
4.)2 StratigraphX 
4.)2.1 Rocks of the Earthflow Environs. The oldest 
rocks in the area .comprise weakly metamorphosed greywacke 
sandstone and argillite (mudstone) of the Torlesse Super-
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group. Characteristically hard and indurated, the rocks 
are complexly :folded and in places highly :fractured. 
Cannon-ball concretions o:f 0.2-0.4m diameter occur through-
out the sequence. Typically sparsely :fossiliferous, 
Torlesse rocks have a probable late Jurassic age in the 
Mi.konui region. 
Torlesse rocks are exposed at the coast, at and 
below sea level, to the :fore o:f the landslide. The rocks 
continue south at sea level a· :further c. 1000m to the north 
portal o:f the No. J Main North Line tunnel. Inland, the 
contact separating Torlesse from overlying Cretaceous sedi-
ments :follows a~proximately the line o:f the ridge adjacent 
to the south eastern earth:flow boundary (see Site Plan). 
As is the case ·regionally throughout New Zealand, 
the contact between Torlesse rocks and younger sediments is 
one of angular unconformity. 
At two localities adjacent to the south eastern 
boundary o:f the earth:flow, near the crown above the land-
slide, and at the railway, light blue-gray to dark gray 
sandstone is exposed. The rock is indurated when :fresh, 
though in weathered sections is yellow-gray and heavily 
iron stained. With physical similarities to rocks o:f the 
Torlesse Supergroup, a Clarence Series (early-mid Creta-
ceous) age has been suggested for these sediments (Warren, 
pers. comm. ). The rocks are o:f strictly limited distri-
bution. 
Rocks o:f the Piripauan Stage, ~futa Series (late 
Cretaceous), (the Okarahia Sandstone), usually immediately 
overlie Torlesse sediments .. In this study, rocks o:f the 
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Okarahia Sandstone have been subdivided into three members. 
The oldest Okarahia Sandstone member at Mikonui comprises 
a 4+m, £ossiliferous, indurated, gray sandstone. Lenses 
of quartz and sandstone conglomerate occur throughout the 
rock. The sandstone is exposed at the coast, to the fore 
o£ the earthflow, and as deeply weathered sections in the 
ridge parallel to the southeast landslide boundary. The 
sandstone is thought not to be preserved at Haumuri Bluf£. 
Overlying the fossiliferous sandstone is a highly 
variable sequence comprising light bluish yellow siltstone, 
at least two montmorillonit~ clay (bentonite) beds and a 
dark reddish brown sandstone. The lower most siltstone 
is consolidated, slightly montmorillonitic and contains 
rare rhyolite pebbles·. As well, blocks of silicified wood 
are included. Bentonites have a typical conchoidal £rae-
ture and waxy touch. The lower bentonite member is light 
bluish gray, with the basal part of the unit consist~ng of 
chocolate brown-dark gray-black, carbonaceous bentonite 
containing leaf fragments; the upper bentonite is light 
grayish green. The two bentonitic beds are separated by 
a loosely copsolidated reddish brown sandstone. At the 
crest of the ridge paralleling the south eastern landslide 
boundary, adjacent to the head region of the earthflow, 
this bentonitic, middle member of the Okarahia Sandstone, 
attains a minimum stratigraphic thickness of tJm. As 
slumping at this locality within bentonites produces grav-
itational driving forces initiating slope movements in the 
earthflow (see section 4.4J), a knowledge of the strati-
graphy of this member of the Okarahia Sandstone has there-
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tore been critical. Figure 24 summarises the stratigraphy 
at the crmm above the earthf'low. 
From drill hole data, montmorillonitic sediments 
are known to immediately underlie moving earthflow material 
in the lower half of the landslide. The soils comprise 
consolidated, blue gray-greenish gray, very pure bentonite, 
silt and sand with some montmorillonite clay, and a smooth 
fine to medium gravel conglomerate. In two of the three 
holes (A and C), the conglomerate forms a basal horizon; 
immediately overlying Torlesse Supergroup rocks. Bore-
hole B (see Site Plan) recorded a 21.5J+m stratigraphic 
thickness for these montmorillonitic sediments, though 
structural contouring of the basal conglomerate-Torlesse 
contact suggests a maximum 44m stratigraphic thickness in 
this hole. Bentonites, montimorillonitic silts and sands, 
and conglomerates underlying the earthf'low are correlated 
with bentonites and montmorillonitic siltstones (Fig. 24) 
mapped at the crown above the landslide. 
The youngest Okarahia Sandstone member comprises some 
120m of interbedded, gray sandy siltstone, yellow-gray sand-
stone, gray and blue-gray siltstone and yellow-brown silty 
sandstone. A thin sandy conglomerate marks the base of' 
this member. Bedding is typically 1-6m thick, occasionally 
cross bedded. Concretions to 1m diameter, fossiliferous 
bands and pyrites nodules may be present. The sediments 
are non-indurated. These siltstone-sandstone beds are 
referred to in this text as the main Okarahia Sandstone 
member, for at the Haumuri Bluff type section the sediments 
are possibly the oldest Piripauan rocks, resting directly 
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on the Torlesse erosion surface (Warren and Speden). In 
the Mikonui area the rocks are seen as high cliffs and 
bluffs forming the ridge adjatent to the no~thwest earth-
flow boundary. 
Conformably overlying the Okarahia Sandstone, up to 
16m thick, is a brownish gray-mauve-dark green, fine-sand 
to fine-gravel conglomerate. The deposit may be calcite 
cemented, in which case it stands out at the coast as hard 
resistant strike r~efs off shore of the toe of the earth-
flow; alternatively, the conglomerate may have only a 
friable strength. Formerly known as the Black Grit, the 
horizon is named in Warren and Speden as the Tarapuhi Grit. 
The rock has been assigned to the Haumurian Stage, Mata 
Series (late Cretaceous). Tarap'uhi Grit forms a prominent 
dip slope to the northwest of the landslide (see Site Plan). 
\varren and Speden infer marine deposition, near 
shore, for rocks of the main Okarahia Sandstone member. 
An earlier period of lacustrine or lagoonal conditions is 
suggested for the older bentonitic sediments. A shoreline 
environment is suggested for t-he Tarapuhi Grit. 
Outside the region mapped in this study, siltstone 
(Conway Siltstone), sandstone and sandy limestone (Claverly 
Sandstone, Terodo Limestone) and limestone (Amuri Limestone), 
conformably overlie the Tarapuhi Grit. These sediments 
span the New Zealand Stages, Haumurian to Bortonian (late 
Cretaceous-mid Tertiary). 
4. 32.2 Soils of the Earthflow. The youngest sedi-
ments at the site are those within the earthflow itself, 
named the Mikonui Earthflow Formation. The sequence 
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comprises a heterogeneous mixture of sandstone and silici-
fied wood boulders and relic tree trunks, set' in a matrix 
ofsand,. silt and bentonitic clay. Colluvium would be the 
usual term designated to such a deposit. Much of the 
colluvium is derived from rocks of the Okarahia Sandstone. 
As a definitive age for the landslide is not known, 
a general Quaternary age has been assigned. Plant remains 
of Podocarpus totara/hallic (totara), Nothofagus ~· (beech) 
and Leptosperium scoparium (manuka) were kindly identified 
by B.M.J. Molloy, Botany Division, D.S.I.R. from borehole 
A at depths of 7.3 m and 13 m below ground surface. An 
interglacial climate is possibly suggested by these plants. 
A maximum 30.4 m thickness in drill hole B was recorded for 
the colluvium.· 
4.33 Structure 
Post-depositional deformation of late Cretaceous-
; 
early Tertiary rocks in the Haumuri Bluff district resulted 
in relatively simple tilting of sediments about a set of 
northeast-southwest· trending fold axes (Fig. 23 ). Between 
the fold axes, in the environs of the }likonui earthflow, 
late Cretaceous rocks (Okarahia Sandstone) steepen to a 35° 
dip towards the northwest. 
4.4 FACTORS INDUCING EARTHFLOW MOVEMENTS 
4.41 Geological Structure 
The southeast and northwest lateral boundaries of 
the earthflow are flanked by two moderately steep, up to 
200m high, ridges, one on either side of the landslide. 
These ridges trend north eastwards, approximately coincident 
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with the regional late Cretaceous-early Tertiary strike in 
the Haumuri Bluff district. The dip of sedimentary bedding 
in the vicinity of the earthflow has been shown to be towards 
the northwest at 35° (section 4.33). Late Cretaceous 
sediments forming the ridge adjacent to the southeast bound-
ary of the landslide therefore dip towards the centre of the 
earthflow at an angle the same as, or slightly less than, 
. 
the slope inclination (Fig. 25); the attitude of bedding 
within this ridge is therefore unfavourable to bedrock 
stability. Conversely, the dip of bedding in sediments 
forming the ridge adjacent to the northwest landslide bound-
ary is away from the earthflow, an attitude favourable to 
bedrock stability. 
The significance of geological structure is discussed 
further in subsection 4.43 
4.42 Properties of the Clay ~lineral Montmorillonite 
The clay mineral montmorillonite is of particular 
engineering importance because of high swelling and compress-
ibility characteristics and low shear strength. Chemically, 
montmorillonites consist of conjoining identical units made 
of an alumina octahedral sheet between two silica tetrahedral 
sheets (Krynine and Judd, 1957). Oxygen to oxygen inter-
sheet. barding is extremely weak; insertion of attracted 
water molecules causes swelling between sheets and weakening 
or disruptions of bonds. 
The capacity for water uptake in montmorillonites is 
such (the moisture content of bentonites has been known to 
reach 400%), that significant volume expansions occur as 
clay water content increases. Alteration of the water 
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phase by the application or removal of load may result in 
similar volume changes (Fredlund, 1975). Shrinkage and 
cracking result when the clay mineral drys. 
Low shear strengths are characteristic of 
montmorillonite expansive clays. This property may result 
from repeated disruption and weakening of inter-sheet bond-
ing during swelling, or as a result of the parallel align-
ment of alumina and silica sheeting. Residual strengths 
of montmorillonites are typically the lowest of cohesive 
clays, with angles of internal friction 6°- 14° on 
average. 
Physical properties of montmorillonite clays are 
dependent on the type of cations absorbed to the clay sur-
face. The Mikonui bentonitic expansive clays are pre-
dominantly calcium montmorillonites (see section 4.6); 
swelling characteristics would likely be more severe and 
angles of internal friction lower had sodium been the 
absorbed cation. 
Bentonite is the term for a particular, usually 
very pure, form of montmorillonite clay. MOst bentonites 
originate from deposition of volcanic ash in marine or 
fresh water environments. If the deposition environment 
is marine, the clay is usually sodium rich; if fresh 
water, sodium depleted. Sodium depleted bentonites at 
Mikonui overlie slightly montmorillonitic siltstones con-
taining rhyolite pebbles. Thus, deposition of an acid 
volcanic ash under fresh water conditions is suggested for 
the Mikonui bentonites. 
Low shear strength and high swelling properties lend 
montmorillonite clays to be particularly susceptable to 
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landsliding. The significance of landsliding in bentonites 
in the Mikonui region is discussed in the following 
subsection. 
4.4J Zones of Active and Passive Slope Movements 
An area of secondary landsliding at the crest of 
the ridge adjacent to the south eastern boundary of the 
earthflow was discussed in section 4. 1. At this locality 
(Fig.26), downslope movement of a soil block, of one 
hectare area, towards the head region of the earthflow 
occurs. The south and west boundaries of the moving block 
are marked by a discreet scarp; a slickensided shear zone 
defines the east perimeter. Sediments within the displaced 
block comprise ben~onites and montmorillonitic siltstones 
of the Okarahia Sandstone (Fig. 24), described in section 
4.J2.1 
Slope failure at this locality within bentonitic 
soils is attributed firstly to the low shear strength of 
the sediment, due to the presence of the clay mineral 
montmorillonite, and secondly to the unfavourable attitude 
of bedding, a dip towards the centre of the earthflow 
(section 4.41). Displacement of the soils towards the 
head of the earthflow takes place by translational sliding 
along and down bedding planes. 
In addition to the deposition of bentonitic soils, 
an accumulation of debris at the head of the earthflow 
results from block falls and slumps within sandstone-silt-
stone sediments forming the ridge adjacent to the northwest 
landslide boundary. Block falls and slumps occur in this 
ridge from the crown, downslope to a point two hundred 
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metres above the confluence of Mikonui Stream with its 
tributary. The volume of material contributed to the 
earthflow through falls and slumps exceeds that derived 
from the opposfte ridge, though the quantity is not known. 
On the basis of zones or areas of material accumul-
ation, the earthflow has been subdivided into two sections 
of contrasting slope activity. The upper (head) earth-
flow area, designated the zone of active slope movements, 
contrasts with areas lower in the slope where no secondary 
landsliding from ridges adjacent to the earthflow result 
in sediment deposition into the landslide (Fig. 26). The 
lower (foot) area is designated the z6ne of passive slope 
movements. Downslope, gravitational forces within the 
zone of active slope movements, caused by the weight of 
continuing deposition of debris, provide the essential 
driving forces controlling movements lower in the slope. 
In both active and passive zones, however, actual rates of 
movement are possibly controlled by changes in soil pore 
water pressure. Should remedial measures be contemplated 
at the site, they must be planned with a view to either 
decreasing the driving forces in the zone of active slope 
movements, or increasing the shearing resistance of the 
zone of passive slope movements. 
Translational dip slippage within bentonitic sedi-
ments has probably not always been restricted to the 
present area of landsliding in the ridge adjacent to the 
southeast earthflow boundary. Possibly the head of the 
earthflow has reached its present position by upslope 
migration along a pre-existing topographic depression; 
landsliding within bentonites at successive head levels in 
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the.earthflow would probably have accompanied this upslope 
migration. 
4.-5 FIELD INVESTIGATIONS 
4.51 Cable Tool Percussion and Diamond Drilling 
Three boreholes were drilled for Railways by the 
Christchurch based Investigations Section, }finistry of Works 
and Development. Borehole locations, shown on the Site 
Plan, were all within the lower (toe) region of the earth-
flow. 
Two truck-mounted drilling rigs, a Pioneer rotary 
and a Cyclone cable tool, were used. The rotary was 
equipped with NQ ~ize, split-inner, triple-tube core barrels; 
wire line core recovery methods were employed. A monkey 
of weight 611 kg (12 cwt) dropped from 76.2 em (JOin.) 
was used in conjunction with 15.4 em (6in.) I.D. casing on 
the cable took rig; stationary thinwall open end piston 
samplers and Raymond spoon samplers were used to obtain 
soil samples. 
Drilling was undertaken between early April and mid 
July, 1976. Initially, all holes were to be drilled by 
the cable tool method. Unacceptably long time delays during 
boring of hole A resulted in the percussion rig being 
withdrawn and the hole left cased before end-of-hole had 
been reachede An available rotary rig was brought in to 
finish the hole. A similar technique, commencing the hole 
using percussion methods and finishing with rotary, was 
employed in holes B and C. 
The following is a summary of the drilling methods: 
Cable Rotary Rotary 
Tool (Fish tail bit) (Continuous 
core) 
hole A 15.92m: -7.86m: 
-7.86m: -t2.42m: 
hole B 2J. 6m: 12. 6m: 
12. 6m: -JJ.09m: 
hole c 4t. 98m: Jt.J2m: 17-91rn: 
Jt.J2m: 17-91rn: -5.87m: 
Drilling was undertaken in order that the following 
information could be obtained: 
(a) Depths to recognisable sliding surface(s), if any. 
(b) Correlation of water table levels with rainfall and 
ultimately rates of movement. 
(c) Effect of future remedial drainage, if any, on 
hydrostatic levels in boreholes. 
(d) Strength and index testing of soil samples, and 
hence slope stability analyses. 
(e) Borehole correlation with proposed seismic refraction 
traverses across the earthflow, if geological conditions 
suit. 
(f) Deformation of boreholes at depth and correlation 
with movement. 
With the exception of hole B, all holes were drilled 
until basement rock (Torlesse Supergroup sandstone) was 
penetrated. The decision by the writer to abandon hole B 
before basement was reached appears justified; geological 
structural contouring inferred an additional 84rn drilling 
from end-of-hole until basement was penetrated. Little 
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additional information could have been gained. 
Conclusions from the drilling programme include: 
(a) Although an actual slip surface was not recognised 
due to a lack of recovered drill cores at·the critical 
depths, a zone of shear on and above which movement in the 
earthflow is occurring has been inferred. 
(b) The boundary between earthflow and underlying, 
apparently insitu, material was recognised by changes in 
soil lithology. Material above the inferred failure 
surface is a colluvium, comprising a heterogeneous mixture 
of sandstone boulders and organic material (including tree 
trunks), in a matrix of sand, silt and bentonitic clay. 
Colluvium is referred to in section 4.)2 as the Mikonui 
Earthflow Formation. Sediments immediately underlying the 
inferred zone of shear comprise relatively dense, firm, dry 
bentonite, montmorillonitic silts and sands, and conglomer-
ates of the Okarahia Sandstone. Carbonaceous fragments 
occur within fissures throughout these deposits. Benton-
ites typically show no features indicative of deformation, 
such as disruption of fissures and general loss of soil 
strength. The Okarahia Sandstone in turn overlies hard, 
indurated sandstones of the Torlesse Supergroup. 
(c) The depth of the inferred shear zone below ground 
surface ranges from 15m and 20m in boreholes A and C, to 
J0.4m in hole B. With respect to sea level, the failure 
surface occurs less than 1m above in hole A, 6.8m below in 
hole B and 22m above in hole C. 
(d) Three dimensional analysis of the inferred failure 
surface indicate the shear'zone has an apparent 10° dip in 
the direction of sliding. 
slightly west of north. 
The true dip is t4° towards 
(e) In the area of the earthflow covered in the drilling 
prog·ramme, the inferred failure surface has a planar shape 
in the direction of sliding and is approximately parallel 
to the ground surface. 
translational nature. 
Movements are therefore of a 
(f) The firm, dry, dense nature of the bentonitic sedi-
ments indicates that soils beneath the colluvium-bentonite 
interface are effectively impermeable. Pore waters within 
the colluvium will therefore be perched above this inter-
face. As well, errati6 grain size variations in the 
colluvium matrix with depth suggest pore waters are likely 
to be perched within those colluvial horizons of higher 
permeability. 
(g) Insufficient density contrast between colluvium and 
bentonite would prevent seismic refraction techniques being 
employed in the calculation of depths to the failure surface. 
Drill core logs are given as appendix 4. Core 
recovery within sediments of the Okarahia Sandstone was 
generally excellent, over 95% recovery typical. This was 
due mainly to the dry, firm, dense nature of the soil. 
Less impressive was the 40-50% average core loss experienced 
while drilling through the colluvium, mainly due to erratic 
changes in grain size and the disturbed nature of the 
material. 
4.52 Borehole Deformation Studies 
The installation of inclinometer access tubing in 
earth movements is undertaken for the location and orientation 
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of failure surfaces at depth within a landslide. These 
were the principle reasons for installing access tubing in 
the Mikonui earthflow; however, monitoring of inclinometer 
tubing clarified a significant geotechnical problem which 
remained unanswered following completion of the drilling 
programme. Drill hole data suggested only sediments of 
the Mikonui Earthflow Formation (colluvium) are involved 
in the movement. However, due to the low shear strength 
and susceptibility to landsliding of montmorillonite clays, 
the possibility of bentonites underlying the colluvium 
being involved in the movement had to be resolved. If 
bentonitic soils are being displaced, the most likely loca-
tion of a failure surface would be at or near the lithology 
boundary with rocks of the Torlesse Supergroup. 
Borehole inclinometer access tubing (slope deforma-
tion tubing) was installed in borehole C. The tubing 
consists of 3m lengths of 5cm ID circular aluminium with 
four equi-spaced keyways or guide grooves running down each 
length (Fig. 31). Lengths of tuping are coupled by means 
of riveted aluminium sleeves. A 50mm gap between tubing 
ends within each sleeve allows the instrument operator to 
locate couplings. An end cap and sealing tape round all 
couplings prevents the ingress of grout during installation. 
Inclinometer tubing in borehole C was installed in a 
7.62cm diameter hole after the initial NQ size hole had 
been reamed with NW casing. The hole was filled with 
water and 6m lengths of tubing lowered at each time. Clean 
water placed inside the tubing allowed buoyancy effects to 
be overcome. After installation, the tubing was rotated 
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to orientate one set of keyways in the direction of expected 
maximum movement .• The space between the sides of the bore-
hole and access tubing was filled with a weak grout 
comprising the following mix; .in proportions by weight: 
cement bentonite fine sand water 
1 18 8 
The grout mix was supplied by Central Laboratories, Ministry 
of Works and Development. Finally, an instrument working 
platform consisting of a square concrete cap was placed 
round the tubing at the ground surface. 
The inclinometer instrument comprises a strain trans-
ducer torpedo of length 25.4cm (supplied by N.Z. Geological 
Survey) having two fixed and two spr.ng-loaded wheels 
attached to a length of graduated cable and a digital-strain 
indicator. The strain transducer measures the angle with 
the vertical of the tube; horizontal displacements are 
calculated by changes in the vertical angle with time. 
Recordings of the strain transducer are taken from 
the bottom of the hole upwards at specified vertical inter-
vals (stations). Both forwward and reverse readings for 
each pair of keyway axes are taken (N,E = forward; 
reverse). The increase in the vertical angle in the 
forward keyway will be the same as the decrease in the 
reverse. Readings across couplings are to be avoided. 
Inclinometer access tubing was placed the length of 
hole C (47.85, ), the bottom J.02m of which penetrated base-
ment rock of the Torlesse Supergroup. Thus, the basal 
lengths of access tubing were k~own definitely to be in 
unyielding material. A discrepancy arose between the 
actual length of tubing installed and the length of tubing 
as measured by the inclinometer torpedo cable (~6.6Jm). 
Errors in the graduated cable length may account for this. 
Figure 27 illustrates results of inclinometer access 
tube monitoring in the direction of the long axis (maximum 
displacement) of the earthflol" in borehole C. The base 
station was established on 27 July, 1976. Three subsequent 
recordings were possible; at the time of the fourth measure-
ment (JO September), the access tube had been sheared by 
earth displacements. 
Lithology changes occur at the following inclinometer 
graduated cable depths below ground surface: 
Colluvium- bentonitic soils (Okarahia Sandstone) 
66 ft (20. 1m) 
Bentonitic soils - Torlesse Supergroup 
143 ft (4J.6m). 
Conclusions from the inclinometer monitoring pro-
gramme include: 
(a) A single basal shear zone was located at a depth 
coincident with the colluvium - bentonite interface. No 
other zones of shear were located, either above or below, 
this boundary. Thus, bentonitic soils of the Okarahia 
Sandstone are insitu and form the surface above which slid-
ing of the colluvium occurs. 
(b) Inclinometer measurements in the direction of the 
landslide long axis indicate the expected do~slope (north-
east) direction o£ movement in the earthflow. While 
monitoring lasted, colluvium was relatively displaced a 
maximum 6.9cm. 
(c) Inclinometer measurements in the direction o£ the 
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short axis (across the earthflow) indicate a similar, albeit 
much smaller, horizontal displacement towards the southeast 
boundary of the landslide. 
(d) The zone of shear extends from depths· 60-66 feet 
( 18. 3-20. 1m) below the ground surface. 
(e) Above the shear zone, displaced material within the 
earthflow appears to be undergoing deformation at an 
approximately constant rate. Rates of deformation are 
compared with surface displacement of markers, discussed in 
4.45. 
(f) Below the shear zone, the ·orientation of the access 
tubing remained constant for the first two (17.8.76, 
31.8.76) readings. The final reading (15.9.76) indicated 
a tern horizontal difference with the previous two readings 
at a point measured immediately below the failure plane. 
This displacement of the tubing below the shear zone, in 
the writer's opinion, represents collapse of the enclosing 
grout mix due to shear stresses placed on the tubing in the 
earthflow immediately overlying, and does not indicate 
actual movement within bentonitic sediments. 
(g) Perforated PVC tubing, installed in borehole Bon 
completion of the drilling programme to measure water tables, 
became sheared at a depth t4.9m below the ground surface 
two months after being installed. This depth is again 
coincident with the colluvium-bentonite interface. 
Rainfall Monitorin~ 
A Marguis 600 Series rainfall gauge was installed at 
the site in April, 1976. The gauge is read daily by the 
district Railways Inspecting Ganger. A New Zealand 
Meteorological Service recording station number, H2J551 
(Mikonui) bas been assigned to the gauge. As well, a 
Meteorological Service recording station H2J641 (Conway 
Flat) has been recording rainfall from a coastal district 
15km to the south since 1950 (Fig. J). 
Table 11 summarises rainfall for these stations. 
During the time covered by this study, the wettest months 
at the site were July, 1976 and January, 1977. These 
were followed closely by October and December, 1976. As 
with rainfall at Ethelton, the months leading up to and 
including June, 1976, are dryer, while those following June 
are consistently wetter, than the district norm. No 
months experienced exceptionally heavy rainfall. 
4v54 Water Table Measurements 
In boreholes A and B perforated PVC tubing of 
internal diameter 5.1cm (2 in.) was installed after com-
pletion of the drilling programme to record water levels. 
The space between the sides of the borehole and the PVC 
was backfilled with a coarse sand/fine g~avel (pea-gravel) 
filter. As the tubes are not sealed at pre-selected 
levels down each borehole, they record only average water 
tables and not true piezometric pressures. 
In addition, water tables in borehole C have been 
recorded by measurements in the inclinometer access tube. 
Water table levels were recorded using a simple 
battery-operated electrical probe coupled to a voltmeter 
on the end of a length of wire coil. Results of measure-
ments are given in Table 12. 
A plot of water table levels versus rainfall is 
TABLE 11 
MONTHLY RAINFALL FOR STATION CONWAY FLAT (1950-75), 
AND WEEKLY RAINFALL FOR STATION MIKONUI (APRIL 
1976-FEBRUARY 1977) 
January 67 198 6 
February 62 . 123 23 
March 73 215 11 
April 86 253 16 
May 95 331 16 
June 62 204 9 
Juiy 77• 234 17 
August 76 215 J 
September 43 201 6 
October 61 178 13 
November 61 179 4 
December 68 209 15 
Total 832 1207 400 
1 = mean, 1950-1975 
2 = high, 1950-1975 
3 = low, 1950-1975' 
4 = 1976 figures 
49 42 15 78 0 
112 0 0 2,3 5 
21 
37 0 26 0 7 
55 3 39 1 3 
41 3 0 39 7 
100 3 18 112 9 
54 20 12 11 42 
58 21 57 5 8 
69 8 46 52 10 
48 21 21 0 33 
84 41 11 25 29 
728 
4-32 
135 
58 
33 
46 
49 
142 
85 
91 
116 
75 
106 
TABLE 12 
SUMMARY OF WATER TABLE LEVELS, }!IKONUI EARTHFLOW, 
Date 
10. 6.76 
t6. 6.76 
24. 6.76 
8. 7-76 
14. 7-76 
21. 7-76 
3· 8.76 
17. 8.76 
31· 8.76 
tO. 9-76 
17. 9-76 
8.10.76 
15-10.76 
22.10.76 
13-11-76 
19-11-76 
26.tt.76 
3.12.76 
10.12.76 
17-12.76 
24.12.76 
7- 1-77 
27. 1-77 
IN DEPTHS BELOW GROUND SURFACE 
DH.A 
(m) 
9-2 
10.7 
10.7 
10.99 
10.6 
10.84 
10.6 
10.48 
10.78 
10.75 
10.42 
10.14 
11.4 
10.3 
8.43 
8.28 
8.78 
8.2 
9.2 
10.0 
10.28 
DH.B 
(m) 
14.71 
15.0 
15.24 
BLOCKED 
15-17 
BLOCKED 
4-33 
DH.C 
(m) 
2.53 
2.91 
3-05 
3.08 
3-07 
3. 17 
3-19 
3-27 
3.24 
3.26 
3-45 
3-39 
3-37 
3.22 
3.18 
3.40 
3-33 
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shown in Fig. 28. A correlation of rainfall with water 
table levels is not obvious. This may partly be due to 
} 
the fact that boreholes are recording only average water 
table levels, and not true piezometric pressures; alter-
natively, a time-delay effect may be in operation, in which 
case a longer period of recording will be needed to correlate 
precipitation with water table levels on a satistical basis. 
However, this negative result follows a similar trend to 
measurements undertaken at the site of the new Poro-o-Tarao 
Tunnel, North Island Main Trunk Railway. At this locality, 
standpipe piezometers record no obvious rise following heavy 
rainfall (G. Berrie, pers. comm. ). More sophisticated 
electrical piezometers (vibrating wire) may be needed to 
effect a correlation of rainfall with hydrostatic pressure. 
4.55 Movement of Surface Markers 
Ten surface survey markers were installed during 
March, 1976, the locations of which are shown. on the Site 
Plan. Seven of the markers were located in the lower (toe) 
earthflow region, the other three outside the ~ctive zone. 
The survey instruments and methods used in monitoring 
the markers are similar to those described in section 2.61. 
The initial survey performed by the 3rd Professional Class, 
School of Engineering, Urli versi ty of Canterbury, was under-
taken during 3 and 4 April, 1976. The results of all re-
surveys have been compared with the coordinates and reduced 
levels obtained from the initial survey. 
Slope distances and bearings measured during the 
initial survey were recorded in the following manner: 
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from station no. to station no. 
1 5,8 
2 3,5,8 
3 2,4,5,8 
4 3,5,8 
5 1,8 
6 8 
7 8 
8 1,5 
9 8 
10 8 
During the re-surveys performed by the writer, the 
following methods were used: 
from station no. 
8 
8 
to station no. 
2,3 14,6,7,9,10 bearing, 
vertical angle, slope 
distance 
1,5 bearing, vertical 
angle 
In addition, surveying of the inclinometer access 
tube was commenced after its installation in borehole C. 
Station 6 had to be re-sited after the first re-survey 
following its accidental removal. 
As with the Ethelton monitoring programme, no 
absolute check on the stability of fixed stations 1, 5 and 
8 can be assured during the re-surveys performed by the 
writer. However, as the bearing difference between 
stations 1 and 5 from control station 8 remained constant 
throughout the time of this study, the stability of the 
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markers has remained unquestioned. A similar 20mm accuracy 
has been applied as the allowable error. 
Table 13 summarises computer calculated results of 
precise surveying of surface markers. 
The following conclusions concerning precise survey-
ing of surface markers have been drawn: 
(a) All stations located on the earthflow, except marker 
No.2, have shown significant movement since the initial 
survey of 4:.4.76.- Within the 10 month period of this 
study, the magnitude of this movement has ranged between 
13.2cm on station 4: to 91.1cm on station 6. 
(b) The magnitude of movements appear consistent with 
previous N.Z. Railway's field observations that annual dis-
placements in the toe region of the earthflow of 0~5-t.Om 
are usual. 
(c) The direction of movements (Fig. 29) are consistent 
with a downslope displacement of the earthflow towards the 
coast. All markers upslope of the track experienced hori-
zontal displacements towards the coast, as well as reduc-
tions in reduced level (maximum 14.7cm on station 10); 
displaced markers between the track and coast indicate only 
significant horizontal movements. 
(d) The maximum magnitude of displacement, 91.1cm, 
experienced on station 6, is partly attributable to second-
ary slope activity (slumping accompanying tension cracking) 
following slope treatment in the vicinity of the marker 
during construction of surface drains in July, 1976. 
(e) Monitoring of surface markers indicates movement on 
the earthflow has analogies to an ice glacier in that dis-
placements are slow, but continuous; displacements ·at the 
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TABLE 13 
RESULTS OF PRECISE SURVEYING OF MARKER STATIONS 
AT THE NIKONUI EARTHFLOW 
ALL READINGS TAKEN FROM FIXED STATION NO. 8 
station 29-5-76 3.8.76 )0.9-76 
~ a 00.03 00.00 OO.OJ 
b 
-11 0 -11 
c 25 34 28 
d 29 34 32 
e 15.8 2.) 0 
3 a 00. Ol.!: 00.23 00.51 
b 7 48 87 
c 4 7 J 
d 21 68 119 
e 11.5 21.4 26.4 
4 a 00.24 00.07 00.25 
b 
-12 -8 1 
c -40 
-47 -49 
d . 49 •' 50 60 
e 26.7 0.5 5-2 
6 a 00.49 OJ.J7 
b 12 201 
c 
-35 new -50 
d 6) origin 311 
e )4.4 160.9 
7 a 00.]1 01.32 05.43 
b 10 27 85 
c -42 -40 -5li 
d 48 81 255 
e 26.2 15.0 90.0 
9 a 00.40 01.22 05.08 
b 
-11 -20 -61 
c -44 -43 
-55 
d 53 73 223 
e 28.9 9.1 77.6 
10 a 00.37 01.11 04.16 
b -16 -28 -96. 
c -49 -61 -89 
d 61 93 263 
e 33-3 14.5 87.9 
a 03.59 
inc lin- b survey -18 
ometer c begins 
-15 
tube d 156 
e 80.7 
a = bearing difference . (1-'IN. SS) 
b = change ·in horizontal distance (mm) 
c = chan$e in vertical distanc~ (~m) 
d = magn1tude of displacement \mm} 
e = rates of displacement/month (mm) 
4.2.77 
00.10 
-10 
35 
41 
1-9 
02.06 
206 
-2 
268 
J5.2 
01.34 
44 
-54 
1)2 
17-0 
11-32 
506 
-143 
911 
215-2 
13.49 
214 
-71 
609 
8).6 
12.40 
137 
-78 
526 
71· 6 
10.)2 
220 
-147 
621 
81.~:. 6 
no 
survey 
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toe are less than in upslope, narrower regions; and dis-
placements adjacent to the margins are less than in areas 
closer to the centre of the earthflow. 
(f) Rates of movement of markers per month are highly 
variable, ranging between o.5-215 mm/month, and as yet 
appear to bear no relationship to the amount of precipit-
ation received in the general catchment. The only exception 
to this, on marker No. 3, rates of movement, fortuitously 
or otherwise, appear to correlate with rainfall (Fig. 30). 
A longer survey period, however, will be needed to effect 
any general correlation. 
(g) Rates of deformation of the inclinometer access tubing 
(section 4.42) measured parallel to the uppermost station are: 
27.7.76 1j.8.76 7.9 mm/ month 
17.8.76 31.8.76 12.9 mm/ month 
31.8.76 115.0 mm/ month 
These values, in general agreement with displacement of 
surface markers, are therefore likely to record a good 
indication of actual deformation rates within the earthflow 
at depth. 
4.6 LABORATORY TESTING 
Laboratory testing of soil samples obtained from 
exposures and drill hole cores were carried out by the 
writer and Central Laboratories and the Christchurch Soils 
Laboratory, Ministry of Works and Development •. 
The classification tests, moisture content, dry dens-
ity, grain size and Atterberg limits, were performed accord-
ing to the New Zealand Standards Specifications (1976). 
Lineal shrinkage, a form of swelling test, is a measure of 
the shrinkage o£ a circular cylindrical soil sample after 
repeated air drying until three sets of readings show no 
change in the sample length. The specimen is then oven 
dried for 12-24 hours, after which the final reading is 
taken.. Tables 14 a & b summarise results of classification 
testing. 
Clay mineralogy was determined by X-ray diffraction 
analyses undertaken at the University of Canterbury and the 
N. z. Geological Survey, Lower Hutt. Four samples analysed 
by the writer, representative of each of the upper and lower 
bentonite members located at the cro'~ of the earthflow 
(section 4.J2), revealed very abundant Ca-rich montmorillon-
ite in all samples and traces of illite in one of the soils. 
A similar result was obtained from two borehole samples of 
bentonite underlying colluvium in the earthflow analysed by 
the N. z. Geological Survey. Their analyses shmved at· 
least 95% of the clay fraction amorphous to X-rays was a 
Ca-rich montmorillonite, with traces of illite and clay 
chlorite in one of the samples. 
Shear box testing to determine residual shear 
strength was performed by Central Laboratories, MWD, on a 
sample of colluvium, located 8.2m below the surface in bore-
hole B, and bentonite, located Jt.2m below the surface in 
borehole B. The depth of the bentonite sample was less than 
1m below the colluvium-bentonite interface. Both samples 
were consolidated in the shear box under normal stresses of 
50, 100 and 150 k Pa. The colluvium and bentonite were 
subjected to at least six and ten reversals of shear, 
respectively, with 12mm displacement on each reversal, under 
each confining pressure. \vi th increasing number of reversals, 
TABLE 14a 
SOIL PROPERTIES, BOREHOLE A, HIKONUI EARTHFLOlv 
Laboratory testing by H.\v.D. 
Depth b elmv Moisture Dry Grain Size 
grd. sf. Content Density 
!-!at erial (m) ( %) (T/H3 ) Clay Silt Sand 
colluvium 5-33 32 1.36 38 50 12 
II 6.70 soft 
II 6 •. 85 27.2 1.69 
II 7.46 25.8 firm 
II 8.53 17-7 hard 14 41 45 
bentonite 12.95 28.7 hard 
II 14.47 36.3 1. 51 30 44 26 
II 16.00 21.8 1-75 31 33 36 
II 17-52 21.4 1.82 25 51 24 
II 19.05 22.2 dense 
compact 
II 20.72 2J.2 dense 
compact 
II 21.94 18.J dense 18 4l.t 38 
compact 
Atterberg 
Limits 
LL PL PI 
60 37 23 
25 29 6 
80 40 40 
Lineal 
Shrinkage 
(%) 
11-3 
17.2 
20.1 
18.0 
,.p-
I 
>+:-
\.,.) 
}laterial 
Borehole B 
Colluvium 
---
II 
II 
II 
It 
Borehole c 
Colluvium 
It 
II 
n· 
II 
II 
11 
It 
II 
TABLE 14b 
SOIL PROPERTIES, BOREHOLES B AND C, NIKONUI EARTHFLOW 
.LABORATORY TESTING BY H.W.D. 
Depth below Noisture Dry Grain Size Atterberg 
grd. sf. Content Density Limits 
(m) (%) . (T/N3 ) Clay Silt Sand LL PL PI 
6.70 21.2 1. 69 
7.16 22.2 1.67 22 43 35 
8.22 23.6 soft ) 
8.38 19-3 stiff) 42 37 21 
8.53 30.0 1-53 ) 
2.43 45-5 1.23 
3-65 28.2 1.58 33 48 19 42 24 18 
3-96 2.90 firm 
5._48 24.0 1.47 
5-79 18 J6 46 41 2lJ: 17 
7-16 35-0 1.41 35 40 25 49 33 16 
8.22 42.6 1. 31 48 42 10 66 28 38 
10.05 65.0 firm 69 29 2 56 32 24 
11.12 71.0 o. 71.1: 
Lineal 
Shrinkage 
(%) 
10 
6 
9 
13.2 
12.6 
>+::-
1 
>+=-
>+=-
no reduction in the shear stress was experienced for either 
of the samples; thus the colluvium and bentonite were both 
assumed to be at their residual strength. The results of 
classification and residual shear box testing undertaken by 
Central Laboratories are given in Table 15. 
TABLE 15 
CLASSIFICATION AND SHEAR BOX TESTING FOR 
MIKONUI EARTHFLOW SAMPLES, PERFORMED BY 
CENTRAL LABORATORIES, M.W.D. 
colluvium 
initial water content (%) lJ: 1 
final water content (%) 25 
specific gravity 2.61 
liquid limit (%) 53 
plastic limit 06) 27 
plasticity index ( %) 26 
grain size: clay 26 
silt 41 
sand 33 
cohesion (l<:Pa) 0 
angle of internal friction (0) 31 
bentonite 
40 
2,;78 
174 
48 
126 
48 
47 
5 
22 
13 
Conclusions to the laboratory testing programme 
include: 
(a) Colluvium is distinguished from bentonitic sediments 
by a higher natural moisture content, lower dry density, 
lower lineal shrinkage and~lower plasticity indices. These 
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differences are attributable to the low permeability of 
bentonitic clays (to account for low natural moisture), and 
the high montmorillonite clay concentrations of bentonites 
(to account for higher plasticity indices and lineal shrink-
age values). 
(b) The colluvium matrix consists of silt sized grains 
with varying proportions of clay and sand. However, some 
layers are predominantly either clay or sand rich, suggest-
ing the likelihood of layers of high and low permeability· 
zones within the colluvium. 
(c} }fontmorillontic sediments underlying the earthflow 
are predominantly clays and fine to medium silts, with some 
sand sizes. The grain size distribution of these sediments 
contrast markedly with their bentonitic correlatives in the 
crown region of the earthflow; in the crown region, field 
observations indicate bentonites consist essentially of 
clay size grains. 
(d) The residual angles of interal friction of the collu-
vium (~' = 31°) and the bentonite (~ 1 
r r· 
13°) seem consistent 
with material whose predominant grain sizes are coarse silt 
and fine sand, and clay and fine to medium silt, respect-
ively. The residual cohesion value of the bentonite 
(C' 22k Pa) suggests the bentonite to be overconsolidated. 
r 
4.7 SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS 
4.71 Introduction 
The three-borehole drilling programme and monitoring 
of the inclinometer a·ccess tube enabled subsurface profiles 
of the lower (toe) region of the ~ukonui earthflow to be 
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drafted (see cross-sections, Site Plan). As a result of 
the investigations, an ~nfinite slope stability analysis 
to compute the safety factor of the landslide was deemed 
most suitable, due to the planar shape of the slide plane. 
Assumptions that make the infinite slope analysis (Fig. 32) 
possible are: 
(a) Sliding of the failed material occurs on a surface 
of planar shape. 
(b) The ground surface and slip surface are parallel. 
(c) A piezometric surface runs parallel with the ground 
surface or seepage occurs horizontally out of the 
slope. 
(d) TI1e lateral soil forces, Rn and Rnh, are equal but 
opposite. 
The factor of safety of a failure in an infinite 
slope is expressed as: 
where: C' = 
fl' = 
J:)'P = 
p = 
g = 
H = 
and: u = 
u = 
where pw = 
z = w 
c• + 
F = 
(pp;H cos2 J:)'P - U) tan f)' 
pgH sin}1P cosJ:)'P 
cohesion 
angle of internal friction, both 
effective stress 
angle of sliding 
mass density 
acceleration due to gravity 
height of slide mass 
p gH for horizontal flow out of 
w 
in terms 
the slope 
pwgZW cos 2 J1F for seepage parallel to the 
density of water 
height of water above the shear surface 
of 
slope 
NOJNOIA!TU. 
NU 
Fig. 314 Inclinometer access tubing. 
Ground Surface 
-
-Piezometric Line 
~ r---
H Rnh~ 
-
~Rn 
-
-
-
L --==-='12 
v 
where; s = shear strength of sliding plane 
v = uplift force due to water pressure 
t/IP = slope angle, slide angle 
w ::. weight of soil 
H = slope height 
Rn = symmetrical lateral forces 
Rnh= symmetrical lateral forces 
FIG. 32: INFINITE SLOPE ANALYSIS, MIKONUI EARTH-
FLOW {BASED ON HAEFELI, 1948) 
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More complex methods of analysis o( earthflows in 
general are currently being studied. These include analyses 
using viscous flow models and analyses based on the theory of 
plasticity ( Brunkl and Scheideggar 1 1973). However, such 
complex techniques are outside the scope of this study. 
Infinite Slope Analysis 
Factors of safety·by the infinite slope method were 
computed for the earthflow. The safety factors of the 
slope were calculated for three cross-sections through the 
lower (foot) region of the landslide obtained as a result 
of the three-borehole drilling programme. The piezometric 
pressures acting above the shear surface were calculated 
from average water table levels based on measurements over 
the time of this study. The piezometric surface was 
assumed to be parallel to the ground surface. 
Through each cross-section, two sets of safety factor 
were computed, based on the differing densities and shear 
strength parameters of the colluvium and th~ bentonite. 
Monitoring of surface survey stations and the inclin-
ometer access tube show movement in the earthflow to be 
taking place. The safety factor of the slope is therefore 
known to have a value equal to, or less than, unity (F = 1.00 
or less). However, drill cores did not rev~al recognisable 
samples of the shear surface from which strength parameters 
could be determined and hence slope stability analyses could 
be computed. The safety factor of the slope has therefore 
been calculated using both colluvium and bentonite soil 
properties in order to determine the likely she~r strength 
of the failure surface. 
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Factors of safety of the slope based on both colluvium 
and bentonite soil properties are given in Table 15. 
Parameters used in the analyses include: 
colluvium: p :::: 1.49 T/m3 
fl' = 31° r 
C' = 0 r 
bentonite: p = 1.69 T/m3 
fl' r 13° 
C' = 22 kPa r 
Borehole A: H = 15m 
z 9-95m head w 
Borehole B: H = 30.4m 
z :::: 15.4m head 
w 
Borehole C: H 20m 
z = 16.81m head 
w 
slide angle: J1P = 10° 
TABLE 15 
FACTORS OF SAFETY BASED ON INFINITE SLOPE 
STABILITY ANALYSES OF THE MIKONUI EARTHFLOW 
cross-section 
location 
safety factor 
(based on properties 
of colluvium) 
safety factor 
(based on properties 
of bentonite) 
borehole A 1.89 1.11 
borehole B 2.25 1.17 
borehole C 
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Table 15 clearly indicates the sliding surface to 
have shear strength parameters approximating those of the 
bentonitic material·beneath the colluvium-bentonite inter-
face. This result is possibly to be expected, as residual 
shear box testing has shown that a shear surface comprising 
bentonitic material offers less resistance to sliding than 
one comprising colluvial material. However, the safety 
factors of the slope based on bentonite shear strength 
parameters are still above a value of unity (F = 1.00); 
either bentonite residual shear strength parameters are 
slightly greater than those mobilized at the actual shear 
surface, or errors within the infinite slope analysis (for 
example, an incorrect height of water above the failure 
surface) are in operation. 
Changing Groundwater Conditions 
The quantitative effect of groundwater lowering 
through relief drainage on the stability of the toe region 
of the ~rthflow has been calculated. A reduction of the 
piezometric head above the sliding surface in drder to 
increase the safety factors of the slope by JO% and 40% 
has been considered. Such increases in safety factor are 
of the right order of magnitude if long-term, permanent 
stabilization of the landslide is to occur. 
Stability analyses by the infinite slope method were 
performed through the three cross-sections coinciding with 
boreholes A, B and C. Shear strength parameters of the 
sliding surface at each cross-section 'vere taken from those 
obtained for bentonitic sediments located beneath the 
colluvium-bentonite interface. Results of_groundwater 
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lowering are given in Table 16. 
TABLE 16 
EFFECT OF GROUNDWATER LOWERING ON SAFETY FACTOR 
FIGURES IN HEIGHT OF GROUND\V'ATER ABOVE SHEAR SURFACE 
borehole A borehole B borehole c 
F 1.11 1.17 1-05 
Present ground 
water condition 9-95m 15.4m 16.81m 
F X JO% 1.44 1.52 1-37 
Groundwater 
condition ?.49m 1-75m 8.45m 
F X 40% 1-55 1.56 (JJ%) 1. 1± 7 
Groundwater 
condition 5-34m Om 5.87m 
Thickness of 
slide mass 15.0m J0.4m 20.0m 
Analyses through cross-sections based on boreholes A 
and C indicate that significant safety factor increases will 
only be achieved by a reduction of the groundwater above the 
shear surface to a level at least half that of the present 
groundwater condition. Analyses through the cross-section 
based on borehole B indicate that significant safety factor 
increases will only be achieved by lowering the groundwater 
to a level approximately coincident with the shear surface. 
Reduced groundwater levels required to bring about 
significant increases in the safety factor of the slope 
would only be obtainable by the installation of subsurface 
drain-age. However, as the groundwater level reductions 
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needed to significantly increase slope stability are of a 
considerable magnitude, the implementation of suitable sub-
surface drainage may be impractical from an engineering 
viewpoint. The reasons for this are discussed in-section 
5.24.) and 5.33. 
4. 8 CONCLUSIONS 
Engineering geological investigations have delineated 
an extensive area of earthflow-type slope movement in a 
catchment adjacent to the Mikonui Point area. The magni-
tude of the area involved in the slope activity was not 
appreciated before these investigations. 
Material within the landslide comprises a colluvium, 
derived by erosion of insitu siltstones, sandstones and 
bentonites of the Okarahia Sandstone above the lateral and 
A discreet zone of shear 
nearly everywhere defines the boundary at the ground surface 
of colluvium with in-place country rock. In lower regions 
of the landslide, colluvium attains a thickness of over JOm. 
Sliding of colluvium in the lower part of the earth-
flow takes place above a layer of firm, dense bentonite. 
Bentonitic soils, consisting essentially of Ca-rich mont-
morillonite, are not involved in the earthflow movement. 
Bentonitic sediments in turn overlie hard, indurated sand-
stone of the Torlesse Supergroup. 
A geological structure unfavourable to bedrock 
stability and the low shear strength of montmorillonitic 
clays are the actual causes leading to the formation of the 
colluvium. 
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Landsliding in slopes above the head and upper lateral 
boundaries of the earthflow result in slope debris accumu-
lating in the upper half of the landslide. The weight of 
this accumulated debris provides the gravitational driving 
forces triggering movements in the colluvium lower in the 
slope. 
Increases in hydrostatic pressure, especially within 
higher permeability layers in the colluvium, possibly 
control rates of displacement of the landslide, though no 
evidence during the time of this study could be found for 
this. 
During the 10 month period of this investigation, 
surface survey markers in the lower landslide region 
recorded down-slope displacements between 1).2cm and 91.1cm. 
To date, movements have been slow, but continuous {creeping). 
Borehole deformation studies indicate the colluvium, from 
the ground surface to a depth just above the failure surface, 
moves at a rate comparable with ground survey stations. A 
correlation of rates of displacement with precipitation was 
not established. 
Laboratory soil testing has shown colluvium to be 
distinguishable from underlying bentonitic soils on the basis 
of natural moisture, dry density, Atterberg limits, lineal 
shrinkage and shear strength. 
Infinite slope stability analyses of the slope 
indicate the shear surface to have a shear strength compar-
able with bentonitic soils beneath the colluvium-bentonite 
interface. The computed safety factors of the slope range 
between 1.05 and 1.17, thoh1h monitoring of surface survey 
stations indicate the landslide to have a safety factor at 
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least equal to a value of unity, or less. Considerable 
reductions in the groundwater level are required to effect 
significant increases in the stability of the lower (foot) 
areas of the earthflow. 
SECTION 5: SLOPE STABILITY REMEDIAL MEASURES WITH 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EACH SITE 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
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Landslide correction measures, appropriate to one or 
more of the areas of this study, are listed in the first half 
of this section. Remedial measures unsuitable for any of 
the sites are also noted. Documented case histories of 
successful landslide stabilizations are used to illustrate 
several of the correction techniques. 
The second part of this section outlines the preferred 
stabilization measures for each of the study areas. A slope 
reduction scheme is presently being considered for the 
control of batter instability at the Hawkswood Out; recom-
mended designs for the scheme were presented in section 3.7. 
This section outlines relief drainage to accompany slope 
reduction at the Hawkswood Cut. 
At present, relief measures at the Ethelton Slip and 
Mikonui earthflow are not being contemplated. Recommenda-
tions for these areas are given with the knowledge that 
total stabilization of the landslides may be unacceptable 
on a cost-benefit basis. However, implementation. of some 
of the lesser expensive recommendations (surface drainage) 
is likely to effect at least a partial control of the slope 
movements. G.i ven the Main North Line has a finite life 
span, partial landslide control, coupled with an efficient 
maintenance programme, may be considered by N.z. Railways 
to be economically the most~acceptable relief scheme at-the 
sites of the Ethelton and Mikonui landslides. 
5.2 REMEDIAL MEASURES 
5.21 Vegetation and Slope Stability 
Vegetation is believed to affect slope stability in 
the following ways: 
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(a) Increase soil shear strength by mechanical reinforce-
ment from plant roots. In deep seated slides, slope 
stability increases only if the root system penetrates the 
failure surface. 
(b) Rainfall interception to minimise near-surface erosion 
as a result of slope runoff; 
canopy-type vegetation. 
especially beneficial under 
(c) Depletion of the natural soil moisture as a result 
of transpiration. 
(d) The effect of surcharge (weight of trees) on slope 
stability is generally beneficial, particularly if conditions 
of saturation in the slope are approached (Gray, 1974). 
(e) Wind throwing or·root wedging, the only disadvantag-
eous effect of vegetation on slope stability, may be severe 
in areas of thin soil cover. 
5.22 Elimination Measures 
5.22.1 Relocation. Of all remedial measures, 
relocation of a highway or railway away from a landslide to 
a stable foundation will provide the most permanent solution 
to a slope stability problem. Alternative routes should 
be investigated for their own stability problems before 
relocation is proceeded with. 
Although feas.ible from an engineering viewpoint, 
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relocation of the Main North Line at any of the study areas 
would not be viable economically. 
5. 22.2 Brid.1dn.q;. Bridging a landslide will result 
in a solution to a slope stability problem as permanent as 
relocation. However, like all bridging constructions, 
costs will be high. 
Bridging is usually undertaken over small landslides 
where bridge lengths up to 100m are involved. Piers may 
be placed in the moving mass if the overburden is not great, 
and the lateral soil driving forces against the piers are 
not excessive. The stability of the bridge abutments must 
be investigated before construction. 
At the Hawkswood Cut, elevation of the railway above 
present base level on a series of piers was considered as a 
permanent solution to the batter stability problems. The 
design allowed slope debris to come to rest beneath the 
elevated track. The proposal has since been abandoned. 
5-23 Slope Treatment 
Excavation methods increase slope stability by reduc-
ing the driving forces that cause movement (Fig. JJ). Stress 
reduction techniques find most application in the prevention 
rather than the correction of earth movements. 
Where the correction of a landslide is sought, excava-
tion methods find most use in the control of landslides 
having curved slip surfaces, due to higher tangential driving 
forces acting on the upper portion of the slope. Removal of 
the head (Fig. JJa), slope flattening (Fig. JJb), or slope 
benching (Fig. JJc), greatly reduce these driving forces 
causing movement. If the landslide is small, complete 
removal could .be contemplated (Fig. JJd). 
Loading the toe of landslides having curved slip 
surfaces may be considered as an alternative to excavation 
methods. Loading the toe ·increases the shearing resistance 
of the landslide, rather than decreasing the driving stress. 
For block glides (landslides with planar slide sur-
faces), the removal of the head, or the addition of material 
to the toe, are both unsuitable. Any portion of a block 
glide having a weight differential with the rest of the 
landslide causes movement to take place. Uniform removal 
of the slope (Fig. JJe), or slope flattening, will usually 
be the only excavation methods undertaken on block glides. 
Excavation methods are not recommended for landslides 
classed as earthflows unless combined with drainage. Move-
ment in earthflows generally occurs above a surface of 
planar shape, thus uniform slope removal or slope flattening 
will be the only excavation methods considered. 
Excavation methods usually only effect a permanent 
solution to a particular slope stability problem when com-
bined with drainage. Also, for the excavation of very large 
landslides, costs will be prohibitive. For the uniform 
removal of earthflows, 25-50% of the moving mass should be 
removed. If construction of a railway or highway across 
the toe of a landslide having a curved slip surface is 
inevitable, one to two times as much material should be 
removed from the head as excavated from the toe. The 
stability of slopes above the excavation must be also con-
sidered for control by slope treatment techniques. 
Excavation measures are unlikely to be considered as 
EXCAVATE~ 
EXCAVATE--..,. 
/ 
/4?REDUCES 
.,.- · FORCE 
~4REDUCES 
--""' FORCE 
(a} REMOVAL OF HEAD (b) SLOPE FLATTENING 
EXCAVATE--.. 
(c) BENCHING SLOPE {d) COMPLETE REMOVAL 
(e) UNIFORM REMOVAL (f) PARTIAL AT TOE 
FIG. 33: EXCAVATION TECHNIQUES (FROM BAKER, 1960) 
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a control of the Mikonui earthflow. The lower (foot) 
region of the landslide is known from subsurface investiga-
tions to have a slide surface of planar shape; in middle 
and upper areas, the surface expression of the landslide 
suggests that while the slide surface may have a slight 
curved component, the shape will be predominantly planar. 
Loading the toe, or complete removal of the head, will there-
fore cause a weight differential with the rest of the land-
slide leading to a decrease rather than an increase in slope 
stability. Uriiform slope removal or slope flattening are 
likely to be the only excavation methods considered, due to 
the nature of the failure. However, removal of 25-50% of 
the slope would be economically unacceptable, with the 
additional likelihood that landsliding in the slopes above 
the excavation is a possibility. 
The Golden Slide, near Denver, Colorado, was only 
partially stabilized after the head of the landslide was 
unloaded and the excavated material placed at the toe 
(Noble, 1973). The safety factor improved by only 1% follow-
ing these measure;. Complete control was only effected 
after implementation of subsurface drainage. 
Drainage 
5-24.1 Introduction. The removal of water within 
earth movements by drainage is unquestionably the most 
advantageous measure for stabilization of landslides. 
Drinage may be preferred over all other measures because it 
is relatively inexpensive, and because results are usually 
expeditious. 
Baker (1960) summarises the detrimental effects of 
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water in earth movements. These are: 
(a) Reduced shearing resistance through increased hydro-
static or pore pressure. 
(b) Increased shearing stress by the-addition of -the 
weight of water to the sliding mass. 
(c) Increased shearing stress due to the addition of 
seepage forces. 
(d) Geochemical and physical changes in the landslide 
material (weathering effects). 
Increases in pore water pressure in a slide mass 
appear to be universally accepted as the principal contrib-
uting factor causing slope instability. The effect of 
drainage on excess pore pressures, and hence slope stability, 
is given in the following analysis. 
The resistance to shearing (S) of a soil mass on a 
potential slide surface is given in terms of the Mohr-
Coulomb equation (section 3.51): 
where 
S : Cl + 6 I tan (j I 
6 1= normal stress 
C 1= cohesion 
- EQ. 1 
Cif 1= angle of shearing, all three in terms of 
effective stresses. 
The effective normal stress (6 1 ) is related to the 
total normal stress (6) and soil pore pressure (U) by: 
6 I = 6 - u - EQ.2 
Resolving the two equations leads to the conclusion 
that a reduction in soil pore pressure (U) increases the 
resistance to sliding of the soil on the potential slide 
surface. Thus, drainage ihcreases slope stability by 
promoting a rise in soil shear resistance. 
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The importance of drainage cannot be over emphasised. 
Nearly without exception, in earth movements where the con-
struction of engineering structures is not the actual cause 
of -failure, exc.ess hydrostatic pressures are commonly the 
ambient conditions regulating slope movements. 
Drainage may be installed on all earth movement-types, 
and is strongly encouraged for landslides classed as earth-
flows. Drainage is commonly used in combination with alter-
native correction measures. Drainage consists of ditches 
constructed on the landslide surface and its environs, and 
subsurface drains installed within the failed mass. 
5-24.2 Surface Drains. Surface drains consist of 
ditches which permit the rapid runoff of surface water away 
from a slope. Surface drains are commonly constructed out-
side a landslide surrounding the upper and lateral boundaries. 
Here their function is to intercept runoff entering the 
unstable slope. Cutoff drains may have their downslope 
edge lined to prevent water infiltration into the landslide 
(Fig. 34a). 
Ditches constructed on the landslide surface are 
aligned to the direction of movement, and are designed to 
remove precipitation falling in the landslide catchment. 
All surface drains must be constructed to the follow-
ing requirements: 
(a) Drains must be levelled when installed to prevent 
sections of reversed flow. 
(b) Drains on slopes greater than 10-15° may be left 
unlined provided removal of water is rapid, otherwise 
(c) Drains must be lined with an impermeable seal 
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(plastic membrance, concrete). 
(d) After installing, drains must be maintained. 
A cut-off trench constructed above the crest of the 
west batter, Hawkswood Cut (section J.t), exemplifies the 
detrimental effects of improperly constructed surface drains. 
The trench, unlevelled, unlined, and unmaintained, is ponded 
throughout much of the year and is therefore contributing to, 
rather than reducing, slope instability in the cutting. 
In addition to surface drains, sealing of surface 
cracks, drainage of ponds and swampy ground, and regrading 
of hummocky topography should be undertaken to encourage 
rapid runoff of surface water. 
5. 24:. 3 Subsurface Draina.ll:e. Subsurface drainage is 
installed either to intercept subsurface water flows entering 
an earth movement, or to lower the piezometric head above a 
slide surface. 
Subsurface drainage will only be successful if the 
drains reach the water-bearing horizons; the soil mass is 
relatively permeable; and the drain is located in unyielding 
material so that dislocation of the structure is prevented. 
Subsurface drainage will find most application in the 
control of large earth movements where installation costs 
are typically ~ to ~ those of alternative methods. For 
relatively small landslides, complete removal of the slope 
is commonly more economical than subsurface drainage. 
(a) Counterfort drains. These consist of excavated 
trenches, 1m wide, aligned in the direction of movement 
(Fig. JIJ:a). Trenches should be deep enough to intercept 
the slide plane (impractica~ for depths greater than 
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FIG. 34: SUBSURFACE DfiAI!\JAGE METHODS 
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approximately 6m), and extend several metres above the upper 
landslide boundary to drain tension cracks. Trenches are 
backfilled with free-draining, we1·1 graded granular fill. 
Top soil is.replaced above the fill to permit grassing. 
On large movements, a number of trenches are spaced 
at intervals across the slope. 
(b) Drainage trenches. Drainage trenches are a modifi-
cation of counterfort drains, consisting of a trench in 
which a perforated PVC pipe (5. Ocm diam. ) is laid on the 
bottom. The trench is then backfilled with free-draining 
fill. The pipe should be located beneath the slide plane 
to prevent dislocation of the drain. 
gravity flow of water. 
Pipes should permit 
(c) Vertical wellpoints. This method consists of 
installing at close centres a number of small wells (4cm 
diam. , 1m long), secured to the ends of riser pipes of 
appropriate lengths, into the soil (Fig. 34c). Riser 
pipes are connected via a common suction header pipe to a 
wellpoint pump. 
Vertical wellpointing is usually undertaken as a 
dewatering measure associated with construction sites. The 
method is not recommended for permanent landslide drainage 
due to the high costs involved in continuous pumping. The 
technique may be used for short term control, for example 
during the removal of the toe of a landslide until comple-
tion of a buttress. 
(d) Horizontal drains. Horizontal drains consist of a 
perforated PVC tube (5cm diam.) placed in a borehole, 
slightly inclined from the horizontal to permit free drain-
age. Boreholes must be sited to locate all pockets of 
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perched groundwater. 
Horizontal drains are installed either in rows, 
typically at 3m centres, or as a number of drains radiating 
from a central point (fanned). 
(e) Vertical drains. These comprise vertical, auger 
holes of diameter 0.5-1m, bored to depths up to approximately 
]Om. Holes are either lined with a perforated steel casing, 
or backfilled with sand or other filter medium (Fig. 34e). 
Vertical drains are commonly combined with horizontal 
drains or drainage galleries, these permitting gravity flow-
age of water from the base of the vertical drain. Where 
free drainage is not possible, submersible pumps are needed 
to remove the water. 
Vertical drains are used frequently as a drainage 
curtain above the upper boundary of a landslide. A series 
of drains interconnected at their base, aligned across the 
slope, prevent infiltration of water into the landslide. 
(f) Drainage galleries. Tunnelling is used primarily 
to intercept deep-seated moisture flows. The method is the 
most expensive subsurface drainage measure, and is used only 
in the. protection of expensive structures. Drainage drives 
are often combined with vertical sand drains and horizontal 
drains. 
With the possible exceptions of counterfort drains and 
steel-lined vertical shafts, subsurface drainage appears 
impractical for control of the Mikonui earthflow. The mag-
nitude of the landslide would prohibit successful draining by 
horizontal drains; uncased, vertical sand drains would 
experience disruption and dislocation due to shear displace-
ments known to be taRing place within the earthflow; drainage 
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trenches would similarly be unsuited, as over most of the 
site a firm, unyielding foundation for the base of the drain 
would be at a depth greater than that reached during the 
installation of drainage trenches. 
Numerous case histories appear throughout the engin-
eering literature documenting the successful control of 
earth movements through drainage. D1 Appolonia et al (1967) 
report on the construction of a surface and subsurface relief 
drainage scheme in the prevention of a landslide in a coll-
uvial slope in Weirton, West Virginia. A large excavation 
up to 20m high and BOOm long was planned to be constructed 
at the toe of the slope; stabilization measures to prevent 
re-initiating movement of an ancient landslide were proposed. 
The drainage scheme comprised a surface cutoff trench 
near the crest of the slope to intercept groundwater enter-
ing the potential failure zone. The cutoff trench was 
underlain by a drainage gallery, the two connected by open 
drain holes. A second drainage gallery was located half 
way down the slope. At the toe of the slope, vertical sand 
drains were installed to relieve pore pressures immediately 
behind the excavation. 
5.25 Restraining Structures 
After drainage, restraining stuctures are the most 
frequently used landslide stabilization measure. One North 
American agency (Oregon State Highway Division) favours the 
counterbalance (buttress) method as the most positive measure 
to arrest earth movements, especially smaller-type displace-
ments (J. H. Versteeg, pers. com.). 
Restraining structures increase slope stability by 
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increasing the shearing resistance of landslides through 
impeding and obstruction of earth movements. For this 
reason, most restraining structures will be located at the 
toe of a landslide. A lack of understanding by many engin-
eers of the magnitude of the driving forces mobilised in 
mass earth movements, borne by restraining structures, has 
led to many dismal failures with this stabilization method. 
The three principal restraining methods are (Fig. J5): 
(a) Buttress. Almost without exception used at the toe 
of landslides for correction purposes. Material removed 
from the toe is replaced with earth or rock fill. Fill 
material should have an angle of internal friction greater 
than the slide surface. The base of the buttress must be 
located in bedrock underlying the landslide," or at least 
4-5m beneath the slide surface. Buttrresses should have a 
volume~ to i of the moving mass, thus they are particularly 
suited to smaller type landslides. 
Buttresses have had creditable incidences of success 
in the correction of block glides or landslides having curved 
failure surfaces. They are not recommended for control of 
landslides classed as flows, due mainly to the plastic, re-
moulded nature of the failure. 
(b) Crib and retaining walls. These measures find most 
use for the prevention of failures in excavated slopes. 
The base of the structure must be sited on firm, unyielding 
material below any potential failure surface. Retaining 
walls are limited to the control or prevention of landslides 
of small magnitude. 
(c) Piling. Piles driv~n through a slide to increase 
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the shearing resistance o£ a soil mass have been perhaps the 
most widely mis-used landslide correction measure. Few are 
the cases where piling has resulted in the successful stabil-
ization o£ massive earth movements. Piles are likely to be 
ineffective through, plastic flowage in earthflows around 
piles, overturning o£ the piles, by shear failure o£ piles, 
or by displacement o£ the shear surface to a depth below the 
pile tips. 
Piles find most application in the prevention o£ small 
slides before displacements o£ any magnitude have occurred. 
Should a slide surface have reached its residual shear 
strength, or the soil mass be in a remoulded state, piles are 
likely to be ineffective. 
Restraining structures would not be suitable as correc-
tion measures in the control o£ the }ukonui earth£low, due to 
the known magnitude and nature o£ the slope failure. Retain-
ing walls and piling would similarly be unsuitablefur use at 
the Ethelton Slip due to the magnitude o£ the landslide. 
Squier and Versteeg (1971) report the successful 
control o£ the OMS!- Zoo landslide, located two kilometres 
west o£ the city centre o£ Portland, Oregon, by the construe-
tion of a rock buttress. Massive earth movements were 
triggered in 1957-58 following regrading o£ the slope £or a 
museum and zoo facilities, and widening o£ a highway to service 
the facilities at the toe o£ the slope. Following the initial 
investigations (drilling, slope deformation studies, laboratory 
testing), a relief drainage scheme, comprising a series o£ 
•76m diam., 24-JOm deep, vertical sand drains at 2.4m centres, 
was installed. A reduction~ in the landslide's activity was 
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obtained initially, though this deteriorated proportionally 
with a reduction in the effectiveness of the drainage curtain 
through fines plugging the filter material. 
Full stabilization of the OMSI - Zoo landslide was 
not attained until construction of a rock buttress in 1970. 
The buttress was located at the toe of the slope and con-
sisted of,fairly clean quarry run basalt. The buttress 
extended down to bedrock underlying the slip surface, and 
was designed to increase the safety factor by 25%. 
Unconventional Methods 
5.26.1 The electro-osmotic effect. Electro-osmosis 
is used infrequently as a dewatering measure associated with 
engineering construction sites. In November, 1964 the 
technique was successfully employed in the reduction of 
excessive pore water pressures in the 25m high West Branch 
Dam embankment, thus enabling completion of the project 
(Fetzer, 1967). 
Electro-osmosis is based on the well-known phenomenon 
of introducing a direct electrical current between both 
openings of a water-filled, U-shaped flask. Water in the 
flask flows towards the negative electrode (cathode). This 
is the basis for electro-osmotic dewatering plants (Fig. )6a). 
~~slivec (1969) and Veder (1973) report a naturally 
occurring electro-osmotic effect associated with earth move-
ments. Under certain soil conditions, an electric field 
can arise on contact of mobile and immobile layers of soil 
in a landslide. The potential difference as a result of 
this electric field causes movement of water in an upward 
direction and, consequently, an increase in the pore 
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pressure above the slide surface (Fig. 36b). 
Both Myslivec and Veder report the stabilization of 
landslides through nullification of this potential differ-
ence. Short-circuiting is achieved by driving aluminium 
or iron rods through the slide and partially into the 
immobile layer beneath the failure surface. A rapid 
reduction in the pore pressure within the mobile layer is 
reported following short-circuiting. 
The phenomenon of a potential difference between 
contact zones in landslides is unfamiliar to New Zealand 
engineering personnel. The technique would be considered 
unlikely as a control measure at any of the study areas 
without prior research into the reasons for its reported 
success. However, the technique should not be overlooked, 
as its principal advantage lies in the minimal cost asso-
ciated with obtaining lengths of metal rods (lengths of 
railway track would be suitable). 
The technique would be unsuitable for use at the 
Mikonui earthflow (typically the depth to the slide surface 
should not exceed 3-4m), and at the Hawkswood Cut (wrong 
type of slope failure). 
5.26.2 Blasting. Partial or complete disruption 
of a failure surface by blasting remains the most conten-
tious landslide correction measure. The technique has had 
results ranging from spectacular success to dismal failure. 
Blasting is most applicable to landslides of rela-
tively small lateral extent, where the slip surface is at a 
depth 4-15m below ground surface. The technique is not 
suitable for earthflows. 
The following important fac·tors should be considered 
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before blasting is undertaken: 
(a) Firm bedrock should underlie the slide surface for any 
real chance of success. 
(b) The slip surface may be disrupted and relocated to a 
higher elevation. Relocation of the failure plane may 
increase stability by increasing the soil shear resistance 
and decreasing the shearing stress. 
(c) Imp-roved drainage at the depth of blasting will 
reduce pore water pressures. However, improved drainage 
will possibly be of a limited duration' due to blocking of 
the soil mass by fines. 
(d) Settlement of the ground surface must be expected, 
mostly within one year. 
(e) Blasting is likely to he advantageous due to costs 
commonly 1/10 to 1/4 those of alternative methods. For 
this reason, a s·e--ries of blasts over a number of years is 
possibly more economical than a single correction by an 
alternative technique. 
5. 3 RECo:t-:IHENDATIONS 
5·31 Ethel ton Slip 
The limited site investigation to date precludes any 
but the most basic and inexpensive remedial measures being 
implemented. Expensive excavations and constructions can-
not be considered until the shape of the failure surface 
and extent of movement are known, and slope stability analyses 
undertaken. For this end, further site investigations must 
be executed (see section 2.9). 
The following recommendations are based on results of 
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the investigations so far carried out: 
(a) The area of swampy ground and seepage located at the 
head of the landslide should be drai·ned by a surface ditch. 
To be practical, the ditch should be excavated with a fall 
towards the unnamed stream bisecting the landslide. The 
upper part of the ditch should be lined, as the slope grad-
ient in this region is insufficient for free flowage along 
an unlined drain. 
(b) Those areas in middle and upper regions of the land-
slide where slopes are reversed should be regraded to 
facilitate surface runoff and prevent ponding. 
(c) Should any section of the unnamed stream be shown to 
lose water to the slide through infiltration, a flume or 
culvert over that section of the stream should be considered. 
(d) All surface ditches adjacent to the county road and 
railway experience ponding after rainfall. The drains 
have an insufficient gradient to permit gravity flow of 
water, and should therefore be lined. Lengths of semi-
circular concrete piping would appear suitable. 
(e) All flumes associated with surface drains in the 
vicinity of the road and railway should be upgraded and 
subsequently maintained. 
(f) The site is fully vegetated, though the plant cover 
is limited to scrubland species and grasses. Consideration 
could be given to either purchasing or leasing the land 
above the county road to enable the removal of grazing 
stock and replanting with a tree-type cover. Replanting 
would increase removal of moisture through transpiration, 
and the mechanical reinforcement of the soil by roots could 
help prevent surface cracking. 
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(g) Tension cracks and shear zones associated with the 
zone of activity (section 2.4) must be regraded, or infilled 
with an impermeable clay, to prevent infiltration of water 
into the slide mass. Periodic checks should be undertaken 
at this location, and over the whole landslide surface, so 
that additional areas of cracking may be noted and the dis-
placed soil regraded. 
(h) The site investigations to date indicate that deep 
seated movement is confined to a single zone of activity, 
of relatively small area, in the lower (foot) region of the 
landslide. Should re-surveys of surface markers in years 
subsequent to this study confirm that activity is confined 
to this zone, the installation of a relief subsurface drain-
age scheme could probably achieve slope stability. Due to 
the difficult nature of the terrain, horizontal drains would 
appear most applicable. HOrizontal drains could be in-
stalled in rows at varying levels from both the road and 
railway. Current in place installation costs for horizontal 
drains are approximately $6.50 per metre. 
(i) Should subsequent site investigations indicate that 
movement.is not confined to a specific zone, but is occurring 
generally over much of the site, additional remedial measures 
will be necessary. Due to steep topography above the upper 
and lateral boundaries, a cutoff trench surrounding but back 
from the landslide to prevent water infiltration would not 
appear practical from an engineering viewpoint. A drainage 
scheme feasible from an engineering basis would be a series 
of counterfort drains or drainage trenches, spaced at 
intervals across the slope,~and aligned in the direction of 
movement. The drains ·would require excavation to at least 
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the depth of the sliding surface, and could only practically 
be installed from the head, downslope to the county road. 
Installation costs for counterfort drains compare favourably 
with those of horizontal drains; current in place costs for 
1m wide, 5-6m deep, counterfort drains are approximately 
$6.90 per metre. On major slides they can only practically 
be installed in summer. 
(j) Unconventional methods of stabilization should not be 
eliminated from consideration due to their low cost·s of 
installation. Site investigations to date suggest blasting 
and nullification of zones of potential difference both 
warrant further investigation. 
Recommendations for remedial measures have so far 
concentrated on the.elimination of water from the site, 
especially surface runoff. Inadequate drainage, leading 
to high hydrostatic pressures in the slide mass, is viewed 
by the writer as perhaps the most important ambient factor 
presently controlling movement. The implementation of well 
maintained surface drains, coupled with slope regrading 
where necessary, may possibly be found to be the only correc-
tion measures needed, without resorting to expensive sub-
surface drainage and excavation techniques. 
5. )2. Hawkswood Cut 
The following recommendations accompany the proposed 
slope reduction scheme proposed as a control of batter 
instability at the cutting. A design for the proposed 
excavation was discussed in section 3.7. 
tions are: 
The recommenda-
(a) A surface drainage and slope regrading scheme be 
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implemented on the surfaces above both east and west slope 
crests. 
(b) Slope regrading should consist of sloping the ground 
surface towards surface drainage ditches aligned in the 
direction of, but back from the cutting crests (Fig. 37). 
Such a design will allow precipitation falling between the 
slope crest and the ditch to flow towards the drain. 
(c) All surface depressions beyond the areas of slope 
regrading must be levelled. 
(d) Drainage ditches will run the length of the cutting 
at a distance back from both proposed east and west batter 
crests. The distance of each ditch from the slope crest 
is flexible, but should be sufficient to prevent any poss-
ibility of disruption through renewed batter instability. 
Drainage ditches should be.levelled to slope away 
from a relatively elevated point above the centre of the 
cutting towards both north and south approaches. At both 
approaches, flumes w.ill be needed to carry water down the 
batters to the level of the track and away from the cutting. 
Drainage ditches above the cutting should be lined, 
as their gradient will be insufficient to allow gravity flow 
towards both approaches. 
(e) Surface drainage combined with slope regrading should 
be adequate to prevent all surface runoff, except precipita-
tion settling directly on the batters, from entering the 
cutting. Hence, most of the earthflow-type batter insta-
bility, as a result of surface runoff leading to a reduction 
in the effective normal stress of the surficial slope 
material, should be eliminated. 
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Should surface drainage and slope regrading not lead 
to a complete stability remedy, subsurface drainage should 
be considered as an additional protection for the new 
structure. The primary purpose of subsurface drainage 
will be in the reduction of pore water pressures in soils 
beneath the batter faces. Hence, subsurface drainage will 
be most applicable in the control of earthfall-type land-
sliding. Subsurface drainage, however, should only be 
considered as a last resort measure. 
(f) ~~o subsurface drainage schemes could be considered. 
The first of these comprises an excavated trench (up to 6m 
deep} constructed the length of the cutting midway between 
the base of the slope and the railway (Fig. 37). The 
trench would be backfilled with a free-draining granular 
fill. The drain would fall towards the southern approach; 
an impermeable membrane at the base of the trench would 
ensure a relatively rapid and continuous flow. The effect 
of a backfilled trench on the stability of slip circle 
failures was discussed in section 3.62. 
The preferred subsurface drainage scheme comprises 
a series of vertically bored sand drains aligned in the 
direction of the cutting at a distance back from the slope 
crests. The drain centres and diameter would be deter-
mined from verticalsand drain theory. Drains could be 
interconnected at their base by small diameter tubing, 
such that free flowage of water to selected collector sand 
drains occurred. Collector sand drains would be tapped 
by drilling a slightly inclined borehole from the batter 
face ( Fig • 3 7 ) • Lined surface drains would remove water 
from inside the cutting. 
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Vertical sand drains are preferred to drainage 
trenches as sand drains would pass through and hence inter-
cept water within all layers in the vicinity of the batter 
faces. Sand drains would therefore act as an effective 
drainage curtain. Drainage trenches would act as a 
depressant on the phreatic level generally. However, as 
a number of phreatic levels are known to exist in soils 
adjacent to the cutting (section ).44), the effect of 
drainage trenches on a reduction of hydrostatic pressures 
will differ markedly according to the soil permeability. 
In practice, therefore, trenches may not increase the safety 
factor as much as the values given in section J.62. 
5.33 MIKONUI EARTHFLOW 
Landslides classed as earthflows are, generally, the 
most difficult of all earth movements to stabilize. This 
is due to the characteristically low resistance to shearing 
mobilized at the failure surface, and to the plastic, re-
moulded nature of the failed soil mass. 
usually recommended for all earthflows. 
Drainage is 
Any stabilization scheme for the control of the 
Mikonui earthflow must be based on either decreasing the 
driving forces in the uppe~ zone of active slope movements, 
or increasing the resistance to shearing of the lower, zone 
of passive slope movements. The former proposal requires 
drainage, combined with the excavation of slopes above the 
head and upper lateral boundaries of the earthflow. The 
removal of such slopes would eliminate the source of debris 
being deposited in the head of the landslide through second-
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ary landsliding, and hence eliminate the gravitational 
driving forces caused by the accumulation of the debris. 
While removal· of all slopes contributing material to the 
head of· the earthflow would prove to be prohibitive econom-
ically, and impractical from an engineering viewpoint, 
excavation of one of the more critical sites adjacent to 
the landslide could be feasible. 
Subsurface drainage of the lower (foot) areas of the 
earthflow will be the only stabilization measures applicable 
to increasing the resistance to shearing of the zone of 
passive slope movements. 
Surface ditches constructed by Railways have been 
draining the lower half of the earthflow for approximately 
three years. No increase in slope stability has so far 
accompanied the installation of these drains. However, 
properly constructed and maintained surface ditches are to 
be encouraged, as these promote rapid runoff and removal of 
water from the landslide surface. 
Complete stabilization of the earthflow will prove 
exceedingly difficult to effect. Several correction 
measures (buttressing, slope treatment) have been found to 
be unsuited to this particular class of landslide (section 
Similarly, several subsurface drainage 
methods (horizontal drains, uncased vertical sand drains, 
drainage trenches) have also shown to be unsuited (section 
5.24.J). 
Recommendations include the following: 
(a) A comprehensive slope regrading .programme over the 
whole landslide surface is suggested. The programme 
should include the draining of all ponds and swampy ground, 
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levelling of hummocky topography, and the sealing of all 
surface exposures of the shear zones defining the lateral 
boundaries of the earthflow. In addition, surface drains 
presently draining the foot of the landslide which cross the 
shear zones should be eliminated and replaced towards the 
centre of the earthflow. 
Slope regrading is designed to promote rapid runoff 
of surface water and prevent infiltration of water into the 
slide mass through cracks and depressions. Every effort 
should be made towards these ends. It is recommended the 
slope regrading programme be undertaken during summer, when 
dryer ,weather should allow more favourable conditions for 
plant and machinery. 
(b) Surface ditches presently draining the foot of the 
earthflow which run across the slope should be eliminated. 
The drains have insufficient gradient for rapid runoff of 
surface water. 
(c) In conjunction with the slope regrading programme, 
it is recommended that the present scheme of installing 
surface drainage ditches be extended. Ditches will need 
to be constructed in the direction of movement, though 
lining the drains will not be necessary. In the lower 
half of the site, two to three ditches could satisfactorily 
be installed across the slope. In the upper part of the 
landslide, a single ditch would only be practical. 
(d) Revegetation of the earthflow furface must be under-
taken on completion of the slope regrading programme and 
installation of surface drains. Revegetation will initially 
) 
consist of establishing a grass cover. Consideration should 
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be given to establishing a tree cover over the whole site 
and on slopes adjacent to the landslide. This will aid 
principally in the removal of moisture·through transpiration. 
(e) Infinite slope stability analyses (section 4.7J) 
indicate that the groundwater level in the slide mass will 
need to be lowered to at least half that of the present to 
significantly increase the stability of the slope. The 
reduced groundwater level will need to be approximately 9m, 
30m, and 13m below the surface in boreholes A, B and C9 
respectively. Subsurface drainage will therefore be 
required to effect this reduced groundwater level. 
A 'number of counterfort drains spaced at intervals 
across the slope, or a drainage curtai~ comprising a series 
of slotted, steel-lined shafts, are the only practical sub-
surface drainage schemes from an .engineering viewpoint 
(section 5.24.J). However, the effectiveness of counter-
fort drains is limited by the depth to which plant can 
excavate; construction difficulties are usually experienced 
when this depth exceeds 5-6m. Comparing the depths to 
which groundwater will need to be lowered below the surface 
to effect significant safety factor increases, with a prob-
able 6m depth limitation of counterfort drains, it is 
recommended that a counterfort drainage scheme is not 
warranted when only insignificant increases in slope stabil-
ity will be the result. 
A drainage curtain comprising a series of cased 
vertical shafts aligned across the slope could be considered 
in a region midway between the head and toe of the landslide. 
The principal advantage of installing the drainage curtain 
at this location would be to intercept water infiltrating 
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from the head of the site and hence increase the shearing 
resistance of the soil mass in the lower (foot) region of 
the earthflow. Drains would need to be lined with perfor-
ated steel casing in order to prevent the disruption of the 
drainage curtain through earth movements. ffuwever, the 
installation of a drainage curtain would necessitate con-
tinuous submersible pumping (displacements at the bentonite-
colluvium interface would prevent gravity flowage of water 
into a collector drain located beneath the slide surface); 
thus costs associated with continuous pumping of vertical 
drains would likely prove to be high. 
(f) An engineering and economic feasibility study relat-
ing to the excavation of an area of secondary landsliding in 
a section of the ridge paralleling the southeast boundary 
of the earthflow is recommended (Fig. 26). At this site, 
translational sliding of bentonites and montmorillon.itic 
siltstones towards the head of the landslide occurs (section 
4.4J). 
Elimination of this area of landsliding would probably 
lead to a partial reduction in the gravitational driving 
forces within the upper, zone of active slope movements. 
A decrease in the magnitude of displacements lower in the 
slope could accompany a reduction of these driving forces. 
The stability of the new slopes formed by the excava-
tion should'becritically examined to ensure that further 
landsliding into the earthflow would not occur. 
The area involved in the secondary landsliding 
required.to be excavated covers approximately one hectare. 
The volume of material required to be excavated should be 
determined through subsurface site investigations to ascertain 
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the depth of sliding. 
(g) Excavation of slopes above the inland margin of the 
railway should be avoided. Serious ground heaving (up to 
0.4m) adjacent to, though not affecting, the track, followed 
lightening of these slopes during the installation of 
surface drains in July, 1976. 
(h) Elimination of the landslide by bridging the railway 
across the fore of the earthflow will likely be the only 
long-term, permanent solution to the slope stability prob-
lems at Mikonui. However, present costs for a 200m long 
bridge sufficient to span the width of the toe are betw·een 
N. Z. $0. 7 5-1. Om. Bridging the earthflow is therefore 
likely to prove economically prohibitive. 
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SECTION 7: APPENDICES 
7.1 APPENDIX 1- RESULTS OF SURFACE DEFORMATION MONITORING, 
ETHELTON SLIP. A LIST OF THE FORTRAN 
COMPUTER PROGRAMME IS ALSO INCLUDED. 
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- • ~. ' • "P" .. -***~~~·w~*~A~~U~A14UN5 COMPL~TE********** 
(j 
u 
2 
3 
********ETHEliON SLIP•NQRTH CANTERBURY-NEW ZEALAND******** 
****CUNTROL SURVEY•FilLD DATA REDUCTION**** 
DATE OF THIS SURV~Y IS 3• 2•77 
4 NUM13Ek [Jf MONTHS SINCt:. lNlTIAL SURVEY=: ... 9~7-
STATION 8 ASSUMES FIXEU BEARING s 
9 10~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
21 
23 
:?4 sTATIUN AVERAGE BEARING DIFFERENCE AVERAGt:. VERTICAL AVt:.RAGE SLOPE 
25 :..........---4f\jJ,I' .J.bl MBF K E R 0 M F I XF D K EAR HJG S I~ II Q LE U LS..l.A.Ni:.E_____ 
DEGS MINS Sl:.C::. OEGS MINS SECS 26 
27 
2B 
29 
' 
30 
31 
32 
1 NOT APPL!CAoU:. NOT APPliCAbLE NOT APPL.ICABLE 
-------2 4----"'-21------'3 •8---5 a---~-<1 --2-l> 9. 84 5----
3 -4 -4ll. -sz! -11 •zs •oOi 1\19.402 / 
4 12 47 44• -10 -ss •36• 197.739 
··s z----lt ~ ·1 J• -------..-a···------.·t~--7. "26 rn:ozr--
6 •oo -ss ·::::s. ·3 -s ·15• 796•452 
..__ ____________________ _;_;;.__ __ ~-'------"-9:.. . B..i 3Lh1LQ__ 
8 0• 26~ 1206·853 
..... '33 
34 
z= 
'-- 36 
37 
3ll 
.,_39 
.>Q 
41 
,_ 4:i 
43 
44 
STATiuN NORTH EAST REDUCED BEARING HOfo(lZUNTAL Vt:.RTICAL 
IWJ4a£f< C0Qfli.).1Ji . .U::' CQDfiQ..l~I>IE I fVFI fi[GS MINS SECS DISTANCE DISTANCE 
l -222tl8•238 6249•528 13lt3l7 
2 •22342•345 6500•430 90o941 102• 10• 10, 256o670 •40<376 
-zzr.:2'h85 43o•os- h-9-3 7-?..-----3-l- 'f-5--.-4-5 •-39-.-ata--
4 •22176•900 ()408•593 93o985 55• Ot 3So 1'14.1!:>9 •371332 
5 •2.2.035.~_3_1_6 6)1!...!.5_1!_3 93!6}_1:) 15• Jo Ot 20lo907 •37t679 
6 -22847•930 6814•54 88·561:> "31ft 43• 44. 795.297 -42T71!9"--
7 •22096•956 6497•6d9 146o97l 52o 2~• 30t 313o3~5 l5o654 
€1 •2L!:lii~do2 7334502 q0¢•721 6Zo 41H 15/! !175t038 275_,_Jtll!!__ 
.......... 45 
46 
47 
CALCULATED MOVEMENTS 
.,_4i 
49 
50 
S'f A i I 0 N e-ttll;itG"E-:tM-Cnfli~\:11i•ttr'fi?:S c-HANuE IN i'tll crlq TUf)-1:;-t)f MO \ltME-fH fll R [n-i-tiN OF M&lfE-M-&H--t-N---t:tHsR£€-5---
NUMBEH NORTH EAST REoUCEU LEVEL MD EMENT PER MONTH BEARINb ELEVATIUN 
• 0 0 0 • 0 0 Q 0. ooo 0 0 0 QQ..Q.Qj"-______ =-:---:-;:;-:-:-------:-:---,:-;,-;------
2 0.012 -o.009 •0,0.'!0 0 034 0,00345 32loc2i.l •6Jo48l 
._'51 
52 
3 -o.oo4 •o.ote -o.ou o 022 o,oD224 257.01~ •3Uel40 
. 0 ··049---"-0'>--1-tl}---- •O•·O::>CJ----- 0 131 {)-,0-f34' 24-tr•l·O 2-~-.-7-l-{>--~--- ·-· 
5 -o.oo9 •o.o1s -o.o~e o 033 o.o0339 23t~·505 •sc.86ts 
53 
,....._, 54 
55 
6 0·002 0.002 O.Ov2 0 003 Q,(;0033 53•t:i3l 3l.tl5o 
------;1 .oo.ou -o;·ols· -'o·;ol 02B ·o;c:029 lfo>oso:· -lfzore7-------
e o.ooo Q.ooo o.ovo o ool o.ogooc. 4i.l·\12b lt>o219 u 
r..s **"'* ** ***•CAi...COLATTCI\iS--COMPLETE*• ** ***** * 
57 u 
58 
59 
~. J e::n .4·;~ 
86700/67700 F 0 R T R A N C. 0 M P I ~ A T I 0 N M A R K 2o8o060 FRIDAY• 04/29/77 03~:;>6 PM 
C CONTROL SURVEY REDUCTION FOR ETHELTUN~SLI~ C coo:oooo~5 
2 $1ARTOF SE.GMENT002 
3 fORMAT SEGMlNT IS OOCA LONG ~----------~--~--~--~~--------~--------------------------~----------------~H-~~S~bMtN·~T~I~S-4G~O~C~'-kL~O~Nl~-------------------~------
4 DIMENSION COORINC20),CQORIEC20)•RLIC?0),VDit20J,BEAROIC20) C DD210UOOID 
1 DIMlNSION BEARMIC20J,BEARSit2D)•DISTIC20)•ZU(20,q),zMC2U•4) C 00210UOO!O 
6 HfENSTONL'S'c-zv,-zrJTITAUC 2 0, 4), v A ~rrzo t 4;, VAS"( ZO • 4 J, SD J."'STIZO e--u0'2'touoo-:-o---------------------DIMlNSION BEARniC20),T~ETARC20•4)•AVDIFFI20),AVUDFC20)•NAVDUC20} C 002:0000:0 
7 ~;J: .. NSJ.l).ll_Aj.illD.H.C~-O..t.JLC2.Q.) _ _,.lUUJllM C21D.....A v D M w ( 2 0 ) 11-A-'JllSLl.Z.Q.l C Q_fJ.2.UlDJlQ : 0'---------------------
s DIMlNSlON ACAEARC20),8[AROF<20),NBEARUC20)•b(ARUH(2U),BEAHM~C20) C 00210000~~ 
9 DlMlNSION NbEARMC20l,UEARMWC20),U£AHSFC201•VAR04(20•4)•VAAVKC~O) C C0210000IO '------BH;t.-NS·If.H-1---VADA~O+r#V-A~I--h-\I-AD·AV.Wi:-2G--H--¥AM-A.l,lf-C20-},.-NVAMAV.{.'. 0.02.!Du00.1..~--------------------
w D!NlNSIQN VAMAVnC20l.VASAVFC2D),C2(20l>FS~RT(20),H0RDIS(20) C 00210QOO:O 
11 DIHLNSIUN VERDISC20)•CUORFNC20),COOHFE(20J•KLt(20)>UELTANC20) C 00210000t0 
12 IiJENSl:iJtiDEtTA'Et'2UJ>.DEL'i'Ai1Qvr>UHTATTZOiiR'IIT'EffMr21iTiB'MIOTZO) C O-o2:oooo:-tr--------.,------------DIMlNSIUN ANGELHC20) C 002:naoo:o 
13 . -- c Q.Q2.iJ}_;,jJ_(): 0 
14 C PROuRAM HEArJING• DATE AND t·1t\IN CONTROL POINTS clhl2ll1iJOO-;-:;;-o---------------------
15 REAU(S•lO)IDNUW•ICMNOW,IYNOw C D0210000:0 
- ,6 10 -r=a"R-r4_A_rc3r2) c ~o~t~o5~~~%--t.l;H~----------------
,7 REAlH5>20>N•NSEToNFIX C C021000b.:2 1a 2 o f 0Ri1A T OT2l -c--IJ02 • Q!JTO +"2---------,.1-_; __________ _ WRITEC6,30) C 002:0vl6l2 c 
19 - _Ela_l~~OuOu0D6~1~[J~NuG~-------------~-------
W 30 FORMAT<'1'•36X•'********ETHELTON SLIP•NoRTH CANTERBuRY-NEW lEALANO C 002l001AI2 
2, I*******"'') C 002t001At2 
' rtR:]'-'f-E-f-6:.4ft7 U2 ~ Oo 1-A4-2-------------------------
~ 40 FORMA1<'0',44X•'****CONTROL SURVEY-FIELU DATA REDUCTION****~) C 002t00lll2 
D WRITEC6,50)IDNOW•ICMNDW•IYNOw C D021DD1E12 
2 .ec D-'FDtH.-IATC'-a•.-sux,•uATt. OF IRIS SOR'IET IS 1 ,1XIl2•'• 1.db C 0'021DU2ot:2----------------------
, ,._, .12) c 002~002tlt2 
2S 0-I:L:;.lO L.Jl.U2J . .O . il2~t-{---------------------
2S C~NUW=ICMNOW C 002l0029ll ~7 YNo•·•=IYi~OW C 0021':11i2A:O 
- • • I-11 Il1 = t-HNtJ W-7 6 d <l?. o + ( C W~ d + ( D N 0 H ll d I 3 0 d C---CO 2; :HJ 2 A-t 5-------------------...:_ __ 
3 HRITE(6,60JTSIRIM C 002:Du2Et5 ~ 60 f0RMATC'0',44X•'NUM~ER OF MONTHS SINCE INITIAL SURV~Y='•f5•1) C 0021003~12 
- R!TEr5;-7Ul't -- ----- C .0(12-:0v3!H·:r---------------------
~ ~ 70 f0RhATC'O',S2X,'NUMeER OF CONTROL POINTS='•I2> C D02l0U3Cf2 
31 11H.DLC.6.....amN.SET . C Oo2:n()3.C:2 
32 80 FORMATC'0',52X,'ALL READINGS FROM STATION'•l2) C lTo215()431~2-------------------
33 WRJTE(6,90)i'lfiX . C 002l01l43l2 
' ~- 9o-FORMAH L0-1-r50xr'--5-i'-A-HDN' .1x, l2"T1:-h--'-As-&UME-5--f-l-X.E-tl--eE-kRHtG. ---~o2~0U4A:2--------------------
- C C C02tOu4A:2 
: C ~H~-Ff!Q_~-1_I_NITIAL SURVEY OF 11w4'"76 C og~;gg~~i::>-? __________________ _ 
L ~ ANl=AN/2• C 0D210D4e~l 
_____ ....,.u .... A-1' c_oo.2t9u4c.~-t--------------------
• N2::N1+1 C 002• OuqC :::> 
~ s REAU(S•lOO)CCOORINCl)•I=l•Nl) C D021DD4D!5 
-----RE.t<lJ(5, !·00-)i'-t:i'iiJRIN-H---n--J--=-Flv-rt? ll2HiU5A l-2--------------------~ REAU(5,100)CCUORIE<Il•I=l•Nll C 0021006712 
41 RE!IlH5d00)(CODRIECI li!=N2•N) C 002;0u74t2 ___________________ _ 
42 Iov-TDRt1A rc 4flo~r--- r-·oaz: ooa1 :2 ~a REAU(S,llO) CRLICl),I•l•NJ C 00210081!2 ----l.hl~.-~O~f'-YlHHiA L . .ll2 .. 1.!H.t8f':"-!-•-f)--------------------------~ 
M DO 115 I=l•N C 002!0C8Et2 ~- 115 VDI<I>=RLICIJ•RLI<NSET) C D02cODBF#0 
· o-l.-311--I-"'1---·tt-- o2;.!JG94~4---------------------~ IFcl.EQ,NSET)GO TO 130 C D02tDD9610 
~ READC5•120) BEARDICI) C 002:009712 
,_. 48 120 FoR·f.rno·r. ·t>o2·:oc9n?--------------------
o 130 CONTINUE C DD2~0C9F~2 -----J,~Q.._l.lliLI-~ Q 0.2 .tQ Q All: 00 IF<l•EU,NSET)GO TO 140 C C02t00A3~:~0--------------------~--------
~-~ REAU(5•135) BEARMICI) C D0210~A4:2 
52 • s-s-F OR MA 'ftP 3 ru -G--OOhllO A 02--------------"---------140 CONTINUE . C C021DOACi2 
53 DO. 150 I=l;N C 002100At:.:.,.3 _ _:_ ________________ _ 
54 IFC1~EQ,'f<SETTGuT0 002t0iJBOirr 
v ~- KEAU(5>145) BEARS!<!) t OO?.HlC81:2 
~o .§.....$.0-RMA!,( f 5... l/.Q2.l..OuH9!-*~-------------------~ 150 CONTINUE C 0Q2:0UB922 
oo 160 r=t,N c go~:oos __ s~:._3 ___________________ _ 57 
'·""' 
'-.._.~ 
u 
S8 
u -~ 
I! 
i 
li 
~ 
..... ; 
IF(I.Eo.NSETJGO TO 160 C OQ2:0CBD~O 
REA0(5,155) DISTICIJ C C02:00BE:2 H T • 
160 CO~TINUE 002:noc6~2 
\ 3 READ(5,390)HT,HTT•HD•HDT,HTST 002:oucs:3 
,.., RTiT-t-6-.1-i' ,"l-2--tfl-trJJ?--t--2---------------------
170 FORHATC"0",/•/•41X,"SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM INITIAL SURVEY UF 11•4 DD2t0008t2 • 
5 ":.L6"_) 002!00[28l2 
t 6 li RITE 6, 8 0 l Tl:ITGu D1iT:;----------------------
v 7 180 FORMATC'O'•'STATION',l2X• 1 NOHTH 1 ~17X,'EAST'•l4X•'REDUCED'•l5X• D0210COFt2 
·-----+--'-1-BE--A-R--IN-' ' ' . • " ' ~ . 2.1..!10{}!'-· ~---------------------
8 WRITEC6 1 190) - C 002100DF:2 
t,, g 190 FORt1_ATC' '~'NUHllER'~~~9I~gE: 5 px, 1 CUORDINATE 1 ,12X•'~EVEL'• C CO?:O~E3t"-2---------------------10 1"2-x•'OEGs-',-;tX.--'r-Tii.-s-,c.,_, """ , , SlANCI::~AIQCE_) C 002Hto[-.H.:. 
DO 20tl I=l•N C C02:0UE3~2 
11 LlloEQ,NSE.IJJ>D__]'JL204 - C G02:Gt:EI!~O 
; 12 WR rTEC o•200 J I, COORIN<I l• COOt< IE( !),RLI< l);t3EAHD1< !); C 0<121 OUE_Si-;;-:-_ --------------------
<J /BEAKMI<Il•BEARSICIJ,QISTI<IliVDICil C Oo2:00F2l0 13 200 Ftlfi14-AT-(~Xc.--!--2-H--3X, f"lO, 3+--1--2X, FB, J~X• F7 • 3, llX, Fll, G, 2X• c 002.1~f:.V-J'-~--------------------
14 /F3,0•2X,F5o2•12X•Fti.3•llX,F7,3) C C02100F0:2 
~_, 15 2 o ~~I H < ~ ~ ~o o;r:-.-c-omn N c n, co o-rn-ttT , c 0 g ~ !&& ~g; s2---------------------
16 206 fORMAT( 1 1 ;2X•l2,1JX,Fl0•3•l2X•F8o3•12X,F7•3J C OQ2:010b:2 
17 2 o 8___C_QNII tl.V C 0 o 2: 0 l 0 ll :·2c---------------------
' 18 C 1..--rl02 l ::llCLJ'D / 
'---
1 
, 9 C INPUT DATA AND CALCULATION OF THEIR AVERAGE VALUES C G02~0i00:3 
. -2-2~-=--1--.-t' 0-2-1-U-1-0~..,j_--------------------
w lFCJloEQoNSETJGO TO 220 C C02l0lOF:O 
1 • 21 D 0 2 0 9 J 2 = 1 , 4 C v 0 2: 0 11 0 :. 2 ~ 22 2 09 R u:UC 5T2TOTTDTJ1' J 2 J, U1C J 1, J 2), ZS C J 1, J 2) e 002--:-()n-tTe---------------------210 FORMAT( f4,0,F3eO,f4oll C 002~0124S3 
23 2 2 o _LDN.liNU C CO2; 0.12.l!.:L3;---------------------
• 24 DO 240 J3=l•N :---t02t012o:l! 
..._, 25 IF C J 3 • E 0 • ~J S E TJ G 0 T 0 2 4 0 C C C 2: G 1 2 8 : 0 
--------f){}---2-2:;-.:JII-= 00-;,{ :..\). 2 9 ~2:----------------------
~ 225 REAU(5;230)VADCJ3•J~l•VAMCJ3,J4),VASCJ3,J4) C DU21012A~0 
, 27 230 FQptiATCF4oO,F3oO,F4oll C 002l\ll3U!3 
""' 23 1W---cD NT I NUE' , ::J c~ Gi 3tH 3-- --------------------00 255 I=l•N C 002:Dl3FI4 
29 C-L EQ, tiSLU.GO I 0 2 5 C_O Q2 i 0 U!·HO;---------------------
' 30 REA U (5, 2 50) S 0 IS T< Il ---c t}() 2: u ll!,::' 
y ~ 250 FORMATCF8•3l C 002!014A12 
----2-25-55-5--t--!C Gl'l++NIJ~ ll-2~.!-'+-A~--------------------
~ A=cATANClo))/45• C C02!0l4C:3 
t_. 33 DO 260 r=l>N C Q02~0li!E12 
' 34 FTI;EQ;T'i"SETJ- o J0"2~0IiiF2"CI---------------------~EAkRICIJ=A•(BEARDICIJ+BEARMICIJ/60o+HEARSICIJ/3600.) t 00210150:2 35 
--61)___CONll NU£ C _ _G 0 2.l tH 5 b ~ 4---------------------
' 36 DO 280 Jl=l•N C 00210151Jt5 
- ~ lFCJloEQ•NSETJGO TO 280 C D02S0l5A:D 
-----·--fl-(H:!-Hl-72-"'h . 'i).i-5-b4-~~--------------------
- • 270 THETARCJ1PJ2)=A•CZDCJl,J2J+ZH(JliJ2)/60,+ZS{Jl•J2)/3600t) C 002t015Ct0 
~ • 280 CONTINUE C 00210169:1 
40 C BE/\RHH; lllF f EREtiCE=AVE VALOECF IXED Bt.ARHIG•BEAI<INGC I)) l. v02T016El"2~--------------------
DO 300 Jl=l•N C 002:0lb~l2 41
,----------.J,L(...ll • bJ oJ,J SEl)J;1J I 0 3 0 _D Q 2 : 0 l 6 Cl 0 
t_. 42 lF(uEARHI<Jll,GT.BEARRIOIFIXJ} GO TO 290 C 0021016D12c-----------------------
~ Do 285 J2=1•4 c oo2:0170:o 
44 f-t-IE-f-kft--f-dh J2) • GhT!IETAR( :4FIX> J2)) T!IETARC Jl, J2>"TIIETARC JhJ2)• i: Cf0-2-~-P-F/'-14-V--------------------?8,*ATANCl•l C 002•0178:4 
!..,) 45 285 AVDI FF< Jl l =AVDifFC J l )+CTHETARCNFIX•J2 )•THETAR( Jl,J2)) /4 t C 0021017 A: 2..__ ________________ _ 
46 ----u-o--Tu-3 iJ o- o o 2• o 1 8 3! .., 
290 DO 295 J2=l•4 C OG210183!5 47 
. f_(..lHE.JARLJl• 12)ol ToTHUA-a!-NFlX• 12)) IHJi:HRC Jlo 12-) . .,-+--HE;TARC.Jl,.J2) C P02.itl185..t~O---------------------
lr-48 '(+8,*ATAN(lo) . C 002:vl8Ct4 
48 295 AVDlFF<Jll=AVOIFF(Jl)+(THETARCNFIX•J2)•THETAR(Jl,J2))/4a C 002:DleE:2 
-----=t-e-e------€--ect+-HrtJ <}2~0 l-9 r.;.·~-----------------'------
w D~ 315 I=l.~ C 00210199%3 
~51 IF<l•E•J,NSETlGO TO 315 C 002t;)l9b:O ____________________ _ 
52 AIJO-DF\TT=AVD1F'F" ;)2'Ii'll9CT-< 
a NAVUOCIJ=AVOOFCI) C 002:019F:l 
--------'<llnUW.LL):NA_V PP- T 0_112 ;_;}_LJ\1 :K·---------------------
;,..,-54 AVof.1F(l)=CAVDDFCl)•AVDDW(!))*60. C 002111lA41.0 
M NAvUMCIJ=AVUHF(lJ C 002:01A810 
.--------k'ltTM-\'1 H-) t>NA--1'-tt-M-f--H (',.-24-!}-i-A-A4'-i)---------------------
56 310 AVOSFCIJ=(AVOMFCil-AVDMW(IJJ•60. C 002:0lACl5 
V57 315 COJilJt!~E C 90210lf:;0~!=--5 ____________________ _ 
2 
4 
'-.-' 
'..,_·' 
(j 
u 
58 
59 
i ,~60'----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- u 
DO 335 I'"l•N C 002H)1B3t0 
lF(loEQ.NSETlGO TO 335 C D02iOl84:b 
= 002&0185!2 
2 IFCVAD(I•J).LTol80,) GO TO 318 C 002;0l8o:O 
, , 3 VA"1D4<I~J)::A*(VADCI,J)•269.+CVAMCIIJ)•59•)/~0•HVAS(I,J)•60tl C 002t0lB9Jl 
"-' -rt-~~4-r-- . G2-Hl-i-· €-4-,;-• 4---------------~---
4 GO lO 320 C 00210lC6)2 
5 318 VM1~4.C I, J)=A*C 89< -v~pC V J)+(59•-YAMC I•J) )/60 ,+(60 ,-VAS( I,J) C 002t0lC6 :-"5,---------------------
. s l 73o0Uem. C 002T0lD2~" 
.....,. 320 CONTINUE: C 00210lD3:5 7 
-V·AA-14l-C-t-}=VA!Wtt (I, l )+V,~RD4 C I, 2 hVAR04 {I, 3 HVARDII t !t 4 ~ C DJ12.LO.l-Q~-'=:---------------------
a VAOAVFCil=VAAVRCll/A C 002101DC:2 
\../ g NVAlJAVCil=VADAVFC!) C 002101DFH P.OA-V\f<f·~·=rh/1\trlrV-{ ----002liliEll4---------------------
10 VA~AVF(l)=(VADAVFCI)•VADAVWC1))*6Q, C 002101E4t0 
11 NVA11AVC I l=VAMAVF( I) · C 002H)lEb_:_:'30 ____________________ _ 
12 i\;f.<JIV\1TIJ:i:NVA-~i7iV{T) 02-:-0lEA• 1
- 13 330 VASAVFCI)=CVAMAVFCI)•VAMAVWCI))*60• C 002t01EC~5 :_--.;l:i,$.35-C.flNH !XU Jl2Hl.l£il.t5, ___________________ _ 
14 W R rT E C 6 , 3 4 0 ) . C li 0 2 I 0 l F 3 ! 0 
1s 340 FORt·lAH'0 1 ,/•/•37X•"SU~1MARY OF AVERAGE VALUt:S OF IN?UT IJATA .. FRDM C 002~0lF712 
-t-l;-11 ::,- SURVE-'f·'' · 4:---ll-021 01 F ?l: 2---------------------
15 WRITEC6.3~0) C 002101F7l2 
11 3S.O F0Ri4ATPO , 'STAT!Ot< 1 ,23X• 1 AVERAGE BEARING DlFFERENCE. 1 , 23Xt 1 AVlRAGE C 002: Q.l fl:$:2 _______ -;--------------'--
' . 1e ·--TVERiiCAC'>2<rxi'AVE1rA1it:--sDW .. . .. '02HllfBr2 
'-" WRITEC6,360) . C 002t0lfot2 19---J4-Q--f-:IJR-M-A~~~4l( • 1 FROM FIX EO filE • R I WG S T.AJ~ llfl2..tlll.t:£-:-··~--------------------
·, 20 I'A.NliLE',32X .. 1 fJISTANCE'> C OtJ2:01FFi2 
, 21 li RITE C 6, 3 7 0 ) C 0 0 2: 0 1 F F l 2 
...! 
22 
:HO fDHtiAT-t~*XT'i)Ef.i5 1 ' 3X;, 'III~S' >3XJ '-s-Ee:>'' 2oX, 'Df:-{fS:-' 02 Hl<:O~t-2---------------------
/3X,'MINS1,3X•'SECS') C D02&0~o3:2 
23 DO 38o l=l,N C 002&0<;03:2 
24 F'·cr.nr.NsEr , o2t·o;:;o4:tr---------------------
u D WRITEC6,380)I,NAVDOCI)>NAVDM(I)>AVDSF(I)>NVADAVCI)•NVAMAVCI>• C 00210<:0512 -------.~.&A-VH:..t-)..,.-S.D-1-S-+<-I f1Q2.tfi;.::-lA .. ~·~~-------------------
26 380 FORI1ATC 1 •,zX;l2.-30X .. l4;3Xd3>4X.-F4•0•26XJ>D,4X;I3~'1X,f4•0.-25X, C 002l0<;HH2 
.__,27 lf8,3) C D<l210t:HI.t2 
¥ -i;Q --t-n--3#-- 1){)2 ;{);d f:j t 2---------------------
D 382 WRITEC6,384)I C 00210<;11:ll5 
29 !i.!Lf0RI~AT:<3X•I2,_.:32~•~T APPU . .Cit!2J .. E'•3DX•'NOT APPLICA6LE••24X, C D02:0a<::"2-~-----------------v30 l'NOTAPP[ftABLEl . -- C Cu2:0;,.22P ~ 386 CONT!NUE C 002:0~2212 
:---~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~-------------------~~~2.·Q<;2~~3-------------------~---~ C CALCU~ATlON OF THE RESULTS UF THIS SURVEY C 00210<:2413 
! , 33 390 FORr~Ar(SF5.3) C 002:!1<:2413 
- - Di'J'tt a---r = b c--o 02 Hl;,: 24 :3i---------------------
~ C2(l) t.+TA.N(VAAVRCI)l•TANCVAAVRC!)) C 002t0~26t0 
35 1I~_C 1J. !.E!;~•NNSFEITXJ)_.GD.TTR __ ::l 09_s C oo 22:0f.2tll_,_l __________________ _ , .36 r( • "'•' GO u 4 0 0 10.:c2Cl' 
""" • Cl=tiT~HTT+HOT~Ho C 002~0~20 15 3
' ~'>-Qk.t-'-I . .).=.S.Q.tu+4-.-±S.D-l-STC I )+SDISTC I )*C:~C i )"'4•*Cl<t t.D«J.O.l.~-------------------~ HORUIS<IJ•C•2,~Cl*TAN(VAAVHCill+FSQRT<!)l/C2•*C2Cl)) 002t0~37t3 ~-~ VERUISCil=HORDISCl)*TANCVAAVRCI))+HT•HTT 002:0.:c3Et3 
0 T Q-410 02 t :>;:; 43 f4---------------------~ 395 Cl=HT-HTST+HDT•HD C D02:D<::44:l 
41 FSQt:!Hil=SQHTtL!•*SDI~TC l_HSI.IISTCI )*C2( I )•_4•*C1*C1) C 002t0<:4b13 ___________________ _ 
, 42 ADRU1S C IJ =C-Z • *I:! *TAN!VAAVRCITJ+F"S'Q'RHI) J1 C 2 • wcz 02t024P:-5 ~a VERUISCI)=HOROISCll*TANCVAAVR(!))+HT•HTST C 002tD<::5415 ------~U-1 oo~~5~t~·or------------------------
. 44 400 HOROIS< I )=0. C C02Hl<:sA:. 
;._,- 45 VERlllSC I )=0• C 002H)<::5C:0 
.----tJ4:1Ul--eilN1'-Httlr 02H~<::5fi+<3---------------------~ C ACTUAL BEARINGCI)=FIXED_BEAHING•BEARING DIFFERENCECI> C DD2;025Fi4 
.r ;~ 5bA.~~~.:'i~-i~~A.RQJJNFIXl+i::iEAfl~jJCNFIXl/60.+a_!;;_A~l)600•) E gg~;g~~~.yl-,:4---------------------
\.- 49 IF(l.EQ.NSET)GO TO 420 C 00210,:66:0 
_ Csl.AR<.I-l=f!UH.f~\IW-fe c__o.Q2Hl<:O-L7t~--------------._:__----~ bEAkOFCI)=ACBEARCil/A C DG210<::6A!l ~~ NREARDCI)=i::iEARDFCil C 00210<;60:0 
E A KDW (!-) =Nt!ERRD{::t-l ---0021 0J::6F D---------------------~ BEAKMF<Il=ChEARDFCI)•BEARDH(I))*60o C 002;0~71:5 
53 NBEAR~i( I l:o:SEARi1fCJJ_____ C 002t0<:7515 ____________________ _ 
v 54 BEAtWW( rl=NUEARr4( I) "Ov2lll:278TZ 
M BEAHSFCil CUEARMFCI)~BEARMW<Il)•~Ot C OD2:0,:7AI4 
----<1!.\-il 22cG-~ Q,\I.J:.! N tJE f1.D2..U1.<;: ;Ll;..L!!----------------------
es Do 430 r=l•N . ·c oo2tr;«tJ0:5 
0 57 C 0 0 k F N C I ) = C U 0 R IN< N SET ) + H 0 R D l S { I ) * C 0 S ( A C BEAR ( I ) ) C Q 0 2 i 0 <:: 8 2 ~ 0 
----------------------------------58 
~w 58=----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------
.r 
!" 
i 
Iii 
,; 
·_; 
(_, 
() 
(...1 
6i) 
, COORFECil•COORIECNSETl+HORDISC!)*SIN(ACBEARCl)) C 002t0z87t2 
' 1 430 RL~Cil•RLICNSET)+VERDISCl) C D021D26Ci4 
'-----Wi.R+J.G - • -
2 440 FORMATC 1 0',/•/~48XI"SUMMAHY OF RESULTS FRUM THIS SURVEY»} 0021D296t2 
~~ 3 WRITEC6,180) 002:0296:2 
. RTrE < 6 ,-:1-'1 · • 02tfr~'T!-I-t-2--------------------
4 DO 458 I=l•N C 002!0291::.!2 
s Ifci•EQ,NSETl_G_O_TO_ AS_2 c 002:0dP0 
, 6 WR rTE< o,li50TI,cooHf'I'H lT>CODKFE( I ),RLf'< l),NBEARD(l )>NBEARM( 1}, C 002!0;,:.1\0T?---------------------
- /BEAHSFCI)•HOKDIS(l),VERDIS(l) C 002:n:.:AFI2 1 ~ R+4A l ~2 X--..--1-<f-t--l-J.X-r-~_,-l--2-X-*lk-3 • 1 6 X, F 7 • ~' 1 l X, F 4 , 0, 2 X • f 4 • 0 • :!! X, C 002.1..(1:,: 8 e.~·~-------------------8 ?F4,U,12X•F8,3,llX•F7,3) C 0021D<:B&t2 
, 9 GO TO 458 C 002l028~l2 
:../. 45241Rt1[~t.,·4S5-)hi:OORFN-(--i~frfti"t:{ - -U02111.:bCJ''-:5c---------------~----
'0 455 FORMATe• '•2X . .t2>13X>F10o3d2X•F8dd2X,F7d) C 002Hl.:Cc:2 
11 458 CONl!NUE: C OQ2:1J;,:co.t=2-------------------12 c --- · -------------- -c--o nz n:Y" c t; ~- • 
13 C COMPARE INITIAL SURVEY WITH THIS SURVEY C DD210~Cbt3 '-------UO---t<~IL-I;; L•-1.1---·-· c__no2; 0;.: C b-!3-------------------
M DELlANCil•COORFNCil•COORINCIJ C 002lD~CAt0 
, 15 DELfAECil•CUORFECil-COO~IECIJ C 002:0:.:CUt3 
"' tlEllAH< I)""Rt:Fn-J•K-t-1-c-t . --G02 I \l;::[Jl:Q----'---------------.----
16 DELTAT<Il=S(iRTCUELTANCil*DELTANCIJ+DtLTAtC!l*DELTAt(!)+DELTAR(l) C OQ2t0;.:Q4t3 
l1 *DEL. JAR Cl ) ) ~ _ _ __ C 0 0 2 : 0 <: 0 !;P 4 
v 1s RAT t.1HH I}= DELlA i( 0 IT SIKI M c-o 02 i i:i;,; ~ u f.:;--------------------
19 IFCUELTANCIJ•EQoOo)GO TO 480 t D021D:.:EOil 
'-------l:l!-1 !!H-Il = C A+A NfOf-b-TA E{-1-}--.t--f}t ' 02 x.O <:E <!~---------'------------~ IF(uELrANCll•GToOoJGO TO 460 t D02tD~Ecl4 
" , 21 ______ !:l ~H u C I ) = 1 8 o • + H m D ( I > C 0 o l : 0 ~ l tJ ! 3 
" G:o--ro-::,-to----- fl2 t'lzlb i-7'---------------------
n 460 IFCUELTAECIJ•0,)47o.si0•510 C ooza~~Eb:S 
23 470 ____ f:ltHUU2=.3.tdh.±J.HJ.l.DJ .. U r: 002:0~[Ul_,_l! __________________ _ 
24 uo To s1n c-croz:!J~FDT" 
V 3 480 IFCUELTAECIJ-0•)490,500150D C D02S0<:Fltl 
'----4-9{1--BM+-IJ-{-J:-) "'2 7 o nz ;.U,;f-J,L.1_1--------------------
:re Go·ro s1o c (loz:v.o:F4:S 
• 500 B~IUCIJ=90• C D02:02F~I2 
~ ;s-to·- IF c tJ E L TAT er~-o-.-roo-TIJ-!t --{:---{}0<0 1;; c. F 7 to--------------------
Mir;lUHI>=<ARS!tHOELTARC!>IUtLTAit!)))/A C OD2:0,;Ftit5 
29 \?0_10 53\1 C tlfl2:0:.:F0!3 
l.~ 30 520 ANr;lL~H I )"'90• 1. UrJ2l0<:FI::T0'--------------------
~1 530 CONTINUE C D02:0:.:FF~4 
.., ii-I--l...E-~4 002.l..f4-0-l.--.'-'-------------------~ 540 FORMATC'O'•I•/•56X•"CALCULATED MOVEMENTs») C 002lD~06i2 
33 rlRITE<6,S5rn c onz:o;;ucd2 ~J ,---ssu-FURHI\ Tc-•o+-.-+s-rltl' , !NATES 119XI 1 CrntNitE-ttt-' ;---{)M:!tl>2lOA-t-•r-------------------
M 19X,'MAGNITUDE OF •BX•'MUVEHEN ,9X•'DIRECTIUN OF MOVEMENT IN DEGRE C 00210JOAf2 
35 £s•") ___ c 0021 n:;, Q/1!2::;--------------------
, 36 r<Ril E(o-;-s60( li02Il}JOAt 
-v- 37 56o.~~~~t~{~~~.m~UiHJ!~.!ll~:s~~clo_u~9 >l.EVEL',9x• f. gR~~R;gt!z 
33 0 0 ~68 I= b N C 002 ~ \}.:s OE-:'--:"Ez--------------------
'-39 IF(f.EQ,NgT) Gll TO 566 . C Ooc:O~OFlO 
40 os-WRTfEC 615 r o-,-r--,-cn::t.TAIH ~ Jl' DELTAE: ( D • DE:LT ARC 1) 1 OI:';LT7(tt·I , e----G02 tO .l1 Ot-2---------------------~ ?RATlMM~Il•8MlUCll•ANU~LM(l) C 002:0J1Del 
---=--:--.--"1-'[Ll0_561,\ --·· . . C Oi.l2 ~ 0 :1.2~ ~i--12~-------------------
1...- 42 566 WR I1 E ( 6, 56 7l h DELT AIH I) • OELT A E c I l • DlL TAf< (I) d)E:ITI\'t CI), R A TEM~I (I) C l:lb2IO ;~ 2b: 
a 567 f0RHATC2X•I2•13X•Fbo3>5X•Fb•3•12X•f6,3114X•fD•3•llX 1 f8•5) C D02t0:;>3tJ!2 
44 57 0 f-D R~1 H+2--X+-I-2-,...l:-3*.--f- 6 • 3' 5 X • Fe • 3 1 12 X • F 6 • h+~ 3 • ll x, F 8~ X 1 F 7 o 31 C 0 02-!-f)-J 3 !i-<-' "--------------------
. ?9X 0 ~7•3J C C02:033~12 
1,.,. 45 56 8 C 0 ~<TIN U E C 0 <J2 ~ Q ..l3 ~ ~ 2 
46 "l'l R If£ C 6758 -!Jfl2 • 0 ;s 3 A t::t--------------------
~ 580 FORhA1C 1 0 1 •45X•'**********CALCULATIONS COMPLETE**********'> C D02t~..l3Et2 
STo~ C DD210J3E:2 
'- 48 END c-nvz Hlj 3F n-------------------~ 
G SEGMENT 002 IS 2378 LONG 
.~ 
28 
·' 
-../ 
',__, 
so 
l-- '51 \ ~ 
52 
53 
·~ 54 \...,) 
55 
E6 
.......... 67 ~~ 
58 
59 
.;.::. 
7-10 
7.2 APPENDIX 2 - HAWKSWOOD CUT DRILL CORE LOGS. 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE LOCATI01:b:t~i~' IH~~' 1 .••••.. 0~0 ; 131i PROJECT ... MSo. Thesis .. FEATURE Hawks wood. Cutting 
DATUM . . .... . ..... . HAD. GROUND .... 9..~ ~;~-~-~R_·~~~~~0_·~-1~0~ .. ~--T·_·~--~-· .. _.~_·tf_ .. .D_ • .,C-:-:O:-;·r~-·~-·-~--T.,-IO_N.....,·.-· .._· --r-·-··-·· ........ ·-· -..r---P_H_O.,T_O_t-_J_O_._. ______ ···· HAD. COLLAR 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE ~ "' U; CORE m PTH ROCK STRUCTURES (Dcl~;cts) r.-vAw DfllLL 
FOHMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
~;~~~R~~l~~ ~!t~~.~~};J;,~~~~~~tt. 
!iltt!ng!h. c.eme!il & maim t;olol!d 
Top soil 
Flight augers 0-3.<;4m .• 
Light yellowish brown"l!' 
light grayish brown, 
mottled rusty brown, 
faintly fissured, 
slightly' weathered., 
clayey SILT, vdth 
fissures moderately~ 
steeply inclined, and 
weathering along 
fissures. 
Light bluish gray, 
faintly bedded, clayey 
SILT, with bedding 
laminated-ver.y thinly 
bedded, sub horizontal 
f5 ~ ~ LOSS/ HAD JOH.Jl!J Vf!b;.j SLAM~ SHAffU~ &t-!LAR& LEVEl WATEr 
;!: ij ~ _ LIFT ~ Cf1USH ZOilES FOLIATION. SCHISTOSITY LOSS 
1'; ~ 0 &' v. 0'1 !ntt,!udP_ Hw.:knnss ;,p,u;rnq;. ~moolhnt!r:t'l) 
;:: J: ~ ~ " 11. r; 
~n l:r ;~"' ~ "'9:i\ 8 ~ 
II 
I 
;.; 
' tJ. 
/;. 
;. ~--
:\ ;.: 
,, 
.X 
:X 
x ;·x-
;( X 
- 7· 
1--
" .. 
0 
., 
'; 
r-
v X, . 
.. 
; \ P, •,. • 
'f. 
i X 
X,\ 
X 
' ..... 
...... 
. . :· ..
,\ 
I 
I 
(OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 
Light yellowish I 
brown-light gray- 1 
ish brown, mottle~ 
rusty brown, clay-
ey SILT, stiff, 
moist-wet, 
slightly plastic 
CL 
? Unit 2, Bed B 
Light bluish gray, 
clayey SILT, firm 
-stiff, moist-
wet, slightly 
plastic, with 
occasional very 
'thinly interbedded 
sand lenses 
ML 
? Unit 2, Bed C 
Date 
0-!00 
.~, -
LOG OF DRILL HOLE N C t t H~~:-1 ..... 0 1'1? ............ ! 
PROJECT ... :MSo ... The sis ... FEATURE Hawkswood. Cutting LOCATION ..... • . [lT.l . ~. . . , ....... .. ... , .......... . 
GRID REF ................................. M.W.D. CO-ORD. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . DATUM Arb i.tary ......... HAD. GROUND 29. 31 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL. 90 ... DIRECTION. PHOTO NO. .. . ... . ........ HAD. COLLAR 
>------------ c·-·- ---,---,--..,---,-----,--------------------- . -- ·----,...-·~ .. 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE <Mrll!fll ROCK STRUCTURES ID1•fr>r;ts) NATEr DRill ;? U) C(lllf GFPTH l'J rf tn 
FORMATION NAME: tu I ,_ 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: oo( w 
:: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE (grotn olio, 
IN!ur~. m•nPral con!f!nl. hardnf'ss. 
strength, cement &. maim colour) 
:::::: 
rn:::I 
., 
. 
' 1. 
. 
•' 
i 
Light· brovm, .well 
bedded, slight~ 
weathered, clayey 
SILT, with some sand, r 
with bedding laminated:' 
-very thinly bedded, 
sub-horizontal 
Light bluish gray, 
faint~ bedded, 
clayey SILT, vrlth 
some sand, with 
bedding laminated-
very-thin~ bedded, 
sub horizontal 
DRILLER: 
WEATHERING 
UW - Unwf~ltthPrnrl 
FJW - Sl1qhtly \'ll•.llhr>rr'd 
MW - MndN,Jir.ly we<1lhNnd 
ST ART.ED: HW · H•qhly m•.lfhcrt•d 
~ - Cr1mplt'IPI W<'·llhf•n•d 
FiNIS~1-EiJ: ........ EXPLANATION 
DRILL: 
I 
UJ LOSSr HA.O 
z 
0 LIFT ~ a: ~ oo( " ""' I " . " 8~ Itn U')e~ I::::::rn 
E 
'" 
[11 
17 
~li.'; 
,, 
1/, 
::1 
H' /!; 
; ' 
/If 
13 
12 
I o _ 
HARDNESS 
VH - Ve1y hard 
H - Hnd 
MH - Mluh•r;tlr•ly hmd 
MS - MndPt<lh•ly sofl 
S- Soft 
V~- Vmv soft 
g 
() 
f 
n. 
<( 
a: 
t'J 
-y, 
X 
X 
-
'1- )<, 
..... 
-... 
-· X 
X 
~x 
7· 
X 
X -
)'. 
.... 
. . .. 
-
-~ X 
-). 
X 
X -
- X 
:-<. .. 
·;:. 
" ........ A•• • 
;-
--
.\X 
····· .....
X .\ 
(--
X 
-
X-
.... 
...... 
X -~ 
" x. 
X 
..... 
.. .. 
--)(. 
- )', 
x.· 
X 
. 
y:_ 
')( 
)< . • 
,x. 
X X 
... 
.. , . 
-
x. 
YY. 
. 
.. 
_';<~ 
'{ -
. X 
X 
.... 
, .,. 
-
/'o 
X • 
• X 
- . 
Y-
..... 
. .- .. 
')i • 
• X 
LOG J(_W~ IS VI It J! • ~,1 MA:-;. ~1HA T 1f H :-,Hf AH & LEVEL >/ATEF 
Sp.u •nq ol CRU51/ ZONLS FOLIATION SCHISTOSITY LOSS 
ndlur.tl laM•ludn lhu;knt•ss. o;pacmq smoolhnf's~J 
lnu;luH•.<;l 
~ 9~m~ 
(OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 
? Unit 2, Bed C 
Light brown, clay-
ey SILT, moist, 
stiff, non plastic 
with very thin~ 
interbedded lenses 
of clayey silt 
and sand 
CL ? Unit 3, Bed I 
Light bluish gray, 
clayey Silt, with 
some sand, firm-
stiff, moist-wet, 
slightly plastic, 
with rare very 
thin~ interbedded 
lenses of clayey 
silt and sand 
ML 
? Unit 4, Bed J 
0 
0 
a: 
DC~te 
LOGGED .................... .. 
DATE ...... , .......... ._ .... .. 
TRACfD ..................... .. 
CHECKED·, ................. , .. 
VERTICAL 
SCALl ........ , .............. . 
0-100 
' 
.......................... -~ 
':-:---:-~--:--.-.--:-.L--:-___ -_ -----~-<-.. ~~~----"·c'"~"·"~-'·7-~~.,._.,..,..,._,...,._---,....,..--~---~';'I~F.T.Z _·o!'},::_L., .... , ... 
MSo Thesis 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE ., H~~~ I .. H ... H.o.ne ....... I 
FEATURE I~aw}<:s~V()()_cl,q_u~~-~:08 LOCATION N .• Cant._ ............. . PROJECT 
GRID REF............... M.W.D. CO-ORD. DATUM _A_rbit[;l.ry HAD. GROUND ?9..~.31 m, 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL . 9() ...... DIRECTION . PHOTO NO.. . HAD. COLLAR . 
-------------------------------.~-.---,--,---.---,---,-----.--~ ------· 
;2 f~OCK SmUCTURES (Ddects) DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
FORMAT ION NAME; 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
~~~~~R~~~~~~~ ?.~~~~-~~r~9~~~~,~·ze. 
slr€'nglll, cemenl & maim colour) 
Notes: 
1. All R.L.s relative 
to culvert invert of 
R. L. 16.19m at 
140. 7km. 
2. Three PVC pipes 
slotted at: 3.4-5.3m 
DRILLER: 
STARTED: 
........................... 
FINISHED: 
8.2-10.5m 
18.5-20.4.m 
. ' 
ii' 
w 
I 
... 
« 
w 
:;:: 
:;:::;:::;:: 
U):!I 
Ill 
~ C(lRf Ill 
Ill w LOSS/ w ,.. z 0 0 
«- LIFT n: 0& « ., 
I 
"'"' " ,.. z 
I Ill ~ I()~~ I~~<n 
I 
-;;:1 
'il 
I. l! ~ 
. ; : 
•' 
PFPTH RAr:TI)fll l,') 
HAD s LOG JOifJI !:J Vllt~~"'~ !::>r Atli::, ~liA rH H .. St !lAH & 
CllUSH ZONES. FOLIATIDr-i.SCHISTOSITY ,. !Sr.u.trtf! of , u {,lf1tlur1f'. lhtckn~!i.'i. ~PilCIIIq r,rn(Julhnoss) 
-"' 'i nilhii.JI 
' c n. (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) ';;; lraclurr<;) 0. -< u 'J 0: Si L'll!. ~~~~,7,~~.,~~·;~ 1b0,1 .t~~-~at.lne!ls, w.tlt•r conlent. (!) eL[l_ 
'!.· 
~ 
)\ 
? Unit 4, Bed J 
·:·.·: 
Y •. 
7 
-
f/IATFI IJRil.L 
r LEVEL NAIU 
a: 
'". 
LOSS 
00 
" ~d " 
<i 0: 0 0-100 
Dale 
~~ ' ' 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
~~~~~R~~~~~ ~:,;I~~~~·}J~:~=~~IlQ, 
slrflnglh, t:t•rrwol & maim t:oloutl 
Top soi). 
Flight augers o-3• 04m. 
I No recovery 
No.:oo:re 
Light grayish brown, 
mottled rusty brown, 
faintJy bedded, 
occasiopal fissures, 
slightly weathered, 
clayey SILT and 
I I 
SAND, with bedding. 
lamina ted-very thinly r, , ,, 
bedded, sub horizonta~[ 
with fissures ateepJy ~ 
inclined ' ~ j 
!t 
' 
'I 
, I 
'IJ 
/( ~ 
... 
. . . 
. . . 
30 'X ... 
( . 
. ';( 
Y: xi' 
.. 
.. . 
7.9 
... 
... 
X-
"/, 
v • 
I~ y 
... 
'21:1_ ..·;" 
/(• 
.-•. Y-
'0 : .. 
. )\ 
'!- ... 
;<. 
27_ .. . 
. 
. ' 
t-
'f • 
' I 
I 
I 
Light grayish · 
brown, mottled 
rusty brown, 
clayey SILT and 
SAND, soft-firm, 
moist-wet, 
slightly pla3tic7 
with occasional 
very thinJy' 
inter'l;;edded silt 
and sand lenses 
lifL-SM 
? Unit 27 Bed B 
J 2b ,,x 
1----- -T----;W;;:-EA;;T:;-;IIE;;:R;ING~-...IlL.LJ.LLLLl....L~HA:R~DN:;;E:filS~~£:..,.~1..-J . .lJ-l:F:::-RA:::C:::;TU-;::R:;:-E-L:-::OG::;---,----LLLJJ .. 
DRILLER: UW - Uowt•<>ll"""'l VH .. Ve•v ~n•d o {ems! Spwng ol 
rYlGV,lC A g - RW- Sfloh!ly \'"''•lthrorf'd M~- U~d~wtcly ho'd ~~ ~ 9 \(} -a~ nalwal 
....... , ..• , .. ., •• , ..... MW.- MoriPrrtlr>ly WHalhC'tnd MS MHl .. r lf'l rt 11 I J j'H!II·, 1 It-'- .• '.'.".".··'" •• '" .•' •••..• lOGGED·.<:7..~.Q.<;.rJ.7:.T. STARTED: HW .. H•jJhly ~···'' •!Pd s = s~~ .• y so lc ~rt'llPl!~ Wf'«Uv:rcd V!:i -VerY r.o!t _ N 2 g §o ~;~~~~~~ns/m OAfF.: • ., ..................... ., 
FiN·,·s~~ifiO: ...... · · EXPLANATION 'RACED .................... . 
CHECKED· .................... . 
VEflTICAL 
SCALE ......... , ...... : ...... . ~.~~.~~ .............. f . 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE 
PROJECT ..... MSo Thesis .. FEATURE Hawkswood C\ltting 
GRID REF... . ... M.W.O. CO-Ofia. ... 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL. 90 DIRECTION 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
fORMA!ION NAME. 
ROCK OR SOil TYPE. 
P..;,~~.R~1~'.S~ ~:n~~~r~~(iJ~~~~~~~e. 
!'llr!•ngth. corrwnl & m<dnr ct,lnut J 
~ 
' 
' ~ . 
. 
' 
1 
Light bluish gray, 
faintly bedded, rare 
fissures, slightly 
weathered, clayey 
sandy SILT, with 
bedding laminated-
l .. . 
. ~~ I 
~ ;, 
very thinly bedded, ~ 
sub horizontal, some ] 
fissures clay coated, r.·.~ 
with fissures steeply 11, 
inclined. ~ 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
'':; 
1!, 
ZJ 
i 
I 20 
I 1'1 
I g-
17-
I {, 
WEATHERING HfiRDNESS 
r-
-x 
J • ' 
... 
r· 
><-
. 
)(-
)<. 
'f_ 
y.. 
·~-
x 
:<.. 
... 
". . ~
I' 
X-
~ 
'Y-
·y: 
' 
.lH~~~ ! .... t7to .......... ] 
LOCATION .. N •. Cant. . .............. . 
DATUM . Arbitury . HAD. GROUNoJ6,48m 
I 
Light bluish gray, 
clayey sandy SILT, 
f'irm, moist, 
slightly plastic, 
with ver.y thinly 
bedded sub horizonr 
al sand lenses 
ML-SM 
? Unit 2, Bed C 
? Unit 4, Bed J 
FRACTURE LOG 
0 
0 
a; 
~NATEf D>-lll 
l(VLL IATU 
lO~S 
()-100 
~ I I 
I I 
I I 
UW - UnWf!,1!ht>rt•d VH V"ry hanj ir:msl ; J $p;u~mg of '----------, 
SW - Shrthrly wt•a!lwrf'r) M~ ~t~~~!tralt•ly hard , ,?; t::} n.1!mal I 
.......................... MW- Modtoqtl'JY weafherrd MS _ Mndt!ra!t>ly soli ·e ._-1. fraduu~s LOGGED-< .................... . 
DRILLER: 
STARTED: HW -H.qhl) ""'illhPtPJ s- S<)li l I 2 0 ~~I .. F.~;,i~;~;;;.;," 
.. F ..IN .. ·,·s· .H ... E .. D. T: ........ ~Ew':':x=P-:-'LcA·':'·""::::N' =-::A''"::'r"~'I'Yo:":wN'o;:'".::.:'"':..::'"c::'<~ __ _,__v!.:;!i,_· --v'-""':.L'' -'"su""f'-------l..:-:.:"'o:.....---:::....:"'--' -==--.!!Co''.E''!f.:O"!L' .-J DATE: ......................... . 
TRACW .................... .. 
CHEGKEO ................... .. 
\'ERfiCIIL 
SCAL[ ........ , ............ .. DRILL: 
. · 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE 
PROJECT ... MSo .Thesis .. FEATURE Hawkswood. Cutting 
GRID REF ............................... M.W.D. CO-ORD. . .............. . 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL 90 ..... DIRECTION .... 
~ES.CRlPTION-OFCORE 
FOf<MATION NAME. 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE (qroon '""· 
h••hHI' m1nt>r:tl r.ontf'nl hJHdnC"S8, 
slrenglh. cement & maim colour). 
Light bluish gray, 
faint~ bedded, rare 
fissures, slight~ 
weathered, clayey 
sandy SILT, with 
bedding laminated-
very thin~ bedded, 
sub horizontal, some 
fissures clay coated, 
with fissures steep~ 
inclined. 
Notes: 
1. All R.L.s relative 
to culvert invert of 
R.L. 16.19m. at140.7km. 
2. Two PVC pipes 
slotted at: 4.6-6.4m 
25.2-27.4m 
DRILLER: 
STARTED: 
FINISHED: EXPLANATION 
DRILL: 
I~ ~ ;.;j 
~~ I (I 
~~ 
I 
:;.I 
\n 
~· I 
~· 
iii } 
~ 
~. 
l (• 
I' 
' 
" t; 
I 
>! 
,. 
i 
i 
~ 
r: 
.. 
:~ I ! I 
I 
I 
I 
IS 
u 
r 
Q. 
< 
0: 
(j 
... 
.... 
'/ '! 
y_-
- X 
12 'f. 
II 
-
y._ 
• y. 
y.-
y., 
'f_ 
.. ' 
.... 
·t~~E I 0 000 oq~~~~. "' •• I 
LOCATION .N •.. Cant.. . ... .. . .. . ........... .. 
DATUM .Arbibr-'J ...... HAD. GROUND .. 36 .• 4( 
PHOTO NO. . .. .. .. HAD. COLLAR . 
PArTlJHl' 
LQC, 
ROCK STRUCTURES (Defects) 
J!liNIS Vf_IIJ~ Sl/o.l&o !-.HATTLH .SHLAR f. 
WATEr DRILL 
LEVEL WATEr 
Sp,1unq ul 
n<JhH.II 
lradur,•r,l 
:A ~ :;.~~ 
Cf!USH ZONES FOLIATION. SCHISTOSITY 
(OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 
Light bluish gray, 
clayey sandy SILT, 
firm, moist, 
0 
0 
"' 
slightly plastic, 
with very thinly 
bedded sub horizonijal 
sand lenses , 
ML-SM 
? Unit 2, Bed C 
? Unit 4, Bed J 
FRACTURE LOG 
g 0 {~ms) ~ Sp;h:mg of C on . - "' -6
1
1 n,,hn>l 
. I 11 i I j~tilll I d~ .. ~\·~:!:~:~!-~ ..... LOGGED:.- .................. . 
_ C'l ~ g £2 ~;~~-~~~~f>},lrn DATE ........ J!"''"'"''" ... . 
Tl<i\CED ........ ; ............ .. 
CHECKED· .................... . 
VERTICAL 
SCALE ........•..........••.... 
r::-~-;:;---·-;;:::- . --
SHEE! . .';? .• ,m<,S; ·l 
LOSS 
0-100 
LOG OF Dr~ILL HOLE I f~6~ I .... thror; ...... I 
PROJECT MSo T,hesis .FEATURE Hmvl<:swoo.<i. _Cutt_:i_pg LOCATION .N .... Cant ............................... . 
GRID REF .............................. M.W.D. CO-ORD. . ..... .. .... . DATUM .1\.rbitary ...... HAD. GROUND .. .3.9 .• 02 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ... 90. DIRECTION . . .. .. PHOTO NO....... . ....... HAD. COLLAR 
.. _. -·- -·------r-:::--.--....----,--.--.,----.- -
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 'i? ·n \1, com nrPHr ,, r<Ar:rur1r ROCK STRUCTUHES ln"r"rt«l [5 ~ ~ lOS&1 HAD 9 t.OG JUifJT~ Vl!U',. ;J[AM~~ SHATTLR.&H(M~ & 1: 
iE o 'J _ LIFT ~ Sp.~o '"H nl CIWSH ZONlS FOLIATION.SCHl<;!OSIH ~ 
:Ji 1 g ~ •t V. C1> n,:tltJI,JI liitlllude. lhK.I<Ot~b!L c.p;.u:mq, smrwthnt~!'l.'ii o 0 
FORMATION NAME: 
WATEr DRill 
lEYH IATU 
LOSS 
ROCK OR SOil TYPE· 
~;t~~fl~~~~~ ~~~;~~h~HII1~~~;~~ilfl, ;:~;: 1:Ul ir j 5 ''"<~""''' (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) ~ ~ U):E r :r:!:t (f) ~ \0~~ E g 2 ~1 :~ t~7r71~..,~·yn~~{j~·(~\~;~;t<~!f'IP.t1S, w.atm co.nlont. o nhnng!h, cemPn! & maim (;olrmrl 
Top soil 
Flight augers o-2.9~. 
No ~ample reoover.y 
i 
I I 
I I 
'37 
I 1------------l·H-t-t+H-t+-...;,h,fr+l s 6 
I ~ l )I 
:p 
; 
j· 
Light brown, rusty \ 
brown mottled, faint~ f 
bedded, fissured, ~ 
slight~ weathered, 4 
clayey SILT, with 
some sand, with 
bedding laminated, 
sub horizontal, with 
fissures steep~ 
inclined and slight~ 
weathered 
DRILL: 
... 
.,/<... 
·;·· ~ 
$r; ;;:_. 
·- -
.><. •· 
..... ~ 
-y. 
'I: 
30_ 
. ;;. 
. ~ .... 
Da!e 
Light 'brown, I 
mottled rusty 
brown, clayey SILT 
with some sand, . 
firm, moist, 
slight~ plastic, 
I I 
with ve'X"'J thinly 
I bedded, sub I horizontal sand lenses 
:ML-SM 
? Unit 2, Bed B 
I 
' I 
I 
•, I 
TRACED: .................... .. 
CllECKEO ................... .. 
VERTlCAl 
SCALE ........ , ............. .. 
...... ·c· .... '•· 
0-100 
I 
I 
' 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE·fgrn•n ~!le. 
lf'Tturt>, tntn~ti11 r.ontent hardnf'S!'t, 
slreng!h, <~emcnl & matm c.olourl, 
Light bluish gray, 
faintly bedded, ' 
slightly weathered, 
clayey SILT, with 
bedding ~minated, 
sub horizontal 
Light bl~sh gray, 
homogeneous, slightly 
weather~d, clayey 
SILT 
DFilLLER: 
STARTED: 
.. 
WEATHERING 
UW - Unwp,,!l·vm!rl 
sw Sl!qhll, WP<i!hN,:,rl 
MW Mndnra!nlt·WI~<Jthcred 
HW - Htuhly WP,lHwn:d 
CW - C•II1'\~~.:X Wl'.tlhett.?d 
'FiNJSH'EO: ....... EXPLANATION 
DRILL: 
ll 
'j 
' I 
i 
~ .~ 
I 
' 
' 
27 
'2-b 
~ 1i 
i 
'2, 5._ ~~ 
ztr_ 
. 
23' 
I 
22 
I 
"21 
I 
20_ 
I 11 
HARDNESS 
VH - Very hard 
H-H.ud ,, 
MH - Modflffddf hard 
MS Mndera!P.Iy HOft 
S- Soft 
V!i - Vmy Hnlt 
':·\: .. ~ 
!<_ 
)( 
-)'-
X 
X 
... 
.. ·; ... 
)( 
~ 
X 
--
-
X 
-
'f. 
Y..-
y. 
-y.. 
'A 
-
X 
-;< 
X 
-
), 
-
'f 
-
:X 
-y. 
'f. 
'f 
~ 
y, 
-
X 
-
'f. 
-
1 
-
'y.. 
:.:.~ 
I , I 
Light bluish gray, 
slightly weathered, 
clayey SILT, firm 
-stiff,moist-wet, 
slightly plastic, 
ML 
? Unit 4, ~ed J 
• fRACTURE LOG 
Date t 
g 
0 1 
l~m!i) _. Spat:mg of 
1
-"' : - "' -o~ nJiural 
It i..1 jm1j1 1 ~d .. !~~;:~~~~~-~ ..... tOGGED: ..................... .. 
- N ~ g £!~ ~;~~~~;eslm DATE: .......... !,_ ............ .. 
TRACED: ..................... . 
0-100 
VERTICAL , "[ , 
SCALE: ........ ,,. J 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE 
PROJECT .. MSo Thesis .. FEATUF~E Hawkswood Cutting 
GRID REF ................................. M.W.D. CO-ORD. . .................... .. 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL . ~0 DIRECTION 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE·Iqrorn '""· 
h••lllfl'. m1nNnl conlrnt. h;vdnrc;~ · 
slren<Jih. cf'menl & maim colour) 
Light bluish gray, 
homogeneous, slight~ 
weathered, clayey 
SILT 
:1 
~ I 
I~ 
/ 
<f) 
<f) 
w 
z 
0 
n: 
<( 
I ~ 
COflE 
LOSS/ 
LIFT 
,, 
" 
IIi~~ 
m·rTH () 
HAD s 
~ 
ii; (J'l 
• c 
. " c • Uc 
r 
ll? 
17 
lb 
X 
X 
X 
15 
I H~~E I "tl1ree 
LOCATION. N. Cant.. . ...... .. . ............ . 
DATUM .~b:i."t/JJ:'Y. . HAD. GROUND J9 .• 0i 
PHOTO NO. HAD. COLLAR .. 
RACTuRrl ROCK STRUCTURES (Deiccls) ~<ATER DRILL 
LOG JOINT:, Vlll<~ SLAIA~ ~,HATTER .~HEAR!; LEVEL lATEr 
Sra• "'~ ol CRUSH ZOIJES. FOLIATION. SCHISTOSITY LOSS 
!at11tude. lh1ck.no.<;,s. spacmq. smoolhn~~s) 
fradurr.sl (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 
LiGht bluish gray, 
sl~ght~ weathered, 
clayey: SILT, firm 
-stiff, moist-wet, 
slightly plastic., 
ML 
? Unit 4, Bea J 
Oa:f':! 
0-100 
t~---------------P;H+t+++++--l;,l"t-t+--l---++-+t+t-------------J--I-+-l-~1-H-I 
Notes: 
1. All R.L.s relative 
to culvert invert of 
R.L. 16.19m at 140.7km. 
2. Two PVC pipes 
slottea at: 9,5-11.3m 
22.2-24.~.m 
DRILLER: 
STARTED: 
DRILL: 
-
LOGGEQ .................. .. 
DATE: .......... , ............... . 
TRACED· ......... : .......... .. 
CHECK!.D: .............. , ..... . 
VERTICAL 
SCALC· ............ .. ..... .. 
c::'-!r:::r_I:- ~ . :••. ,:;----} ~ 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE 
PROJECT .. 1vfSo ~lle~~-s .. FEATURE H(lVlk~vv<)()d. ~u~~i.!16: 
GRID REF .............................. M.W.D. CO-ORD. . ..................... . 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ... 90.. DIRECTION.. . .. 
--------·------
DESCRIPTION OF CORE ~ 
0' 
FORMATION NAME. w 
20 
-< 
"' 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
i:
e;~~~R~~~~~ ~tn~?~.Rh:1·/J~~~~/'ze. i;i:i: 
UJ::EI strength, t:enlc>nl & malru: colnur) 
Top soil 
Brown CLAY and atones 
Brown CLAY 
Flight auger' 0-3.05m 
' ,' 
Blue SILT, very soft 
Light bluish gray, 
light-dark brown, 
clayey san~ SILT, 
with some sub angular 
gravels 
( Fill ) 
Light brown, mottled '1 light gray, homogeneous', 
slightly weathered, · 
clayey SILT, with some ~ 
rounded-sub angula~, \: 
i· 
rough gra vela· 
DRILLER: 
r.0.~V.!.S.!'l.!:C: ..... 
STARTED: 
FINISHED: 
WEATHE!liNG 
UW - Unwn.llhnn~d 
sw - Sl·qhlly Wl!;dhPH'ri 
MW .- MO<f,•ratnly Wf1"1!hl]rf!rf 
HW - H1gh!y wroar •rpd 
CW - CnmpiPit•ly ~IJ-llhort•d 
EXPLANATION 
"' 
,_ C:ORf DEPTH Ul Ul ~ OJ LOSS/ HAD 
z 0 0 
<! - un . 0: 0& ' <( ., 
""' I 
-'~ 
" • c ,_-
z ' . 
IUl 6 o~ I~L(J) a. l()~g E 
L') g 
(.) 
I 
a. 
<! 
a: 
<.:l 
I H~~~ I ...... r.~.~ ............. l 
LOCATION }f. _Ca.11t._ .... ..... .. .. . .. ............... . 
DATUM f\rb:iJary HAD. GROUND .J.9.. 0' 
PHOTO NO... . ...... HAD. COLLAR. 
flACTIJHI ROCK STRUCTURES fDRfects) NATEF-
LOG J(),tiTS vlllf> ~EAM~ ~HATTU<.SfllAf< & LEVEL 
CT<USH ZONES FOLIATION. SCHISTOSITY 
S11w mq of (.ttlilude thu:knl!!lS. sptH:mq. ~mCJOihrwss) 
n,li•Jf•il 0 
lrat;lutl'!-.1 (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 0 
0 
"' 
9~n~ f~//,':~~<;~~n~ho\·'~~7~~~ttc.lnehS, Wdll'r conlont. 
( -Fill ) 
Light brown, 
mottled light gray 
clayey SILT, with 
some rounded-sub 
angular gravels, 
firm, moist, 
slightlY plastic 
CL 
? Unit 2, Bed B 
FRACTURE LOG 
a: 
O.::tle 
2 o (coms) - Spilt:rng of 
I
'·' "> I() o~ n,11ural 
- ''jt 1 1 ~1111! 1138 frt~ctures LOGGED:.~.~.9 .• ~ .• ~ .. T.T 0 o oo .. F'r'3~i(J~~'s'j,~'. OA fE:, ..• ·••.•.• ................ . 
- N - N -·~ Of C,Ot!,!_ 
TTlACED· .................... .. 
CHECkED· ..•••..•.•.•...••••.. 
VERTIGAL 
SCALE ..•••...• , ..•••.••..••.•• 
SHEET . .1.:.0~.3: ••. 1 
DRILL 
WATEf 
LOSS 
" 
" 
0-100 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE lH~~~ I four. ....... . 
PROJECT ..... MSc .TheS~:;J FEATURE HawkSW()Od. G\l~:t5:-.ng LOCATION ... N~. Capt~ ................................... . 
GRID REF.............. .... ... . ...... M.W.D. CO-ORD. . ...... . . .... ... . . ... DATUM .. . . ...... ....... . ..... HAD. GROUND J9, Of 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL 90. . . DIRECTION.......... .. PHOT~O. .. ... .. . .. . . . HAD. COLLAR 
r-DESCRiPTION OFCORE <J {j) ~ coRE orPTH 0 r>ACTIJRI ROCK STRUCTURES (Defects) wAm DRILL 
FORMATION NAME. ~ ~ ~ LOSSI HAD g LOG Jf)l_tn~ Vf-lt-J~) JLMA:., ~I tATTER .SHlAR r,. LEVEL ~ATE~ 
~ @ ~ _ LIFT ~ O So;" ""l ol CRUSH Z01j£S. FOLIATION SCHISTOSITY LOSS 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: uJ < g ~ or. 01 i n,lhHoil lilllrludt• lhrdness. s~ac;rnq. i'imoothnoss) . 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE lgr"'n SilO, 
lf'r!ufl' mrnrral r:ontrnt hardnr<>s. 
strtmglh. crompnt & matnr colour). 
;;; r ,_ ~ " • ' a. 1'""'""''' (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) g 
3: ~ ~ I U) ~ 8 5 Ci: 0 nn<; (.( 
VJLI I~~(/) 102:~ 0 tO '2t11- ~~7~~~~~ ... r~·;~bo'l·f;;~.~·•<-1n~ss. water ~~lent. Dare 0-100 E 
\ 
·[ 
J' 
I, 
~ Light bluish gray- 1, 
light gre.enish gray, 1] 
faintly bedded, ~~ 
occasionally fissured, ~ 
slightly weathered, ~ 
clayey sandy SILT, ~ 
with bedding laminated,~~ 
sub horizontal, with l: 
fissures sub hor:i,zontaJ!i 
-steeply inclined · 
j 
Light greenish gray-
dark browh, well 
bedded, sandy CLAY 
and SILT, with some 
light gray, loose, 
sub angular gravels, 
with bedding eonsistiUE 
of very thinly layered 
sub horizontal 
carbonaceous bands 
? Unit 4, Bed I, with 
possibly gravels from 
Unit 3, Bed E 
~ 
-
' 
·:; 
-
.i. 
.. 
. ~< 
.... 
·~ 
y. 
>< 
.. •' . . 
X 
..,.. 
. 
X 
'f • 
-
1: 
'" . 
';<. 
_'/.. 
.... 
: . 
~ 
X. 
·-
.X 
y. 
·-
X 
:\ 
.. 
. . 
-
'f 
-
''f 
-
X· 
,:;, . 
. ~
..... 
. . 
X. 
"' 
-_!.. 
·-
"' ')<. (} 
·x 
'/.. 
--. 
-
-
-
,X: 
)<, 
:X (). 
" 
--
-
---
y: 
. 
.X 
'f 
(/ 
• .X 
:< 
Li~1t bluish gray, 
light greenish 
gray, clayey sandy 
SILT, soft-firm, 
moist, slightly 
plastic, with very 
thinly bedded, 
rusty brown, sub 
horizontal sand 
lenses 
ML 
? Unit 2, Bed G 
Light greenish graJ 
dark brown, san~ 
CLAY and SILT1 
firm, ·::.1oist, 
slightly -moderate~y 
plastic, with some 
light gray, loose, 
sub angtilar gravel~, 
with layering 
consisting of very 
thinly bedded, 
sub horizontal 
carbonaceous bands 
OH-ML 
WEATHERING HARDNESS FRACTURE LOG 
DRILLER: UW - Unw•ath.,red VH = ~:;:~ h"d g 
0 
' l~mol _ Spapn~ of 
SW - Slrqh11y wPalhN''d MH- Modt!rillf!ly hard ~ •n o~ n'llur II 
•· · •• ·" · • ··• •• ..... •• • .. • MW - MndPr!ll<'ly W(•alhNed MS _ MmJ..-raln.ly soft • ._:H++I · · ~ h'owll;r(•S LOGGED: STARTED: HW- H•nhly wpalhoro•<f · I ·~ ......... ::...... .. .................... . 
C C S - Sott 0 0 0 ;; Fr.-11:lurm;lm DATE· 
..••.•. t--~~:.t:.PI::_:"':::.L"IY_:W::::t!i::::.olh:::..:"'::.::"d'---.-L-V~Sc.::-__,V-"'eryL_s~o!l..ft _____ ._1.._;-:.:"'c'____::--:_ t"oo -- or cor_g-_ ...... ,., .................. . 
FINISH'E:D:"""" EXPLANATION TRACED .................... .. 
CHECKtD· .....•....••...•.. : .. 
VERTICAL 
SCALE:., ...... : ........... , .. . 
DRILL: 
s.HEEr:Z .o~·.s .. I . 
I H~~~ I .. f()_U~ ........ " I 
LOCATION N. Cant. . ............................. .. 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE 
PROJECT ... )1S,_o TJ1E:J~~s .. FEATURE Iiawk~V/<JO.cl ... ~\.11;~J.l1g 
GRID REF .............................. M.W.D. CO-ORD. . . .. .......... . DATUM .. Ar1J:i:t?-ry ...... HAD. GROUND ... .39• 01 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ....... 90 .. DIRECTION PHOTO NO........ . .... HAD. COLLAR. 
-------~--~--,.---------.~-.--.----r----r---.---,,----- ----~·:-::-:-:-==:--=-:::-::-:-:=---:-·--,~.--,----.--"-.:C, 
<.:J DESCRIPTION OF CORE CORE OfPTH <.:J r<Acnml· ROCK STRUCTURES (Ddects) f.-;Am oRrLL 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
~;~~~R~~~~ ~;",~~.~~·,'3~~~~/lle. 
strengt~. cement & malr1• colour). 
Notes: 
1. All R.L.s relative 
to culvert invert of 
R. L. 16.19m. at 140. 7kn 
2. Three PVC pipes 
slotted at: 4.6-6.6m 
DRILLER: 
STARTED: 
FINISHED: 
10.6-12.6m 
18. 9-21.3m 
WEATHERING 
UW - Unwe11thmed 
SW - Slt!]hl!y wl'alhrorPd 
MW .- Mndf!ratl:'ly weat11ored 
HW - H1ghly WPdt "red 
r;w - Crunph•h~l WPillhorvd 
EXPLANATION 
z 
0: 
uJ 
I 
f-
-< 
w 
::: 
~?;;_: 
<Jl::<I 
>· 
<Jl v; (/) w 
w f-
z 
LOSS/ HAD g LOG JUIIHS '/fl!<~,. SlAI~S. SHATTf H !otll.Af< 1J. I LEVEL WATEf, 
0 0 
"'-0: ocr 
-< 
LIFT ~ U 
~ ~ . ~ I -'"'-f-
z CVi «{ 
IUl 
I~~V> ~ u ~ n:: 102~ (j 
HARDNESS 
VH - V e.ry hnrd 
H- Hmd 
MH - M1JdNalelt hard 
MS - MoricrHirly soil 
S- Soli 
V~- Very soft 
.. 
• ;< 
x· 
e 
·7> 
• )<,. 
• X 
-
-
Sn"'·•nq of 
n;llur,ll 
lrndumsl 
CRUSH ZONES. FOLIATION. SCHISTOSITY Q: LOSS 
ljj : 
0 0
uns 
U1 -10-
(athtudt'. thlf)tnes~. ~pilr.1nq hm<mthness) 
(OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 
? Unit 4, Bed I, 
with' possibly 
gravels from Unit 
3, Eed E 
FRACTURE LOG 
f='o 
~0 6 0: 
Dill"! 
0 terns) Spacmg of c1LLL:JI,f,,~~l ~~~~~~s LOGGED- .................. .. ~ ~ 0•_ "'f';~~i~~~~·i~·· ' 
-('II S! N 9~ of corl! DATE· ....................... .. 
TRACE~ ..................... . 
CHECI<ED .................... .. 
VERTICAL 
SCALE ........ , .............. . 
SHEET 2 .. OF,!;' ... I 
0~100 
[ HOLE I .... LOG OF DRILL HOLE NO. ...:t. ve 
PROJECT ... M~.O.. Th,~s~p .. FEATURE Ha)Vk~'W99d. C:u:tt;:Lpg LOCATION .. N •... Cant ............. ::.·: ·:::: .:::·.:::: .. : .. 
GRID REF ..................... , ... ~--- M.W.D. CO-ORD. . . . ... . ... .. . . DATUM A:r:bitl':)!"y .. . HAD. GROUND 34.5 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL . 90... DIRECTION....... . . . PHOTO NO. HAD. COLLAR ... 
1--D-E-s"·c--:---R-IP_T ... IO--N--O~F-C-0--R--E-----..--,?:::-, --.-"'-,-t;;--,.-co_R_E, h~o-r-Pr-Hr-t:J--,rR-A_n_u._m'· -R-0··-CK STRUCTURES (D:fccts) j ,;,Am~ 
FORMATION NAME: ffi f!j ~ LOSSt HAD 0 LOG JOHil~t VtUJ;., S£/<.MS. SHATHH .SHLAH & :X.:j LEVEL WATE~ ~ ~ ~ ~ LIFT ~ ..J 'Sn.H •nq nt CRUSH ZONES. FOLIATION· SCHISTOSITY El. lOSS 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: w -1: S 0: , Ul O'l hl\hU.ll ialf1hHJ(' lhlr;kni'!S~ •• SPIH~•nq. smt,rJihnl•ssi g 0 ",, 
;-:: :x: ,_ ~ ~ s ~t""'""'"i (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) ~ 9 l ~n,T. ,,. 3.. -~"'~ 0 5< .m.. ~ ~ : "'"· .. '" ,.__ .. , :g } ·~·: ILO't"•<.il•nry ~~omrtndne:t~. w .. tt•f wntuoL 0 0-IOO 
· ·. 9thup :.ymbo. d•. J 0-tlrz.LLL.LL 
e;1~~~~~~~~ ~:nt~~.~~·,l3~~·1=a~lle, 
~lmnglh. ccmt!nl &. matm cblour). 
Flight augers o-2. ~ 
No ;a::eoovery' 
I 
Light yellowish 
brown, faintly bedded, ~ 
f:issured, slightly I~ 
l 
weathered, clayey m 
SILT, with some sand, ffll··r·l··. with bedding laminated r 
-very thinly bedded, ~ 
sub horizontal, 
bedding increasing ~ 
towards bottom of ~~ 
unit, with weathering 
along fissure faces 
as well as slight 
mottling 
DRILL: 
~ 
I 
~ ~ 
~ e;l 
' 
') 
" ' l 
I i. 
k I 
~N ::;:, 
2'f·{; 
x-
' 
... 
t. .... 
. ·. •' 
.... 
I 
I· 
Light yellowish 
brown, mottled 
light brown, claye;y 
SILT, with some 
sand, f:irm-stift:, 
moist, non plastic 
-slightly plastic, 
~dth very thi~ 
interbedded sand 
and silt lenses 
towards bottom of 
unit 
ML-SM 
? Unit 2, Bed B 
Ff<AGTURE LOG 
o tcmsl Spacntg of 
0 ' "' _;I "''"'·'' &- 0 'T T I H!-'-+jc~l .. ''a;l~!?.~ ..... LOGGEQ .... ((..~.t?.J .. . 
- C'f 2 g e~ ~;~\!~~csfm DATE ......... \U•H•""''"' 
1RACEO .................... .. 
CHECKED .................. .. 
VERTICAL 
SCAlf ........ , ............. . 
, ...... !i'!EEX;,l'C:'?E::r. J 
.. , 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE 
PROJECT ... W3.9 ... 1J.'4.e;3_i~ ..... FEATURE Hawkswood C.utting 
GRID REF ................................. ~"Q·D· CO-ORD .............................. . 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ... . . DIRECTION .. • . ..•.... 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOlL TYPE: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE lgra•n s<to, 
IP•Iurt\ m1nmal ccmlf'nt. hardnrs~. sir~ngih. c.-rm'!l'lf & matm colotn ). 
'\• 
.. 
I 
Light bluish gray,. 
~, I ~ ~ it 
I I 
I 
) 
!· 
!I 
'I 
Iii 
~ ~ 
very faintly bedd'ed, ;, 
• 1 f' I' occas~ona ~ssures, ~ 
slightly weathered, ~ 
clayey sandy SILT, ~~ 
with bedding laminated,!~ 
sub horizontal, with 
wea th.ering along 
fissures 
( Chlamys delicatula 
at 14. 9m ) 
DRILLER: 
' 
WEAl HERING 
UW ... UnWtMlhPmd 
Sit{ SltHhlly ·.-wathf•tt~d 
STARTED: 
MW - Mndrrntr>1y W{!a!l-,etrd 
HW Hlqh1y Wf'.llhl:<rl'd 
~:~~, pll'\Ply wr>alhnrud 
Fii.:u·sH.ED: ........ EXPLANATION 
DRILL: • 
•' ' 
' 
' 
' I I 
R ~ ~ i I ' ~ M 
i 
E 
.I 
H·S 
! 
2Z•S 
21·£ 
2 O·S 
IH 
18·S. 
lb·S 
HARDNESS 
VH VPry hard 
H- H;vd 
MH - MwJera!ely hard 
M S - Morlcr atf'?' soli 
S- Sol! 
V~- Very sofl 
x_ 
•'f. 
-1' 
%' 
-
'I-
. 
)\. 
-
X 
... 
. ~ .. 
"/-. 
-
. 
X. 
'f.. 
-
• 'X 
-
'f. 
. 
'f )\ 
)( 
.. 
. . . 
... 
x· 
-
X 
. 
~ 
y. 
. 
X 
... 
... 
·I H~~~ l ...... rr?:x~ ......... ! 
LOCATION .N. Cant ...................................... . 
DATUM ·Arbitary . HAD. GROUND.)~_.51 
PHOTO NO. . . H.A D 9-C2!:LAR •. 
<>ACnJPrl ROCK STRUCTURES (Defects)] WATEr. DRILL 
LOC> JOI<HS Vtlt;~ bf AWi ;,HAflEH SHf.AR & :;: LEVE.dNATH 
So.,. .nq ol CRUSH ZONES FOUATION SCHISTOSITY fr, LOSS 
nntur.tl t.tlhtudc thrr:~ness f.P•H~mq smoolhr'u.•ssl o ,1•• 
I'""""'" (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) ~ 
o 0 tIn}, t1 tJf'\"i•"'>IPfl• y J.omp,lt;lnc:::.!t walt!t conlenl 0 0-lOO 10 
.-
10
- yr11up ~yrnbol f'lr l D111e • 
Light bluish gray, 
ola~ey sandy SILT, 
firru,~stiff, moist, 
non plastic, with 
very thin~ inter 
bedded, sub 
horizontal light 
gray ana brown 
sand .. lenses 
ML-SM 
? Unit 2, Bed C 
? Unit 4, Bed J . 
fRACTURE LOG 
o o (crnsl ,_ Spr~r,mg of 
e "' -~ nahn.lf 
t+H-t+--++1 ft.tthHnl\ LOGGEI'J. ..................... . 
0 ,..., J§ f tnt l;!rf'":;im' · 
-c-. - N 22 of~,;!!!.£..__ DATE: .....•. ~ ................. . 
lRACE!I .................... .. 
CHECKED ................... .. 
VERTICAL 
SCALE ......... , .............. . 
II 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE 'l H~~E I .... :ftv:E! .......... ! 
PROJECT ... 11JS..C. ~~eS~£J .. FEATURE )l.S:YI~S:W.O.()<:"i. C':li;~.i.l1g LOCATION .:N ... Cant.~_._ .-... -... -........... -... -.. -.. -... -... -... -... -... ~ ...-... ..:.J .  . 
GRID REF ................................. M.W.D. CO-ORD. .... ............ ...... .. DATUM . Ar.'p:i,~ary_ ...... HAD. GROUND ... 34 .• 51 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAl .. 90 DIRECTION PHOTO NO. . . HAD. COLLAR . . . 
--------- --------------.-:::-.--.----,---r--,--....----..,- ·----0 DESCRIPTION OF CORE COlle orr>TH 0 llACT\JilF ROCK STRUCTURES (Defrr:ts) WATEf DRILL 
FOI<MATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE lw•rn '""· 
lt••lurf', mtnr>r~l r.onh•nl. hardnr!i~. 
~lr(•nnth, cnment & maim r:nlntJr) 
z 
ii 
w 
I ,.. 
<{ 
w 
!: 
?;?:?; 
UJ::?;r 
(/) 
(/) 
w 
z 
0 
0: 
-t 
I 
I<f! 
I::?::l;tl) 
,.. 
(/) 
LOSSI HAD s LOG J<.lltiT~ Vlllt!, S[AI~S. !oHATllll."Hli•R & LEVEL .VATER '" ,.. 
LIFT • Sra• •nq 01 CRUSH ZONES FOLIATION SCHISTOSITY LOSS ~ ~ nalurt~! ~aMttudf'. lhtskncf.fi, r;p,Jr:,nq !<>mCJOihnes•:o) 
" • r . it 1'·"''"""1 (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 8 ~ ;{ 109~ E t> 
0 
.,_ 
0~ -'~ 
1-
z 
~ Date 0-100 
' 
• ! ~~t f~~~~~ ~~~~d, .. I I 
occasional fissures, ~; 
slight~ weathered, ; 
clayey sandy SILT, 1. 
with bedding.lamii1J?.ted~ 
-sub horizontal, ~th ij 
Y ... I • 
X 
-. 
Light bluish gray, 
clayey sandy SILT, 
firm-stiff, moist, 
nop plastic, vdth· 
vGry thinly inter 
bedded, sub horiz 
ontal light gray 
ana brown sand 
lenses. ML-SM 
we~thering'along ! 
fissures ' ~ 
Notes: 
1. All R.L.s relative 
to culvert invert of 
R. L. 16.19m at 140. 7km. 
2. Slotted PVC pipe to 
22.2m. 
DRILLER: 
STARTED: 
FINISHED: 
Df~ILL; 
WEll THE RING 
UW - UnwfMiht~tnd 
SW - Sluthlly WNllhNPd 
MW.- Mnd••rn!Piy weather~d 
HYV II.,~,~., wt•,ll •rnd 
~c_:~~\~, · ;.. - ·· , :,_!':1. ..."':'"·Jthmt>d 
DJ'lf1NAIION 
p· 
HARDNESS 
VH- VE'Ty hmd 
H- Hnrd 
MH - M(1dnra1nly hard 
MS - ModPr alt>ly soli 
S- SoN 
VS - Vurv !<Oft 
.. 
. · .. 
;,:, 
? Unit 2, Bed C 
·x ? Unit 4, Bea J 
r 
-
FllACTURE LOG 
g 
0 
l~ms) ":'* Spnemg of 
1
- •n - "' -o I n•lu•al 
jr I .1 1'11111 1 ~~ .. !'.~;.~~:!'.~ ..... LOGGED: .................... . 
- <"~ 2 g 90 ~;·~~~~eslm DATE· ......................... . 
TRACED: ........ : ............ . 
CHECKED: .................... . 
VERTICAL 
SCALL ........ , .............. . 
• SHEET . .'5. 0r1.3 ... j 
LOG OF DHILL HOLE 
PROJECT ... 1lf~(l .. ~Els~s ... FEATURE HawkSW()().cl .. 9':l~~~l,lg 
GRID REF.............. ...... . .. M.WD. CO-ORD ....................... . 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ..... 9.(). !-·----··-----
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
F OHMA T!ON NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE lgro•n ,..,ft, 
h·-tum mtnPral cnrHenl. hardnr-s~, 
slmnglh. cement & ma1nx colourl. 
. 
• 
•,' 
Light gray-light 
brown, finer grained 
material occasionally 
fissured, slightly 
weathered, clayey 
sandy SILT and 
GRAVELS snd COBBLES, 
without any visible 
be(;l.ding 
? Unit 2, Bed B 
Light brown, grading 
downwards through ~ 
greenish gray to ~ 
. bluish gray, fissured, 1,1 
·'' slightly weathered, 
clayey sandy SILT 
? Unit 2, Bed C 
-·------------
DRILLER: 
YXI.~ .. V.!.~BR ..... 
STARTED: 
•••••••OOon•••>'rH++o<+• 
FINISHED: 
DRILL; 
DIRECTION ..... 
' 
"' (/) w 
z 
0 
0: 
"' I 
I I 
\I 
PHOTO NO_ .._ ... _ .. _,__· --=-~· ...... HAD. COLLAR 
. I 
Light gr-ay, 
slightly weathered, 
clayey silty 
GRAVELS and COBBLES 
with particles 
loose, dry, rounded 
smooth 
GM 
( cuttings only ) 
Light brown, green 
-ish gray-bluish 
gray, fissured, 
slight~ weathered, 
olayey·sandy SILT, 
Moist, firm, slight~~ 
plastic. 
FRACTURE LOG 
o o !ems} ..- Sptlc.mg of [!f. .. S? "' .~oj nat<ual 6-. T ~~f-J .. fr.ac!~!?.~ ..... LOGGED _J~Q.~.Q.T. ... . 
- N E g -~?J ~~·~:~;~;f'sirn DATE: ...• '., ..... _ ............ , .. 
TRACED: .................. : .. . 
CHECK<OJ:i..;,.,,,.,. .. ;,,.,,. .. ·, .. 
vu1mcAt. 
1
• 
SCALE.,.,. ... ;;.';,.,: .... 
.. ·.. : [s.HE£0.~· .L.;.QF .. j'., · . , ···: .·.· 
~---------------------------~--------·----------- ·- .. I I --------~ 
.LOG OF DRILL HOLE H~~E ..... ~-~ ......... ! 
PROJECT ... ll~.s.~ .. ~~~~.~ ,.FEATUI~E HUlV,lcSWO()(l. eut~:i~ LOCATION .Jr. Qup.t ................................... .. 
DATUM ~1:>it~:r"'t HAD. GROUND.-,; ..8 ...• ..42m GRID REF ................................ M.W.D. CO-ORD. ....,.,..-.~. ,.~
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ... ~ . . DIRECTION ..... . . . .. PHOTO NO. . . . ......... HAD. COLLAR . . ... .. 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE <.? z (/) 
ii u-. 
UJ 
'" I z
.... 0 
<( <t 
FORMA liON NAME: 
CORE DfPlH r~·~~:~:.~~~ ROCK STRUCTURES (Delec!sl NA1Ef DRILL 
LOSSI HAD s lOG JIW4'iS Vf·Jri;-, btAM~) ~H/•1 fEJ.( .SH[AR & LfVtl ~ATEH 
_ LIFT ~ U <:'>prto'""l ol CRUSH ZONES: FOLIAliON.5CHI5TOSITY LOSS 
' 
•·· 
' 
UJ ><( 
?> J: 
ROCK OR SOil TYPE: 
S:'l:'l: I<ll (f):!I I:<!:<!(!) e~~~2~~~~~~ ~:n~~~Rh~::J~~~~/;1~. fi\ffCnglh. 1:emP.nt & maim colourt 
Top soil-some stones I I I 
I II I . 
I 
' I 
Brownish gray CLAY, 
very wet 
Light grayish brown, 
mottled oreamey brown, J 
slightly weathered, '.~·~.tJI. 
homogeneous, clayey l 
sandy SILT and GRAVELS ~ 
Light gray-light brown, j 1,. 
homogeneous, fresh-
slightly weathered, 
GRAVELS 
.I 
I 
l 
:I 
,, 
!,'~ 
I ., 
·I~ 
II 
II 
~~ 
~ , 
~ ,, ilt a, i nalu~<•l !rtfhtudfl. thJt.~n~..,~.IWdcmq, l:il"fl\J(llhnnssl j B ~ """'""''' (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 
I 
'I 
I 
'· 
., p 
i\!'1 
r. {!) J! g ~ffl~ ~~~fHl'>!.,\l•rH,,. Ul'liPrl( tne~~- water O:H'l-ll•f'!l 
c group !>ymbo! nic) 
·-
G 
-
-
-
57'/t, 0 
-
0 
-
-
5 {,·It -
--
-
-
--
-
-· 
~~·Y. -
X 
(?-
-,...)<-
(J 
34-·lf >'-
'j.. 
0 
xo 
B·4-
/7 
u 
D 
0 
::z·'r 0 
() 
() 
'l:l·lf 0 () 
0 
0 
30·:t () 
() 
D 
x_ 
Z?·Y. _x 
K 
I 
i 
( Fill ) 
Light grayish brownp 
mottled oreamey 
brown, olayey san~ 
SILT and GRAVELS, 
soft-firm11 moist, 
non plastic 
( Fill ) 
Light gray-light 
brown, GRAVELS, 
loose, moist-wet, 
non'plastic, with 
gravels rounded-
sub angular, I rough-smooth 
GP 
? Unit 1, Bed A 
Light brown-cream, 
mottled rusty brown 
homogeneous, 
slight~ weathered, 
clayey SILT, soft-
0 
a 
a: 
0-100 
'
' . '~I~ X 
t - I ~ ~ <.Si·ir ~ ,r---------,-----~W~E~AT~H=ER=IN=G--~~~~~--~HA~R=DN~'E~SS~~--~~uu~F=RA=c=ru=R=E~L=a=G----.-------~~--U~~ 
firm,moist, 
slightly plastic 
, DRILLER: UW Unwt>i!lhnoed V~ = ~::~!1 hMd 8 0 l~msl _ Spac.ng ul 
_7--; ., SW - Slttth-ily wNHht"rcd MH _ 1'11IH:lNt~lt'ly h<1td ~- It) ..... tO -o I ni11ur:t! 
~--_ - ....................... MW- Mnd,~r<tlrly wealhNed MS _ MN1t',.tkly soi1 j 1 1 1 ~~~~if· tlir:1 lr._ctures LOGGED: ..................... . 
;.- STARTED: · HW ~ H•ghly wt•,l!h~rt'd S- Snit _ ~ o_ £ ~~ '·F0··,·~-~~~-~';f(n~· {)ATE· .................... ·..... . ~ "· cw-c~~•n·~ph~·h~·ly~w~oa~lh•~·fc~d----J-~V~~·~-~V·~····~"~'''---- u " --- ·--~~~ 
,; FINISH'[[);'"'"" EXPLANATION 
~ .DRiLL: ......... _. .. 
~ ., ...................... .. 
fRI\CED: " .................. .. 
CHECKED ............. , ...... ,. 
VERTlGI\l 
SCAlE"'""'""" ...... 
SH!.:ET .. 2. .. OF .. ~ ... 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE I H~~~ I . . .S.~xH ...... . 
PROJECT .... J4~() .. ~es,;s. FEATURE IIaW.lc::l\Y(.)()<l: C1:1:tt.i1;1g LOCATION .. N .... Cant............... . .............. .. 
GRID REF ................................ M.W.D. CO-ORD.... ... .. ..... H...... DATUM ... Ar:hi;t,a,ry. . . HAD. GROUND.39,,4.2m 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL. H'· 90 .... DIRECTION..... .. . . PHOTO NO...... ... ... HAD. COLLAR .. ~ 
~EsCRIPTION OF CORE ~ ~ m LrOOSRSEI OHFAPTOH 0 I'IA<'.TIIf<f ROCK STRUCTURES In' ~~;~fi DRILL 
FORMATION NAME. w - ..... . g LOG J(J!!·HS VEIN~, ~)f:A/,1:) St !l\IH R .0HLAK & ~ LEVE.L ~ATE~ 
;: 8 ~ _ LIFT ~ _c. ,,,.,r •r'r' 
111 
Cf.?USH ZONF..S, FOLfATIQN_ SCHlf1'TOS!TY n 
1
_ LOSS 
'•' 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE, 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE·ig-.rn orte. 
tt~thnn rrunNa! r:nnt<"nt haldt"'f>SII., 
sln•ngth ~:emt>nl &. malm Cblom) 
IJight yellowish 
brown-light bluish 
gray-rusty brown, · 
occasionally fissured 
slightly-moderately 
weathered, sandy SILT 
'GRAVELS·and COBBLES, 
occasional lensing 
o£ gravels and £iner 
grained material 
? Unit 3, Bed E&F 
Light bluish gray, 
well bedded, silty 
CLAY, with some 
gravels, vdth bedding 
very thinly bedded, 
sub horizontal 
' 
" 
•, 
Notes: 
1. All R.L.s relative 
to culvert invert o£ 
R.L. 16.19m at 140.7km. 
2. PVC pipe to28. 6m. 
Slotted £rom 27.4-28.6m. 
DRILLER: 
STARTED: 
FINISHED: 
WFATHERING 
UW Unwt!;,!hf!rt!d 
SW S11qt••'y ;•ll'i-llhPrf'd 
MW ... M..-,d;•ralpfy Wt~alhor(ld 
HW -, Hutt-<iy m·.~t 
CW - (;f;mph·h ·ly_ V¥1!~1~f!r1~~-
EXPLANATION 
~~~~~: .............. , 
-. -~ --.- ;----~-- ~· ,-·- . 
< rr 0 ~ ~ ~ ,) .. tJ.J ~ ;i ~ ~ .... ; r ~ ;:::~~~;::.st ~~~~~dPSI~I~c~~~~~-~~~~f~~·;~sl ~ g 
l ~n no 6: ~~~ 0~ "' , ;t;"' I:!;i(l) i( E CJ ~ 2~<r~ !rnn'>·~lr·n•.l· .:~:~lP<iLirtt'hli. w.;h'' con1unl. ..... 0-lDO 
__ 9f1Ht~ '>yrnho! f'l<. J __ Dilte 
,. ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i I 
I' ~.I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I\ 
Ill llf•(f. 
11·4-
12.·1f-1: ;1;: 
11·'1-
1\' 
10•4-
1'' 
-
HARDNESS 
VH - Very h.ud 
H - Hnd 
MH - Mud('rAtclt hntd 
MS.- MndHfiih•ly soh 
vit:: ~~~ •nfl 
D 
0 
0 
(). 
C) 
0 
--
.-
-
X 
->< 
0 
-
-
-
-
-1-_ 
-
-
-
-
')(0 
-
-
-y. 
;_ 
-
-I< 
Q 
-
-
'' 
Light yellowish 
brown-light bluish 
gray, . , sandy SILT, 
with some gravels; 
firm, moist, non 
plastic, with very 
thinly bedded, sub 
horizo~~_tal silt and 
sand lenses, with 
gravels rounded-
sub angular 
ML 
Light gray-rusty 
brown, matrix 
moderately weather 
ed, GR~VELS, loose 1 
dry-moist, vrl th 
gravels rounded-
sub angular and 
well cemented GP 
Light bluish gray; 
Silty CLAY, with 
some gravels, £irm, 
moist, slightly 
plastic, with grave 
rounded-sub angular, 
with layering of 
£iner grained 
material and gravelf 
ML 
? .Unit 4, Bed J 
•, 
FRACTURE LOG 
s 
' 
g 0 (~a) .... Sp<1.:1ng of 
- "' -o~ "·'''"·'' 1_ 1 jo11j1 i d ' lra1;1urcs LOGGED: ..................... . 
' 8 ............... .. 
.... ~ Q g 22 ~:·~~~~~;<strn DATE ....... ~·:: ............... . 
TRACED· ..................... . 
CHEC!<EO , ... , ....... , .•. , • , , , 
VERTICAL 
I 
SCALE......................... ~ 
SHEET..;s'.::9i:~.. . .• .•. ·. 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE lgraon '"•· 
tPY!UtP, m1nN~l conlpnl. hardnt>ss. 
!'.lre.-;glh. cemenl & maim coloutl 
Top soil 
Flight aug~rs 0-3.04m. 
Brown SILT with some 
gravel~ 
i 
I 
I 
Light yellowish broWll, ·1 
homogeneous, clayey 
sandy SILT, with some 
gravels 
Light bluish gray, 
homogeneous, fresh, 
clayey san~ SILT. 
Light brown, faintly 
bedded, fresh,. clayey 
sandy SILT, with some 
gravels, with very 
thinly bedded, sub 
horizontal gravel 
lenses 
DRILL: 
Ill I 
j;: 
li 
0 
X 
' . 
_;x 
X 
o· 
0 
31·0_ -. 
x_ 
HAf<DNESS 
VH- Vmy .hmU 
H H1rd 
Mf i M,·JdNalely hard 
MS - Mndl'til!f'l~ soh 
S- Soh y;;- Vmy •oil 
~j~~~ I . ee~:n " ...... I 
LOCATION .If .•.. .C:ant~ .............................................. . 
Arb•t DATUM ......... :j.,. arY. ...... HAD. GROUND3.9.'!'.38m 
PH5JTO NO ...... . HAD. COLLAR 
~£~\~~!.~f~{Sisu,~~~,{~?~.~~~~s~ 
CriUSH ZOllES FOLIATION. SCHISTOSITY 
lntttludtt, 1iln:lo.nes::;, SpaC1nq, srnoorhnuss) 
f.';ATff DRill 
LEVEL /Al£1 
LOSS 
,. 
I 
{OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 
( Fill ) 
Light yellowish 
brown, clayey 
sandy SILT, with. 
some gravels, 
soft-firm, moist, 
non plastic-
slightly plastic, 
with gravels sub 
anc;ular-angular, 
rough 
ML 
? Unit 2, Bed B 
Light bluish gray, 
clayey sandy SILT, 
\
soft-firm, moist, 
non plastic-
slightly plastic 
ML 
? Unit 2, Bed C 
----------+-!-- -Light-~ark brown, I 
faintly bedded, j 
fresh, clayey sand~ 
SILT, soft-firm, j 
moist-wet, slight~ 
plastic 
ML 
No correlation pos '• 
Ff1ACTUHE LOG 
g 0 {~ms) _ Spac1ng of 
, .. T I II l'"l' .:~! .. ~_;:~:~· .. ~. LOGGED:f'?:~~L~R.T..T. 
- N 2 ~ ~~ ~~~~~~N>Im DATE: ........... ~ ............ . 
TRACED: .................... .. 
CHECKED: ............. , ..... . 
VEflflCAL 
SCAl£ , ...... , ............ .. 
"_ .. ISHCU .I .or.,_;;t:. 
I 
I I 
I 
II 
l 
Light bro1vn-light 
gray, fissured, 
slight~ weathered, 
sandy SILT, vli th 
fissures steeply 
inclined, weathering 
mainly along fissures, 
no bedding visible 
WEATHERING 
I 
I 
X 
1.. 
X 
;< 
X 
21·'1 ><. 
>< 
ZZ·It 
'2-0·Ij.. 
~ 
X 
>< 
01 XI 
X 
.X 
>' 
-1--
x 
. )< 
I'N· X 
I 
I 
Light brown-light 
gray, sandy SILT, 
stiff, dry-moist, 
non plastic 
ML 
I 
No correlation post:J 
HMlDNESS FRACTURE LOG 
DRILLER: uw Unwr~alhPwd v~: ~~~~hard 0 kmsi Spal~mg of 
SW Shflhlly vwalht•n•d MH _ MHdt'filh'!ly hard ~g Q If) -0~ n«!llf;ll 
············•···•••••••··· MW Mnrif'rilh•ly wnalhr•md M.S Mndru,1)r•ly sofl f++-t-tH++t+++trt fractures LOGGED:.,_ .. , ....... ,,,,~···· STARTED: HW ~ HHJhly wr•~fhPrPd S - Snit _ ,... ~ ;2 ~~ '"Fri\d~;~~·i~;· 
~· ~ Cnmptl'l~ ~:.!.!_l:_;:_w.;:;d:;__ _ __.__:_V_::_:> _-_ --'-'Vney snf_l:,. _____ __,_ .. :,_;_ _ .. :. ___.;,;........c>::.'l ~'""-''"'---1 OATE:, ..•••• ,, ••••.•.••• , ••.•• 
f:iNisH.Eo: ........ EXPLANATION TPACED .................... .. 
CHECKED· .................... . 
VEfHICA!. 
SCALE- ................... .. 
DRILL: 
~-~~~~---~-~--~~-~~~,~~-~~.s_.II_~ELZO~~··l __ _ 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE ·~I .... 8 ~:.~~' ... 'I 
PROJECT }1:3~ .. Thesi.S. ... FEATURE flP:w}cs:wo.ocl 9U.:t~~~ LOCATION :N, .Caqi;~.. . . • . ... ... . .......... . 
GRID REF..... ...... . . . ..... M.W.D. CO-ORO. .. ........... DATUM .... J\..rb:i__~G~z:'Y. ....... HAD. GROUND3..9..~.3em 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL 99... DIRECTION . . ...... . . PHOTO NO. . ...... HAD. COLLAR. 
t--------~~-·------· ,.......--
DESCRIPTION OF CORE ~ "' t;: conc'orPrH t:J «ACTIJPI ROCK STRUCTURES (Defects) NATU 
FORMATION NAME· ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~;~· H•AD S lz::l~O:~G::: 01 ~;~~~ :.~·z;Ss;~~~:ll~:;~~,::~~~~~~ & ~ LEVEL LOSS 
ROCK OR SOll TYPE: ~ ~ g & " ~ 01 ~ 111t111udt• thj(,k:nm.f., spat.mQ. srnuolhnPr,t;l e ~; " 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE·Igram ...... 3: II~~I~U) tz ~ a~ ~ (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) i:" 0 
If•• lure. !1'hf\f'r;'\l (':f)TI-ff'fit hrtrdt'lf'l'\1\ ~~~ ~ 0 (.) :_. 0:: 0 l,ln<o ILW1'.•Sl,.rd.Y 1. I( I t;OOlCn! d <i 
sltei)S)th. f'..Qf'llt>fll & mt.tlrr- colour). if.i~I \()glf'J E t9 lfl S!1.0... g .. ~.,p symhrt!';;),.'J' Wcl! . • 0<di.:. O-lOO 
Notes: 
1. All R.L.s relative 
to culvert invert of 
R.L. 16.19m at 140 .. 7km. 
2. Slotted PVC to EoH. 
DRILLER: 
STARTED: 
. . '' ......... ·~ ', ... 
FINISHED: 
DRILL: 
WEATHERING 
UW - Unwt•:tfi"r•tt•J 
SW ~ WP,1fht•rr•d 
MW - vu•a!hnmd 
HVi - H•tjhl'/ Wl'rJIIlPr! 1d 
CW - C<vr<~~~·llhr~rl)d 
EXPLANATION 
! 
I 
i 
i 
' 
' 
;! 
' /f:•4· 
; 
' 
I 
I i 
1 
-
I 
-
I 
I 
I 
I 
-
I 
I ! 
I· I I -
i 
I 
I 
I 
liiiRDNESS 
VH- Vttry hmd 
H- H;ud 
MH ·· Mudw i1\t:<ly hMd 
MS - ModPr<\lflly ~of! 
V~ : ~~;; so11 
X 
. 
X 
. 
1<: 
·x 
I 
Light brown-light 
gray, sandy SILT, 
stiff, dry-moist, 
non plastic 
ML 
I 
I 
No correlation poss. i 
-~~~~~-----------------~----~~'-~·~-~·~-
I 
LOGGEO: ..................... . 
DillE: ...... ,, ................. . 
TRACED: .................... .. 
CHECKED ..................... . 
VCR TICAL 
SCALE ......... , ............ .. 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE·Iqrnon ~oze. 
11•11urP m1nNal r:;onl£'nl hardnPSJ'i. 
!';1rt>ngth. c<'ml'nl & maim; colour) 
Top soil 
( Fill ) 
Brown silty CLAY 
~f 
;l 
Light brown-dark lr 
brownish gray, fissured l 
slightly weathered, n 
sandy gravelly SILT, 1' 
I 
with fissures steeply 1 
inclined, with ~ 
weo. thering along ;1 ~issures ~~ 
~ 
\j 
i I 
3 7·b 
-:'.6· 1:, 
3)·6 
ll 
: 
'?ft .. b 
:ii . -
'il 
II ·~s·G 
' 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-x 
-
-
-
-~ 
-Y:.., 
-
-
'/. 
-
-
-
I 
-
-
-
X 
~·~ 
0 
% 
)<~ 
0 
)< 
')< 
~· 
. X b 
o ocrn!. 
U) -lO-
ci 
0 
C( 
0-100 
On!!"! 
--~++~--------~---------+4----
Light bro\v-c-do.rk 
brownish gray, I 
sandy gravelly 
srur' firm, moist, 
non plastic 
ML-GP 
( Fill ) 
- gravel content 
increasing towards 
bottom of unit 
I----------------------------4~~H+++++--+i 
:J I 
[:!· 
32" 
~ 
.. 
x· 
·o 
>< 
. 
. 
Light yellowish brown, 
homogeneous fresh, 
silty SAND~with some 
small gravels. 
:sH .. 
y 
. 
. 
0 
·x 
Light yellowish 
brovm, silty SAND, 
with some small 
gravels, sofJc-
firm, moist-wet, 
non plastic, with 
gravels angular 
a;nd rot;.gh 
I'" !'I 
Iii,! I, 
li·' 
~: 
. . 
30·l . . 
·X 
. 
·X 
-z.?-1~-. 
·o. 
')<. 
.. {). 
·~< 
ML-G-P 
? Unij; 2, Bed B 
- light bluish 
gray silty SAND 
')f?-(, [,;,,j 
r----------.-------W-~-T-HE-Il-IN_G __ -J~~ww~~I:I~A.'R::D=N~E~SS~~~~~JJ~FR~A~C=TU~R=E-l~O~G-----,------~-L-L~~-
UW - Unwt•,tlht•rerj VH - V••ry l1.1rd (f·ms) 
H - HMd o 0 . • _ Spwng ol •-:.] sw- Sliqht!y WP,tlhl'tl•d H ~ I I MH- Mt•r.ll•riJ!r>ly hard U1 -o llil ur<~ 
MW - Mndt>rnf(11y wrt~fhertd Me- M 1 1 1 ttf · · fril ·turcs L00GEO 
HW. Hrfjhly w••.t!hPn!d '-s): s/,',~~·t<lh.•y :il)f ' d .... ·.~-_ .. ::...... .... " ..... :····~······~····.· 
0 0 0 g Frat.lure:;/m DATE 
,CW ~ C1~h·h·ly WUillhtnr•r:J VS- Vl!tY•-"'!0>~1,1_ ---------....L..:-::._::"' ___ -:;_:<'<:.:...._.:·::..:· ::._..!/.O!.,ll Ce!!<HJ;_C -1 :,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,.,,,, 
TRACED ................... : .. : 
DRILLER: 
.......................... 
STARTED: 
EXPLANATION FINISHED: 
DF~ILL: 
CHECKED· .................... :! 
~~!l~~~~A~ .... : .... ~ .. =J 
<,II]CU,J ..... <X. 4 .... J 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE I H~~~ I.. ~~~~-~···· .. I 
PROJECT ... J\1S..~ .... ~e~~~··· .. FEATURE H~WJc:)\llOO~ .. q:tl~~.=!::n.g. LOCATION N,. Co.nt. ... . ........ .. . ......... .. 
GRID REF ................................. M.W.D. CO-ORD. ......... .. .. .. ...... DATUM .Ar,pJ't;~:t'Y ...... HAD. GROUNDJe.~.64 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ... ~().. DIRECTION.. ,...... _ .. ,......P_HO_TO NO. .. . ..... HAD. COLLAR ... 
"DE-s-cr~ir·no_N_O_F C.ORE •w:nm;1-ROCK STRUCTuR-ES (Dnf0ctsl NAm onrtL 
FORMATION NAME: LOG JOIIJl;, VLIIJ~ ~IJ.IA.'o ~.f1ATHR.S•1LM~ II I LEVEL IAT[f 
Sr'" "''I ol CRUSH ZONES. fOLIATION SCHISTOSITY ~ LOSS 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: ndlu,dl lrt"l1ude, thlr.kni!'Hi. !>Prlt:lnQ, srnoothnnssi ? ci n 
I'""'""'"' (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) ~ ~ 
.. , 
~~~~~R~~~~~~?r~ ~!,~~~~~}J~~~;s~'z", 
slrPn!Jih, ct•mcnt & mtttm colow) 
'•' 
Li@lt f!7.'S:Y, homogeneou 
:fresh, GRAVELS, with 
few fines 
Light brown-rusty 
brown-light bluish 
green, very faintJ.y 
bedded, fresh, clayey 
silty SAND, with 
bedding due to only 
very gradational 
changes in grain size 
Light gray-light 
br·own, homogeneous, 
slightly weathered, 
GRAVELS, clean 
WEATHERING 
DRILLER: UW - lJnwl'alhr:n~d 
sw - Sliqhtly '/,'Pt\ll1f'rf'd 
· • • · · • · ·" • • • • • • • .. • • .... • MW - Mo<l,.ralr>ly Wl!alhC'rod 
STARTED: HW - H•~hly ,., .. ,,, '<ed-
CW ~ Cnn•plt•l .. ty WP<ilhmed· 
.FiNISf~lED~ ......... EXPLANATION 
. . . .. ·• . . ~ . . · .. 
. ~ 
il 
.'j' 
;~ 
(' li~ 
' I~ 
lrl ~ I [, ~ I. .. 
' 
~ 
'2.'$'& 
·~!: 
'2?·~ 
zH. 
ZO·b 
)'h~ 
-
y,:-
·. )', 
. 
. 
. 
. . 
. 
.:.. 
X~ 
X. 
() 
C) 
0 
6 
() 
c 
0 
D 
0 
·: 
-~ 
0 
~ 
0 
~ 2 :~~ ~~/;:r.,1~~~~~~n~b0r1 .~.r111 •,~oc~tJnt:!:ofo. wa\t•r contenl 0 Di1IC 0-IOO 
ML-GP 
? Unit 2, Bed B 
Light gray, medium 
GRAVELS, clean, 
loose, moist, 
with gravels 
rounded-sub angula 
GP 
No correlation pos •• 
Light brown-rusty 
brown-light bluish 
green, clayey sil~ 
SAND, firm, moist, 
non plastic, with 
very weak sub 
horizontal bedding 
SM No correlation 
Light gray-light 
brovm, medium 
GRAVELS, loose, 
moist-wet, with 
few fines,with 
gravels sub angula 
-round~dg smooth-
rough 
GP 
No corre la tio n po s .• 
0 .. 
0 
:.L 1~·6 0~ 
HARDNESS 
VH - Vmy hnrd 
H- Hard 
MH - ModPr.ltely hard 
MS - Moderah~ly soft 
S- Soh 
VS - Vorv •olt 
.. 
FRACTURE LOG 
o 
0 
lr:ms) _ Sp~crng of 
t:..L~ ~ on ::o,J OJIU<al r~H>t++:~ .. l~a;l~:?.<.: .. LOGGED: ................... .. 
_ n ° ~ 29 ~~~~~;~,:€~/m DATE; ......................... . 
TRACED ............ .' ....... .. 
CHECKED: .. · ... ;.· ............. . 
VERTICAL 
5C:ALE: .•••...• :··· ........... . 
SHEET ....... C!F ..... ·l 
1 HOLE I 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE I NO. eight ....... . 
PROJECT .:hl~~-- Th.:es,:i_~ .... FEATURE . ffaWJcSVf.O<:l.d. .. y~:fi:t.;:qg LOCATION N,. Cant... . . . ... . .......... .. 
GRID REF ............................... M.W.D. CO-ORD. .. .... .. ... .. . ... DATUM .A,~p:i,i;a:ry . HAD. GROUND3~, .. 6l~m 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL 90.... DIRECTION. . . ... .. ... ... PHOTO NO.. . ....... HAD. COLLAR ..... . 
~ESCRJPrlON OF CORE ~ "' ~<Ar.w-.,dROCK STRUCTURES (Ddf)Cis) WATEr Dr<~l L 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE·!qra.n oil•. 
tf•~turt•. mrnNal r..Olilt•nt hardnf's~. 
slumglh, l':t'mlml & maim: c()louti 
Notes: 
.1 • All R. L. s relative 
to culvert invertof' 
R. L. 1 6 .. 1 9m at 140 .. 7km. 
2., Slotted PVC pipe 
to EoH. 
DRILLER: 
STARTED: 
DRILL: 
ffi t3 lOG j(HtJl~1 Vtln;J !>tAMS ~llAfif)'!' SltLM~ 1!. I LEVEl lATH 
~ ~ ~~n;tl.lfllJ of CHUSH ZONES. FOLIATION SGHISTO~ITY ~ : lOSS 
~ ~ n<Oiural I.IIMudf' thu:knP:<)S.. spat:1rtq. hfnfl{JI~nHSS '? O " 
" ''·'"'u"''' (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION} i:! o I M ~ I~~(/) :1\ ':;:'::' r~;:7,~~'';;.~r,,:,•:~:.~·•cln""· waiN "":nlenl {!, r.c 0-100 
' 
I . i i I II 
!.I. I 
,, 
I 
I 
7-34 
7.3 APPENDIX J - MOHR'S FAILURE ENVELOPES. 
1500 
1000 
1000 
500 
DEVIATOR 
STRESS 
{ KN/m-a.) 
SHEARING 
STRESS 
(KN/m"-) 
5 
500 
UNIT 2, BED C 
0 0 
0 0 
CONFINING 
PRESSURES 
e560 KN/m.,. 
Q450 • 
o300 • 
10 15 
AXIAL LOAD <mm.) 
1000 1500 
NORMAL STRESS <KN/m-:t> 
20 
2000 
UNIT 3, BED G 
1500 
1000 
500 
0 560 KN/m~ 
CONFINING 
g450 
PRESSURES 
0 300 
5 10 15 20 
AXIAL LOAD (mml 
1000 
SHEARING 
500 
I I . 
500 1000 1500 
NORMAL STRESS (KN/m2 ) 
2000 
1500 
1000 
500 
1000 
500 
DEVIATOR 
STRESS 
(KN/ m-:t) 
SHEARING 
STRESS 
( KN/m'l) 
5 
500 
UNIT 4, BED I 
CONFINING 
PRESSURES 
o560 KN/m~ 
10 15 
AXIAL LOAD Cmm) 
1000 1500 
NORMAL STRESS (KNVm2 ) 
20 
2000 
1500 
1000 
500 
1000 
500 
DEVIATOR 
STRESS 
CKN/m':l. > 
SHEARING 
STRESS 
CKN/m"") 
s 
500 
UNIT 4, BED J 
CONFINING 
PRESSURES 
e560 KN/m~ 
e450 
o300 
1 0 1 5 
AXIAL LOAD (mm) 
1000 1500 
NORMAL STRESS (KN/m-z) 
20 
2000 
7-39 
7.4 APPENDIX 4 - MIKONUI EARTHFLOW DRILL CORE LOGS. 
H 0 L E \ H 0 L E N 0. I 
~------~------~ 
0 RILL LOG OF CABLE T 0 0 L 01/E 
PROJECT.,., ,M.I,K,O.~l~ .. ~.All'!'I~.U?V(. 
GRID REF. ....... 
HOLE SIZE 152nun,. 
GEOLOGICAL 
INTERPRETATION 
A highly variable mixture 
.x 
• X 
)<. 
x-
>< . 
-X 
X X 
X 
)<: of light gr~y-light green 
-light bluish gray-rusty 
brown-dark brown, with all 
structural features ·. X 
( beddill8 ) destroyed, )< 
usually slightly wen thered _ 
oleyey SILT and SA!fD, with X X 
aome bentonitic clay, very -
oort-fil~, moist-firm, )( ~ 
non pla.stic-hlghly pleatio -
and including much :t'ibroua - ><-
organic material, tree .. 
stumps, hnrd sandstone 
boulders 2-3m. diam., 
boulders of silicified 
wood, and rare iron 
p,yritao nodules. 
DRILLER 
x 'x 
. >< ' 
')(.,)<, 
)( ' . 
. ·)'-
.. 
X 
X , 
'. 
)'.' 
)C 
. x 
X• 
'X • •. 
. ·. 
'• 
: >':. 
' )( ' 
L 0 C A T I 0 N .. , , ,O{llJO~(:A,II)O.Ul,l.A. 
R.L. GROUND ...... 15 •. 9~ .. . 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL 
"' E 
14.92 
-
12.9~ 
9· 92 
-
R E C 0 V ERE 0 0 RILL 
CUTTINGS DESCRIPTION 
Lir)lt brown; slighty weathered, 
oilty SA~~. with some clay, 
friable, moiot, non plnotio, 
Light brownish grsy-lieht rusty 
broYm-dnrk brown, dinturbed, 
slighty vrnathered, bentoniti~ 
clayey SII,T, with DOme fine 
nand, ooft, wet, olighty 
plantio, 
Lieht green-light gray-light 
rusty brovm, d:ksturbed, fine 
SAllD, with some silt, friable, 
wet, non plastic, with orgRnio 
fibres. 
Light bluish gray-dark brownish 
gray-yellowish rusty brown, 
distUrbed, silty BENTONITIC 
CLAY, soft, wet, moderately 
plastic, with some angular 
cobbles and wood fibres. 
Light gray, mottled bluish gray 
green, homogeneous, slightly 
weathered, sandy SILT, with 
some clay, soft-bard, moist, 
non plastic. 
Light greenish gray-dark bluish 
grny-rus~J brown, homop,eneous, 
olightly weathered, silty SAJID, 
with nome clay, firm, wet, non 
plaotio, with organic fibres, 
Light bluish gray-dark reddish 
brown, slightly weathered, 
homogeneous, silty SAND, with 
some clay, firm, moiot, non 
plastic, with oome wood fibreo • 
Light brownioh gray-light bluia 
gray, homogeneoua, oilty fine 
SA!:D, :f'irm, moiat, non plastic, 
RELA Tl VE 
DENSITY WATER 
CONDITION 
SAMPLE 
en 
c 
STARTED VL 
8/4/76 L 
.. . .. ... .... 
MD 
FINISHED D 
6/5/76 lvo ..... ' ...... 
V. LOOSE 
LOOSE 
MED. DENSE 
DENSE 
V. DENSf' 
L LOOSING 
s STATIC 
IM MAI{LNG 
SPOON = 
Raymond Spoon Sampler 
PIS TON :::8--
Stationary Pioton 
Sampling, tbinwall 
nnd openond tubo 
DATUM ..... >lSL. , . , .. 
0. 
E 
n! 
"' 
L 
L 
L 
L 
=· 
L 
= 
L 
= 
'-
"' 
c 
0 
'0 
c 
0 
.u 
rJo~i! ~ 
•T 
10•0 
'::.:" -% 
7•2. 
en 
c 
"' .. 
u 
ENG N G. G E 0 L 0 G Y SECT I 0 N 
DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
UNIV. OF CANTERBURY 
logged .... ,,, if .. Gl\Q99'!1 .. 
tracad ..... : .... ~ ..... . 
check~d 
SHEET ..... 1 .... of._ .... lt ..• 
LOG OF CABLE TOOL DRILL HOLE IHOLE No.I ~------~------~ P R 0 J E C T. , , , , . /l;r~!?!!11I .. f:J\U~.!F:I1ol,'l L OC AT I 0 N ... ,Ofq!O,-JY\I!<QUM , •••.• 
GRID REF. ................... . R.L. GROUND., .... 15·9"- •. ,.,.. DATUM .... ~~).-•..•. , .• 
HOLE SIZE 1521111l\. 
GEOLOGICAL 
INTERPRETATION 
.. , 
Light bluish gray-light 
greenish gray, fisaurad 
due to inclusions of 
dark brown-black, 
lnminnted-very thinly 
layered organic fibrea 
nnd onrbonised ltood, 
froah, bentonitic CLAY, 
mth aome silt, firm-
atift', dry-moist, 
moderately-highly 
, plastic, grading dol'f1l 
warda through lighc 
bluish gray gravelly 
SAND, loose-firm, into 
light bluish gray, 
eandy GRAVELS, looae, 
moiat, non plastic. 
ORI LLER RELATIVE 
DENSITY 
STARTED VL V. LOOSE 
.. .8/.4(7~ .... L 
MD 
FINISHED D 
.... ~(?~Z~ .. vb 
LOOSE 
MEO. DENSE 
DENSE 
V DENSE 
x·x 
:~. 
X 
.. 
. . 
'X .• 
•x 
... 
X •, 
.. 
•. X 
'.' . 
' . )'. 
)(, 
"_')<.' • 
- .. 
... 
.. ,. 
><' ... 
... )'\ 
·)< .. 
' i<. 
y.: . ~ 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL 90 
R E C 0 V ERE D 0 R ILL 
CUTTINGS DESCRIPTION 
Id.&lt :runty brol<lUah &rny, 
di~turbcd, olnyoy SILT, with 
ooroo 5nnd, ooft, wet, o1ightly 
plastic, with some rounded, 
smooth ooa:roa grovels, 
Light rusty groyioh brown, 
disturbed, alir~tly weathered, 
gravelly COBBLES, irregular>, 
sub angular, rough, 1!i th ~ome 
nand, loose, non pla•tio, 
Li&lt greeniah uay-light 
'bromrlah gray, disturbed, 
silty SAND, firm, wet, non 
plaatio, 
Light dull gray, homogeneous, 
silty ~~. with bentonitic 
olay, tirm, moist, non plastic 
a. 
E 
"' V\ 
= 
= 
Light greenish gray, homogeneo 
us, clayey silty SAND, firm, ==:I 
moist, elightly plsatio. 
Light greeni•h grey, bomogen 
eous, silty SAND, with •ome = 
bentonitic clay, firm, moist, 
slightly plsstio, ltith raro 
• : )< 1,,08 organic partiolea • 
D 
D 
'D 
·D 
c: 
0 
't1 
c 
0 
u 
0'1 
c 
"' 
"' u 
WATER v 
'CONDITION§,; 
[:: ~ 
SAMPLE ENGNG. GEOLOGY SECTION 
DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
v 
L LOOSING 
S STATIC 
M MAKING 
SPOON = 
Raymond Spoon Sample 
PIS TON :B-
Stationary Finton 
Snmplinp,, thinwull 
and oponond. tubo 
UNIV. OF CANTER 8URY 
logged ..... ~.~~?~~ .... 
traced .......... ~ ...... . 
checked 
SHE E l, ... 2 ..... or ... . .4. ..• 
LOG OF CABLE TOOL DRILL H 0 L E I H 0 L E N 0. j or~;: ~------~--~~~ 
P R 0 J E C T. , , , , . . lol.l!\?!'1!~ , ~T!I~'!p~ 
GRID REF. ................... . 
L 0 C A T I 0 N ... , .o~o~KA.I~OUJ,lA, , , , , , 
R.L, GROUND .. ,,., .1.5:9.2 .. , , , , . 
HOLE S I 'Z E 152mm. ANGLE FROM HORI'ZONTA L 90 
GEOLOGICAL 
INTERPRETATION 
TORLESSE SUPERGROUP SEDIYENTS 
Light gray, slightly weathered, 
fractured and faintly bedded, 
SANDSTONE and MUDSTONE 
OR ILLER RELATIVE 
.. Jl4nr;ti&liL 
DENSITY 
STARTED VL V. LOOSE 
8/4/76 L LOOSE 
.. . .. . .. . . .. 
MD MED. DENSE 
FINISHED 
0 DENSE 
6/5/76 v. ,,,,, ....... vo DENSE 
v 
"' .t: ., 
0.. 
=-
"' 
Ol 
.... 0 
., 
Ol ~ E 
X .• 
.. )'' 
. -·. 
• ' -5.08 
. 'f : ·. -
1 • •• 
. )< • 
. ';<.: 
-8.08 
·-
-
-
-
-
-
WATER 
RECOVERED DRILL 
CUTTINGS DES C Rl P TION 
Lieht grceninh gray, homogon 
eoua, oil ty SAND, m th some 
bentonitic olny, firm, wet, 
non pluatio, with black organic 
partiolos • 
Light greenioh gray, fisoured, 
ail ty SAND, rri th some bont01? 
itic olay, firm, rnoist, non 
plastic, with n planar, blnc5, 
orr."nio inclusion dipping 6o 
to horizontal, 
Light gray, clayey sandy GRAVEL 
loose, wet, non plnstio, with 
gravels fresh, angular, 
indurated, 
Light grny, snndy GRAVEL, loose 
wet, non plastic, with gravels 
fresh, angular, indurated, 
SAMPlE 
CONDITION Cf) c 
·-
"' t'il S,POON = u 
L LOOSING Rnymond Spoon Sample 
PISTON :e-
s STATIC Sl:J\tloMry J'ioton 
s~mplins, thinrrnll 
IM _MAKING 
nnd opanentl tube 
c f 0 v c 
~ 0 ., ,... 0 ~ ~ > ~ ·-'-
·- ·- '-
.. en 
a. ~ ~ ·- C• 
E " ~ "' "' 
., 
'0 
·-c o. 
-.; c .. c "' 
"' 
., ., 
"' 
0 
"' 
"' 
n. .0 '- '0 ;: u u 
= 
D 
= D 
VD 
ENG N G. G E 0 L 0 G Y 5 E C T I 0 N 
DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
UNI V. OF CANTER BURY,; 
logged ...... v.IIRP.GQTI ... 
traced .......... 7 .•...• 
checked 
SHE E l .... ~ .. ,'. of ..... 1: ••• 
LOG OF Df(ILL HOLE 
PROJECT ~~o. Th€JSis .. FEATURE EartpflOYf .......... .. 
rfl~~~ I .. . one -:J 
LOCATION Qnr() . . ......... .. 
DATUM .. MSL ................ HAD.·~~~~~D1·$~)2m, GRID REF ............................. M.W.D. CO-Ofm. .. ...... . 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ... 9Q DIRECTION .. 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE·!9m<n &<le. 
!Pllun' mmrral con!r'1! hardnf'<>S. 
streng!h. Geff'lnnt & matrnr C01nt.H i. 
. . lflr 
. Lig~t gray~ fine - /] : ~~ 
medl.um gra1.ned, [11 i' 
slightly weathered, il ;, 
SANDSTONE, ·with ~ t 
occasional veri/ Jllj ':: 
thinly bedded, ' !.1· ~ 
black MUDSTONE; \ J 
strong 1 ~ ·} ·l 
. ! 
(' ·~ 
NOTES: 
1. Cable Tool from 
RL. 1,5. 92m. to RL. 
-7.86m. 
2• Rotary'from RL. 
-7.86m. to EOH. at 
-12.4.2m. 
:' ~ ~~ 
~ 
l 
I 
I 
·7·16 
• S•f6 
-Y·r6 
•IO· B• 
•I!•.Vfo. 
I 
-
HAROf<ESS 
VH - Very htnd 
DRILL: 
<:. ·• 
H- HaHi 
MH - MmJer>'lely hard 
MS .. Mnde-ral€'1y soft 
S- So~ 
VS - Vt•r· !lnf1 
PHOTO NO.... ... :.:.:.. HAD. COLLAR ...... . 
r><A<:nmr RO~K STRUCTURES (Def??!S) w-~l[f DHILL § lOG JOINTS VEiNS ScAMS !,I!Aff! R .SHEA.R & LEVEL !NATE' 
CRUSH ZONES •ouA TION. SCHISTOSITY 
u Sr<u ul I nahJtal (J!i,lvdc th1c~ncs11. ~pa•:mQ smoo!hncsft} 
~ ''"''I""''' (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 
0: 
(!) 
~ 
\· ~ 
. 
\ 
~ X I~· 
?:ni 
lU 
! 
'[;: 
1:;'~ 
ll~ 
f; 
i': 
!:·,) 
1!1?~ 
iII 
Closely spaced 
joints, with f~act­
ures randomly 
orientated and 
slightly ·weathered 
I 
FRACTURE LOG 
D;"Jie 
0 0 
.' icms) ,... Spacm9 of 
~=~,:,: .J'. ,:;~I n,llural (7 G ~++hm .. !',~~:~J!~!-~ ..... lOGGED:" .~ ..... ~Ft.~.ff'D 
1 
_ N 2 g 9~ ~;~~~~;"x/m DATE.. ....... .,.~·"··•···· .... ., 
lRAGEO: .................... .. 
CHEC~EO; ............ : ....... . 
VERTICAL 
LOSS 
0-100 
SGAI.E ........ , .......... .:) 
:.1 ;>i<<f>l 4:- l)r 11_.': !~ .I 
LOG OF CABLE TOOL 0 RILL H 0 L E I H 0 L E N o. j 1"1.'0 
P R 0 J E C T ..... ~ll.<Oiitll. . f.i\I(Tlll.'IPlV. 
GRID REF. ..... .. 
HOLE SIZE 152mm, 
GEOLOGICAL 
INTER.PRETATION 
z 
0 
H 
.8 
~ 
~-
A highly variable mixture 
of light groy-lisht green-
light bluiah gray-rusty 
brown-dark brown, with all 
original structural 
fenturos ( bocldinr, ) 
destroyed, usually slightly 
weathered, clayey SILT 
and MND, with some 
ben toni tic clay, very aoft-
firm, moist-wet, non plast-
ic-highly plaa.tio, and 
including much fibrous 
organic material, tree 
stumps, hnrd sandstone 
boulders 2-3m. diem,, 
boulders of silicified 
wood, and rare iron pyrites 
nodule a 
L 0 CAT I 0 N ... , .. o~no.-MIKQIJM ... 
R. L. G R 0 UN D ..... ·. ,23,6!AQ •... 
ANGLE FROM HORiZONTAL 
"' llJ 
'-
... 
" E 
X )( 
- X 22,6_ 
X..x 
)<. x 
-x-
x X 
X 
-- ~ 
X-
-
-
- X 
_x 
- )(-
.. 
.. 
21.6-
Q0.6_ 
-- - 18,6-
0-: 
·a 
o. 
.·~· 
X .·)1. X 16,6_ 
. -. 
)<. ., 
. < .-
'1- x· 
><' ~:· 
~·.X 15,6_ 
.. ·.·· 
.. •' 
... ' 
• )1.: 
)1., '·. 
.'1..~.' 14.6_ 
·"" .· 
R E C 0 V E R E 0 0 R I LL 
CUTTINGS DESCRIPTION 
Dark grayish brown, disturbed, 
clayey SILT, very soft, wet, 
slightly-moderately pla•tio, 
highly organic, 
' Light brownish gray, disturbed, 
silty CLAY, very soft, wet, 
moderately plastic, 
Yellowish brorm-greenish gray, 
disturbed, alightly weathered, 
clayey sandy SILT, with some 
medium gravel, very soft, wet, 
non plastic, 
Light bluinh greenish gray, 
homogeneoua, SAND, with some 
silt, soft, moist, non plastic, 
with a single indurated, 
fossiliferous, sandstone cobble 
Light greenish bluinh gray, 
disturbed, ailty BENTONITIC 
CLAY, with soma fine sand and 
gravel, soft, wet, moderately 
plastic, slightly organic, 
Lieht gray, disturbed, silty 
•andy GRAVEL, loose, wot, non 
plastio, with gravels smooth, 
sub angular, 
Ltght grayish brown-blaok, 
homogoneous, silty &\ND, with 
some olsy, soft-nti'rf; moiat, 
non plsa tic, 
(}reeniah brO\m-dark bluish gray 
-light grayish blue, homogene / 
oua, silty ::;Ai:O,·with some clay 
aoft-hnrd, moist, non plastic, 
~-------J------~ 
D A T U M . . . lls.L. . . . • • •. 
a. 
E 
"' 
"' 
~~ 
i "' 
'-
·~ 
" c 
't 
V\ 
c ~ 
"' u 
L 
L 
L 
L 
liD 
c 
.0 
u 
c 
0 
u 
en 
c 
V\ 
"' u 
).:·~:· .. Light greenish gray, homogoneou slightly wonthered, silty MND, 
with oom0 clay, soft, moist, c:::= 
non plastic, with soil surfaces 
tarninhing on exposure, 
DRILLER RELATIVE 
DENSITY WATER ;;: SAMPLE ENG N G. G E 0 L 0 G Y SECT I 0 N 
.. ~~!!?~~~~ .. CONDITION f::: m c 
·- DEPT. OF GEOLOGY ~ Ill STARTED VL V. LOOSE "' SPOON = ~ u UNI V. OF CANTER BURY 
L LOOSE L LOOSING RAymond Spoon Samplor 
.. ,1,7/.5/?~ ... log g l? d ..... ll.llli.P.CiQTI .... 
MD MED. DENSE PISTON :& traced ....... ~ ......... 
FINISHED s STATIC Stationary Pioton D DENSE 'l'hinwnll Oponand Tuba checked 
20/s/76 Sampler, S H 'E E T ..... 1 ..... a ( . 7 ... 
•••••• 0. 0 ••• VD v DENSE M MAKING .. 
L 0 G 0 F c A 8 L E T 0 0 L 0 R I L L H 0 L E I H 0 L E N 0. I T'liO 
P R 0 J E C T. , , . , , ¥P.<Qf!\f.I. , E!J\R:rt.I~L!J~ L 0 C A T I 0 N .. , , p~RP:K_AgOUl\A, . . • . , 
GRID REF. .....••....•. ,,..... R.L.GROUND ... ,23:6o;n •. ,,, .•... 
I'-H~O::.:L=J:E......::S!...;I~Z;;..:E::.......--........ 1.:...52_m_m. --~-,.-...:A:;'_'J G L E F R 0 M H 0 R I Z 0 NT A L 
GEOLOGICAL 
.INTER PRE TAT I ON 
MlKONUl EARTIIFI.OW FORMATION 
'. 
v 
.):;. 
C>. 
IU rn 
... 0 m· 
-Q:· 
.. (j' 
I",' 
j\0'\ 
VI 
"' ... 
-
., 
E 
:'Ci .:. ~. 12 6 
•.,... . -
11.6_ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
RECOVERED DRILL 
CUTTINGS ·DESCRIPTION 
Light 'bluiah [')."uy, dhturbod 1 
snndy ooor5o GRAVEL, loooo, 
moiat, non plaatio, ~th gravel• 
nub o.ngular-angular, smooth. ~ 
DRILLER RELATIVE v 
SAMPLE DENSITY WATER 
CONDITION 
STARTED VL V.LOOSE 
. • ,17(7(?~ ... L LOO~E L LOOSING 
MD MED. DENSE 
FINISHED 0 DENSE 
S STATIC 
20/5/76 
....... " ... VO V DENSE 
VI 
~ SPOON = 
Rnymond Spoon Samplox 
PIS TON :e-
.StntioMry l'inton 
Thinwnll Oponond 
Tubo Sampler. 
D AT U M . • . ~s.r., . 
90 
c E 
.£ v 
-;;; ·0 ., ;>.. ~ ,. -.:. 
·-
<J 3: 
"' 
VI 
c ~ 'iV c. ., ., 
0. .D '- '0 
L 
c 
0 
·- rn 
'-
·- c 
"' 
"0 
·-c VI 
"' 
0 
"' 3: v u 
v 
.... 
ENONG. GEOLOGY SECTION 
DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
UNIV. OF CANTERBURY 
log g e d ..... t:< ,(;,ll,QI(P~ •••• 
traced .. , ..... ~ •. , ..... 
checkPd 
SHEE:,l ..... ? ... or .. ? .... , 
r-------------------------··---------,--"1--------, 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE I H~~~ I ....... ~VI~ ... .. ... I 
.:·· 
PROJECT lY/$(}. Th.E;lsi.f! .. FEATURE l!:ar:f;h:fl<?Vf .... ...... LOCATION Oaro ........ . 
GRID REF......................... . ...... M.W.D. CO-ORD. . . ... .. . . ... ..... DATUM .. MSL. .. .......... HAD. GROUND~.3~ .. 6m. 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL .. 9Q . . DIRECTION PHOTO NO. . . ..... HAD. COLLAR ... 
------------~~,---.--.---,---,--.-----.---------------~-----.-..-~~~ 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE ROCK STRUCTURES (Defects) t:) 1-z (/) 
'fi CORl DEPTH t:) :p;\l.Tur~r 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
ii' (/) ~ w w 
I z 0 1- 0 
•( -<( 0: Ocl' w <( ;;: I ..J"' 1-
LOSS/ 
LIFT 
.. 
!:3:3: IVl z 
Vl::ii I:::!L(I') ~ U19~ ~~~~~R:~.~~~~ ~:n~~~~~}J~~~~~:tZe, ~lrongth. ct>mnnl & maim colour). 
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I I· .J' :! ,.,, 
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~· ' .. . i 
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' c a. • ii> <( 
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•' 
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'· 
,: )\ 
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.,., ·,.· 
•)<.,, 
' 
)<' 
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- : g.& 
·: ''/. 
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-
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><· 
.. 
: 
y 
~ 
. 
'f. 
-
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)(' 
-
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-
:.~. 
. ~ : 
lOG 
Sp;1conq ol 
nalur.tl 
fril,:lun·~l 
0 em•, 
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!21()_ 
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J(Jir~lS Vf-.IJ'J!; SlAMS !:-,HAllE H .SHC.AH & 
CRUSH ZONES FOLIA TIOI·J SCHISTOSITY 
(af11tudc>. lhlt.~flP'>a ~p.tt .. 1nq. srnnolhru•ss) 
(OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 
Gray-brown, slightly 
weathered, SAND-
STONE, (boulder) 
Light gray-light 
br9wn-dark bluish 
gray-yellowish 
brown, homogeneous, 
slightly weathered, 
silty SAND, with 
some clay, soft-
firm, wet, slight)J 
plastic 
SM 
Light greenish 
gray, homogeneous, 
SAND, with some 
clay and silt, 
· so:f't, wet, slight]J 
pla.sj;ic, with wood 
fibres and rare 
fine gravel 
SM-SC 
Light gray-greenisl 
gray-dark brownish 
gray,faint organic 
layering, clayey 
silty SAND, soft-
firm, wet, ·slightly 
plastic, partially 
organic ' 
SM-SC 
No core 
WEATHERING HARDNESS FRACTURE LOG 
DRILLER: UW - Unwt•r~lhrm:d VH - Very hard (cma) Sp,\Cing of 
0 
0 
0: 
fNATEf. DRILl 
LEVEl lATH 
LOSS 
0-100 
Date 
m~.v.i.~.0..~ ....... . SW - ShiJhl.ly WP!lthro.rnd H - H.nd ~
0 
0 o -~ 1 1 MH - MotiPmlely h11rd 'L._'--~-~-:1. •. ·~. , ~f.. o, n.1 ur .-t MW- MudN:l/~ly wr>atherfflJ MS - Modmalcly soft I , , , l'~d hilt..:lur~"?~ LOGGED:G.:-:.~ .f!.9.':.9."T.T. 
~~ ~ ~~~~~~,.~:;·li~;,~~crt.~d V~ =~~~soft - ~• 2 ~ S?9 .. flilt.lut~~·;,;;· DATE STARTED: Fl~iiSH.EQ ........ t--'E=-=X"-P-L""'A-'-'N-"'A-'-T'-"IO_:_N--=='----__._......:..:o:...._;:.=.:.L,.7"-------...J-C::. '-------'-'---'-~o1 ""'"'"'""'----l mAc~~::::::·.::::::·.·.::·.::::. 
CHECKE!J ..... .' .............. . 
VERnCAL 
SCALE ....... , ............. .. 
. . . SHE~T:~:;.~-c:.lc:J ...... _, ·- ···•· :~~~ ............... J~.·~·· :~ -.;-- ~:...... .. ------------
~~: ' 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE 
PROJECT . MS.Q Th~ai~ ... FEATURE Earthf:lo:vt ........... .. 
GRID REF.. ....... ..... . ..... M.W.D. CO-ORD. 
90· DIRECTION ", .... 
····· 
"' z ii' 
w 
:< 
FORMATION NAME: 
"' ..UJ ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
~ 
~;~ e~~~~R~~~1~~ ?~t~~~~:a~!':!+~JlO, 
slrnngth, ctlmf!n1 & nHttrlll colour). 
i 
. ! 
' 
'•. 
' . 
•' 
I. 
. 
:' 
lll , ... 
t! 
\ 
i 
~ 
~ 
~ 
' ' I~ 
OKARARIA SANDSTONE 
WEAl HERING 
DRILLER: UW 1Jnwt~;t1hr:-u~d 
SW - S!•qht!y Wf'.llt-!~rr<d 
I• COfll IJtPTH 11) if) 
!/) 
"' LOSSt HAD w ,_ 
'Z 0 [) 
"'-
LIFT 0: 
"' 
o,r , <( 
" ' "' :t -'~ 
,, 
,_- • c 
I !I! ;; 8~ 
r::;:::;<l) l? l£l2g E 
I, 
.r 
iil. 
! 11 
1·4 
f~ 
1'1 
I! 
0·4 
i 
1 i:. 
i [1! -o·'f-
It 
-1·"-_ 
:'• 
lk 
I 
·Z·'t 
l:t H 
1/!i: ~ 
1'1', 
-3./). 
n 
11 
i' [; 
-4-·'+-
' 
-5·4-i :I 
·I 
'I 
-i.·'f: I· I 
I 
HARDNESS 
VH ~ Very hard 
H- H<Hd 
"' 0 _J 
(.) 
I 
n. 
<( 
a: 
0 
'. 
.. 
.x: 
"-
'• 
-
~ 
. 
. . 
-
. 
-
·X 
-
-
. x· IX: 
. 
. 
. 
' 
' 
· · · '- • · '• · · • • · · · • • · • · • • • · • MW Mort,•r;il~>ly WPi1U1cr~d 
STARTED: HW - H•ghly W""'""'"<l 
MH ~ Modprah~ly h;ud 
MS - Mndt•r ah>ly soft 
S- Soli 
_!2'f"J - Crm'pll•it•ly _ w~>.tlh•Hrd VS- Vt·r sofl 
f:j~fi'SH.E0:" ...... EXPLANATION 
DRILL: 
. 
I H~~~ I two . .. . .. .I 
LOCATION Oaro ... ...... '---.. -.. -.. -.. -... -... -.. __) 
DATUM M$;L..... HAD. GROUND??..:- 6m 
f<ACTUfl[ ROCK STRUCTURES. iDPincls) WATf.P flRU 
LOO J( H!il!J VtJNS SEAI~.S ~HAl ltH .BHlAH &. 2: LEVEL lATEr CRUSH ZONES FOLIATION. SCHISTOSITY 
StMI.mq of ()_ LOSS 
lnl11hH1e. lha:ll,rwss l<Pi1L111Q. smoofhtwt;$J <U nalur.tl Cld " 
ftadiJir>SI {OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) l!:!o " 
0 ~:::.: f~?/1l'~~»lf:~;;lhnJ·';,7;;~<t<.lncss. WiiiN ~J;:Jntenl. ;3"' "' 0-100 O~!QJ I -LJ_ 
No cqre 
t-m 
Light greenish 
gray, homogeneous, 
clayey SAND, with 
some silt, soft, 
wet, slightly 
plastic, with wood 
fibres and rare 
sandstone gravels 
sc 
. 
Light gray, 
slightly weather-
ed, SANDSTONE 
(boulder) 
-- I 
I 
I 
No core 
.. 
Light gray, 1 
slightly weather-
ed on fractures,. 
·sANDSTONE 
(bould~r) 
i FRACTURE LOG 
~T' ;, , 11:r++-~ .. ~~~~~~~;·~1 •. LOGGED:.,., ................ .. 
... ('J Q g §§ ~;~~~~~1:11 slrn f~ATE .... .,,~, .............. H 
TRACEO ..................... . 
CHECK(O; ..•..•..•.....•...... 
VERTICAL 
GGALE ...••••• , •••••.•..••• , •. 
.~ •. 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE l H~~~ I ... ~jV~. . ..... . 
PROJECT ]v1~() .. ~}lesis ..... FEATURE Earthfl():W. ...... .. ....... LOCATION Qa,r.q ............ -.. -.. -.. -' ...-... -.. -... ----_J 
GRID REF. ............................. M.W.D. CO-ORD. ... . ... ..... ....... DATUM ....... NS.L .•........... HAD. G~~~~D··~s~."6m. 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL 90. . . . DIRECTION . . . . PHOTO NO. . . . . HAD. COLLAR 
r---- --···-------- l'J ~-..---.--,---..--.----.--
DESCRIPTION OF CORE z "' :;:; coHL or~TH l'J 11ACTUIH ROCK STRUCTURES (Dcfw:ts) f,rvATFr DRILL 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
~;~~~~~~~~~ ~tnt~~.Rh~r(J~~~~/IZO, 
strength, cement & matm colour) 
~ 
I 
Light bluish gray 
-light greenish 
gray, fissured 
throughout due to 
inclusions of 
dark brown-black, 
lamina ted-very 
thinly layered 
organic fibres 
and carbonised 
0 
E-! wood, fresh, ben ... 
@ tonitic CLAY, witl:: 
e7.1 ._. some silt, firm-
stiff, dry-moist, 
~oderate~-high~ 
plastic,grading 
dovmwards through 
light bluish gray 
gravel~ SAND, 
loose-firm, into 
I 
0 
DRILLER: 
light bluish gray 
sandy GRAVELS, 
loose, moist, non 
plastic 
WEATHERING 
UW •· UnwP<ilhf'rrd 
SW- Shqhtly_ WPitlhPrr'd 
• · • ·• •• · · • ··• · • •• ..... • ... MW - Mndl'r~h·ly wealhcrP.d 
STARTED: HW- H•qhly wo>.olhP<Prl 
CW - Cnmplt•li"ly W(!.llht•rnd 
. FiNI·S~lED:····· ... EXPLANATION 
DRILL: 
ffi ~ i':! LOSS< HAD 3 LOG J(IINT~ VliN~ !>lAM~>. 0>HAT1Lil.S>ILAf1 & LEVEL lATEr 
2:: 1'j ~ _ LIFT ~ So"' •nq ol ClliJSH ZONES. FOLIA liON SCHISTOSITY LOSS 
~ ~ ~ ~ .. ~ [ ~ ~~~~~::.,, ~:;'~ct"s'~I~"~~~C~I~~~~~)'' 
3;53: I<1l ;<; J~ 0: U1~I I~:!ll) ~ 109~ E (j 
)< 
X 
-r·4- -
.J.<_ 
-H· 
-17·~ -
HARDNESS 
VH- Vr-ry hard 
H - Hard . 
Ml l - ModNalr.ly hard 
MS - MndP.ralely soli 
S- Soh 
VS - Vmv soft 
Light bluish gray, 
homogeneous, 
bentoi. tic CLAY, 
with some silt, 
firm-stiff, moist, 
moderately-high~ 
plastic 
CH 
- vdth occassional 
regular, rounded, 
polished gravels 
- highly plastic 
Light bluish gray-
dark brown-light 
brown-black, very 
thinly layered-
laminated organic 
and wood fibres, 
bentonitic CLAY, 
soft-firm-stiff, 
moist, high~ 
plastic 
CH-OH 
- homogeneous 
I FRACTURE LOG 
0 , (cmsl _ Spactnq of 
0-100 
D::.te 
I~~ ': S? !I) -6~ n.11ur.l! It I I jttH! ''d8 .. !~~~~~!~.~ ..... LOGGED: ................ : ... .. 
- c:1 g g 99 ~~il~~~~l~mtlm DATE: ........................ .. 
TRACED ....... : ............. . 
CHECKED: ................. :: .. 
VERTICAL 
SCALE; ........ , .............. . 
-,.------~--~~~~~~~-----~~~~--~~~~S~H~EE-.T~.~~·~··O~f~Z-.. 41~ ··~-~~··. L,,..,.-. ....,....,~·-----+--~ .. -. ------------ .-.. -
r---------------------L-O_G __ O_F_D_~-IL_L_H _ O_L_E __________________ ,,-,~-0o-L~--~r--···-.. -... --~v-_,?-.. -... -.... ~ .. l 
PROJECT ... MEl.C. '];h~sis .. ..FEATURE Earthf'low .. . ....... LOCATION . Oaro. ... ... .... ....... ...... .. . . . . ..... .. 
GRID REF ........................... M.W.D. CO-ORD. .. . .. DATUM .... MSL. .. . . HAD. GROUND. 2). 6m. 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL .. 9.0. DIRECTION . . .. PHOTO NO. . . . . . .. HAD. COLLAR .. 
'D£s·c··-R-IP-T--10-N--0-F .. C ___ O_R __ E ____ --,.--=-, r:om nrPTH ROCK STRUCTURES(Dcfec!s) . _;;A-r-cr.'o_R_ILL, l'J 1-z co <ll (J RAClUHf 
f.' j 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE·Inr••n "'"· 
!r'l:tUrf'. m1nrral r,ontc•n!. h~trdnN;.s: 
strPngth, cerrH•nt & mnhlJ cokll.lr~ 
. 
I 
0 
DRILLER: 
STARTED: 
' ~' 
' i 
I 
. 
WEATf~ERING 
UW - UnWPotlhf'fPd 
SW - Sl1qhlly w<•dlhrrrri 
MW·- M0dN Alf'ly w('a!l!ct{'d 
HW - H·nhly wt•;ti •l'tf'd 
'., 
CW •• Ct1mph•t•1fy wca!hnred 
FINISHED: EXPL:ANATION 
~~~L~: .............. r 
. •.·. :.:: .. ·" 
fi 
w 
I 
>-
"' w ;: 
~~~ 
V);!I 
! I I, 
I 
I 
! 
I 
l 
(/'j 
w 
z 
Cl 
0: 
<( 
:I 
I (I) 
r:t~w 
i 
I 
~ 
Cl 
<(-
oo:: 
-'e!. 
t-
z 
~ 
LOSS/ HAD 
UF1 
! 
-lt·lf. 
-)'!·"' 
0 
..J 
() 
r 
0. 
<( 
0: 
l'J 
--
:t 
--
--
-· 
-
" 
-'.' 
'~ I • 
--
-'~ -.... 
'. 
--
-~ 
-
-
'' 
-?.O·'f • . " 
·ll·'l-
-n-~ 
-n-4 
I I 
-z<r·"' 
-Z~·'t, 
I 
I -zb-~ 
HAilONESS 
VH - Very hard 
H- Hrtrrf 
MH - Modl!ta!nly hard 
MS - MNhH<liPiy lWII 
S Soh 
VS ... Vnry soft 
--
-
--
~ 
--
-
--
-
--
-
- -
--
-
-
--
-
-
-
- -
-
- -
-
--
--
-
-\\ 
-
--
-
--
-
\ 
--
-
- -
// 
--
--
--
LOG 
'Sp,u onq ol 
n.t!ur,ll 
frac!ut'-"~~ 
0 uns 
"' 
ell) .... 
I 
i 
I 
JOINTS Veil~~ SLAMS bHATTUI.SHLAR & r LEVE.L VvATEf< 
CRUSH ZOfllS. fOLIATION. SCHISTOSITY h: LOSS 
laJhludP. tf't1<:k•wss. sp..tt:lltq. ~>moothnussl 
(OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 
h.nn'tiStl•l"r y Lf!niP.-tt.:.tnot>s. w.dN content, 
9'PUp !iyrnnol nk) 
- wi~h some black, 
fine sand lenses 
_Light gray-light 
greenish gray, 
homogeneous, 
bentonitic CLAY, 
stiff, dry-moist, 
highly plastic 
CH 
- very thinly 
layered-laminated, 
black organic 
inclusions, with 
rare iron pyrites 
Light g~ayish 
green, with black, 
laminated organic 
inclusions, 
bentonitic CLAY, 
firm-stiff, dry-
moist, highly 
plastic 
w. 
p 0 
~0 
6"' 
0:1te 
I I 
TRACED" .................... .. 
CHEC~EO ..................... . 
VERTICAL 
SCALE ......... , ............ .. 
0-100 
. , 
PROJECT MSo The~is FEAT~~G ~~~~~io~?LE .. LOCATION .. 0at"9.. . I ~~E~ ·· ·•· t~~ I 
GRID REF. . .......................... M.W.D. CO-ORD... .... ... . ..... ......... DATUM MSL...... ... . HAD. GROUND .. ?.~.~ 6m., 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL . .. . 90 D!HECTION . . . . . . PHOTO NO. . . .. . HAD. COLLAR 
DESCRIPTIONOFCOR-E------.-,.9.::-_ -,--(j)---r-iji--r-C-0-fl['· -0[-P-TH,.--LJ-..,.t·-fl-M-:T_U_Il\-r_ -.R-OCK STRUCTURES (OrdPcls} r·-,1-JA_n_::R-r-D-R-IL-,l 
~ ~ Q LIFT ~ U 'O,n.H.<nq 01 CRUSH LONES FOLIATION SCHISTOSITY Q: LOSS 
FORMATION NAME: f!j ~ !~ LOSSI HAD g LOG J<ll';l~ VltM, SlAMS SHA!Tli<.~IILA~ & II LEVEL JATI;:" 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: w ~ 9 ~ " v. C1J I r;atw.tl intt11udc. 1hu:knn"s suactnQ .. 'imonthnwH>) ?:5 Q ., 
~;~~~~R~~~~~ ~:.,,;~R"~·'9~~·~, •.· ..•. I~ H~ 'Z ~ ~ ~ ''"''""''' (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) i~jl 0 " :r~~i/) ~ ;n£~ f3 5i '~; __ to~ ''g·o,,_'·'u'p'.:;lpnl y L\ •••. ~i- walm conl.ent d 0:: D·t". I UO-..Li.l·OO strength_ cenwnl &. m<ttr11 co!nurl. E ··• - , '>y••1i;n! •• ,,. , . " ,~ 
~;·~=*~j_==*=~:~.~~~=-=o=H======~==~~=~!i ~ 
\' 
I 
0 
; 
NOTES: 
1 •. Cable ,Tool from 
RL. 23.6m. to RL • 
12. 6m. 
2. Rotary from RL. 
12.6m. to EOH. at 
RL. -33.09m. 
DRILLER: 
STARTED: 
f'INISHED: 
DRILL: 
WEATHERING 
UW - Unwrafho;rl"d 
SW Shg,lly \V!'.1/hl'tPd 
MW - Mmlf•r,1h•ly \;,..pntf•mmj 
HW Hrflhly w••atherr;d 
CW - CnrHpl,•h•ly Wt•a/hP.rr•d 
EXPLANATION 
I 
I 
x · - with some sand 
·X and silt 
.. :; 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I II 
I 
I 
I 
•ZN· l(' 
_,.,.,_·X, 
:.~: 
0· 
' 
. 
0 
·IO·\'-
' CJ' 
. 
0. 
-;•-'r a 
D 
. 
.t::J 
~· 
-)'Z·4. t • 
0 
' ' 
0 
:c;, 
-
HARDNESS 
VH- Vmy hard 
H- H<ltd 
MH ~'M••dr~tollt!'v hard 
MS - Mncirr<ttely soil 
S- Snf1 
V5 - Vt•rti soU 
- grading downwards 
through a homogen-
eous silty sandy 
CLAY into. a clayey, 
silty SAND, soft-
loose, non plastic 
Light gray, 
homogeneous, sandy 
GRAVEL, loose, J ' 
moist, non plastic,! 
with rare inclusion~ 
of carbonised wood, 
with gravels 
regular, rounded,· 
smooth, gap 
graded 
GP 
FI1ACfUI1E LOG 
0 0 
h:msi ·~ Spactng of 
·l~ !() ; 2 10 :;0 J nnlura! r I t ., ' !llnj I I~ .. ~~~::~~~:~~.~ ..... LOGG£0:.; ............... ~···· 
- ("f e ~ £~ ~f'!_~;~~~,~eslm DATE- ........................ , 
TRACED .......... : .......... .. 
CHECKED; .................... . 
VERTICAL 
SCALE ......... f"' .......... •· 
LOG OF CA BLE TOO L 0 RILL HO LE 
P R 0 J E CT .. , . , . m9(l~l .. *~Wni~~W L o c A r 1 oN ... qA.Jl9-:KAIK~ull.A. . . . . . . 
GRID REF. ...•......... , ...... R. L. G R 0 UN D , , , . 4h ~at;'•. , , .'. ' .. 
HOLE SIZE 152mm,. 
GEOLOGICAL 
INTERPRETATION 
~ 
. 
'" 
I 
A highly v!U'inble mixture 
or light grey-light green 
lz; 
-light bluish gray-rusty 
0 brown-dark brown, with all 
H structural features 8 ~· ( bedding ) destroyed, 
~ usually slightly weathered olt:lyey SILT and SAND, 
with some bentonitic olay, 
s very soft-firm, moist-
~ wet, non plastic-highly plastic, and including much fibrous organic material, tree stumps, 
hurd sandstone boulders 
~ 2-Jm, diam•> boulders of 
~ ailicified wood, and rare iron pyrites nodules. 
' 
DRILLER RELA T1 VE 
DENSITY 
STARTED VL V. LOOSE 
.... 1~/?/7? .. L LOOSE 
MD MED. DENSE 
FINISHED 0 DENSE 
.... ~1!(5,(~6. ; VD V DENS~'" 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAl 
u· 
VI 
RECOVERED 0 RILL 
.c 4J 
a. ._ 
rei m ... CUT Tl NGS DESCRIPTION ... () .., 
m ~ E 
.. 
. 
• )< 
.. 
·x 
. . 40.98 
)< -
·>< 
Light purplish gray-light rusty 
bro1m, disturb on, slightly 
- woothored, silty SAUD, with 
)<. )9. 98 •o~e gravel, very sort, wet, no~ 
-
- plastic, with graveltl irregular, 
)( X anr;ular, )< Light bluish grny-d!U'k rusty 
- brown, homogeneous, slightly 
'! )< weathered, olayoy SILT, with 
38.9~ 
some fine gravel, soft, wet, 
'~--,.. slightly plastic, with some 
organic fibres, 
'f.. 'f.. 
-
Y. 
-o 37.9~ Light grayish blue-light to dark y_ X yello1vish rusty brown, homogone 
ous, slightly weathered, clayey 
xa.,.. SILT, with some gravel, soft, 
moist,·moderately plastio, with 
'/. 
'f. ·- noma oJ;"ganie fibres. 
ox 
.x x 
36,9a 
·G 
Light grayish yellow, mottled ]( y 
rusty brown, homogeneous, 
·y. 
.35.98 slightly weathered, sandy SILT, 
.• X 
-
with same olay and gravel, firm, 
":o: mo~at, non plastic, 
',(, )( 
')( .. 
. , X ;)4..9~ 
.. ~ .. Dark gray-dark brown, mottled 
)( ·. ruoty brown, homogeneous, 
.. 
slightly weathered, silty SAND, 
X with same gravel, firm, moist, non plaatic • 
. . 
JJ,98 )( 
-
--
Dark rusty brolVll-light bluish 
-x gray, homogeneous, silty CLAY, 
- - •oft-firm, wet, moderately )(_ plastic, with organic fibres 1--
-X 
- -
}2.9~ Light greenish grey, diaturbed, 
..,.- olayey SILT, eoft, wet, slightly 
- 'X plastic, with orp,anio fibros. 
y.- Light bluish gray-yellowish rusty brown-dark chocolate brown 
:;.~ orgunio silty CLAY, soft-firm, }1. 98 wet, hir~ly plastio, 
WAfER 
CONDITION Ol c 
SAMPLE 
L LOOSING 
s S r A·T!C 
M MAKING 
VI 
(! SPOON = 
Raymond Spoon Sampler 
Pl S TON 
Stationary Pl•ton 
Thinwnlled Oponund 
Tube SAmpler, 
I HOLE NO. I 'l'lllit·:r; 
DATUM ... )lp~ .. . .. . .. 
90 
1 f' c ,.... 0 .., ::! > ·-~ - ~ 0'1 0. ·- ._ ,_ c 
E () "' 1/\ "' "0 ·-c ~ c - c 
"' rei 
"' 
~ ., <lJ (lj 0 
"' Ill a.. .C> ... "0 :; u u 
L • 
L 
J,ID 
liD 
L 
' 
L 
L 
).!!) 
L 
liD 
liD 
J,ID 
).!!) 
B-
J,ID 
liD 
'"C:l 
-'--' L 
' 
L 
= 
Wl 
L 
EN G N G. G E 0 L 0 G Y S E C T1 0 N 
DEPT: OF GEOLOGY 
UNI V. OF CAN fER BURY 
logged ... ,. ,I{ ,ql,t9.CF('l{1; ... 
t " ~raced .... , .......... .. 
c',~t>dPd 
S H E € T ..... 1 ..... or .. ;5: · ..... 
L 0 G 0 F c A B L E T 0 0 L 0 R I L L H 0 L E I H 0 L E N 0. I TlrrtEE 
P R 0 J E C T •..• ~I.~O.l:'I,I, , ~~.'!'!~~~ .. L 0 C A r I 0 N .. . •. O.A~O;-Y.A, l!'OU!~ • • .. , 
R.L. GROUND ...• , •. 1~1:90;•· .. , ... 
ANGLE FROM HORI?ONTAL 
GRID REF. ................... . 
H 0 lE SIZE 15Zmm 
GEO LOG! CAL 
INTERPRETATION 
IIIXONIJ! EART!n>WW FORl!ATION 
DRILLER RELATIVE 
\,} 
..c: 
0. 
"' 0'1 
.... 0 
rn 
Ill 
... 
... 
~ 
... 
E 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
R E C 0 V E R E 0 0 R I LL 
CUT Tl NGS. DESCRiPTION 
Dnrk chocolate brown, homo~en 
cous, organio BENTONITIC ClAY, 
aot't-firm,wot, highly plnstie. 
i 
OC:NSITY WATER 
CONDITION 
"' c 
SAMPLE 
STARTED VL 
10/5/76 L 
., j! ......... 
MD 
FINISHED D 
.... !'!~!7.6 .. VD 
V. LOOSE 
LOOSE 
MEO. DENSE 
DENSE 
v DENSE 
L LOOSING 
S STATIC 
'M MAKING 
SPOON = 
Raymond Spoon Sampler 
PISTON :E-
st~tionAr.Y Fiston 
'!'hinwnl1cd Op~nand 
Tube S11mplor 
DATUM . .. 
90 
c: E 
.2 u 
tJ ~ D ... 
~ ... 
-s.. > a. ~ ~ E > 111 c 0 111 ... 
- " Ill a. .£) ... 
~s~. 
,.., 
~ 
·-
"' c 
... 
'0 
L 
L 
),{() 
L 
... 
! 
111 
;:: 
. . 
c 
0 
~ rn 
·-
c 
'tJ 
·-c Ill 
() 
"' v Ll 
EN GN G. GEOLOGY SECTION 
DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
UNIV. OF CANTER 8URY 
l o g 9 a d ... , , . ,({ .lil!P.~O.TI., 
tracad ........... : .... . 
check"d 
S H E E'r. .. ~ .. , ... ot' .. .£\ ..... 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE 
PROJECT ... MSo .. The.sia ... FEATURE .. Eart.h.:Uow ........... .. 
GRID REF....................... . . ..... M.W.D. CO-ORD. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ... 90 .. . DIRECTION ... 
----------------·---
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
FOflMA TION NAME: 
flOCK OR S01L TYPE: 
e;~~~R~~~~~ ?:n~~~Rh~}J~~~r,~tze, 
slr.en,glh .. t:f~IJ1f'nl & ,main~ colour). 
Fish-tail bit used 
between RL. 31.32m. 
and RL. 17.91m. 
Samples of washings 
taken. Driller 
recorded change in , . 
rat~ of penetration 
of bit at approx. RL •. 
22m. 
Light bluish gray-
light greenish gray, 
fissured throughout 
due to laminated-
very thin~ layered, 
dark brown-black 
inclusions of 
organic fibres and 
~ carbonised wood, 
g fresh, bentonitic 
@ CLAY, with some silt 
(;3 firm-stiff, dry-
moist, moderate~­
high~ plastic, 
I grading downwards through light bluish gray, gravelly SAND, 
0 loose-firm, into 
.light oluish gray 
sandy' GRAVELS, 
loose, moist, non 
plastic. 
DRILLER: 
ro~Y.• .. r;. .. ':\8 ...... 
STARTED: 
FINISHED: 
DRILL: 
WfoA n IE RING 
UW - Unwr~allwn~d 
SW - ShqhHy wnitlhrorrrl 
MW - Modf•r:th•l~· Wl•illhm(>d 
HW - Hlqhly Wl',tlhNf:d 
CW - Cump~~~·ly W1•~lhf.!red 
EXPLANATION 
17·'jl 
ir!~ ·l·'l ,;, 
··,;.(1 ,, ·!~ I ~ 'l lb·fl ~~~ ~ ,!' il 
.p\ 
·'l's 
·<li.f, IH~ 
l•fr. ., ]1 
·I:-
ljli 
1·.''· I'' .}, l't·1( '["~ f )!· 
H~'~ 
'1;\. 
lll\:j 
k 
' 
I ~·?I 
I It l •,j tz.qt_ ~ ~·{ ~ [J! ~. ~~-
t-4 
U'<· 
'i. 11·91_ !\',. ~r:1·. 
FJl:~ 
u:;.f 
~1.'' ':" f()·'fl 
HARDNESS 
V.l - Vmy hard 
H - Hard 
MH - Mndmalely h;vd 
MS - MndN;tlt•ly Sf}fl 
S- Soli 
v::; - VC"rv soft 
-
- -
'f 
-
-
- -
-Y.. 
-
- -
-
- -
'f 
-
- -
-
--
- -
-
7:. 
-
-
-y.. 
-
-\ 
. 
-y,_-
- -
-
- -
.)( 
-
. 
- -
-t::::::::. 
-
-
- -
-
-X 
-
' 
-
-
:\ 
'1..-
l H~~~ l · .tlw.~.~---······ .. . 
LOCATION .Oaro .... ....... .......... . . ................ . 
DATUM .MSL •............... HAD. GROUND41.~.98n 
PHOTO NO. . . . . . .. HAD. COLLAR ..... 
PAC r;;,;ROCK STRUCTURES (Dcfeds) WATEr DRILL 
LOG J< >IIJl!> V~II<S SEAMS ~HATTU< .SH~.Afl & LEVEL vATEf, 
S""'"'"g 01 CI~USH ZONES: FOLIATION. SCHISTOSITY LOSS 
n.1 turrtl (a!ltlude, lh1r.kness, spactnq. smoothnes!) 1, 
lr~JciU!P'II (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) 
i 
Cr~m-light gray, 
occasional very 
thinly layered 
carbonised wood 
inclusions, 
·bentonitic CLAY, 
with some silt and 
clay, soft-firm-
stif'f ,._ moist, 
moderately plastic, 
with some tendency 
towards lensing of 
various grain sizef 
CH-OH 
Light greenish 
gray-dark chocolate 
brown,many very 
thinly layered 
organic inclusions, 
bentonitic CLAY, 
with some silt and 
sand, firm-stiff, 
dry-moist, moderat 
ely-highly plastic, 
with many plant 
remains vi:;lible 
CH-OH 
FRACTURE LOG 
Dt~te 
o o , (c:msl ·- Spa~mg of 
1
'2 "' 1 g •n -~ n.rwal G. G- R ~1! jt '1 1 )1111j++.' .. ".~~~~!!'.~ ..... LOGGF.O: • • 1 ........ 9.<;:.~ .. 
- N ~ g 89 ~;a~~~~;es/m DATE: ........................ . 
TRIICED: ........ .' ........... .. 
CHECKED: ............... , .... . 
VERtiCAL 
SCALE: ........ , ............. .. 
0-100 
. , ... ,.··.· SHEET;;' ... OF~ .. --~~~~~~---~-~~~~--~--~~--~~~~-~-~--~~--~~~~--~~--~·~·-~~-~.~~~--~~~ 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE 
PROJECT .. MSo. Thesis .... FEATURE . Eartht'low ....... 
GRID REF.................. . ..... M.W.O. CO-ORD. 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL . . . 90 . . DIRECTION . 
f----- . ---····· 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
FORMATION NAME: 
ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: 
~;~~~~~~l~~ ~:n~~~~~,fJ~~~~s ~~a. 
strength, cernenl & matm: cotouri. 
! 
I 
I I 
-. 
y,-
-
-
! 
.:: 
. h 
?J-~1. -
I X 
-
' -
"' ' -· . 
' 
X-
-
'. ! !1~' fi. '/I \--
-~~t )(--. -
-
7·'11 -')< 
·-_..., 
I 
-
. -
--
-'i.~ /,·'II - -X 
-
-
-
l.'l 
-=\ 
. 
-5"·91 
--
'1-.-
-
I 
0 
l I 
-
% 
4-·91 -
--
-
--
-
LOCATION Oaro 
I H~~E I three q •••• I 
DATUM. ·Mst.·· .. ~:~:o. ~ROUN~04J'; 98: 
PHOTO NO. .. .. . HAD. COLLAR 
~<ftr:n;;;;IROCK STRUCTUI?ES (Defects) f.';Arn DRILL 
LOG JUINlS VU>I!> SlAMS SllA!Hff.SHI:M<& L£VH IATEf 
Sn:~< ""I ul GRUSH ZON!cS· fOL1ATIOfl.S0115TOSITY LOSS 
nall.;r.ll lat111Ude. Hm.ktlPfi'> ~pnt mq. ~muoH•ne~Af 
!radu,J•t;\ 
~ 2~~ 
(OR SOIL DESCf~IPTION) 
Light gray-dark 
chocolate brown, 
with very thinly 
layered organic 
inclusions, 
silty, sandy 
bentonitic ClAY, 
firm-stiff, dry, 
.moderately plastic, 
with some very 
thinly layered 
clayey sand lenses 
CL-OH 
Light green, 
homogeneous, 
bentonitic CLAY, 
firm-stiff, dry, 
highly plastic 
CH 
0 
0 
"' Date 
0-100 
! 
NH~·~--~~-~· ~ 
jl z·?~ --
WrATHLRING 
DRILLER: 
LOG OF DRILL HOLE 
PROJECT .... 1.fSc Thesis_. FEATURE En.rthflow ....... . 
GRID REF .......................... MW.D. CO-ORD. . ............ .. 
iH0LEI 
~ 
LOCATION. Oaro .......... .. 
DATUM HAD. GROUND ~1 ! 98. 
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL ... 90.. DIRECTION . . PHOTO NO.. . . HAD COLLAR 
!-----··--------· ·--···-·-r-";;;-r-1~-r::--=-·--------· --~-· . -- --~ 
" 
r?ACTUIH DESCRIPTION OF CORE z V> ~;; com orrn1 ROCK STf~UCTURES iDdr:!cls) WAm Drllll 
FORMATION NAME· ffi ~ ~ LOSS/ HAD J{llf,Jl~-l V~I~JS ~~MA~ ~·HATaH .JIH_AH & LEVEL iAHI g LOll 
0 Sn.H 1nq of 
r ni11UI,JI 
a. lr;tc.luff">l 
'{; fil ':i _ LIFT 0 CRUSH ZOIJF.S FOLIATION SCHISTOSITY LOSS ROCK OR SOIL TYPE: ~ ~ g ~ " iii 01 (.t!Nude th11.\tnf'!;s '>Pill~lnQ. smnr1thn~ssJ 0 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE lqr••n s11e. 1<;5:1<; IV> ~ ~ ~ (OR SOIL DESCRIPTION) ~ <! 0: 0 UT1t, 
" 
10 21.0-~~~~~~~h~~r;,;;~n~&'~~lt~~1rcd0~1f;~;) <n L I I~~ UJ ~ 1()9 ~ F ~~~~~~~~~~ ':.';~r,o'r.l/.7,,.r;·•dne~s. W<i!Pr content Date o:loo 
~ 
0 
E-l 
tr.l 
@ 
Uj . 
I 
0 
. 
., 
t~ ( 
' 
1 
Light-dark gray, 
fine-medium 
grained, slight~ 
weathered, 
SANDSTONE, with 
occasio:nEJ.l very 
thinly bedded, 
black MUDSTONE, 
strong 
NOTES: 
1. Cable Tool from 
Rt. 41.98m. to RL. 
31. 32m. 
2. Fish-tail bit from 
RL. 31.32m. to RL. 
17.91 m. 
3. Rotary from RL. 
17.91m. to EOH. at 
RL. -S.87m. 
' I 
l';. 
\ 
~ 
I, 
I> ~ 
L~ 
" 
' 
}~ 
' 
" 
!, 
.i: 
~1· 
'i: 
::. 
·'' ~c:· 
~; ::: 
l(i: 
II: 
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Light gray, 
homogeneous, 
gravelly SAND, 
loose, moist, 
non plastic, with 
gravels regular, 
rounded, smooth 
GP 
- SAND, with rare 
gravels 
SP 
- sandy GRAVEL, 
with rare inclus-
ions of carbonised 
wood 
Closely spaced 
joints, with 
fractures randomly 
orientated and 
slightly weathered 
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